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Introduction

This book is the Proceedings of the 7th International Workshop on Feature Interactions in
Telecommunications and Software Systems, held in Ottawa, Canada, June 11-13, 2003, in
the School of Information Technology and Engineering of the University of Ottawa.

Communications systems offer services and features to their subscribers. Features are often
among the main selling points of such systems, and they can be implemented and provided
independently by specialized operators under request of users, or by users directly. Features
can build on each other, but can also mutually interact in subtle and unexpected ways. A
feature can modify or subvert the behavior of another one, possibly leading to system
malfunctions. The topic of feature interaction deals with preventing, detecting and resolving
such interactions. This phenomenon is not unique to the domain of telecommunications
systems: it can occur in any software system that is subject to changes (not to mention areas
of medicine, engineering and law, which are not directly covered in this workshop but may
be taken into consideration in order to exploit useful analogies).

Although interactions among classical telephony features are now fairly well understood,
the feature interaction problem presents new challenges in emerging types of systems based
on policies, dynamic (Web) services, mobility, or new architectures such as Parlay, 3G,
.NET, or grid and active networks. The proliferation of players and software/service
engineering techniques coupled with the constant pressure for the rapid introduction of new
services and features can lead to undesirable interactions that jeopardize the quality of the
products delivered as well as the satisfaction of the users. Note that, ideally, each subscriber
should be able to create or customize his or her own features, dynamically as the need
arises, but different subscribers (who may or may not become connected to him/her) may
have conflicting goals and objectives. Techniques successfully applied to conventional
telecommunications systems are still useful in many cases, yet they may no longer be able
to cope with the complexity of emerging systems.

This workshop series was born over 10 years ago, at the initiative of a group from Bellcore
(now Telcordia). The following table summarizes its history:

Year

FIWI(1992)

FIWII(1994)

FIW III (1995)

FIWIV(1997)

FIW V (1998)

FIW VI (2000)

Location

St. Petersburg, Florida, USA

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Kyoto, Japan

Montreal, Canada

Lund, Sweden

Glasgow, Scotland

Chairs

N. Griffeth and Y.-J. Lin

L.G. Bouma and H. Velthuijsen

K.E. Cheng and T. Ohta

P. Dini, R. Boutaba and L. Logrippo

K. Kimbler and L.G. Bouma

M. Calder and E. Magill



The tradition in this workshop has always been to establish a meeting point between
industrial and academic views. In this workshop, 17 program committee members are from
universities and 9 are from industry or are independent consultants. 14 accepted papers
come from university groups, 4 papers from industrial groups, 2 from mixed university and
industrial groups, and 1 from a government research group. All invited speakers were from
industry or independent consultants. There are 7 papers from the UK (of which one with a
Belgian collaborator), 5 from Canada, 3 from Germany and 3 from Japan, while China,
France and the USA have one each.

There are 8 short papers (8 pages maximum) and 13 regular papers (18 pages maximum),
but both types of papers were refereed by four experts.

The papers are grouped in the following categories, which roughly correspond to sessions
(the number at the beginning indicates the number of papers):

(4) Architecture and Design Methods
(5) Emerging Application Domains
(2) Human Factors
(2) Detection and Resolution Methods I
(4) Emerging Architectures
(2) Foundations
(2) Detection and Resolution Methods II

We must thank the Program Committee members, who helped us in many important
decisions (the most important one being, of course, which papers to accept), as well as the
reviewers, a list of whom is given on page viii; the University of Ottawa, who made
available the premises (in the new SITE building) and helped us in the organization; the
Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation, who provided logistic support; and IOS Press,
who helped prepare this book, printed and distributed it. We also thank all the authors for
sharing their wisdom and experience, and the three invited speakers for providing
enlightening talks: Bill Buxton, Debbie Pinard and Pamela Zave. The paper submission and
review software used was Cyberchair (http://www.cyberchair.org). We thank Richard van
de Stadt of the University of Twente for having readily made available such a good tool.
We are indebted towards Jacques Sincennes, who provided invaluable technical support
with the submission and review process. Merci Jacques!

But above all, we must thank the Feature Interaction community for their continuing
support of this workshop series.

The results of this workshop show that the Feature Interaction problem, several times said
to have been "solved" by various techniques and in various contexts, is very much alive and
is acquiring new dimensions as the concept of feature evolves.

We would like to take this occasion to commemorate the passing away of L.G. (Wiet)
Bouma of KPN Research. Wiet was present at the very first workshop, co-chaired FIW II
and V, and had a role in almost all workshops, as an author or PC member. Sadly, he died
of cancer on October 26, 2001. The Best Paper Award in this workshop will carry his name.

Daniel Arnyot and Luigi Logrippo, Workshop co-chairs
University of Ottawa and Universite du Quebec en Outaouais
March 2003
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Feature Disambiguation
Pamela ZAVE

AT&T Laboratories—Research, Florham Park, New Jersey, USA
pamela@research.att.com

Abstract. This essay proposes the related goals of discovering user-level telecom-
munication requirements and making telecommunication features unambiguous with
respect to user-level concepts such as roles and purposes. It also offers a preliminary
list of techniques for feature disambiguation.

1 Toward telecommunication requirements

Within software engineering, the subfield of requirements engineering is concerned with the
nature and development of requirements [4]. A true requirement is a desirable property of the
system's environment, the portion of the real world that affects and is affected by the system.
It is a property that might not be true of the real world in the absence of the system, but that
should be true of the real world in the presence of the system [5].

For example, consider two people miles apart, both standing by idle telephones. In the
absence of a telecommunication system, no matter what each does with his telephone, they
will not be able to hear each other speak. It is a requirement on a telecommunication system
that if both telephones are connected to the system, and if each person performs the correct
actions, they will be able to hear each other speak.

As we know, only an extremely simple system would satisfy such a requirement. The
telecommunication systems we are concerned with have hundreds of features, many of which
could prevent a connection between the two people under various circumstances. To be satis-
fiable, a connection requirement would have to include exceptions for all these features.

Currently there are no user-level requirements for telecommunication systems. We simply
do not know of any properties that are widely agreed to be desirable to users, can be stated
precisely, and are satisfiable (let alone satisfied) by systems with normal levels of complexity
and customizability.

This situation is entirely understandable, being due to the following factors:

• The long history of telecommunications, including the technological limitations of the
past.

• The incremental nature of feature development.

• The geographical and administrative distribution of telecommunication networks.

• The conflicting goals of subscribers.
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• The fact that telecommunication services are so entwined in our lives that we hope they
will do exactly what we want in every situation. No matter how hard we try, we will never
keep our software systems up-to-date with the complexity of real life [1]. And if we did,
people would not use them because there would be too much administration to do.

Despite these past and present obstacles, we have an obligation to do better. People today
are demanding privacy, security, predictability, and reliability from the computer systems
they rely on so heavily. We cannot expect them to exempt telecommunications from these
expectations. When they start asking what guarantees we can provide, we do not want to
have to admit that we understand nothing about the global behavior of our systems.

2 Requirements and architecture

Most of the research on feature interaction being done now assumes a telecommunication
architecture. Features exist within the architecture as components or other recognizable en-
tities. The architecture is an infrastructure that composes the behavior or properties of the
various features to generate the behavior of a system as a whole.

Ideally, telecommunication requirements would be stated without reference to the archi-
tecture of the telecommunication system, because architecture is internal and requirements
are supposed to be external. Requirements stated in this way would be valid constraints on
any architecture. That does not seem possible now, however, and I do not know if it will ever
be possible in the future.

For example, it would be good to have a responsiveness requirement, stating that a system
responds to each user request within a bounded amount of time. But there are so many pos-
sible responses, and so many different reasons for lack of response, that any precise external
statement of responsiveness falls apart immediately—it has too many legitimate exceptions.

Taking an architectural view, on the other hand, we might formulate one aspect of re-
sponsiveness in terms of a chain of requests for communication. The chain begins at a source
device interface, passes through feature modules, and possibly ends at a target device inter-
face. The requirement states that if each feature module that receives a request continues the
chain with another request, then the chain reaches a target interface module within a bounded
number of steps. This requirement prevents forwarding loops. Yet it allows screening fea-
tures, because a screening feature module would not continue a request chain if it is blocking
calls from this caller.

I assume that, for the forseeable future, each attempt to study telecommunication require-
ments will have a specific architecture as its formal framework. This has advantages as well
as disadvantages. It will lead to a valuable diversity of approaches. The attempt to relate re-
quirements and architectures should illuminate both, leading to a faster convergence on the
most effective architecture.

Understanding requirements will necessitate going beyond the mechanisms of current
architectures, to study the semantics of specific features or classes of features. For example,
an architecture might define how concurrent events at different priority levels are mediated.
This is necessary, but it is not sufficient to explain anything about the external behavior of the
system unless we know which events have which priorities and why.

In this context, another advantage of relating requirements to architecture is that an archi-
tecture can provide a framework for formalizing semantic information, and effective places to
attach it. In other words, the architecture will acquire layers of semantic information, relating
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it more closely to the environment and to requirements. Subsequent sections will illustrate
this concept.

3 Feature ambiguity

Consider two addresses tl and t2, each of which subscribes to some features, such as voice
mail, that are failure treatments. A particular call to tl is forwarded by some feature of tl
to t2. Then the attempt to reach t2 fails. Should the requirements specify application of the
failure treatments of tl or t21

This scenario can occur within a large number of contexts, each of which might justify a
different answer, or at least provide a different justification for one of a small set of answers.
Here are two such contexts:

• tl is the address of a sales group, and t2 is the address of a sales representative in the
group.

• tl and t2 are the work addresses of coworkers. The worker with address tl is on a leave
of absence.

In the first context, the features of the group address tl should handle the failure. They
can find another sales representative who is available, or record voice mail that is accessible
by anyone in the group.

In the second context, the features of the delegate address t2 should handle the failure,
because the delegate is working and will answer messages promptly. Voice mail for tl may
not be received for a very long time.

This example illustrates that most of today's features and feature interactions are laden
with ambiguity about what is being accomplished, why it is being accomplished, and on
behalf of whom. This ambiguity makes it impossible to determine desirable system behavior,
because any decision we might make will be wrong in many circumstances. The only way to
rectify this situation is to reduce the ambiguity of features until there is consensus on every
case. The information that reduces ambiguity is semantic information of the kind mentioned
in the previous section.

The remainder of this essay explores some possible means of feature disambiguation.
They are discussed in order, from those that are straightforward and easy to apply, to those
that are mysterious and challenging. We have much to learn on the subject of feature disam-
biguation; my present purpose is to stimulate discussion and further exploration of it.

4 No open-ended "user preferences"

Often papers on feature interaction fall back on an open-ended notion of "user preferences."
These preferences are supposed to determine the detailed behavior of some feature.

There is nothing wrong with user customization of features, but the user must always be
making choices from a predetermined set of options. ^From a formal viewpoint the behavior
of the feature is a nondeterministic choice from that set, which is perfectly well-defined.

It is obvious that enumerating user options is the only way to obtain a complete formal de-
scription of the behavior of a feature. There are also deeper reasons, however, for constraining
user preferences.
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The behavior of a feature affects how it interacts with other features, which in turn affects
the global behavior of the system of which it is a part. Users cannot be expected to under-
stand the global consequences of a local decision. Global consequences must be understood
ahead of time by system designers, and user choices must be limited to those whose global
consequences are acceptable.

Even further, the interests and goals of different users often conflict. Users cannot be al-
lowed complete control over the behavior of their features, even if they do understand all
its consequences, because then there is no way to balance conflicting interests. Finding this
balance is one of the most important tasks facing requirements engineering for telecommuni-
cation systems. It will be the basis of any privacy or security guarantees we can make.

5 Associate features with purposes, not mechanisms

Telecommunication systems use a relatively small number of basic mechanisms, combined
in many different ways, to create their range of functions. For example, the mechanism of
changing the target address of a request chain before it has reached an actual target can be
used for the following purposes:

• To reach a targeted person at a device near his expected location.

• To delegate responsibilities of one worker to a coworker.

• To reach a representative of a group, who is interchangeable with all other representatives
with respect to the group.

• To conceal from a caller, behind an anonymous alias, the true identity of the callee.

• To assemble a group of co-located devices into a single virtual device having more media
capabilities than any of the devices alone.

• To connect a caller with a resource such as a voice-mail system.

Clearly there is no enlightenment to be found in lumping all of these together under
the name of "call forwarding"! "Call forwarding" is a mechanism that plays a part in the
implementation of many features.

It makes much more sense to associate features with specific purposes. Then a feature is a
coherent semantic entity that can be understood in relation to the semantics of other features.
This is easy to do, as there is little cost to having multiple feature names that map to similar
or even identical code.

6 Know what addresses identify

Just as a mechanism can be used for many different purposes in a telecommunication system,
so can an address. In general, an address identifies an entity that someone is allowed to call. A
callable entity might be a physical device, virtual device, resource, person, group of people,
institution, anonymous alias, or other role.

Categorizing addresses is just as important as distinguishing purposes. In fact, the two
often go hand-in-hand. If the purpose of a forwarding feature is to reach a representative of
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a group, it is only being used correctly if the subscribing address identifies a group and the
forwarding address represents a person.

Address categories can be ordered by abstractness. In an architecture with request chains,
this ordering can be used to constrain feature behavior in a way that guarantees certain bound-
edness, monotonicity, privacy, authenticity, and reversibility properties [6]. These properties
are proposed as telecommunication requirements, thus illustrating the potential relationship
among architecture, feature disamiguation, and requirements.

Address disambiguation will be more difficult to apply and enforce in the real world than
feature disambiguation, because addresses are necessarily global, while features can be local.
It will undoubtedly be necessary to qualify categories and properties with information about
administrative domains.

7 Protocol disambiguation

Anyone who has ever done any development of telecommunication features knows that tele-
communication protocols are full of ambiguity. A protocol must provide a standard, universal
encoding of information, or it is not a protocol in any useful sense. At the same time it must
handle an open-ended set of situations, which is the source of the ambiguity.

One approach to protocol disambiguation is taken in the SIP standard [3]. The standard
lists 44 possible header fields and 50 response codes. There is an illustration of a header field
with 9 parameters. The complexity of the entire SIP message set is combinatorial. Clearly
this is an attempt to include in the protocol an encoding for almost any conceivably relevant
information.

This encyclopedic approach places a tremendous burden on implementors of features and
infrastructure alike. It is simply too complex to lead to the kind of conceptual understanding
needed for intelligible user requirements.

It seems obvious that a smaller protocol would be better, but how can a protocol be made
smaller without increasing its ambiguity? The only possible solution to this problem is to
find the right abstraction, so that the information that cannot be encoded in the protocol is
generated and used in the same location, and the information that is encoded in the protocol
is globally unambiguous.

For example, the default assumption in SIP is that a server (feature node) has no necessary
persistence in a signaling path. Because of this assumption, SIP messages commonly carry
information that enables one server to pass responsibility to another server. For example, SIP
has formal syntax to indicate "the intended user cannot be found at address a, but can instead
be found at address b." Because such information is never enough, SIP syntax also makes it
possible to indicate whether the move is permanent or temporary and, if temporary, how long
it will last.

In DFC [2], on the other hand, once a feature node becomes part of a signaling path, it
stays there until the entire path is destroyed. This minimizes the need for passing responsi-
bility, and therefore also minimizes the need for transmitting descriptive information through
the protocol.

Thus, in DFC, it is expected that the feature module associated with address a will be
part of any signaling path attempting to reach a. This module always knows how to handle
calls to a, and is the only module that needs to know how to handle calls to a. Because all
information about how to handle calls to a is centralized in this module, there is no need for
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this information to be encoded in messages of the protocol and passed around.
It will be a long time before these issues are understood completely. In the meantime,

we must accept incremental progress. Here is another example of protocol disambiguation in
DFC.

Although the telecommunications infrastructure is evolving rapidly, there is still a huge
installed base of PSTN telephones, and tremendous pressure to make anything new interop-
erate with the old. As a result, it is still extremely common for various telecommunication
services to use a voice channel for signaling purposes (through tones, announcements, and
DTMF tones).

When a call is being placed and the offered voice channel is opened, is the far end of the
voice channel a person who is ready to talk or a machine that is ready to use the voice channel
for signaling? Many features need to know the difference. In DFC the signaling for media
channels is separated from call-level signaling. The call-level success signal indicates true
end-to-end success—usually success in reaching a person—so that its presence or absence
disambiguates opening of the voice channel.

For an operational example, consider a call that is first handled by an automated routing
service. It opens the voice channel to the caller and uses it to recite a menu of possible call
destinations. The caller then chooses one over the voice channel by entering a DTMF symbol.
Throughout this phase no success or failure signal has been generated.

Next the routing service directs the call to the chosen destination. If the device there
is busy, a call-level failure signal is generated. If the destination device alerts and is an-
swered, then a call-level success signal is generated. ^From the perspective of the caller and
the caller's features, the voice channel is opened before the success signal; it is used for
signaling before the success signal and for talking after the success signal.

8 Conclusion

This essay proposes the related goals of discovering user-level telecommunication require-
ments and making telecommunication features unambiguous with respect to user-level con-
cepts such as roles and purposes. The features must act and interact in such a way that the
requirements are satisfied. Telecommunication requirements need not describe system behav-
ior completely—it is enough if they document the most critical aspects of privacy, security,
predictability, etc.

These goals will not be achievable without making significant alterations in existing in-
frastructures and services. Although such change is always difficult, now is a better time for
it than most. The telecommunication industry is in the midst of a conversion to IP-based net-
works. Many other technological innovations, for example in devices, media processing, and
Web integration, are being absorbed. The inevitable confusion creates a window of opportu-
nity for other changes.

Software engineers are currently very interested in the co-evolution of requirements and
architectures. We are in a good position to contribute to their discussion. Telecommunication
services have rich user-level behavior, which makes their requirements interesting. For a long
time, our awareness of feature interaction has led us to explore the relationship between
architecture and behavior. Telecommunication experts may have a deeper appreciation of the
issues than experts in other application domains.
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The Periphery, Context and Intent:
Architectural Considerations in the Design

of Interactive Appliances

Bill BUXTON
Principal, Buxton Design

888 Queen St. East
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4M 1J3

Email: bill@billbuxton.com
http://www. billbuxton. com

Abstract. Much of the focus in the design and human factors of complex, but
ubiquitous systems (such as telephones) has been on the usability and learnability of
specific features. In the early days, this would have included the industrial design of
the dial. More recently, the choice of coding the functions of voicemail would be an
example.

While this class of consideration remains important, it is no longer sufficient.
In fact, it is increasingly becoming secondary to the success, value usability and
usefulness of the product. As we add more and more features, this will become
increasingly true, especially if we continue along our current paths and criteria of
analysis and evaluation.

Why? The reason lies in a classic forest vs. trees situation. As long as there are
few trees, the "tree" (feature) and the "forest" (system) are almost the same thing.
However, as we add features, no matter how well each tree is formed, the overall
design of the forest may constitute a veritable maze, in which any normal person
would become lost.

In this case, the quality of the design of the forest becomes more important to
the intended user than any of the trees. The objective of this paper is to address some
of the design issues that emerge from this seemingly trivial analysis, and to make a
strong argument that the way to do a better job at what we are trying to do is to stop
doing what we are doing, and follow a different path. Hopefully, the result will be a
reasonable aid in navigating the maze. Chainsaws and landscaping tools will be
provided.
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Reducing the Feature Interaction Problem
in Communication Systems
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Abstract. This paper provides a brief overview of traditional approaches to building
communication systems and describes the limitations inherent in today's newer PBX
architectures. It offers an in-depth look at a different approach, the Aphrodite agent-
based architecture, and underscores its ability to reduce and in some cases eliminate
some of the feature interactions.

1. Introduction

Legacy PBXs have formed the cornerstone of most business communications systems for
over seventy years. Thanks largely to advancements in processor and bus designs, these
systems today do more than just distribute calls originating from the PSTN to a bank of
office phones. Unlike their ancestors, today's PBX solutions combine voice, data, and in
some cases, video from the PSTN, Internet, Ethernet, and various other data networks and
distributes the information over LANs, WANs, wireless or other modes of transport to
office phones, faxes, pagers, PDA's, email and cellular phones all over the world. A
product that previously handled just two basic functions - call distribution and voice
messaging - can now perform many advanced tasks.

Feature interactions are a big problem in traditional PBX's, whose architectures
exacerbate the problem. Enhanced PBX functionality has not resulted in substantial
architectural improvements. The sheer complexity of software code used to implement core
modules means that such systems remain expensive to maintain, hard to understand and
extremely difficult to upgrade. The addition of new applications requires substantial
investments in both time and skilled personnel. A small handful of key employees may
understand some aspects of the complicated volumes of software code. New features in
many cases, however, are often simply "barnacled" to existing base PBX software. This
results in more and more feature interaction problems, increased inflexibility and additional
support and maintenance costs. Traditional PBX equipment is also built on a uni-
dimensional view of business communication requirements. Such systems are based on the
assumption that businesses primarily need to simply connect two end points in order to
satisfy their communication needs. This linear approach collapses the systems handling of
business resources - such as computing platforms, workers, employee groups and network
nodes - into functional software silos, limiting possibilities for code reuse, modularity and
overall system simplicity.
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Businesses however, also require the flexibility to easily configure who is contacted, at
what time, in what location, for what reason and in what manner. A new architectural
approach modeled on a business's own rules rather than a linear connection between
telephones is therefore needed.

2. Second Generation Architectures, Just a Repackaging of the Same Old Thing

First generation PC-PBX software delivered basic applications such as voice-mail using
client/sever based architectures. This provides rudimentary voice and data convergence via
a complicated series of line interfaces. The separation of call control from applications
within this architecture, of course, results in serious feature and application interaction
problems and a tangled mass of spaghetti code to cope with messaging complexities as well
as issues such as glares. Glares occur when two contradictory messages 'cross paths'. For
example, a message saying a line is busy is sent at the same time as one asking to seize the
line. Much like legacy PBX systems, the addition of more and more applications means
increased rigidity, further integration challenges and additional costs.

Newer PC-based computer telephony solutions hold out the promise of open
systems and commercially available components to deliver products with the features and
inherent flexibility to meet next-generation business communications needs. Such software
is designed to allow Original Equipment Manufacturers to focus more of their efforts on
developing next generation applications, rather than worrying about integrating closed
system architectures from various manufacturers. These new products are variously called
UnPBXs, IP-PBXs, LAN-PBXs and Communications Servers. Most are based on standard
components, such as PC hardware and OSs, and support IP as well as other common
standards such as TAPI and H.323. Performance, cost and scalability are crucial to these
systems. Most systems have strong integrated messaging features, including voice mail,
automated attendant, desktop dialing software, fax, and screen pops. They are usually based
on a Windows or Linux server. In many respects, the architecture of these second
generation products is the same as that of earlier systems, as applications remain separated
from call control functionality, producing the same feature and application interaction
problems as first generation architectures (see Figure 1).

Windows or Linux Server
JTAPI,
TAPI,

MAPI,
LDAP

Figure 1: 1990's Architecture Combining PBX and Application Functionality

While somewhat more feature rich, this architecture also suffers from a number of
fundamental design flaws. Call control in this scenario remains simply a "slave" to
application demands, processing each on a "first come, first served" basis. This architecture
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has failed to resolve the glare problem, and has just added more complexity to the feature
interaction problem, by adding in applications that have no knowledge of each other, or
means of resolving conflicts. This ad-hoc approach limits the ability to tailor
communication systems according to changing business processes, priorities, or needs, and
will eventually produce a system that mirrors many of the earlier rigid, complex and
expensive products it was designed to replace.

Today's preoccupation with Soft Switches has led many to conclude that call control
can and should be separated from application delivery in any type of networking scenario
without any negative consequences. This scenario really only works well in cases where
each application is assigned its own port, or is triggered by a different event on the same
connection as another application.

3. Aphrodite: An Agent-Based Architecture

The Aphrodite architecture takes a new approach [2]. Built from the ground up to model
how a business operates, the framework implements previously external applications as
fully integrated PBX features. This gets rid of the problem of Call Control being a slave to
applications, and the glare situations that are inherent to that approach. Control over who
gets access to which resources and when is defined by a data driven policy engine. In this
environment, applications can be built to mimic any businesses communication process and
can change according to new priorities, and allows for applications and features to compete
fairly. Aphrodite's architecture enables the dynamic reconfiguration of system behaviors
such as: whom employees are allowed to contact, at what time of day, from which location,
to which device, and for what reason. These feature-rich capabilities are derived from both
a data-driven approach to overall system design as well as an agent-oriented design
methodology. Aphrodite's design results in a base-level system or agency analogous in
many ways to a chameleon in its ability to quickly change "color" or function according to
shifts in user requirements, organizational design or business priorities. Software
developers use agent-based systems to help restore the lost dimension of individual
perspective to the content-rich, context-poor world.

3.1. Why Agent-Oriented?

Aphrodite is built from the ground up to seamlessly overlay any business communication
process and manage each resource within logical or physical groups according to shifting
corporate priorities and needs. The first cornerstone of this architecture therefore involves
modeling each business resource as a software entity that can represent that resource's
functionality, constraints and information. Software agents deliver the most robust
methodology to implement this approach [1]. Aphrodite's agent-oriented approach allows
construction of a communications system or agency, based on organizational design.

Agents are capable of performing self-contained tasks, operating semi-autonomously
and facilitating communication between the user and system resources. From a software
engineering perspective, Aphrodite's agents are objects, each coded with its own set of
"mental components" in the form of data that is acted upon by a state machine.

For numerous years, PBX designers have set out to build systems by representing
individual ports as the principal business resource to monitor, manage and configure. This
rigid and linear view fails to take into account that other resources such as roles,
workgroups, individual employees and networked devices also interact and have value in
their own right.
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In the Aphrodite architecture, each entity, device and application service is represented
as an agent. Relationships between the layers or between individual agents can be easily
managed through policies, in much the same way that policy engines can direct, prioritize
and control the flow of data packets in a policy-based data networking scenario. Agent
relationships can be created at initialization. They can also be created and destroyed at run
time, for the period of one communication session or until a user action destroys the
relationship.

Aphrodite's agents adhere to policies set by the system administrator acting on behalf of
the organization. Policies are basically data that affect when a feature is activated or what
path a call takes.

Agents correspond to the organizational layers within a business. Functional agents
(IDNumbers and Nodes) are represented by logical addresses assigned by the user, like
name or phone number. Resource agents (Devices) are represented by physical addresses
assigned by the system, like channel or port number. A many-to-many relationship, defined
by policies, exists between the three layers (see Figure 2).

Mary,
CO,
WAN,
etc.

Policy Chain

Phone,
Trunk,
etc.

Figure 2: Agent Relationships

Policies can be chained, for example you can have a Day of Week Policy pointing from 1 to
7 different Time of Day Policies, etc. (see Figure 3). Other examples of policies are Calling
Line ID (CLID), Calendar Status, Group, and Closed User Group.

The many-to-many relationships at each level mean that devices do not need to be tied
to a particular phone number or person. For example, calls to a particular ED Number
representing a help desk could be routed to different groups of people, based on the day of
the week, or the time of day. As well, each person in the group can route the help desk call
to one or more devices dependent on their policy settings. The IDNumber that the call is
coming from can direct the policy path that is taken from the person to the device(s). The
help desk represents a "role" rather than physical device or employee, and can be handled
by any number of specified employees from any type of platform according to who has
been assigned to that role.
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Day of Week
Policy

Time of Day
Policy

Group Policy

Figure 3: Example of a Policy Chain

This shows that the Aphrodite architecture allows the system administrator to use
policies to set up the system based on their particular companies set of communication
rules.

3.2. Why a Data-Driven Design ?

The second cornerstone of Aphrodite's architecture is its data-driven design approach. This
helps reduce the complexity of software code and means that changes and enhancements to
each component of the program can be made with minimal disruption to others. Overall
system maintenance and use are therefore greatly simplified. Data driven design, in general,
relies on the expansion of relationships among data to transform system requirements into
programs. While process-driven design relies on the decomposition of processes to
transform requirements into programs, expanding relationships among data entities reveals
the Aphrodite program requirements. With policies, it is possible to design and program
parts of an Aphrodite based application at a higher level of abstraction, with less concern
about flow of control.

A record in a table represents an agent. Linked policy records represent the
relationships between agents. Tailoring each system to meet individual business
requirements can be accomplished by simply updating records within a database.

The use of a data-driven programming construct simplifies the difficult task of
maintaining overall model integrity for complex applications in two important ways. First,
it enables invariants and constraints to be stated explicitly in a single place, rather than
having several scattered in multiple places. This makes code easier to understand and
modify. Second, because it is data driven, the invariant/constraint is reevaluated
automatically when relevant changes are made to object memory. This relieves the
programmer of some of the burden of explicit procedural control. In particular, Aphrodite's
procedural logic is no longer cluttered with code for maintaining model integrity. This
architecture actually eliminates one form of feature interaction, since the type of call is
inherent in the path it is following based on the policy rules, and does not need to be
checked for or compared with other types of calls before invoking a feature. For example,
in the old implementation of call forwarding, a phone has call forwarding set. If anyone
calls, then call forwarding takes place, unless it is a hunt group call, then in some cases, it
doesn't. These rules are all hard-coded. In the Aphrodite case, whether or not call
forwarding is done is based on the path the call takes, which is based on data programmed
by an administrator, so no checking has to be done on whether or not it is a hunt group call.
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If it gets to the call forwarding code that means it was programmed to get there, and it
should occur.

4. Features

Aphrodite has two types of features: Standard features, found in any PBX (e.g. camp on,
call forwarding, do not disturb, etc.) and Services. Services can include auto attendant, In-
queue IVR, voice mail and directory information. Each uses a trigger table that can follow
policy chains before invoking a feature. A feature within this paradigm can be defined as a
sequence of events that temporarily takes over from the basic state machine.

4.1. Standard Features

Aphrodite agents manage features based on policies and priorities. Agents contain a
mainline routine that handles the state machine for the entity they represent, and call
appropriate routines to handle events based on the state. These routines can call utility
routines to handle generic situations. Handling of the message can include calling high-
level API routines, or sending new messages to other agents.

The main state machine only handles basic call processing. Handling of features is done
in the feature manager. The feature manager uses a state/event trigger table, followed by a
policy chain, to determine if a feature has been invoked. A data-driven design means that
the order of features such as camp-on or call forward can be changed within Aphrodite by
simply altering records in a specific agent's trigger table. A designer can know simply by
looking in one location - the trigger table - that a certain set of features will interact based
on the fact there is more than one trigger for example "on-hook" in "connected" state.

As a result of the data driven trigger table approach, traditional features have been
broken down into smaller sets of 'mini' features represented by their own objects. Each
object can define its own behavior, and can be changed without jeopardizing the code
integrity as long as interfaces remain the same. For example, 'transfer' is no longer a
feature, but is made up of three different smaller features: 'invoke transfer' (the transferor),
'try transfer' (the held party), and 'offer transfer' (the called party). Each one can have a
policy that governs whether or not it can be done. As well, once a feature has been triggered
at one level, while it is active, each level of agent (IDNumber, Node and Device) has its
own set of code in the feature object to handle messages related to the feature. So for
example, all three levels of agent receive the 'offer transfer' message, and each has the
ability to accept or reject it. If the 'invoke transfer' feature fails, then next in line in the
device trigger table is the 'invoke recall' feature. This brings up an interesting point; there
are some features that are tied to other features and have to be part of a basic feature
package.

Because each agent maintains its own state machine, call control functionality is not
only distributed throughout the system, but also executed within the context of each agent
object. This means, for example, that there is no longer any need to run through every line
of code for every incoming call for every user, in order to select features that apply within
the various states as they occur. Every agent within the Aphrodite framework has all the
logic to handle calls based on its present context and forward communications to the next
ID Number, Node or Device agent according to policy table rules. This means significant
performance improvements and reductions in code size.

Services designed today bring with them implicit assumptions about their operation.
These assumptions become invalid with the addition of new services and new technologies.
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Techniques must be used to make these assumptions explicit and to protect existing
applications as much as possible.

This can most clearly be seen in the reliance of voice systems on the concepts of "busy"
or "engaged" to trigger features. A common feature is Call Forward Busy in which a user
can specify that if his or her telephone is busy, any incoming call should be forwarded to
another number. Everything changes in the case of a PC telephone capable of
simultaneously handling several calls and other applications such as word processing. It is
not at all clear how "busy" will be defined in this case. Someone could be considered
"busy" if they were using a word processor rather than talking on the telephone. In this
case, a device agent can have knowledge about the specific "busy" assumptions needed for
any number of different clients that are each capable of terminating a telephone call. As
well, an agency can determine which application has priority on a 'busy' condition, or give
the caller the choice as to what application they want to invoke. In current PBX's, voice
mail overrides all other possible busy scenarios like camp on, or callback.

4.2. Repatriating "External" Applications

The treatment of applications within this model represents a complete break from
traditional PBX mindsets. From the initial advent of voice-mail systems, newer feature -
rich types of programs have been considered something external to basic call control
functionality.

In most traditional PBX systems, applications such as Interactive Voice Response
(IVR) are required to understand a battery of complex line signaling, line flash, and
connection functions in addition to providing what amounts to intelligent dial-tone. In this
scenario, when a call arrives at a specific port on a PBX, it is forwarded over another trunk
line to the IVR application itself, which must then reroute the call back to the PBX by
generating a flash on that line, getting dial-tone, dialing, and disconnecting, "hoping" that
everything is transferred correctly.

In contrast, Aphrodite implements these applications as simple internal features with all
the capabilities of much larger systems, but without the complexities inherent in coding
message logic.

The Aphrodite model implements functionality such as IVR as an integrated service.
Services are a special type of feature that are made up of a linked list of basic building
blocks, like play and record or get an e-mail message. Once a building block object is
created, it is available to any service. Services are triggered by feature access codes, or by
the system responding to a user request with a specific tone and reason. Handling of
services is done in the service manager. A data driven tone/reason trigger table is used. For
example, when busy tone is given to a user because the called party was busy, then this
could trigger a service that asks the caller if they would like to camp on or leave a message.
If no entry existed in the trigger table, then busy tone would be given.

4.3. Single Threading

Having a single threaded call control cuts down on feature interactions and glare situations
enormously. It means that in a half call context, only one feature can be active at a time,
and a feature runs to completion. Multi-threading is used where it makes sense, in the lower
layers which interface to the hardware, and doing timing. If the middleware is done
properly, no timing whatsoever needs to be done inside call control, as it simply needs to
keep the data that defines the timing, for example, how long to give busy tone.
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5. Aphrodite vs. (A)IN

There are some similarities between Aphrodite and the Intelligent Network, but there are
marked differences. The concepts of feature triggers happening at a point in a call, and
temporarily taking over from the basic call are the same. However the path that is followed
to get to that point is much different in Aphrodite.

(A)IN takes a very linear and point-to-point approach to calls. It assumes that the call is
the main entity, and that features are triggered at certain points in the call, do their thing,
and then return. There is no distinction made between the number, the person and the
device being used. For example, Call Screening is based on the calling number and the
called number, not the people or devices involved in the call.

In Aphrodite, it is not the call that is important, but the entities that the call is passing
through at a particular time that is given the emphasis. The data in each agent or policy
automatically has an affect on the path of the call. Features can be triggered, just like in
(A)IN, but the context is on why and when and i/they are triggered as well. For example
Call Screening is triggered at a similar point when a call is offered, but screening can
follow a policy chain before being triggered, and once triggered, the feature can make the
distinction of screening on calling line id, person or device. As well, each agent in the call
path (EDNumber, Node, Device) can have its own call screening feature. So if Joe is not
allowed to call Sally, then it does not matter what phone Joe uses, or what number Sally is
related to, Joe will not be allowed to call Sally if Joe is on Sally's screening list at the Node
level.

Another concept covered better by Aphrodite is that of groups. It allows for the
grouping of people and devices. It allows for many people and many devices to be offered
the same call at the same time. It allows for each entity to invoke their own set of features
and policies at the same time for the same call.

Aphrodite has no call object with a state machine that gets acted upon. Aphrodite has
the concept of a session per call leg. It has a call record that contains transient data. Each
agent has a state machine that acts upon messages. Each agent also has its own trigger table
for invoking features. You could say that each agent is a mini-(A)IN architecture.

6. Aphrodite Implementation

A working prototype of Aphrodite combines a large percentage of base PBX functionality
as well as many integrated applications such as voice mail and in-queue IVR. The system is
made up of an NT Server containing specialized hardware and software. Telecom resource
cards from Pika Technologies Inc. provide the hardware for circuit switching, voice
resources and telecom connectivity. The boards come with corresponding drivers, which
are software modules that control the hardware and report events. Figure 4 is a screenshot
of the system administrator's programming interface. It is a drag and drop interface, which
allows the system administrator to visualize the relationships between the different levels of
agents, and the policy chains connecting them. Simply by double-clicking on a box, opens
up a screen for programming the data associated with the agent or policy. It also allows for
programming of outpulse plans, service creation and trigger tables, carrier plans, busy lamp
filed groups, closed user groups, etc.
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Figure 4: System Administrator Interface

Figure 5 shows the interface for setting up an integrated service. Each service is given a
name, and if necessary an access code. Each device agent has a programmable trigger table
that equates a tone given for a particular reason to the name of the service to be invoked. It
is also a drag and drop interface which allows the system administrator to create services
and then assign them to be triggered when a particular tone occurs for a reason. So if
instead of giving reorder tone when a user dials a wrong number, the administrator can set
up a service which plays a message saying "That is an invalid number, please try again",
and then give the user dial tone. He then assigns the service trigger table pair for reorder-
tone/invalid-number this new service. Many services such as retrieve voice mail, leave
voice mail, auto attendant, and in-queue IVR can be set up this way. In the case of an auto
attendant, a trunk would be hot-lined to the access code assigned to the auto attendant
service. In the case of leaving voice mail, in would be triggered on a busy-tone/called-
party-busy pair, or a reorder-tone/called-party-no-answer pair. In this case, the service
could be programmed so that the user could also be given the option of camping on or
setting a callback as well as leaving voice mail. The queue-tone/called-party-busy pair can
trigger in-queue IVR. What is significant is not the services themselves, but the
opportunity the architecture provides for simply adding new services in as new conditions
or requirements come up, without having to change any API's or going through the trouble
of creating a whole new application that interfaces to call control through a messy
messaging interface.
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Figure 5: Setting Up an Integrated Service

7. Summary

We are entering a period of dramatic change in the way people communicate. Driven by the
rapid growth of new markets and business models, the need to stay in touch from anywhere
and at any time is quickly becoming a corporate priority. Most employees now use
numerous devices simultaneously to keep in touch.

Next-generation communication systems will provide a distributed, enterprise-wide
multimedia environment for information delivery and communications. They will also be
an integral part of the business process. Such systems must facilitate and enable overall
system customization and incremental evolution in order to accommodate the changing
needs of the enterprise, its different work groups, and individual users. Despite the
increased complexity of such systems, developers will also be faced with ever increasing
demands for greater ease of use and fast turn around times for new applications with no
degradation of service.

All these changes are just adding more and more complexity to the feature interaction
problem. Aphrodite represents a significant advancement in overall PBX design to meet all
these evolving needs. It leverages decades of expertise in the development of traditional
systems to offer a solution capable of satisfying the most demanding communication
requirements both today and tomorrow within hosted application or customer premise
environments.
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Abstract. In many practical cases, deciding whether an interaction is desired or harm-
ful is a subjective choice depending on the current state of the specification, and which
results from a trial and error process. Thus, we propose an environment for service cre-
ation, at the logical level, which takes advantage of both the specifier's expertise and
formal methods.

Service integration is performed by the expert following a methodology which
preserves the specification formal semantics. A specification is a couple composed of
a behavioral description and a set of properties. During the integration phase, the latter
are ordered into three categories: the properties which are desired, those which are to
be rejected, and the ones which have not yet been classified. In order to help the expert
to carry out his selection, the environment offers different automatic or semi automatic
services: a static expert-assisted verification for the specification consistence based on
heuristics, a controlled animation of the executable behavioral description based on
some guides. The animation guides are generated by the tool from interaction patterns
(independent from the current specification) provided by the expert. A pattern is a
high-level description which corresponds to execution sequences potentially leading
to situations where a harmful interaction may appear; a pattern synthesizes the expert
knowledge. *

1 Introduction

The intelligent network (IN) is an architectural concept which has been implemented to sup-
port the rapid and cost efficient introduction of new services in a telecommunication network.
However, the service interaction problem continues to impair the safe deployment of services,
since the malfunction it causes leads to customers' protest and loss of clients, in addition to
the fact that this problem requires significant modifications of the conflicting services. Thus,
the interaction problem prevents telecommunication operators from taking full advantage of
the IN.

"This work is being supported by the "Reseau National de Recherche en Telecommunications", which is
funded by the French ministries of Research and Industry.
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A very usual measure to tackle the interaction problem is to work on off-line inter-
action detection. Various formal methods, together with their associated validation tech-
niques (based on proving, model-checking or testing) have been proposed. They are all time-
consuming, and relatively expensive: they require an important amount of specification and
validation work and the number of possible service combinations which are potential sources
of interactions is very large. Therefore, and even if their detection capability is interesting,
using them could be in direct contradiction with rapid service provisioning.

Actually, some methods [6, 13] have been proposed to screen out the irrelevant cases of
service combinations which do not lead to undesired interactions. The concept of filtering [7]
and its various implementations provide a way of satisfying the IN goals.

ValiServ is a project whose objective is to facilitate the service designers' work by of-
fering them a simple specification language which helps them to concentrate their effort on
interaction avoidance and detection. The focus is on the integration process rather than on
the detection operations. Our goal is to cope with the interaction problem after its complex-
ity has been reduced. On the contrary, classical approaches consist of providing a complete
specification of services and, afterwards, to check the absence of interactions. To our mind,
this leaves too many problems to be detected. We argue that classifying an interaction as de-
sirable is a subjective decision in the very first place. Therefore, interaction detection cannot
rely solely on verification tools, and it is worth to take advantage of the service designer's
expertise from the beginning. Our thesis distinguishes itself by a service integration activity
which embeds some form of interaction detection and a testing phase which complements
interaction detection by some systematic analysis of interaction-prone situations. In this ap-
proach, the interactions are signalled by the violation of the properties that the expert has
written out. Not all these violations lead to dangerous situations. ValiServ aims at providing
assistance to the user to classify these properties.

The approach deliberately does not give any special status to the Basic Call Service, addi-
tional services or features. All are considered as sets of formulas, and there is no structuring
means to organise the specification in terms of services. The notion of service is certainly
useful from a software engineering point of view. But, as far as interaction detection is con-
cerned, we consider that the notion of service is not the right level of granularity. Indeed,
interactions may occur in one single service and between several services, as well.

Service specifications are provided in the form of state transition rules at the user inter-
face level, very much as in [10, 11]. The original aspects come from the definition of a syn-
chronous interpretation of these rules which allows the expert to reason at the subscribers'
interface level, and from the definition of a service integration methodology which reinforces
the specification semantics.

Interaction detection is carried out at two levels. During service design and composition
through some static expert-assisted analyses, and afterwards when the whole service model
is executed and tested using Lutess [4] and some specific testing guides. The purpose of those
guides is to exercise the service combinations which are more likely to exhibit interactions.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the ValiServ methodology, and the
motivations for the two phases it includes (design/composition, animation/testing). Section 3
details the semantics of the specification language and its synchronous interpretation. Sec-
tion 4 explains what the integration process is all about. In section 5, the principles of the
scenario generation process are introduced.
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Library
Features specifications
FI

Systems specifications
POTS
POTS +C

2 The ValiServ project

2.1 General purposes

The ValiServ project is a specific implementation of a methodology for service integration.
It advocates an environment whose main purpose is to integrate service specification in an
assisted but not totally secure (heuristic) way. As illustrated in figure 1, this environment
offers facilities to enter system and feature specifications which are subsequently integrated,
and to save them. While a specification is being entered, some basic syntax and type checking
are performed. The first system to be inserted in the base is the famous "Plain Old Telephone
Service" (POTS)', new systems are specified by composing existing service specifications
and new service specifications. The service specifications are partial; they just provide the
modifications which the service leads to with respect to the system they are supposed to be
plugged on.

With this environment, the user can
select a system specification SYS and
a service specification F, and compose
them in order to obtain a new system
specification. During this composition,
the expert is informed of any interaction-
prone situation his specifications may in-
troduce. As a consequence, he has to
rewrite some parts of these specifica-
tions. The new statements correspond to
some design choices. Thus, from a for-
mal point of view, this composition is parameterised by the expert's choices, i.e., it is ab-
stractly denoted by SYS +choices F. It generally leads to some modifications of SYS; thus,
we do not easily get the addition of two services together to a system (SYS +c {Fi, F2})
from the addition of each of them, SYS +ci FI and SYS +C2 F2. Indeed, it would suppose
not only to confront the specifications FI and F2, but also to re-examine c\ and c2 because c\
was thought on SYS and not on SYS modified by c2, and conversely. Thus our approach is
to define the integration of one service on a system, resulting in a new system, and to inte-
grate the services one by one. From POTS and some services FI, . . . , Fn, we want to build
an integration ( . . . (POTS +C1 F^) + • • • +Cn Fin), where the order il, • • • , in is significant
with respect to the choices GI, • • • , cn. The integration order is symbolised in figure 1 by the
service indexes.
Each integration is carried out in two stages (or phases). The first one is a static composition
with some basic properties verification (no deadlock, no livelock, no non-determinism). It
is followed by a phase of specification animation in order to validate and improve the com-
position decisions. This validation is carried out using a set of specific scenarios which are
devoted to interaction detection.
We now give the methodological ideas which underlie the ValiServ integration assistant, be-
fore presenting the implementation decisions.

+c
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2.2 An overview of the methodology

Theoretically, the methodology is based on formal specifications (written in a given language)
and a correctness criterion associated with them. Practically, and from a general point of view,
the methodology allows the correctness criterion to be approximated by the observance of
some specific methodological steps to integrate services. More precisely:
• The basic principle we adopt is that a system is correct if it runs (i.e. no deadlock,
no livelock, no non-determinism) and if it satisfies some associated requirements. To lay
down an intrinsic correctness criterion, we consider specifications as couples (Sys. Prop)
where Sys describes the behavior of the system and Prop describes its requirements, i.e.
properties which must be preserved by all possible behaviors allowed by Sys. Consequently,
to be correct, a system must meet three conditions: each of the Sys and Prop descriptions
are consistent, and Sys satisfies Prop. The two Sys and Prop consistency relations, as well
as the satisfaction relation between Sys and Prop are theoretical criteria. The fact that a
compound specification (Sys, Prop) is theoretically correct will be expressed by the notation
(Sys (= Prop).

• Actually, since our work is based on heuristic checks and test [5], we don't ensure
the theoretical correctness- We will use the notation (Sys fc Prop) to mean that the spec-
ifications have been well integrated with respect to the methodology, i.e. the different re-
quired steps whose goal is to corroborate the theoretical correctness have been successfully
performed. These steps take place in an integration process which comprises two major
phases (see figure 2). The first one, the specification composition, provides a way of build-
ing a new system (Sys, Prop) from a reference system (Syss, Props) and the specification
(Sysp, Propp) of a service to be plugged on it. During this phase, the expert works with
static methods which operate on textual specifications. The second phase is intended to be a
dynamic one, in which the resulting specification is animated and tested.
• Note that all specifications (of systems and ser- j.. fi_r?r?' |_.

vices as well) have two components, since it is nat- (svss l~ Props) (Sys

However, the correctness of such a service specifi-
cation alone (which is a partial specification) is not , , -
a reasonable objective. Firstly, it would probably not dia8nostic ^ (svs N Prop)
run. Secondly, specifying a service requires the pro-
vision of not only its specific requirements but also
some other behaviors which are a consequence of
this service introduction; these latter behaviors rep-
resent alterations or complements of the system on Figure 2
which the service should be plugged. So, the satisfaction of the Prop requirements can de-
pend on hypotheses on the underlying system. Therefore, the strong theoretical correctness
only concerns system specifications. But, service specifications can have their own consis-
tency criteria, and check tools can also exist for this purpose. Thus, services in the library are
supposed to be well specified, which is denoted by (Sys & Prop).

• The system resulting from the composition phase has not been tested yet and is not
considered to be reliable enough, which is denoted by (Sys |~ Prop). If the testing phase is
successful, it yields (Sys |w Prop) and the new integrated system can be saved in the library;
otherwise a diagnosis can help the expert to revise the design. Working over a design again

gnosti

COMPOSITION
static methods
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can modify either components: the (Sys) or the (Prop) one, since there is no reason for any
to be complete from the beginning.

• Basically, both phases can be automated or interactive. We have opted for an interactive
approach which relies on the expert knowledge. This expertise is used "on line" when the ex-
pert writes and fixes his specifications, while composing a new system. Furthermore, there is
a lot of "off line" expertise implicitely in the scenarios which guide the testing process, since
these scenarios are automatically generated from interaction patterns which are built in the
specification animator. The interaction patterns model and synthesize the experts' knowledge
on the main interaction classes which have been derived from existing benchmarks.

2.3 Technical choices

Another aspect of the decomposition in two phases is the opportunity to make use of two
technologies. The design phase is likely to be based on high-level formalisms in order to
reach concision, to use high-level tools (proof, refinement, variables ... [1, 5, 14, 12, 3]) and
to facilitate the expert's design work. The test phase can benefit from more low-level tools,
such as model-checking, test, prepositional logic, animation ... In addition, the two levels can
be complementary, i.e. they do not exactly address the same classes of problems.

Of course, this approach needs a good interfacing of these two aspects, and compatible
tools. A difficulty of importance is to translate data from one phase to the other. In the follow-
ing, we give some motivations for our choices, and sketch out how they can fit in our generic
process.

The design phase is based on finite-state
machines described by means of formulas of
two kinds: state transition rules (STR) and
state invariants (I). This is a rather classi-
cal approach in the field of specifications of
service-oriented telecommunication systems
[12, 14]. A STR sentence is defined as a
triple (precondition, event, postcondition).
The precondition and postcondition terms
are properties holding on the current and next
states with respect to the transition while the
event term models the user's action trigger-
ing the state evolution. In ValiServ, STR and I
are universally quantified formulas. An invari-
ant, or I sentence, is a first-order formula over
states. Such a formula allows the specifier to
restrict the set of reachable states. The advan-
tages of STR/I specification style for telecom-
munication systems are essentially their flexibility and their associated set of verification tools
devoted to interaction detections. STR and I sentences are quite intuitive expressions; thus,
the specifier can easily modify them when necessary. Several previous works [12, 14] have
proposed specialized techniques for the interaction detection based on STR-like specifica-
tions. Depending on the cases, they study the properties of the reachability graph in terms of
non-determinism or deadlock or contradictions raised by the simultaneous application of two

Figure 3
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STR sentences ... Roughly speaking, the STR sentences will be the Sys component from the
design phase, while the I sentences will be the Prop component (see figure 3).

For the animation phase, we have chosen a specification-based testing method. We use
Lutess, an environment dedicated to the test of synchronous reactive software. This tool has
already proved its efficiency for detecting interactions (see the first Feature Interaction De-
tection Contest [4]). A minimal hypothesis to use Lutess is that the system under test is a
continuously operating program with instantaneous reaction to its environment evolutions.
The properties checked by testing are expressed in the Lustre temporal logic. Schematically
(see figure3), Lutess is composed of two main units interacting with the system under test
inherited from the Sys component of the design phase. The first unit acts as an oracle and
aims at checking whether the system outputs are correct with respect to the previous inputs
and the expected properties. Thus, the Prop component provided by the design stage is en-
coded within the Lutess oracle. The second unit is the input data generator (GAC in figure
3), generating "on-the-fly" input sequences, based on previous outputs and considering pre-
ferred scenarios. These scenarios are intended to both exercise each input with a strict positive
probability and promote input sequences prone to reveal interactions. In our setting, it simply
means a contradiction between the system under test and the properties implemented in the
oracle.

The interfacing of the two parts is described by figure 3. The twofold decision of using
STR/I-based specifications and Lustre-based specifications is fully convenient to fill in the
ValiServ process since not only they have their respective advantages but also they share
some underlying technical restrictive hypotheses, as the synchronous one. Thus, a translation
from the STR/I level to the Lustre level is clearly easy, up to the choice of a particular con-
figuration of a finite number of users and subscriptions. Since this restriction is common to
most verification methods (whether they are based on model-checking or testing), this choice
is unavoidable and left to the expert. In the oracle, each invariant is translated into a set of
ground sentences by substituting configuration phone numbers for variables. Let us note that
ground invariants are of course temporal Lustre formulas. In the same way, the Sys compo-
nent and the configuration may be simply interpreted as a running system likely to be tested
by the Lutess tool if it makes its internal state observable by the oracle.

3 The specification framework

In this section, we show how STR and invariants can be provided with a semantics and a pro-
totype on ground formulas. Then, we introduce STR with variables and give some examples
of specifications. Finally, we explicit the link between design and testing through variable
substitution, and we briefly explain how deadlock and non-determinism problems are treated
by the tool.

3.1 STR and automata

A set of STR sentences characterizes an automaton in the following way:

• Let P be a set of atomic properties and E a set of events. A state is a subset of P and
satisfies the properties it contents. A transition is a tuple (s, e, s') where s and s' are states,
and e is an event. Then an automaton is a tuple A = (5, T) where S (also denoted by
s ( A ) ) is a non empty set of states and T (denoted by t ( A } ) is a set of transitions between
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states of S. A is said to be deterministic if all transitions with the same origin state have
different events.

• A STR is a formula 0 = pre pre —> post post, where pre, pre, post and post are
subsets of P and e an event. 0 matches a state s when pre C s and pre n s = 0, and then,
0(s) denotes ((s — pre) Upost) — post.
A — (S, T) satisfies 0 when for each s € S, if 0 matches s, then £ = (s, e, 0(s)) G T
(t is an instance of 0). A satisfies a set # of STR when it satisfies all 0 in # and it is
deterministic and each t € T is an instance of a unique 0 in R.

• A STR set R and a state set S generate an automaton Cj(S,R) = (S',T), where S' and
T are the smallest sets verifying S C S' and Vs, 0 € 5" x .R (0 matches s => 0(s) €
5" A (s, e, 0(s)) € T), where e is the event of 0.
S and # are compatible when Q(S, R) satisfies R, and strongly compatible when further-
more s(G(S, R)) — S. R is inconsistent when there isn't any non empty set compatible
with it.

With this semantics, for each STR set R, we build a program Encoder (R) implementing state
transitions. Ideally, Encoder (R) should be a function which associates a "next state" with
any state s and event e. But this "next state" is not always well defined, due to inconsistency
problems. The good case is when there exists a unique STR 0 in R, labelled by e, matching
s, giving 0(e) as "next state". There are two problematic cases for the encoder: no matching
STR or more than one applicable STR.

We reject ambiguity between STRs at the semantical level and in the program. Indeed,
ambiguity can correspond to non-determinism (when there are two concurrent "next states"),
which is not adequate for the behavior of telecommunication systems, in the service perspec-
tive. Else, many STRs are equivalent for the considered state (the "next states" are the same),
which should be acceptable but too complex to manage in the tool when considering variables
in the design step. Moreover, the prototype for the test phase is not equipped to identify these
cases (it could probably be done).

The lack of a matching STR for a given state corresponds to a deadlock. To us, this is
not an inconsistency case because semantics does not require that any event can occur in any
state. This corresponds to reality: one cannot put on her phone when it is hooked on. If the
specification is supposed to completely characterize the behavior of the system (which is the
case for (Sys \= Prop)), s must be a state where e never occurs in the real world. Otherwise,
a deadlock can simply be due to an unspecified case, which is a common situation in the
partial specifications (Sys & Prop) of services.

Since there isn't anything yet in the high level language to distinguish normal and patho-
logical deadlock cases, the detection of the second ones takes place during the test phase.
Indeed, testing produces execution traces starting from an initial state, and thus, it examines
only reachable states. Moreover this phase only deals with system specifications Therefore,
the problems detected here should be real problems.

Similarly, non-determinism exhibited by testing should concern real situations when we
have no effective identification of reachable states at the design level. However an approxi-
mation can be done for non-determinism at the high level, allowing some abusive warnings
and some missing ones in order to help an expert to correctly integrate. We can propose a
free help, allowing this expert to force the input of non-deterministic STR, or a constraining
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help, refusing it and then asking the specifier to also avoid abusive detection. The good choice
depends of the quality of the approximation.

Only considering non exclusive preconditions (which is reasonably decidable, also when
considering variables) as a warning for non-determinism leads to a large surapproximation
of the problems because it consists in requiring determinism on all theoretically possible
states (i.e. the compatibility between R and P(P) the set of all subsets of atomic properties),
which is generally far from the reality. A better solution is to enrich the specifications with
an invariant / defining an approximation of the real set of states, and this is our choice,
associated with a constraining help. Then the high level check consists in detecting couples
of STR with same event such that their preconditions are not exclusive and not exclusive
with 7. It remains heuristic because / is an approximation and managing variables leads to
complexity and decidability problems, and the algorithm itself misses some problematic cases
(those implying a lot of terminals). But each detected case is a real case with respect to / and
the expert has then two solutions to treat the problem: he can choose to give priority to one
of the STR on the problematic state and the tools refine preconditions in order to realize this
choice, or he can reinforce / in order to exclude this state. The fact that applying STR does
not break / (i.e strong compatibility: s(G(I, R] (= / where here, / denotes both an invariant
and the set of all states satisfying it) could be checked with complementary tools such as the
B method. In our framework we only do partial checks between / and the post-conditions at
the high level and testing give a check for reachable states. The result of this approach is a
tuple (/, R) intended to be strongly compatible where the adequation between 7 and reality
relies on the expert and where checks corroborate compatibility without proving it. Notice
that this compatibility is a week approximation for service specification if we allow them to
be very partial about invariants. Contrary to [14], there is no elicited knowledge; invariant
properties are explicitely provided.

A least anomaly can reside in useless STR, with no instances for 7 or for reachable states.
This is acceptable for service specifications with regard to the reachable states because they
are partial and don't really characterize such states. In the other cases, this should correspond
to a specification error. For this purpose a check is done, verifying non exclusivity between in-
variants and STR precondition, with the same restrictions to an heuristic approach than when
restricting non-determinism cases with invariants. Moreover, an extension of the language is
under study in order to better characterize when the events can occur and thus, allow some
deadlock checks at the high level and introduce this specification complement in the design
phase where it should naturally takes place. It would be an assistance for producing guide-
lines for acceptable sequences of events in the test phase which is yet the only one supporting
this aspect.

Although this presentation is done without the variables and the unification techniques
we use to manage them, the used high level specification language allows generic STR which
is more adequate to concisely specify services.

3.2 Specifications with variables

The integration assistant does not distinguish between invariants which are service specific
or system intrinsic: it manages both kinds in the same way. All these invariants constitute the
Prop part of a specification, while STRs constitute the Sys component. Thus, in the sequel,
(STRs, Invariants) corresponds to the (Sys, Prop) of the methodology.
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The specifications include variables which are instantiated by terminal numbers for the
test phase: each phone is supposed to have the same behavior for the same subscription. Con-
sequently, system states correspond to terminal states described with two kinds of predicates:
status predicates for the communication situation (idle, busy, ...) and service subscription
predicates. The basic vocabulary also comprises terminal-parametrised events. The atoms
defined with these predicates and parametrised events correspond to the basic property set P
and the event set E of the previous section. Thus a specification must respect the following
shape with some conventions which are given below.

Definition 3.1 — A signature is a tuple £ = (3%, Fg, EZ) where S% is a set of status predi-
cates, F£ a set of subscription predicates and E% a set of event names. Members a ofS^, Fg
or E<z are provided with an arity n € N*, which is denoted by a.n.

— Terms on an a set V of symbols provided with an arity in N* and a set X of variables
are inductively defined by TV(X) - {a(ki,..., kn) \ Vz € [1... n], kt € X & a.n e V}.
Members ofTs^\jp^(X] are atoms, those ofTg^(X}, status, those ofTps(X), subscriptions
and those ofTp^ (K), events.

— Considering a set X of variables, a specification is a tuple SP = (S, Prop, Sys, Y) where
S is a signature, Prop a set of propositional formulas on TsEU/rE(A') called invariants, Sys
a set ofSTRs using Tss(jFz(X) as atomic property set and TE^(X) as event set, and Y is a
set of subsets ofS^.

Here, the formulas are implicitly universally quantified. The set Y corresponds to exclusivity
between predicates on their first parameter: for example, if the set {talking.2, idle.l,...}
belongs to Y then in any state, Vx My ~^(idle(x} A talking(x, y)) and thus, this exclusivity is
a specific kind of system intrinsic invariants. Another point is that we do not deal with events
which modify subscriptions. Lastly, it is possible to require that two variables are differently
instantiated in a formula.

Let us now give some examples with the following conventions to facilitate reading: neg-
ative preconditions are overlined and the subscription atoms which are automatically pre-
served are not repeated in the formula right handsides. Moreover status predicates which
are self exclusive are overlined in the Y declaration, {talking.2, idle.l,...} e Y means:
Vx My Mz(y / 2 =4> ~^(talking(x, y) A talking(x, 2))).

example 1; POTS, the plain old telephone service
SPOTS contains idle(x) (standing for "x is idle"), dialwait(x) ("x is in dial waiting state"),
caller(x, y) (resp. callee(x, y)) (meaning: "x is in communication with y as the caller (resp.
callee) part"), ringing(x, y) ("x is ringing from the caller y"), hearing(x, y) ("x is hearing
the tone of the call to y"), busytone(x) ("x is hearing the busy tone").
FPOTS and /POTS are empty. EPOTS contains offhook(x) : x is hooked off, onhook(x) (x
is hooked on), dial(x,y) (x dials y). YPQTS ={idle, busytone, dialwait, hearing, ringing,
caller, callee}. RPOTS contains:

<£i : < idle(A) ° -^V dialwait(A) >

</>2 : < A 7^ B | dialwait(A),idle(B) —I hearing(A,B),ringing(B,A) >

< | dialwait(A),idle(B) — £ busytone(A) >

hearing ( A, B), ringing (B, A) ° -^>

caller(A,B},callee(B,A) onh^A} idle(A),busytone(B)

< A ^ B | hearing ( A, B), ringing (B, A) ° -^> caller(A,B),callee(B,A) >
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<A / B | caller(A, B), callee(B, A) m idle(B),busytone(A)

< ^ ? B | hearing(A, B),ringing(B, A)
, .,, onhook(A) . ,, . . .

e(A) — ̂  idle(A) >

POTS is a system and thus, its specification is supposed to be complete: it characterizes
the behavior of a terminal which has just subscribed to the basic telephone service, when
communicating with another terminal with the same subscription. 05, for example, says that
when two terminals are communicating, if the call initiator hangs up then her party gets a
busy tone. Notice that using two predicates (caller and callee) for the communication state
preserves a useful information about who initiated the call during the communication. More
technically, it makes the specification less concise but provides a status to each phone (a
predicate provides a status to its first parameter and in a normal state, each phone should
have at least one status) and avoids symmetric predicates.

For the sake of completeness, let us note that some formulas are missing. The example
shows a "real" deadlock, which is detected during the testing phase, and fixed by adding a
rule 08 (see section 4.2).

example 2: TCS, terminating call screening (this service screens out incoming calls from
terminals belonging to the TCS subscriber's black list).
STCS — SPOTS- FTCS contains Tcs(y, x): calls from x to y are forbidden by y.
ETCS — EPOTS, YTCS — ̂ POTS. ar|d /res contains
V»i : <A±B\ Tcs(A, B) =» -ihearing(B, A) >
while RTCS contains
fa : < | Tcs(B, A),dialwait(A),idle(B) dialS^B) busytone(A) >

example 3: CFB, call forward on busy (this service allows a subscriber to forward all
incoming calls to a designated terminal, when he is busy).
SCFB = SPOTS- FCFB contains Cfb(x, y): when x is not idle, forward incoming calls to y.
ETCS = EPOTS, YCFB = YPOTS, ICFB is empty, and RCFB contains
X2 : < B £ C | Cfb(B, C),dialwait(A),idle(B), idle(C) dta^B)

hearing(A,C),ringing(C, A) >

X3 : <B + C\ Cfb(B,C),dialwait(A),idle(B),idle(C) busytone(A) >
Examples 2 and 3 specifications present the service specificities and implicitly say "for

the rest, refer to the system". TCS specification contains a service invariant characterizing a
newly prohibited situation (the subscriber terminal cannot be put in communication with a
terminal from its screening list) and a limited behavioral description (what happens when a
forbidden terminal attempts to call the subscribing terminal). Although these specifications
are basic ones, the POTS specification looks like any system specification (with very little
invariants) and can be checked with the high level algorithms before being instantiated in
order to be tested.

Interpreter

Our formulas are first order one and supposed to be verified for any system configuration.
It leads to undecidability and high complexity, and a need for approximation at the high
level. Moreover, problems in too little models (for example with only one telephone) are not
real problems. Thus the testing phase offers a complementary check on some particular rel-
evant models. To obtain a model from a consistent specification (Sys, Prop) with signature
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£ = (5S) Fs, EX), it is sufficient to choose a set T and to consider the ground specification
(Sys, Prop) where Sys and Prop contains all possible instantiations of Sys and Prop by
the terminals of T, respecting the inequality constraints of the formulas. Then consistence
means that Sys is strongly compatible with Prop and (/(Prop, Sys} is the expected model.
Thus, with an initial state satisfying Prop and an iterative application of the interpreter we
presented in Section 2.3, we obtain a correspondence between the errors of the program and
the inconsistency or deadlock problems. Concretely, we recommend to choose separately a
communication initial state known to actually exist (typically all terminals idle) and a sub-
scription configuration. These choices are done by the expert, from the knowledge of both
the nature of the integration system which makes explicit some problematic configurations
in the precondition part of the STRs, and the interaction criteria used in the testing phase
(see section 5). In practice, it is well know that few phones are needed to build an interesting
configuration.

4 The design/composition phase

4.1 Process

For the design phase, the ValiServ project proposes an assisted integration process. When
composing a system specification (Syss fo Props} and a service specification (Sysp &
PropF) in order to obtain a new integrated system specification (Sys fc Prop}, we would
like to inherit behaviors and properties from both parts, thus we look for some kind of union.
In fact, a naive union does not lead to the expected result because there can exist inconsis-
tencies, between invariants, between STRs, or between invariants and STRs of both parts:
roughly speaking, we generally do not have (Syss U Sysp |w Props U PropF). Indeed, in
many cases, a service not only adds something to the system, but also modifies it (e.g. TCS
service). In other cases, such modifications are only local, and most of the inherited charac-
teristics are preserved; what we aim at obtaining is an arranged union: sets of formulas which
only differ from the union on a few members.

The composition process consists in adding the inherited sentences one by one to a target
system T which is empty at the beginning of the process and which is the integrated system
at the end. Problems are tackled as they are encountered. The main steps are:

• A syntactic operation defines an initial work context: a tuple (SPT,SPS,SPF}, where
SPs and SPp are respectively the specification of the original system and service, and
SPT is* (E5 U EF, /$, /£, Y$) where #§,, /£ and Y$ are empty.

• Each elementary step removes some pieces from SPs and SPF, inserts some related ones
in SPp, while the consistency of the target ((Sysr |~ PropT}} is preserved by heuristic
check algorithms. This keeps many formulas unchanged. Some others are replaced by
more refined ones: for example an STR precondition can be completed in order to restrict
its scope and solve a non-determinism conflict.

• The process terminates when SPs and SPp are empty and the result is contained in SPr-

The order of the steps is significant because the objective is not to revisit the target context in
order to guarantee the termination of the process. Thus, if two sentences are in conflict and if

t Considering the union on each component of the signatures.
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one of them has been put in SPr, then the other one will necessary be modified or abandoned:
inserting it in the target would introduce inconsistency. But, if the expert does want to preserve
this second sentence, the only solution is to backtrack to the point where the first one has
been selected. In fact, the assistant partially constrains this order for a successful integration:
invariants are treated before STRs, because it is useful to know them in order to eliminate
abusive cases of non-determinism between STRs, as explained in the previous section, and
practically, the exclusivity invariants are treated first because they are naturally related to
the signature. Some other considerations also constrain this order. Semantic interactions are
captured by the invariants and therefore indirectely reviewed when invariants are violated;
in [14], these interaction situations are explicitely exhibited.

The general schema of the composition process is then the following:

1. Choosing exclusivities. The default solution is to preserve the inherited exclusivities
(when they are compatible on the common part of the signatures) and to ask the expert
for "hybrid" tuples (with one predicate in each signature).

2. Choosing invariant formulas and performing some consistency partial checks before putting
them in target. Invariants treated one by one.

3. Choosing STRs, performing consistency checks and modifying the STRs if necessary. A
detection a priori of non-deterministic tuples (with respect to the design phase heuristic
algorithms) is best with some assistance: presenting together sentences in conflict pre-
vents the user from first choosing one of them and discovering that he has abusively
excluded the other many steps later.

This gives an idea of some of the essential tools the assistant offers. In fact, this is a base on
which a lot of improvement could be studied. Indeed, the interest of such an aid resides in the
guides which avoid the expert to make too much choices, and also to make choices leading to
very probable backtrack. Thus, our current work consists in searching such guides, helping
ordering, both in relation with theoretical criteria and with expert experience. Such criteria
lead to new integration strategies in the tool, eliminating some random choices and perhaps
automating some systematic expert choices. For the moment, the first even simple strategy we
have has been satisfying for the examples we studied, especially because specifications are of
high level and then sufficiently concise to avoid explosion of expert choices and backtrack.
In practice, formulas are simple and there are not a lot of conflicts between them.
Finally, notice that this process can be applied to different integration schemas:

• To directly design reference systems by introducing all formulas in the same manner
(as for POTS and the services specifications in section 3) and to test (this meaningful
for POTS but meaningless for service specifications); this schema corresponds to the in-
tegration carried out in section 4.2. It concerns POTS + TCS, POTS + CFB and
(POTS + TCS) + CFB.

• To integrate two existing systems, for example (POTS + TCS) + (POTS + CFB).
This has not never been performed so far in our environment, because it would generate
a lot of conflicts due to redundancies.

Even if we didn't Some utilities are provided by the assistant, such as the properties which
have been rejected during composition or the identity of the work context parents; for example
when integrating (POTS + TCS) + CFB, consulting reports on the integration information
of POTS + TCS is useful.
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4.2 Examples

Here is a summary of the integration on the examples. POTS has been integrated at the design
level and the test phase revealed a deadlock when onhook(A) occurrs in a state containing
dialwait(A). Adding the rule

. . . . . , . . onhook(A) . . .
08 : < | dialwait(A) — >• idle(A) >
solved the problem. Some non-determinism cases have been avoided thanks to predicate ex-
clusivities of YPOTS- For example 0s and 0g could be in conflict when onhook(A) occurs in a
state containing {caller(A, B), callee(B, A), callee(A, B), caller(B, A}} or {caller(A, B),
callee(B,A), caller (C, A), caller(A,C)}, but such states are excluded because caller and
callee are exclusive: (caller, callee) G YPOTS- In the same way, 0i and 04 are saved because
(idle, ringing] G YPQTS* and 06 and 07 because (busytone, hearing) € YPOTS-

Then POTS+TCS, POTS + CFB and (POTS + TCS) +CFB have been integrated,
and the following summarizes the experiment:

• Although it is allowed to modify exclusivity during the process, we didn't need it in this
example. Therefore
YPOTS+TCS — YPOTS i YPOTS+CFB = YPOTS and Y(POTS+TCS)+CFB —

• The high level of integration of POTS + TCS preserved the invariant fa (we have
1 POTS+TCS = ITCS) but a non-determinism was detected between the POTS rule 02 and
the TCS rule fa: in a state where dialwait(A, B), idle(B) and Tcs(B, A) are true, if the
dial(A, B) occurs, then the two rules can be applied. Moreover fa can lead to a break
of fa (in IPOTS+TCS)- So 02 has been replaced by 0'2 (RPOTS+TCS = ((RPOTS - {02})
URTCS) U{0'2}), where

02 : <A ̂  B | Tcs(A,B), dialwait(A),idle(B) dmlS^B}

hearing(A,B),ringing(B,A) >

• The integration of POTS with CFB showed a non-determinism between 03 and x?'- in a
state where Cfb(B, C), dialwait(A), caller(B, D), idle(C) and callee(D, B) are true,
if dial(A, B) occurs, then the two rules can be applied. So 03 has been replaced by 0'3
(SysPoTS+cFB = ((SyspoTS - {03J) USyscFB) U{0'3}), where

0'3 : < B ^ C | Cfb(B,C), dialwait(A),idle(B) ia busytone(A) >

• The integration of POTS + TCS + CFB followed the steps on POTS + TCS and
POTS + CFB. Sysp0Ts+TCS+cFB = (SysPOTS+TCs - {fa}) U (SysPOTS+CFB - {0s})
and PropPoTs+Tcs+CFB = PropppTS+TCS- But the test phase revealed that ProppOTS+TCs+cFB
breaks the instance Tcs (C,A) => hearing(A,C) of the TCS invariant fa w\\endial(A, B)
occurs in the state (dialwait(A), Cfb(B, C), caller (B, D),Tcs(C, A), idle(C), callee(D, B)}
and leads to the state {hearing(A, C), Cfb(B, C), caller (B, D), ringing(C, A),Tcs(C, A),
callee(D, B)}. So %2 has been replaced by x2 and %4 was added (SyspoTS+TCS+CFB =

- {02}) U (SyspoTS+CFB - {0a})) - {Xz}) U {x2> xJ), where
C | Tcs(C, A), Cfb(B, C),dialwait(A),idle(B),idle(C) ia

hearing(A,C),ringing(C,A)

\ Tcs(C, A), Cfb(B, C),dialwait(A),idle(B),idle(C)
busytone(A) >
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5 The testing/animation phase

The key idea for interaction detection is to focus the execution of the telephone network
model (including the services) on a set of specific scenarios that the experts' shared expe-
rience recognizes as the most interaction-prone. A scenario is an means of describing an
execution trace from an abstarct point of view. A scenario is made out of a sequence of events
which only occur in the same order in the execution trace; in particular, there is no reason
for a scenario to be a sub-sequence of adjacent events in the execution trace. This sequence
of events is used by the model animator (the GAC box in figure 3) to guide the generation
of input events which are sent to the service model (the Sys interpreter). Thus, a scenario
represents all possible execution traces which comprise the corresponding list of events.

The scenarios themselves are built as instances of interaction patterns (see section 5.2)
which result from interaction criteria (detailed in the following section).

5.1 Interaction criteria

An interaction criterion is an interaction-prone situation that the experts know as problematic.
The associated pattern is a more concrete description which is composed of actions in a
certain order. The actions are abstracted from the common services internal operations. A
typical interaction pattern which has been identified for long [2] is the "usage of a data for
decision" followed by a "writing/modification" of this data,

We have drawn up the following list of interaction criteria classes and subclasses by
analysing the most significant benchmarks [2, 9]. Informally, the identified interactions de-
pend on:

• non-determinism resulting from the concurrent activations of several services; the non-
determinism may be local (i.e. attached to services of one single subscriber) or non-local

• absence of reactivity
• bad resource handling
• bad identifier handling.

The criterion "bad resource handling" can be refined into:
• with one single resource

- the resource being persistent
* when there are automatic calls

• when these calls are predictable
• when these calls are not predictable (1)

* when all calls are manual
- the resource not being persistent (2)

• with two dependent resources resulting either from aliases or information loss
• security violation (3)

Several patterns can be associated with each interaction criterion. In rough terms, the
simplest pattern which should reveal an interaction of type 2 can be expressed as a sequence
of two operations the first one corresponding to an access to a resource and the second one
being a modification of this resource; another pattern would recommend to link up an access,
a modification and an access, in that order. For a type 1 interaction (typical of the Automatic
Call Back), the pattern introduces an idle situation in between two modifications, the last one
preceeding an access.
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5.2 The action pattern language

The action pattern language has been defined as a means to express problematic situations,
i.e. situations which appear during service executions and which could induce or correspond
to service interactions. These situations result from a sequence of actions taken by service
codes. Our objective is twofold: to express the situations in an as abstract as possible way, and
to make the language adequate to describe potential conflicts between any kind of services
(telephone services and internet services as well [8]). Therefore, the language components
have been designed as an abstract view of the service implementation, and from the broadest
perspective, even though they have been inspired by the classical benchmark. The actions
are some kind of normalized operations. They are used to label the state transition rules with
the following interpretation: when a rule is fired the associated list of actions takes place.
For example, to any predicate Tcs(B, A) in a precondition there is a Test action associated
since, at the service implementation level, some program will test the called number in order
to check, for B, whether A belongs to its black list. Likewise, there will be a Remap action
associated with any Cfb(B, A) predicate in the left-hand side of a pre/post rule, in order to
indicate that a telephone number is transformed into another one.

The central notions are that of resource and controller, the actions being always carried
out by a controller on some resource. The notion of resource encompasses what is called
elsewhere [2,6] data and resources: the various numbers handled by the services like, e.g. the
Calling, Dialled and Destination Numbers, the list of filtered numbers for OCS or TCS, are
examples of data in the literature, whereas the various signals are examples of resources in
the literature. We introduce additional elements in the set of resources, such as the communi-
cation bits (see below). In brief, a resource is any type of object that one has to refer to when
describing the system functioning.

A resource has several other notions attached to it. For the time being, the most relevant
ones we have identified are:

• The owner is the one who pays for it (it may be a subscriber through the corresponding
service code or the system itself). For example, a communication between two subscribers
and y is composed of a chain of communication bits; most of them are charged to x but y
may have to pay for a communication link which is subsequent to a forward he has asked
for.

• The list of actions which can be carried out on this resource. For example, testing a
resource in order to know its current value or whether it belongs to a specific list is such
an action.

• The list of controllers includes all subscribers and the system, i.e. all agents which im-
plicitly or explicitly act on this resource. For example, the previous Test action definition
must make precise the controller which performs it. A controller is not necessarily the
owner of the resource.

• The list of rights which indicate for each action the controllers which can perform them.

Each controller has a certain level of priviledges: nominal, intermediate, system.
These notions are structured using two types of descriptors, respectively for resources and

controllers. Meta-actions are available to modify the contents of the descriptors (e.g. the list
of rights).
So, a typical pattern for type 2 interaction could be the sequence of actions:
Test(x, R), Remap(y, R]
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with x 7^ y, and where x and y are controllers and R is a resource.
A typical pattern for type 3 interaction could be the sequence of meta-actions and actions:
Remove ̂ authorization(C, C', A, R) & Priv(C) <Priv(C'} & Owner(R) = C', A(C'', /?),
where C and C'are controllers, RemoveMuthorization(C, C", A, R) means that C removes
the right for C' to perform action A on resource R.

This pattern signals a situation to be analyzed since C' still performs action A after its
right has been revoked. For example, this could happen with C being the 911 service, and C1

being any POTS subscriber calling 911, and A the termination of the call.

5.3 Generation of scenarios

From any pattern, we can compute several scenarios using an algorithm in three steps:

• identification of all pre-post rules containing the last action of the pattern in their list of
attached actions;

• from the post-conditions of the previously selected rules, by backward chaining of the
pre-post rules, computation of sequences of events.

When these events are issued from the initial state, one obtains a scenario.
For example the scenario of fhook(A), dial(A, B), Tcs(C, A), Cfb(B, C) is generated

from the pattern Test(x, R), Remap(y, R), with x ^ y. Likewise, the scenario offhook(A),
dial(A, J3), 911(5), onhook(A) corresponds to the second example above.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a methodolody for an interactive service integration. A specification is a
couple composed of a behavioral description and a set of properties and is finalized in two
phases. The integration phase consists in designing a high level specification by means of
partial and heuristic checks and with the help of an expert. The verification phase uses testing
tools such that the expert knowledge allows to select input data prone to reveal interactions.
The prototype developed in the ValiServ project is a first expert-assisted environment coping
with this methodology. The integration phase is based on state transition rules and invariant
specifications while the verification phase uses the Lutess tool and some specialised criteria.
Until now, the methodology has been validated on small examples (up to 5 services) and
deserves to be experimented on larger examples. An advantage of our approach is to allow the
expert to classify detected interactions as desired or harmful. But this can also be viewed as a
drawback since the expert is continuously solicited to interact with the tool. It explains why
at the moment, in the frame of the ValiServ project, we take care of providing the expert with
a tool interface easing the data analysis. From a distant point of view, we want to improve
our methodology by inforcing the efficiency of the verification both at the integration and
verification levels, and by widening the scope of the environment (more expressivity for the
properties, new criteria for guiding test selection, pertinent criteria for chosing the interpreter
configuration, model-checking verification, etc).
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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach for modular design of highly-
entangled software components by statechart diagrams. We structure the
components into features, which represent reusable, self-contained services. These
are modeled individually by statechart diagrams. For composition of components
from features, we need to consider the interactions between the features. These
feature interactions, which are well known in the telecommunications area, typically
describe special cases or cooperations which only occur when features are
combined. We describe these interactions graphically as well by partial statecharts.
The main novelty is that full component descriptions are created automatically in a
plug-and-play fashion by combining the statecharts for the required features and
their interactions. Furthermore, we develop different classes of statecharts and show
the interactions on a case-by-case basis. For composition, we use semantic
refinement concepts for statecharts which preserve the original behavior.

Keywords: graphic description techniques, plug-and-play composition, feature
interaction, statechart diagrams, semantic refinement, UML

1 Introduction

When talking about a piece of software, we often speak of a "feature" which this software
has. For instance, when collecting requirements, features of a software system are common
terminology. We propose here a graphic description method for feature-centric software
development which supports composition of components from features in a modular way.
The abstract behavior of features is modeled by statechart diagrams. However, features are
often not independent and do interact in many ways. The main contribution of this paper is
to describe features and their interactions graphically and to model their composition by
stepwise refinement relations between statecharts.

A key problem is that features often have to cooperate or interact in unforeseen ways.
In larger systems with many features, these interactions can lead to highly entangled code
which is difficult to maintain. The problem of feature interactions is well established in the
telecommunications area [3]. While most of the work in this area focuses on detecting
interaction, we focus on software design methods which consider interactions. The problem
is that handling interactions in most cases violates modularity. One often has to fix a special
case in one feature which only occurs if another particular feature is present. Hence the
code implementing these features becomes overloaded and obscures the core functionality
of the feature as well as the dependencies.

For our development method, we employ graphic design of features by statechart
diagrams (or abstract state machines). A novel point is that we model features and
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interactions as partial statecharts and transitions, which can be combined automatically
when needed. This approach allows one to cross-cut large statechart diagrams into smaller
features and their interactions. Based on semantic refinement concepts for statecharts, we
present rules to create component models by combining the statecharts of the required
features. These graphic refinement rules ensure that the feature behavior does not change
during composition.

Our design method aims at graphic plug-and-play feature composition, which is
essential in the following application scenarios:

- Many different versions of a software component are needed, each having different,
often alternative features.

- Applications where monolithic software is unsuitable, since only the features
needed by a customer are delivered. For instance, when downloading software on a
limited mobile device, the download time and storage space on a mobile device
should be kept minimal.

- Applications where entangled features are added or updated frequently during the
live-cycle of a software component.

As an example consider an email server, where [4] has analyzed about 10 common features
and discovered about 25 feature interactions. For instance, encryption and auto-responder
interact as follows. The auto-responder answers emails automatically by quoting the subject
field of the incoming email. If an encrypted email is decrypted first and then processed by
the auto-responder, an email with the subject of the email will be returned. This however
leaks the originally encrypted subject if the outgoing email is sent in plain. Hence for
combining these seemingly independent features one must consider such special cases. We
use in the sequel the above email example. The main features (see also [4]) are:

- Encryption and decryption for encrypted mails.
- Filtering particular emails, e.g. for virus protection.
- An auto-reply feature for automatic answers to all incoming emails.

In the following section we present the background on statecharts. Modular construction of
statecharts modeling the behavior of features, interactions, and their combination is
discussed in Section 3 through Section 5.

2 Statechart Diagrams and Semantic Refinement

Our graphic description method for developing software components is based on UML
statechart diagrams [10]. When we model a software component with statecharts, we aim at
specifying the behavior of its functions. We label transitions by the functions which trigger
these transitions. An external function call triggers a transition labeled with this function
depending on the current state of the statechart. Note that the finite number of states of a
statechart usually represents an abstraction of the internal states a component can have.

We use the following UML notation for labeling transitions:

called_function() [condition] / action

A transition can be initiated by an external event, here called_function(). It may have a
condition and it may have an action it initiates. This action describes the behavior triggered
by the function. Note that all three labels may be empty. In case the trigger function is
omitted, we have an internal transition without an external event, also called spontaneous
transition.
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An example is the statechart in Figure 1 describing the basic functionality of an email
system in a feature called BasicEmail. We have two states, one called Waiting (for email)
and the other called Emailarrived. The initial state is Waiting.

The transition labeled incomingQ is triggered if an email has arrived and issues the
operation get() to retrieve the email. The transition labeled deliver is the actual processing
of the new email which triggers the storeQ function to save the email. This simple model of
an email system only handles one email at a time. Note that we indicate functions by
parentheses as in f(), which does not mean that these are parameter-less functions in an
implementation. Later we will introduce parallel statechart diagrams and hierarchical
diagrams based on UML notation.

Figure 1: The BasicEmail Feature

2.1 Semantics

Our semantic model employs an external black-box view of the component. It is based on
function calls from the outside which trigger transitions. Only the input and output are
considered, not the internal states. A possible run can be specified by a trace of the
externally called functions and the resulting actions of the statechart.

For instance, consider in this example traces for the statechart in Figure 1 of
incomingO and deliverQ transitions, triggered by external function calls.

Input sequence:
incomingO, deliver(), incomingO, deliver(), incomingO, deliverQ,

Output sequence:
get(), store(),get(), store(), get(), store(),

We adopt the loose, "chaos" semantics [9] where the semantics of a component is given as
the set of possible traces. The set of traces includes any possible trace by transitions
specified in the statechart. In addition, any unspecified function call, e.g. a function call for
which no transition is defined in the current state, leaves the statechart in chaos state and
any behavior is permitted after that. For instance, the output for the input deliver() in the
Waiting state is not defined in the statechart and hence anything is permitted after this. Our
semantic model does not specify what happens in case the deliver() function is called in
Waiting state. Hence the statechart does not fully specify a single implementation, but
permits many possible implementations, which fulfill the specified input/output relation.
More formally, we can describe the semantics as a set of deterministic, monotonic
functions which are compatible the statechart. Each function represents a possible,
deterministic implementation. Since many implementations are possible, we use a set of
functions. This set of possible implementations can be reduced, which we view as
refinement. Note that our statechart model permits a non-deterministic choice if several
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transitions are possible in one state, which is just a special case of loose semantics. For a
more detailed treatment of the semantic background we refer to [1].

2.2 Refinement

Our notion of semantic refinement of statecharts aims at specifying a component in more
detail and hence to reduce under-specification. We speak of semantic refinement of a
statechart to another, if the refined one has fewer possible traces. As the loose semantics of
a statechart is a set of functions, this can be formally expressed by reducing this set of
functions. In this way, it is very suitable for abstract specifications and enables step-wise
refinement by adding more specific behavior. For further details on semantic refinement
relations for automata models, similar to statecharts, we refer to [9,5,7].

The main benefit of graphic refinement rules is their ease of use. The graphic
refinement rules are based on syntactic input and output events. In some cases conditions of
transitions have to be considered. Note that the rules do not cover any properties of possible
input/output parameter or of internal state variables. To include these, the same semantic
models can be used in this case [5,7], but deeper reasoning is required. In practice, this
often means that the refinement is shallow and just implies compatibility with respect to the
input and output messages.

The following graphic operations on statecharts are also refinements with respect to
our semantics. These elementary statecharts refinement operations are proven to be
semantically correct [5,7]:

- Add new behavior which was unspecified before, e.g. add a new state or add a new
transition to a state, which did not exist at this state. Since this transition was not
specified before, there is less chaotic behavior and the set of traces is decreased.

- Eliminate alternative transitions, if alternative transitions exit. This reduces non-
determinism and specifies the behavior more precisely. Note that adding a condition
to a transition can be handled in the same way, as it removes possible transitions at
run time.

- Add internal or compatible behavior, which only adds new or internal behavior and
does not change the original output. In this case of new behavior, we can abstract
from the additional behavior and the old behavior remains unchanged. Under this
abstraction, the original behavior is preserved.

- Eliminating transitions for exceptional cases. In this case, refinement only holds if
some exceptional case does not occur. This is also called conditional refinement.
Note that adding conditions to transitions is viewed as removing transitions.

In the following sections, we use the four refinement rules described above.

3 Modeling Features and Interactions by Statecharts

In this section, we describe graphic techniques to model the behavior of features. A feature,
like a class in object-oriented design, offers an interface with functions and encapsulates
internal state. We describe both features and interactions by partial statecharts to describe a
high-level view of their behavior.

The novel point here is that we describe the features and their interactions modularly
as fragments of statecharts. For a concrete feature combination, we show later how to
combine these automatically to a statechart with the combined functionality. For the
combination, we will make extensive use of hierarchical statecharts and parallel
composition of statecharts.
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When modeling features with statecharts, we can distinguish the following three
kinds:

- Base features with a complete statechart, including an initial state and final states.
- Transition-based features which refine a transition locally, but do not add externally

visible input transitions to a statechart. These features typically represent a service
or an aspect which can be added to a feature combination with at least one base
feature.

- State-extending features which add global states and externally-visible transitions.
These features extend the states of some other features and also extend the
externally visible interface.

We consider in the following these classes of features in the above order.

3.1 Base Features

Base features are self contained and can be used without any other features. An example of
the first kind is the statechart in Figure 1 describing the basic functionality of an email
system in a feature called BasicEmail.

The base features typically form the basis of a feature implementation. In contrast to
others, they can also be used independently. For combination of base features, we will use
parallel statecharts, as shown below.

3.2 Transition-based Features

Transition-based features provide services which can be modelled by internal transitions
without persistent or global state. These features typically model auxiliary services and
hence do not change the global control flow. They do not add externally visible input
transitions to a statechart. The transition-based feature may however produce additional
output or trigger transitions, e.g. in other, parallel statecharts as shown later.

We present transition-based features in the examples of the Forwarding and Reply
features, each of which offers one function of the same name. In Figure 2, we show the
internal states of the forward and reply functions. The feature Forwarding includes also a
function call do_forward() which is not detailed here. The reply feature is similar. Note that
we use two small circles to denote the start and end states of the transitions, which are
determined later when composing features.

Figure 2: Internal View of Forwarding and Reply Features
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Some transition-based features do not have internal states. Examples in the email
application are the encryption and decryption features, which consist of a single transition
each (Figure 3). An actual implementation of these features may have persistent state, but
this is not modeled here.

Figure 3: Encryption and Decryption Features

In general, a transition-based feature is modeled by a number of transition functions which
we specify without detailing the start and end states. Furthermore, we may use an internal
statechart to model the internal behavior of this feature. For refinement, we also make the
assumption that the local statechart only consists of internal or spontaneous transitions. A
schematic example is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Partial Statechart for Transition-oriented Features

3.3 Global State-extending Features

Another main category of features is that of state-extending features which extend the set of
states and add global transitions. In this way, they extend the external interface. For
instance, consider a feature with a new state called MaintenanceMode (Figure 5). This
partial statechart does not have initial or final states; its states will be reached by transitions
from the states of other features. This will be specified separately in the feature interactions.
Note that this statechart extends the external interface by new functions.

Figure 5: The MaintenanceMode Feature
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The definition of a partial statecharts is a statechart with two special transitions for entering
and leaving the statechart. These do not have start or end states, respectively. This indicates
that the statechart shall not be used in isolation and shall be combined with others. We do
not introduce named start/end states, since feature combination in this case would require to
rename states which can cause complications, e.g. if other features or interactions refer to
this state.

For combination, these start/end transitions will be mapped to specific states. We will
also permit that the start function may be triggered from several states, unlike the exit
function. Compared to the above transition-oriented features, the new state Maintenance is
global, as well as the functions of the transition are visible externally. As we will show in
the next section, composition of such features consists of two steps. First we merge this
partial statechart with another statechart. In addition, other adaptations may be needed.

4 Resolving Feature Interactions

Interaction handling adapts a feature into the context of another one in order to resolve
feature interactions. An adaptor A -> B defines a refinement of a composed statechart
which includes feature A (and possibly others) with feature B. With statecharts, we will use
two techniques to refine a feature A to the context of a new feature B:

- The transitions of feature A may be refined. We model this by restricting a
transition or by inserting a local statechart, leading to hierarchical statecharts. We
will also use this kind of refinement to specify the start or end states of a transition,
as shown below.

- New transitions from the states of A to states of B triggered by function calls of B
can be added if B is state-oriented. We also refer to [5] for this kind of refinement.

The goal here is to denote this refinement just by describing the necessary refinement steps
in isolation, without the context of other features. In addition, it is important to describe this
adaptor generically such that it can be used for any combination of features including
feature A. This is the essential abstraction which permits to compose features in a flexible
way.

4.1 Interaction of Transition-oriented Features

In this section, we describe features which refine transitions by local statecharts. More
precisely, this can be seen as an hierarchical statechart. We first focus on adapting base
features to transition-oriented features. For instance, Figure 6 shows how the deliver
function is adapted to the decryption feature. Note that we do not specify the refinement for
individual transitions but for functions labeling the transitions. Hence two transitions with
the same label are refined in the same way.

In the example, the function deliverQ is expanded by a statechart with two transitions
and a newly added state, where decryptQ is a function of the added feature. In this way, we
refine the deliverQ function to first execute the decryptQ operation and then the original
deliverQ operation. Note that BasicEmail.deliver() is now a special internal operation which
is not externally triggered. We denote this by adding the feature name and by italics. It
denotes the internal operation to be triggered by deliverQ and is implicitly triggered.
Externally, it is viewed as a spontaneous transition. Also it is important for further
refinement steps, which can refine this transition. This simplifies the technical treatment,
because we do not refine local statecharts but only transitions.
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Figure 6: Adapting BasicEmail to Decryption

In a similar way we can adapt BasicEmail to Forwarding, as shown in Figure 7. In this
figure, the function forwardQ, as defined above, is not shown in detail.

F igure 7: Adapting BasicEmail to Forwarding

Next we consider the case of an adaptor between two transition-oriented features.
Interaction between automatic reply and decryption is a typical special case, which can
often be modeled by adding or restricting transitions. The interaction here can be handled
similar to the above and is shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, we restrict both transitions by
adding conditions. As we will see later, do_reply() will occur as an action of a transition
which we refine by the statechart in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Adapting the Method do_reply of the Feature Reply to the Decryption Feature

In the general case, an adaptor can refine a transition of the adapted feature by extending
the transition to a local statechart with internal states and transitions. We do not permit
externally triggered functions in this refinement, since this may affect the external semantic
behavior. Externally visible transitions in local statecharts would syntactically be possible,
but this does not follow our notion of semantic refinement. It would require a different or
more complex notion of refinement. (See also [5,1] for a detailed treatment of refinement.)
The function which is refined can however be used in the operation associated with an
internal transition.

We can express the general case with following schematic adaptor shown in Figure 9.
We adapt all transitions labeled with the same function in the same way by one adaptor. In
case two transitions (from different states) are triggered with the same function, these may
not have different refinements.

The inner "black-box" statechart can use the functions of the feature A, e.g. A.aQ, as
well as the functions of features B and C. No others are allowed, since the feature adaptors
have to be generic to be added to any feature combination which includes the adapted
feature. Furthermore, only internal or spontaneous transitions are permitted, as the external
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input behavior shall not change. Note that we use the notation F.f () to denote a function f
of the feature F.

Figure 9: Schematic adaptor for a transition, triggered by a(), of feature A to B

4.2 Interaction of State-extending Features

Interaction in this case defines the merging of two statecharts by adding transitions between
the states of the features. For this, we need to map the anonymous start/end states of the
state-oriented feature to states of another feature. Furthermore, transitions may be refined
by conditions or actions. In the following, we consider the possible interactions based on
our classification of features.

A typical interaction with a base feature is illustrated by the example in Figure 10 for
adding the BasicEmail feature to the MaintenanceMode feature. We only show the relevant
states for both features and indicate the MaintenanceMode feature by the gray area. The
interaction defines that the latter feature can be reached from the Waiting state of the
BasicEmail feature. We view this interaction as a refinement of the MaintenaneMode
feature, since the transitions of this feature are refined by specific start/end states.

Figure 10: The MaintenanceMode Interaction with BasicEmail Feature

Another example is shown for a feature called ErrorCase with the state EmailError and the
two functions errorQ and resumeQ.
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Figure 11: Interaction of Error and BasicEmail features

In the general case, an adaptation A -> B, with one base and one state-extending feature
means to add new transitions from states of A to states of B, which are labeled by functions
of A. For instance, in the above example the other direction for adaptation is also possible.
In this alternative, adapting BasicEmail to ErrorCase would allow one to add transitions
labeled with deliverQ or incomingO of BasicEmail to the EmailError state. Regarding
semantic refinement in this variation, we have to make sure that this transition has not been
defined before. For instance, it would be legal in this variation to add a transition labeled
deliverQ from Waiting to EmailError, since this is not defined yet. On the other hand, this
is not possible for the Emailarrived state, since this would overlap with an existing
transition. Although this might be viewed as a non-deterministic statechart, this leads to
semantic refinement problems as discussed in [5].

The case of an adaptation between two state-extending features is similar to the
above. The difference is that in combination of several features, only one interaction may
define the exit transition of the new statechart. On the other hand, we show that there can be
several transitions labeled with the function entering the new feature. An example for this
case is the adaptation of MaintenanceMode to ErrorCase, as shown in Figure 12. For this,
we add a new transition labeled enterMaintenaceQ from the EmailError state. In this way,
the MaintenanceState is also reachable in an error case, which resolves an important
interaction. Note that we do not fix a state for the exit transition from Maintenance, since
we assume that this will be done by the base feature, here the BasicEmail feature. As a
general rule, only one feature in a combination can define the exit state. In contrast, there
can be several transitions for entering the Maintenance state. For instance, there can be
transitions from both the Error and BasicEmail features.

In addition to this mapping, we may have to refine the transitions, as for transition-
based features. In this example, the transition leaveMaintenanceQ has been restricted. We
refine the leaveMaintenance message to leave the Maintenance state only if no errors exist.
In other words, it is possible to enter maintenance from error state, but then the error must
be fixed in the maintenance state.
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Figure 12: The MaintenanceMode Interaction with BasicEmail Feature

The adaptation of a transition-oriented to a state-extending feature is more restricted, since
we may not add transitions from local to global states. Hence only transition refinement by
conditions or actions is possible.

We have discussed the combination of state-extending and base features. The
remaining case of adaptation of a state-extending to a transition-oriented feature is
analogous to the case for base features shown above.

4.3 Interaction of Base Features

For base features, we distinguish several cases. The cases where a base feature interacts
with a transition-based or state-extending feature have already been treated above. In case
of interactions between two base features, we use parallel statecharts for combination, as
shown below. Since these statecharts operate separately, we can only restrict the transitions
of the other base feature, as shown in the examples above. Adding transitions between
parallel statecharts is not permitted.

5 Combining Features and Interactions as Refinement

We show in the following how to combine features and their interaction handlers in an
automatic way. If no adaptor between two features exists, we assume that the features can
be combined in any arbitrary order. If feature A must be adapted in the presence of B, A
must clearly be added before B. In this way, the interaction handling defines the order of
the feature combination. Given a selection of features, a possible sequence for composition
can be inferred. Alternatively, a particular order can be given explicitly. Then the statechart
for a concrete feature combination can be determined, as we show in this section. We use
several forms of statecharts refinement, including transition refinement and parallel
statecharts. For a more detailed semantic treatment of refinement we refer to [5,9].

In order to obtain practical composition schemes, we follow several design principles
as discussed in [8,6]:

- We limit our model to feature interactions between two features. As we focus on a
general purpose software development method, we do not focus on modeling such
three-way interactions [12]. We refer to [8] for a more detailed discussion.

- Asymmetric interaction handling: in case of an interaction only one feature is
adapted.

- Composition of features in a sequential order is used as it is the simplest and most
natural composition technique.
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5.1 Transition Refinement

We cover in the following the case of adding transition-based features. In this case, the
combined statechart can be obtained by unfolding the interaction handlers in the statechart
one after the other. Adding features with global control state is considered in the following
section.

We consider in the example a typical case with a base feature, which is externally
visible, and add auxiliary features, which do not change the external interface. We first
consider adding features to the base feature, and then we look at other kinds of interactions.
This combination proceeds sequentially and produces a typical pipeline-architecture, where
the input is passed from one feature to another. For instance, the message is first forwarded,
and then decrypted, and finally it is delivered to the client. Hence the interaction consists of
extending the message delivery function of the basic email feature. For the reverse
direction, not shown here, one has to extend the message incoming function in a similar
way.

Figure 13: Combination of BasicEmail, Decryption and Forwarding

The hierarchical statechart in Figure 13 shows the combination of three features, extending
the basic email feature. Note that the deliveryQ function has been refined twice by two
feature interactions. As only new behavior is added, refinement by abstraction is easy to
show.

In similar fashion, we can combine three other features, including the reply and
decrypt features. We first define the interaction between the Reply and the BasicEmail
feature, as shown in Figure 14. In this figure, the function forwardQ, as defined above, is
not shown in detail.

e 14: Adapting BasicEmail t o Reply
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The combination of the three features in Figure 15 also illustrates the interaction between
the reply and decrypt features, which is not shown explicitly. For this interaction, we refine
the do_reply() function to account for the interaction and use a function replyCryptoQ in
case the email was encrypted. This function has to handle the interaction of leaking the
previously encrypted header of the email, as detailed above.

Figure 15: Combination of Basic Email, Auto Reply and Decryption

With respect to the original BasicEmail, the refinement relation is clear; all the new output
operations have to be abstracted. For the refinement from the combination of BasicEmail
and Auto Reply to this combination of three features, exceptions have to be considered.
Since the normal do_reply() function is not used in case of encrypted emails, we have to
consider this as an exception. Unless the exception occurs, the refinement holds with the
appropriate abstraction of the new output.

5.2 Combination of Base Features

So far, we have expanded transitions for combination. For base features this method is
however insufficient. In the case of two base features, we combine features with individual
statecharts. We obtain two parallel statecharts with disjoint function labels. This is typically
needed if features add external methods and may affect the control state.

For instance, consider a generic locking feature, which disables all function calls to
an object which change the state. In the case of the mailer, this may be used to stop
receiving/sending, e.g. to configure or inspect the mailer.

The lock feature has two externally visible functions, lock and unlock, and two states.
It is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: The Lock Feature

When combining the BasicEmail and the lock features, the interaction handling shall block
transitions if the statechart is locked. We show the combined statechart in Figure 17; it uses
several interaction adaptors which are not shown separately. The first interaction is the
blocking of transitions by adding conditions to the transitions, which is a particular form of
transition refinement. Adaptors can extend the functions in the parallel statecharts and can
add function calls to other statecharts. For instance, an adaptor to lock may invoke the
lock() operation of the Lock feature. For illustrating this, we show here a new function of
the basic email feature, called reset. When adapting this function to Lock, this transition has
to unlock the Lock.

When adding another feature we may have to adapt all the previously adapted
functions. With parallel statecharts, only the transitions of one statechart have to be
adapted. Furthermore, we need to restrict the transitions of the BasicEmail feature by some
conditions which check if the statechart is not locked. These conditions are not detailed
here and are specified in an adaptor similar to the above cases.

 Parallel Statechart  with the adapted BasicEmail and Lock Features

An interesting case occurs when a state-oriented feature is added to email which interacts
with lock. In this case, only adaptation of transitions is permitted. It is not permitted that
interaction handling creates transitions between states of parallel-composed statecharts.
This would lead to semantic problems as it contradicts the concept of parallel composition.
Since the new statechart only adds new behavior, refinement is easy to show.

5.3 Features which add Global States

In the following, we discuss the combination of features which add global states. For this,
we have two steps:
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- Merge the statecharts of the new feature with an existing statechart with some
features.

- Adapt all the previously added features. For this, we add the transitions and
transition refinements for each adaptor of all the features added earlier.

For instance, we can combine the Maintenance, Error, and BasicEmail features as shown in
the Figure 18 below. Note that we first add the Maintenance feature, which is then first
adapted to the Error feature and then to the BasicEmail feature. Each of these adaptations
adds one transitions labeled enterMaintenanceQ. As these transitions and the states are new,
it is easy to see that the semantic refinement relation holds.

Figure 18: Combination of Maintenance, Error, and BasicEmail features

6 Conclusions

We have presented a set of graphic specification techniques which allow one to structure
highly entangled software systems. With our graphic design techniques, we have shown
plug-and-play concepts for the construction of complex statecharts, which describe a
component with several features. The main contribution is the graphic combination rules of
features, which are based on semantic refinement. In this way we can select any
combination from a set of features and the complete statechart can be created automatically.
As we use each feature only one time and the selected set is ordered implicitly by the
feature interaction handlers, we have an exponential number of possible feature
combinations. This is based on a quadratic number of interactions.

There exist several interesting extensions in the area of parallel statecharts for further
work. For instance, we have focused on sequential composition of statecharts. With parallel
statecharts, one may specify features which only affect one of the parallel statecharts or
even add the same feature twice in each of the parallel statecharts. Furthermore, we have
not considered hiding operations for the external interface. For parallel statecharts, it is
possible that one of them is controlled by the other and is not externally visible. In this
case, an extension for syntactical interface hiding may be useful.

Our approach was guided by semantic refinement concepts based on a black box
component view. We have shown that our combination methods preserve the external
interface and only reduce the set of possible execution traces. By nature of our approach,
we have only considered syntactic criteria which are compatible with semantic refinement.
For a deeper semantic analysis of the behavior of components, formal specification
technologies can be used as e.g. considered in [7,1]. The work in[ll] is similar as it aims at
incremental refinement on different levels of abstraction, but without graphic description.
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There is very little work on modularization of statecharts based description. The work
in [5] covers incremental development of statecharts, but does not consider features as
independent entities and also does not consider interactions. Most of the work on feature
interaction aims at detecting interaction, but does not consider systematic development of
features. There is other work on modeling telecommunication features using statecharts
[12] which however aims at formal verification using model checking.
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Abstract. This paper describes methods for implementing telephony services in SIP with fewer
traditional feature interactions. A formal SDL model of SIP and its services has been derived
from published SIP specifications for verification and validation. It is known that the SIP RFC
describes only the protocol specification. The specifications of SIP services and additional
service features are informal and can only be found in various IETF drafts. Nevertheless, the
service designers are still faced with new feature interaction problems. These new feature
interactions are unique to SIP because SIP has flexible signaling features, such as request
forking and dynamic assignment of contact addresses, which have both cooperative and
adversarial side effects on each other. This paper also describes an extension to the classical
feature interaction taxonomy, which is used to associate the causes, effects/symptoms with the
preventive measures of the new and traditional feature interactions. Finally, SIP services can be
designed and implemented without certain feature interactions by following certain design rules
which are based on the knowledge deduced from the verification.

Introduction

In the telecommunication industry, many people believe that Internet telephony would be
the next major market for many carriers. Internet telephony is defined as the provisioning of
telephone-like services over the Internet. With many Internet users having already
embraced voice chat and webcam conferencing, Internet telephony, which also
encompasses convergence of existing Internet and PSTN voice services, is the natural step
forward. Although H.323 [14] has been around for a decade or so as the de facto signaling
protocol over data networks, SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), which is being standardized
under IETF RFC 2543 [3] and backed by powerful industry partners such as Cisco,
Microsoft, Nortel, Sonus, and DynamicSoft, is gaining a lot of momentum in establishing
itself as the voice over IP (VoIP) signaling protocol of choice. SIP is designed based on the
general philosophy of IETF that protocols remain open and support decentralization of
control over applications in an Internet environment. SIP is generally better developed than
other telephony signaling protocols in areas such as distributed call control between end
systems and inter-provider communications. These areas are known to be prone to feature
interactions (FI's), thus many researchers believe feature interactions are more pronounced
in Internet telephony than PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) [1].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents an enhanced classification of
FI's for POTS (Plain Old Telephone Services) and an overview of the SIP protocol. Section
2 gives a detailed description on the SDL specification of SIP services. Section 3 discusses
the semi-automated process of verifying traditional FI's that may exist in SIP. Section 4
presents a method for preventing traditional FI's in SIP. Section 5 shows new FI's that are
potentially introduced by SIP and their mapping to the extended classification system.
Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion and discussion of future work in Section 6.
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1 Enhanced Classifications of Feature Interactions and Overview of SIP

Features in a telecommunication system are packages of incrementally added functionality
that provide services to subscribers or administrators. In this paper, we do not make any
distinction between feature and service; the two terms would be used interchangeably.
There are many definitions of feature interactions (FI's). In general, FI's are defined as
undesirable side effects caused by interactions between features and/or their environment.
The research community of FI's has generally categorized FI's by the nature and the cause
of the interaction.

We believe the latter categorization by cause may be useful in classifying FI's, but the
classification does not lead explicitly to a general scheme for detecting or resolving FI's. A
classification process is most useful if it leads to methods of detecting, preventing, or
resolving FI's. While understanding the causes of interactions is helpful in formulating
potential resolution policies to prevent FI's, the causes of interactions are conceptually
abstract from the actual feature specifications; for example, a resource contention scenario
like presenting a voice greeting and call waiting tone to the same user may or may not be
considered as a FI. Also how does a service designer know which "resource" to declare for
checking resource contention? Thus, the causes cannot be construed as the most efficient
means to derive methods for detecting FI's. We propose adding another type of
categorization to the taxonomy of FI's, which is categorization by symptom or effect. This
new categorization enables FI's to be associated to some of the well-known distributed
system properties. As a result, we believe existing verification and validation techniques or
tools for these distributed system properties may be used to facilitate detection of FI's,
especially in IP Telephony such as SIP.

1.1 The Nature of Feature Interactions

The traditional categorization includes three dimensions: by kind, by the number of users,
and by the number of network components. The combinations of these dimensions produce
five types of FI's: single-user-single-component (SUSC), single-user-multiple-component
(SUMC), multi-user-single-component (MUSC), multi-user-multi-component (MUMC),
and customer-system (CUSY) FI's [2]. Detail discussion on this categorization can be
found in [2].

1.2 Causes of Feature Interactions

Categorizing FI's by the cause has been suggested in [2]. The suggested causes are
violation of feature assumptions, limitations of network support, and intrinsic distributed
system problems. Instead of discussing these general causes, we consider below four
detailed causes that are also mentioned in [2] and are specializations of the above general
causes.

Resource contention (RSC) is definitely a well-known distributed system issue. It is
defined as the attempt of two or more nodes to access the same resource. In the context of
FI's, an accessing node may be the feature running on a network component. Resource is an
abstract term; it needs not be a physical entity. For example, Call Waiting (CW) and Three
Way Calling (TWC) in POTS may be considered as contending for the flash hook signal
simultaneously.

Violation of Feature Assumptions (VFA) is defined as a set of assumptions that
telecommunication features, much like any software features, operate under, and are
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designed based on. There are many types of assumptions. One example from [2] that is
particularly worth examining is assumptions about data availability. Features such as
Terminating Call Screening (TCS) cannot function properly without the caller-id of the
caller. If the caller-id were made unavailable in the case of Private Call (PC), TCS would
permit the call request. In the case of Operating Assisted Call (OAC) and OCS, the hiding
of the original caller-id by OAC allows the call to bypass the OCS restriction.

Resource Limitation (RSL) is also mentioned in [2], and is definitely a common cause
of FFs in POTS, because most of the traditional POTS end-user devices (e.g. basic phones)
have limited user interfaces and computational power. If the classical example of resource
limitation were revised (e.g. Call waiting and Three Way Call), the confusion of the flash
hook signal can also be attributed to the lack of separate buttons for the two features; thus
that feature interaction can be also classified under resource limitation.

Timing and Race conditions (TRC) are also mentioned in [2], and are common,
particularly in distributed real-time systems like POTS running on PSTN. A race condition
is defined as a condition where two or more nodes have non-mutually exclusive read and
modify access to a shared resource. As a result, the value or status of the shared resource
may be undefined (different values in the same context) depending on the timing of the
accesses between the nodes. A classical example is between Automatic Callback (AC) and
Automatic Recall (AR). The AR feature makes a call on behalf of the original caller when
the callee becomes idle again. Both AC and AR features depend on the busy signal of the
callee. The timing of the busy signal received by the two features would either allow one of
the calls to go through on the single line of the POTS phone, or reject both call requests
because both ends are calling each other simultaneously.

1.3 Effect of Feature Interactions

This categorization, which is called categorization by effect, focuses on the effects or
symptoms of the problems that are more specific and can be used to narrow down the
search in detecting FFs. Common distributed system properties such as livelock, deadlock,
fairness, and non-determinism are well-defined concepts. Tools such as Telelogic Tau [8]
can verify some of these properties in a system. The category called incoherent interactions
has also been introduced in the following subsection. The following diagram (Figure 1)
illustrates the graphical, representation of the extended taxonomy, which is called the
"feature interaction tree" (FIT). Since a feature interaction can be associated to just one
kind of interaction, but one or more cause-effect category pairs, a feature interaction may
be defined as a spanning sub-tree within the following feature interaction tree. Two or more
FFs may overlap with each other on the FIT (Figure 1). In addition, each effect-type
interaction (e.g. livelocking (LLCK)) is associated to one or more preventive measures (not
shown in the diagrams).

Figure 1: Feature Interaction Tree (FIT) and CFB+CW example
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At this moment, the "FIT" is merely a graphical notation of the extended taxonomy to
visualize the catalogue of FI's. We have not explored other interesting properties that the
"FIT" may offer. For example, if deadlocking interaction could happen in CFB+CW pair
and Call Transfer (CT) + CW pair separately, the question would be: could transitive
property be applicable to "FIT"? That is, could deadlocking interaction also happen in
CFB+CT pair? These questions are beyond the scope of this paper.

1.3.1 Livelocking (LLCK) and deadlocking (DLCK) interactions

Livelock is a well-defined computer science concept that occurs when the affected
processes enter state transition loops and make no progress. In the case of Automatic
Callback (AC) and Auto Recall (AR), if both features receive the busy signal from the
callee and initiate the call simultaneously, both calls would not go through on single-line
phones because both ends are busy making calls. Both features are in a livelock situation
because they may always get the busy tone when they repeat the process and never
complete the call. A livelocking interaction needs not be permanent; in most cases, the
relative timing of the two processes leads to an eventual exit from the livelock loop.
Deadlock is another well-known distributed system concept that occurs when two or more
processes are in a blocked state because they require exclusive access to a shared resource
that belongs to the other, or wait for a message from the other process that will never be
sent. An example is described in Figure 2 involving CW and CFB at A communicating with
CW and CFB at B.

Figure 2: Call waiting and CFB at A versus Call waiting and CFB at B (deadlock)

If A and B call each other simultaneously and are programmed to forward to each other on
busy, then both callers would keep hearing the phone ringing at the other end (and perhaps
also hear the CW tone). They would be deadlocked at the ringing state and no progress
would be made until one of them hangs up. If both ends do not subscribe to CW service, the
call would be forwarded to each other on busy (or a call loop). Both users would be
presented with a busy tone instead.

1.3.2 Incoherent interactions (ICOH)

An incoherent interaction is a form of a violation of feature assumptions (or properties).
This term was first introduced in [9] to describe "the identification of specific incoherence
properties" between the affected features. Furthermore, an incoherent interaction can be
caused by resource contention and resource limitation. The two properties from the
classical case of CFB and OCS is a good example; user A would successfully call user C
via CFB even though an OCS entry at A is supposed to forbid any outgoing call to C. The
CFB and OCS are programmed with contradictory assumptions.
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1.3.3 Unfair interactions (UFR) & Unexpected Non-determinism (NDET)

Fairness is also a well-known distributed system concept in which processes of equal
priority should be assigned fair scheduling so that they eventually proceed and have fair
access to shared resources. A novel case of unfair feature interaction occurs between
Pickup (CP) and Auto Answer (AA) (also known as Call Forward to Voicemail). If one of
the CP destinations has subscribed to AA that would unconditionally forward any incoming
calls to the voicemail, the call would always be answered by the destination with AA first.

Unexpected non-determinism is introduced here because it is an observable feature
interaction. It occurs when a feature with non-deterministic behavior triggers other features
that have normally deterministic behaviors, but due to this triggering behave in a non-
deterministic fashion. The users are usually confused by the behavior of the affected
features because they do not expect such non-deterministic behaviors. This is usually
caused by timing and race conditions among the features. A case of this type of feature
interaction is between Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) and Call Pickup (CP) (see Figure
3). The ACD feature allows incoming calls to the subscriber be redirected to one of the pre-
programmed destinations (e.g. destination A or B). The redirecting policy can be a random
selection or a deterministic algorithm. The CP feature allows the subscriber of the service to
inform a list of destinations (destination A and B) that an incoming call has been put on
hold, and is ready to be picked up by one of the destinations. It is conceivable that the
switching element Y sends a call pickup message to all destinations and then another
switching element called X with ACD would redirect the call to a particular destination
(e.g. B). When destination A decides to pick up the call, the incoming call is no longer
available because the call has already been redirected to destination B. In summary, the
non-deterministic call redirecting policy of ACD affects the first-come-first-served call
pickup policy of CP.

Figure 3: ACD and CP unexpected non-deterministic interaction

1.4 Overview of SIP

SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) is an application-layer multimedia signaling protocol
standardized under IETF RFC 2543 [3]. Similar to most World Wide Web protocols, SIP
has an ASCII-based syntax that closely resembles HTTP. This protocol can establish,
modify, and terminate multimedia sessions that include multimedia conferences, Internet
telephony calls, and similar applications. There are additional EETF drafts that describe
other important extensions to SIP in efforts to realize VoIP deployment. However, these are
beyond the scope of this paper.

In SIP terminology, a call consists of all participants in a conference invited by a
common source. A SIP call is identified by a globally unique call-id. Thus, for example, if
several people invite a user to the same multicast session, each of these invitations will be a
unique call. However, after the multipoint call has been established, the logical connection
between two participants is a call leg, which is identified by the combination of "Call-ID",
"To", and "From" header fields. The sender of a request message or the receiver of a
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response message is known as the client, whereas the receiver of a request message or the
sender of a response message is known as the server. A user agent (UA) is a logical entity
which contains both a user agent client and user agent server, and acts on behalf of an end
user for the duration of the call. A proxy is an intermediary system that acts as both a server
and a client for the purpose of making requests on behalf of other clients. A proxy may
process or interpret requests internally or by passing them on, possibly after translation, to
other servers.

What makes SIP interesting and different from other VoIP protocols are the message
headers and body. Like HTTP, a SIP message, whether it is a request, response, or
acknowledgement, consists of a header and a body. The Request-URI names the current
destination of the request. It generally has the same value as the 'To" header field, but may
be different if the caller has a more direct path to the callee through the "Contact" field. The
"From" and 'To" header fields indicate the respective registration address of the caller and
of the callee. The "Via" header fields are optional and indicate the path that the request has
traveled so far. Only a proxy may append or remove its address as a "Via" header value to a
request message. The "Record-Route" request and response header fields are optional fields
and are added to a request by any proxy that insists on being in the path of subsequent
requests for the same call leg. It contains a globally reachable Request-URI that identifies
the proxy server. "Call-Id" represents a globally unique identifier for the current call
session. The Command Sequence ("CSeq") consists of a unique transaction id and the
associated request method. It allows user agents and proxies to trace the request and the
corresponding response messages associated to the transaction. The body of a SIP request is
usually a SDP [4], which contains the detail descriptions of the session.

The first line of a response message is the status line that includes the response string,
code, and the version number. It is important to note that the "Via" header fields are
removed from the response message by the corresponding proxies on the return path. When
the calling user agent client receives this success response, it would send an "ACK"
message back to the callee.

The message header fields that we have included in our SDL model are: "Request-
URI", "Method", "Response Code", "From", 'To", "Contact", "Via", "Record-Reroute",
"Call-Id", and "CSeq". We believe these fields are most important to FI's because they
convey the state of all the participants in the session. There are many header fields available
in SIP and can become very complex. The associated RFC [3] is recommended for further
details on SIP. We will discuss how the features are modeled in the next section.

2 Modeling SIP Services and Traditional Feature Interactions in SDL and MSC

In this section we describe how we modeled SIP services and their FI's. The Specification
and Design Language (SDL) [6] was chosen as the modeling language for the following
reasons: (1) the SIP protocol and services are state-oriented and map well to the
communicating extended finite state machine model of SDL, (2) SDL is well supported by
commercial software tool vendors like Telelogic [8] whose tools are used by many
telecommunication software developers, and (3) various verification and validation
techniques are available in SDL tools. Our approach to model SIP and its services starts
with defining the use case and test scenarios using Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [7].
Next, we will describe the structural and behavior definitions of the SDL model. Then we
will discuss the verification and validation process. We have described the basic SIP
protocol and many additional services like CFB, CW, and OCS in SDL, but only selected
diagrams will be presented in this paper.
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2.1 Use Case Scenarios and Test scenarios

Since the IETF drafts have provided a call flow diagram or success scenario for each
sample service in graphical notation [5], we translate these scenarios into message sequence
charts. However, we note that these call flow diagrams only include the sequence of
exchanged SIP messages at the protocol level. They do not represent service scenarios in
the sense of use cases. Following standard practice of software engineering, we think that it
is important to define service usage scenarios at the interface between the user and the
system providing the communication service. We have therefore defined an abstract user
interface which represents the interactions at the service level. These interactions between
the users and the SIP system describe use case scenarios of SIP services. The users are the
actors of the use case scenarios and are represented by the environment "env_0" in SDL.
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Figure 4: Call Forward Busy "Service and Protocol" Scenario

The sequence chart shown in Figure 4 represents the Call Forward Busy "service and
protocol scenario". The sequence chart is the combination of the use case scenario with the
corresponding scenario of exchanged SIP messages from [5]. It is written with response
codes as message names and without message parameters so that the chart can fit in this
paper. The complete MSC can be used as a test case for validating the SDL specification of
the SIP protocol, as explained in the next subsection.

As a matter of facts, we have written one or more message sequence chart (service and
protocol scenario) as the test case for each service because we use the Telelogic Tau's
Validator to verify our SDL model against the combined scenario.
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2.2 Structural Definition

A system specification in SDL is divided into two parts: the system and its environment.
An SDL specification is a formal model that defines the relevant properties of an existing
system in the real world. Everything outside the system belongs to the environment. The
SDL specification defines how the system reacts to events in the environment that are
communicated by messages, called signals, sent to the system. The behavior of a system is
the joint behavior of all the process instances contained in the system, which communicate
with each other and the environment via signals. The process instances exist in parallel with
equal rights. A process instance may create other processes, but once created, these new
process instances have equal rights. SDL process instances are extended finite-state
machines (FSMs). An extended finite-state machine (EFSM) is based on an FSM with the
addition of variables which represent additional state information and signal parameters.
The union of the FSM-state and additional state variables represent the complete state space
of the process [12].

The relationship between modeled entities, their interfaces, and attributes are
considered parts of the structural definition. A SDL system represents static interactions
between SIP entities. The channels connected between various block instances specify the
signals or SIP messages that are sent between user agents and/or proxies. Block and process
types are used to represent SIP entity types such as user agent (SipUserAgentType) and
proxy (SipProxyType).

A SIP User Agent contains both, what is called in SIP, a user agent client (UAC) and a
user agent server (UAS). Since a user agent can only behave as either a UAC or UAS in a
SIP transaction, the user agent is best represented by the inheritance of UAC and UAS
interfaces. The inheritance relationship is modeled using separate gates (C2Sgate and
S2Cgate) to partition the user agent process and block into two sections: client and server.
The "Envgate" gate manages the sending and receiving of "Abstract User" signals between
the user agent and the environment (see Figure 5). An instantiation of a block type
represents an instance of a SIP entity such as user agent or proxy, and contains a process
instance that describes the actual behavior of the entity. The process definition file contains
the description of all the state transitions of the features to which the SIP entity has
subscribed. In addition, each SIP entity must have a set of permanent and temporary
variables for its operations. In the case of a user agent, the permanent variables store the
current call processing state values of the call session. The temporary variables store the
values of the consumed messages for further processing.

Similar to a user agent, a proxy consists of client and server portion. It tunnels
messages between user agents but also intercepts incoming messages, injects new
messages, or modifies forwarding messages on behalf of the user agent(s). A proxy is also a
favorite entity to which features are deployed. A SIP Proxy has one gate that interacts with
the environment (Envgate), and four gates that interact with user agents or proxies: client-
to-proxy (C2Pgate), proxy-to-client (P2Cgate), server-to-proxy (S2Pgate), and proxy-to-
server (P2Sgate) (see Figure 5).

In our SDL model, we use different SDL systems to represent different structural
bindings between SIP entities and to simulate a particular set of call scenarios. The most
complex system in our telephony model (see Figure 5) realizes the concept of originating
and terminating user endpoints. It contains an originating user agent block, a proxy block,
and a terminating user agent block. The originating block contains all the user agent process
instances that originate SIP requests while the terminating block contains all the user agent
process instances that receive these requests. Upon receiving a request, a terminating user
agent would reply with the corresponding response messages. It is important to note that
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only the originating user agent and proxy instances can send SIP requests (including
acknowledgements).

grttls)l -

Figure 5: System Diagram of Proxy and User Agents

All blocks are initialized with one process instance. During the simulation, a 'Newlnstance'
"Abstract User" signal can be sent to a process instance to create a new process instance.
Before the first "INVITE" message is sent, the environment must initialize each user agent
and proxy instance with a unique Internet address by sending them a message called
'Whoami'. The user agent instances would in turn send an 'Id' message along with its
Internet address and process id (PId) to the proxy. Thus, the proxy can establish a routing
table for routing signals to the appropriate destinations during simulation. Similar to the
user agent, a proxy has a set of permanent and temporary variables for its operations.

SIP messages are defined as SDL signals in the SIPMessage package. The key header
fields in a SEP message are represented by the corresponding signal parameters. Since there
is no linked list data structure in SDL, the number of variable fields such as 'Via' and
'Contact' must be fixed in our model. Complex data and array types of SDL have been tried
for this purpose, but were dropped from the model because they may cause the Tau
validation engine to crash. Instead, we used extra parameters to simulate these variable
fields. A set of user signals, that is not part of the SIP specifications [3, 5], has also been
defined here to facilitate simulation and verification. We call these user signals the
"Abstract User interface". They represent the interface between the user and the local IP-
telephony equipment in an abstract manner. The modeling of these user-observable
behaviors is essential to describe FI's; however, the SIP messages described in the SB?
standard do not describe these user interactions, concentrating only on the SIP messages
exchanged between the different system components. For example, an INVITE message in
SIP serves as more than just a call setup message; it may be used for putting the call on
hold in the middle of a call (mid-call features) [5]. The user interactions include such
signals as Offhook, Onhook, Dial, SelectLine, Flash (flash hook), CancelKey, RingTone,
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AlertTone, TransferKey which relate to the actions that are available on most telephone
units on the market.

2.3 Behavior Specification

In general, a SIP feature or service is represented by a set of interactions between users and
the user agent processes, and possibly the proxy processes. Each process instance plays a
role in a feature instance. A process instance contains state transitions which represent the
behaviors that the process instance plays in a feature instance. In our model, we capture the
behavior of a SIP entity in an SDL process type (e.g. UserAgentType). The first feature we
model is the basic SIP signalling functionality, also known as the basic service. Each
process type has state transitions that describe the basic service. In the case of a user agent,
the process includes the UAC and UAS behavior. We define a feature role as the behavior
of a SIP entity that makes up a feature in a distributed system. A feature role is invoked or
triggered by trigger events. The entry states of a feature role in a SIP entity are the states for
which the trigger events are defined as inputs. For example, the on-hold feature can be
triggered in the 'Connect_Completed' (entry) state by an INVITE message with
'ONHOLD' as one of its parameters. After the invite message is sent, a response timer is
immediately set. Then, the user agent is waiting for the on-hold request to be accepted.
When the other user agent responds with an OK message, the requesting agent would reset
the response timer and inform the device to display the on-hold signal on the screen.

In general, trigger events are expressed as incoming signals; pre-condition, post-
conditions, constraints are expressed as enabling conditions or decision. Actions are tasks,
procedure calls, or output signals. As a triggering event being consumed by the user agent
process, the parameters of the event may be examined along with the pre-conditions of the
feature. Then, actions such as sending out a message and modifying the internal variables
may be executed. Post-conditions and constraints on the action may also be checked.
Finally, the process progresses to the next state.

A state transition occurs when 1) an "Abstract User" signal is received from the
environment, 2) a request or response message is received, or 3) a continuous signal is
enabled. The so-called Continuous Signal in SDL is used to model the situation in which a
transition is initiated when a certain condition is fulfilled. For example if the UAS is busy,
the Boolean 'isBusy' would be true in the 'Server_Ring' state. The UAS would
immediately send the BUSY response to the caller. This way, we would not have to worry
about the timer expiration because we do not need to send a busy toggling signal to
simulate busy during a simulation. An asterisk '*' can be used in a state and signal symbol
to denote any state or any signal; its semantics is equivalent to a wildcard. A state symbol
with a dash '-' means the current state. Error handling, such as response timer expiration,
can easily be modeled with SDL timers and a combination of '*' and '-' state symbols. For
example, when the response timer expires, a timeout message would be automatically sent
to the input queue of the user agent process. The expiration of the response message is
generalized as the situation in which the receiving end does not answer the request in time.
Thus, a 'NoAnswer' signal is sent to the environment. Finally, the process can either return
to the previous state or go directly to the idle state.

Moreover, we can add additional features or services such as CFB, OCS, and other
services, to the system. To add behaviors of additional features to a process type, we can
subtype a "basic" process type such as UserAgentType. The derived type has the same
interfaces and also additional state transitions [12]. We do not want to add new interfaces
(signal routes) to the process types because we do not want to change the interfaces of the
block types. If a feature requires new SIP methods and response codes, we would not need
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to change the interfaces because method names and response codes are simply signals
parameters in our model. Thus, we avoid the need to add new interfaces whenever a new
feature is defined.

2.4 Verifying MSC against SDL Model

The SDL specification that has been discussed in the previous subsection was constructed
using the Telelogic TAU tool version 4.3 and 4.4 [8]. TAU offers many verification or
reachability analysis features: bit-state, exhaustive, random walk bit state exploration and
verification of MSC. Bit-state exploration is particularly useful and efficient [10] in
checking for deadlocking interactions because it checks for various reactive system
properties without constructing the whole state space like the exhaustive approach does.

We verified our SDL model of SIP mainly by checking whether the model would be
able to realize specific interaction scenarios which were described in the form of Message
Sequence Charts (MSCs). In fact, we used the scenarios described informally in [3, 5], and
rewrote them in the form of MSCs. Then we used the TAU tool to check that our SDL
model was able to generate the given MSC. An MSC is verified if there exists an execution
path in the SDL model such that the scenario described by the MSC can be satisfied. Thus,
An MSC in Tau is considered as an existential quantification of the scenario. When "Verify
MSC" is selected, Tau may report three types of results: verification of MSC, violation of
MSC, and deadlock. Unless Tau is set to perform 100% state space coverage, partial state
space coverage is generally performed and reported in most cases. Verification of an MSC
in TAU is apparently achieved by using the MSC to guide the simulation of the SDL
model. As a result, the state space of the verification has become manageable [11].

3 Detecting Feature Interactions

One of our objectives in this research is to explore the feasibility of using Tau to detect
known and new FI's. Although SIP is fundamentally different from traditional PSTN
signaling protocols, most of the traditional POTS FI's still exist in SIP, if the SB? services
are designed and implemented with the mindset of POTS. (Note: Alternate design
approaches to SIP services are discussed in the next section). We do not believe it is either
feasible or practical to come up with an automated feature interaction detection scheme in
Tau environment because Tau has the limited validation features in Tau and Tau's
Validator frequently crashes. Instead, we write test cases in the forms of either MSC or
Tau's Observer Process Assertions to verify whether traditional POTS FI's that were
discovered by other feature interaction's researchers still exist or not [2,9].

In the previous sections, many FI's were identified as violations of distributed system
properties: deadlock (a form of violation of safety) and livelock (a form of violation of
liveness). The Tau tool offers various automated reachability analysis of SDL models and
reports any deadlocks found during the analysis. Let us revisit the previous deadlock
example on CFB and CW (see Section 1.3). If we have a SDL system with the
corresponding SDL blocks or SIP entities which has a user agent process running with CFB
and CW behaviors, we can select the "bit state exploration" option to ensure no deadlock
would be found. Tau's Validator does not seem to offer reports on the liveness of the
analyzed system in any of its reachability analysis functions. Thus, we use Tau's Observer
Process features to detect live-locking FI's, as explained in Section 3.2.

Furthermore, Incoherent interactions are not easy to check with the Tau tool because
certain interactions that involve contradictory properties cannot be expressed in a
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straightforward manner. There are two ways to approach this problem: (1) Use an MSC to
specify incoherent properties, or (2) use an observer process offered by Tau to specify
assertions. By examining the validation report (which shows the simulation trace in the
form of MSC), we could trace back to the locations where the problem occurs; thus we
could identify the interacting features. Both approaches have their advantages and
disadvantages. However, the observer approach is the only practical approach in the current
Tau release.

3.1 Specify Incoherences as MSC

Many service designers like to use MSCs to capture important scenarios of a feature. If the
sets of message sequence charts describing two features can be compared/verified against
each other, then certain obvious incoherent FI's may be detected in this informal
requirement specification stage. However, capturing key behaviors of a feature in MSC is
not always possible. For example, the success scenario of OCS cannot be expressed directly
as an MSC in the case of OCS and CFB interaction. How can we express in an MSC that
user A cannot call user C? The concept of something that can "never happen" is usually
expressed using universal quantification. Since verification of MSCs in Tau is based on an
existential quantification of the scenario, a property that something should "never" happen
can be expressed by negation. If m is a scenario that should never happen, then we could
use the Tau tool to check whether the SDL model can satisfy this MSC m. If the result is
that m cannot be satisfied by the model, this verifies the property.

If this concept is applied to OCS, "verifying user A can call user C" being false is
equivalent to the truth of "user A can never call user C". Thus, the successful verification of
the success call scenario from user A to user C concludes the violation of the OCS
specification (see OCS MSC diagram). Since features like OCS apply to all calls including
mid-call, the pre-enable condition of the MSC must be specified. The pre-enable condition
must include all possible situations in which a call can be made to user C. There are very
many possibilities; clearly, detecting incoherent interactions using MSC with the current
version of Tau is almost impossible.

However, an extension to MSCs, called Live Sequence Chart (LSC) [16], seems to
address the above concerns. First of all, an LSC allows the designer to specify messages
that cannot be sent in a scenario. This is useful for specifying OCS type of services.
Secondly, an LSC can be specified with either the universal or existential quantification of
a scenario, which offers great flexibility in verifying scenarios that are contradictory to each
other. Last but not least, a universal LSC allows an associated pre-enable condition which
defines the scope of the scenario. This is essential to modeling services because such pre-
enable conditions can be used as the triggering condition of a feature. Unfortunately, Tau
does not support LSC but we believe LSC is a promising tool in this context. Details on
LSC are beyond the scope of this paper and will be considered in future work.

3.2 Specify Incoherencies as Assertions in an Observer Process

Observer Processes with powerful access to signals and variables of various processes are
provided by Tau as a tool which is useful for feature interaction detection. One or more
observer processes can be included in An SDL system to observe the internal state of other
processes during validation [8]. When the validation engine is invoked to perform state
exploration, the observer processes remain idle until all the observed processes have made
their transitions. Then, each observer process would make one transition. All observer
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processes have access to the internal states of all the observed processes via the Access
operators. Therefore, the conditions (e.g. the continuous signals, decisions and enabling
condition) in which the observer process makes a transition may be considered for defining
assertions for the observed processes. If the observer process finds that the assertion is
violated, it will generate a report in the middle of the validation. The validation process
would be stopped immediately and the report would be presented to the user.

Furthermore, we have experimented with assertions that verify certain liveness
properties of the system. For example, if we have an integer counter for each user agent to
keep track of the number of times each user agent has been in 'Ringing' state, we can
monitor whether a user agent has been looping at 'Ringing' state or not. More specifically,
an assertion, which verifies user agent UA1 and UA2 are not simultaneously in 'Ringing
State' for more than three times ensures a certain level of liveness in the system. We have
yet to experiment with converting well-known liveness detection algorithms into SDL
assertions. However, since we are not aware that Tau supports temporal logic, we believe
specifying liveness property without temporal logic would be non-trivial.

In general, we use our intuition to come up with useful assertions for each feature
interaction category. Although this is not an automated process, we believe it is a practical
approach to a subjective problem such as detecting "undesirable side-effects" between
features (FI's) in Tau's environment. We believe the current features offered in Tau are
very limited for detecting new FI's, but Tau meets our key objective; we could verify
whether the well known FI's still exist in SIP or not. Thus, we could apply preventive
measures to make SIP services more robust, as explained in the next section.

4 Preventing Feature Interactions

After a feature interaction is detected, the next natural step is to change the design to
prevent it. In this section, we discuss corrective measures that can be incorporated in the
design and implementation of a system to prevent FI's. These corrective measures map
directly to the causes and effects of FI's. Preventing FI's may be done at design-time or at
run-time. Run-time prevention is more difficult to exercise because the features may be
running on different nodes and it is not easy to coordinate the actions that should be
performed when a feature interaction is detected. Prevention strategies for different feature
interaction categories are presented in the following subsections. In addition, the feature
interaction examples described in Section 1 will be revisited again. The goal of this
discussion is to provide a catalog of FI's to service designers, such that a designer can
associate a feature with a set of prevention schemes that would reduce potential interactions
with any unknown features. We will also see that it is easier to prevent FI's in SIP than in
POTS, because SIP has extra call information (e.g. 'Via', 'Record-Route', 'Contact') in the
message headers.

4.1 Preventing Resource Contention and Limitation - (CW and TWC)

The natural prevention strategy for resource limitation is to increase the number of
available resources. IP Telephony services, particularly SIP, should face fewer resource
limitation problems than POTS because SIP end-user devices tend to be more powerful:
fast processor, a lot of memory, and flexible user interfaces and displays. For example, the
semantics ambiguity of flash hook at the POTS user interface, which is the cause of both
resource contention and resource limitation in the case of CW and TWC in the POTS
service, should never happen with SIP phones. SIP phones should be able to display the
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choice of two actions, namely putting the current call on hold and switching to the
incoming call, or conferencing in the third party. The phone may assign one or more soft
buttons for this purpose. However, if interactive user intervention is not possible, priority
schemes (e.g. fuzzy policies [13]) may be used to resolve resource contention. Clearly,
these strategies can be applied in both design-time and run-time feature interaction
prevention.

4.2 Preventing Incoherent interactions - (OCS and CFB)

Incoherent interactions can either be direct or transitive [9]. Direct incoherencies are
present when two features are associated with the same trigger signal but lead to different
or contradictory results. A transitive incoherent interaction occurs when one feature triggers
another feature, and the latter has results that are contradictory to the former feature. The
word 'transitive' refers to the transitivity with respect to features that may lead to loops.
Gorse has suggested a scheme to detect this type of interaction [9]. However, no prevention
scheme has been presented. Since incoherencies lead to contradictory results, allowing only
one of the features to be triggered would prevent the incoherence. However, transitive
incoherencies such as OCS and CFB are difficult to prevent at run-time because the
interaction may involve indirect triggering of a remote feature. How could we know that the
incoming call has triggered CFB running on server Y which contradicts the assumptions of
the OCS feature running on server X? Obviously, if the triggering condition of the first
feature were made available to the other feature and vice versa, the two features could take
advantage of the extra information and negotiate a settlement. Figure 6 illustrates an
application of this scheme.

Figure 6: Preventing CFB and OCS incoherent interactions in SIP

In SIP, the 'Via' header indicates the path the request has traveled and can be used to
prevent loops. The 'Record-Route' header indicates the proxy path that subsequent requests
must follow. The formal specification of OCS and CFB can take advantage of header
values in {From, To, Via, Contact, Record-Route} to determine whether a request has been
forwarded to restricted destinations or not. For example, if OCS is activated at user agent
A, the user agent may add an extra tag to some field (e.g. i=OCS) in the SDP of both the
responses to A and all outgoing invitations, indicating that OCS is present at A (see Figure
6). When a downstream proxy or back-to-back user agent that is running CFB receives the
invitation, it would add the 'Record-Route' header field with its proxy address and the final
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destination as the tag to the response header. Upon the reception of the response from either
the proxy or the destination, the OCS feature at the user agent A may deduce the call
forward path and could determine whether a violation of its screening list occurs or not. If
the answer is yes, then the OCS may send an "INFO" message [3] with some negotiation
parameters to determine the appropriate action to be taken between CFB and OCS. If OCS
was to have a higher priority than the CFB feature, the OCS user agent could send a cancel
request instead of the final acknowledgement message, in order to cancel the original
invitation. We believe this negotiation approach can be generalized but it is beyond the
scope of this paper.

4.3 Preventing Unexpected Non-determinism & Unfair Interactions - (ACD & CP) and
(CP & AA)

Unexpected non-deterministic interactions must be caused by at least one feature that has
some non-deterministic behavior. The non-deterministic action of one feature typically
triggers the other feature. Therefore, if we were to remove the triggering dependency of the
second feature on the first feature, the problem would be solved. In the case of ACD and
CP, an incoming call may trigger the non-deterministic invitation of ACD and the pickup
invitation of CP to the same or different destination(s). If concurrent triggering of ACD and
CP was detected and only one feature was activated, the problem would be solved.

An unfair interaction represents the violation of a fairness property. There might be
tools that can perform reachability analysis on the system and verify that all processes are
treated fairly. Such properties can be specified in temporal logic. We are not aware that Tau
has the ability to deals with such properties. An unfair interaction can be avoided by
relative priorities between the two features or by introducing randomization in the selection
process.

4.4 Preventing Deadlocking & Livelocking Interactions - (CW & CFB) and (ACB & AR)

Since a deadlock between two features is caused by a mutual dependency on each other's
resources, removing the cyclic dependency would typically resolve this problem. The
dependency in the case of CW and CFB is on the Busy signal. The busy signal is
intercepted by CW, therefore CFB at both ends would continuously ring each other. Loop
detection can prevent the problem. Loop detection and prevention is a mandatory feature of
the core SIP protocol. Thus, CFB features can examine the {From, To, Contact, Via,
Record-Route} headers to determine whether a loop would occur or not. If the answer is
yes, the subsequent forward would not be allowed and a response message with a response
code of LOOP_DETECTED would be returned.

Livelock interactions, like deadlock interactions, also imply cyclic dependency on
each other's resources. However, the result is that the system would fail to proceed. To
break the lock or the loop, a randomized timer can be introduced to the triggering of the
affected features. For example, ACB and AR may be stuck in a livelock if ACB and AR
would initiate the callback and the recall simultaneously on single-line phones. If the
triggering of one of these features was delayed, one of the calls would go through.
However, this livelocking interaction is unlikely to happen because SIP phones usually
have more than one line. Instead, ACB and AR would result in an incoherent interaction
because both users would be presented with two calls between the same endpoints. Since
two different SIP user agents at both ends handle the calls, loop detection in a user agent
would normally not detect this interaction at run-time. However, the user agents that are
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running in the same terminal may be designed such that they would share their route
information with all their local user agents. As a result, this incoherent interaction could be
prevented.

5 New Feature Interactions in SIP

Lennox introduced two feature interaction categories for IP telephony services called
cooperative and adversarial interactions [1]. They are incidentally similar to, but not the
same as, the concepts called cooperative and interfering interactions defined by Gorse [9].
In the following subsections, the SIP FI's described by Lennox are associated to our
proposed taxonomy. The corresponding preventive measures will also be presented.
Furthermore, new FI's that are unique to SIP will also be described.

5.1 Cooperative Feature Interactions

Cooperative FI's are multi-component interactions (SUMC or MUMC) where all
components share a common goal, but have a different and uncoordinated way of achieving
it [1]. Specific examples would be livelock, deadlock, unfairness, and unexpected non-
deterministic multi-component interactions. The fact that features contend for a single
resource or for each other's resources in order to establish call connections, resulting in
violations of safeness and liveness properties, is a form of cooperative interactions. Let us
examine the following SIP feature interaction proposed by Lennox.

Request Forking (RF) and Auto-answer (voicemail) is a potential cooperative FI.
Request forking is unique to SIP; it allows a SIP proxy server P to attempt to locate a user
by forwarding a request to multiple destinations in parallel [1]. The first destination to
accept the request will be connected, and the call attempts to the others will be cancelled.
The Auto-Answer (AA) or Call Forward to Voice Mail is designed to accept all incoming
calls while the user is unavailable. Both features are intended to ensure that the user does
not miss the call. However, since AA would answer the call request almost immediately,
RF would always forward the call request to the same AA destination. Therefore, the user
who may be closer to the other destinations would never be able to answer the call, and
hence the intention of RF is ignored. To resolve this violation of fairness, one may
introduce a delay timer to AA (e.g. answer after 4 rings) such that all destinations would be
given a fair chance to answer the call.

5.2 Adversarial Feature Interactions

Adversarial FI's, by contrast, are multi-component interactions (SUMC, MUMC) where all
components disagree about something to be done with the call (e.g. violation of feature
assumptions) [1]. They are a form of incoherent interactions and are difficult to detect. The
following new interactions are specific to SIP and have not been mentioned in [1].

Timed ACD and Timed Terminating Call Screening (TCS) is a potential adversarial FI.
With IP telephony, service designers can rapidly create innovative features; for example,
time or calendar-based forwarding and screening features. In this example, TCS restricts
incoming calls that are originating from certain callers at the destination. ACD may be
programmed to distribute different kinds of incoming calls to different sets of destinations
depending on the time of the day (e.g. calls from A or B to destinations S or T in the
daytime, and calls from C or D to destinations X or Y in the nighttime). However,
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destinations S and T are programmed to screen calls from A or B in daytime and X and Y
to screen calls from C and D at nighttime. Although ACD is intended to select the best
route for incoming calls, TCS at various destinations is programmed to screen calls from
these destinations at given time periods. As a result, their policies contradict with each
other and no calls between these callers and callees can ever be completed in the conflicting
time period. When time is involved in incoherent interactions, the solution to such
conflicting policies is not trivial.

Call Screening and Register is another form of multi-component interaction unique to
SIP involves dynamic address changing in SIP. A user agent or proxy may add, delete, or
modify the current contact address of a user stored in the registrar. The address can be
changed at any time by sending a "Register" request message to the registrar. Since a user
cannot possibly stay current with the latest address change of another user, the call
screening features would be rendered useless. It is a form of incoherent interaction. This
interaction involves a debate of privacy for the call screener and the caller. These security
issues are beyond the scope of this paper.

Dynamic Addressing and User Mobility and Anonymity is another adversarial FI that
centers on the controversial issue on the balance between the lack of address scarcity in the
Internet [1] and the correct programming of features that depend on reliable addresses. As it
becomes the norm that a user owns more than one intelligent wireless and/or wired personal
communication device, user mobility is a serious issue in designing reliable services.
Furthermore, anonymous email accounts and email spamming are big problems in Internet.
Could anonymous accounts and telemarketing spam calls emerge in the SIP world when
SIP becomes popular? If SIP addresses were just as easy to obtain as email addresses, the
call screening and forwarding feature in SIP would need to be more sophisticated than in
POTS.

6 Conclusions and future work

The main contribution of this research described here is to provide a formal model of SIP
services using the SDL language. The SDL model covers some of the important
characteristics of SIP, such as caller-id, command sequence and, to a certain extent, most of
the mandatory addressing header fields. The benefits and disadvantages of using a
modeling and verification tool like Telelogic Tau are discussed. Our experience with
verifying and validating our SDL model is also described. The second most important
contribution is the discussion of new SIP FI's and some details on how to prevent the
traditional FI's, and potentially new FI's, in SIP.

Another significant contribution is the discussion on how to detect FI's with the Tau
tool. Although Tau has a reliable editor and simulation engine, we have run into many
difficulties with the Tau validation engine. It frequently crashes with General Application
Errors, which are unrecoverable in the Windows environment. We are not certain of the
root cause of this problem but we suspect that the validation engine may not be able to
handle very big state spaces or certain complex data structures. Hopefully, these issues
would be addressed in future versions of the tool. We have used MSCs to characterize user
interaction scenarios and used these scenarios to verify the SDL model of SIP. However,
MSCs have limitations in terms of expressing quantification of instances and their
behaviors. Live Sequence Chart (LSC) [16], which has not been discussed much in this
paper, appear to be a promising extension to MSCs in this context. We have also used the
observer processes provided by Tau to detect FI's. This seems to be a practical semi-
automated approach, particularly to detect incoherent interactions and to verify liveness
properties.
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Finally, an extension to the classical feature interaction classification is presented to
show the importance of categorizing FI's and the corresponding prevention strategies. As
part of our future works, we would like to investigate potentially useful properties of FIT.
In addition, we would like to modify our model to support the new SIP standard [15]. We
intended to start the model with the latest standard but unfortunately the new RFC came to
our attention only in the later stage of our project. We have some ideas on how to extend
our model to support the new standard but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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1 Introduction

Requirements specifications for wireless telecommunications systems are often only partially
defined, usually consisting of a set of normative scenarios together with scenarios for some
of the more important exceptional behaviours. A major challenge is to find effective means
of analysing such specifications formally in order to detect errors as early in the lifecycle as
possible. The challenge arises because existing techniques generate too many bogus reports
due to the incomplete nature of the specifications, so masking genuine errors, and generate
too large a state space for effective analysis.

Motorola UK Research Lab has been collaborating with testing, architecture and design
groups throughout Motorola to investigate this area over the last few years. We have found
that standard analysis techniques are inappropriate for scenario based incomplete specifica-
tions. For example, an internal study of TETRA [12] MSC [10] engineering scenarios used
Spin and algorithms similar to those found in [1], [2] and [9] to analyse the specifications in
a standard manner. The final model suffered from the usual state explosion problem and gen-
erated many error reports none of which were genuine. Two other Motorola Research Labs
used independent methods to construct a complete model of a POTS system incorporating
a switch, written in SDL [11], which were analysed with technology built out of the FDR
model checking system. It also suffered state explosion problems, and was only able to find
conflicts when the exploration algorithm was directed towards the error states.

The technique reported in this paper address the problems found in these earlier studies.
We define a particular semantics for combining scenarios that can be conveniently represented
by a new kind of automata, called phase automata. The semantics uses information embedded
in the specification to factor the resulting automata into phases, which gives a more compact
representation than other approaches, and concurs with engineering use. In this paper we
assume scenarios are defined as MSCs, which is indeed standard practice in Motorola and
other wireless telecommunications companies, though the results apply more generally than
this.

An internal software tool, FATCAT, has been developed by Motorola UK Research Labs
that constructs phase automaton representations for each instance from a set of normative
MSCs, analyses them and, if any conflicts are found, outputs MSCs that describe the problem
scenarios. FATCAT has been used to analyse features being developed for 3G handsets, where
it has discovered errors in the specifications that had previously gone undetected and which
were subsequently uncovered only during field testing of pre-release models.

FATCAT is built on patented technology ([4], [5]) already developed by Motorola UK
Labs for the ptk software tool [3]. The ptk tool generates a set of conformance tests from
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a collection of MSCs. ptk has been developed over a number of years and is now used by
engineering groups throughout Motorola.

2 Phase Traces and Phase Automaton

We adopt the following notation. For a message m, we use !ra to denote the send event
generated by m, and ?ra to denote the receive event generated by m in accordance with
MSC semantics [10]. The paper assumes that a protocol specifies message exchanges whose
purpose is to define the transitions between different phases of operation in the system. For
example in a system such as TETRA there are phases such as call setup, call active, call
roaming, call queued, and ruthless resource pre-emption.

Let the set of specification events be E, let P be the set of phases that can occur in the
specifications. Let S be a set of states, and let 0 be a function 0 : S —> P. Define a set of
deterministic transitions to be a partial function d : S x E —> S. The tuple A = (S, E, d, <t>)
is defined to be a phase automaton. A phase trace is an alternating sequence of phases and
events 5,, o^, terminated at both ends by a phase. A phase trace is a specification phase trace
if the sequence of events a^ in the phase trace is a complete trace of events from one of the
specification scenarios, and in that scenario each event ai occurs during phase Si, and after the
event the phase becomes Sj+i. A phase trace is an execution phase trace of phase automaton
A if there are states Xj for 0 < i < n + 1 such that 0(x,) = 5, and d(xi, a,) = xi+\. When
a specification phase trace t is also an execution phase trace, we say the phase automaton
generates t, and that XQ is a start state. From now on we will refer to both specification phase
traces and execution phase traces as simply phase traces whenever it is clear from the context
which prefix should apply. Execution traces that are not specification traces are implied by
the specification.

For MSCs we use condition symbols to define the current active phase of a scenario. A
phase remains active on an instance until another condition is encountered connected to the
same instance.

3 Process Algebra Products for Phase Automaton

This section defines the particular semantics for combining MSC scenarios in the form of a
process algebra. MSC scenarios are mapped to terms in the algebra. The delayed product of
these terms defines the semantics of the combined MSCs.

Let E be a set of atomic actions. Let + be the usual choice operator over process terms.
For a set U define ̂  U to denote ]T]u€(/ u. Also let • be the usual composition operator of
atomic actions and process terms. The set of terms defined by + and • over E is the set of
process terms. Let I] be a binary reflexive relation over E and let 77 : E —> B be a boolean
valued function. P \ Q is the delayed composition of process algebra terms as defined by the
axioms in figure 1.

Define the stack automaton Sk(/) for instance 7 in M as follows. Intuitively this automa-
ton defines all the combined phase traces that belong to /, and the states of the automaton
track the series of events that have occurred during the current active phase. Let A be any
phase automaton that generates the phase traces of 7 in M. Constructing A is straightforward
when M does not contain any race conditions. It can be derived from any automaton that
generates the event traces of 7 by annotating the states with suitable phase information. Note
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par P\Q = P<Q+P>Q
Skewl a-P <b-Q = a-P<\b-Q if a H 6
Skew2 a-P <b-Q = a-(P<b-Q) if a^b
skews P>Q = Q<P
zerol 0 < Q = 0
left-synch 1 a • P<\ b-Q = a - (P<\ Q) if a n 6 and -177(0)
Ieft-synch2 a • P<\ b • Q = a • (P \\ Q) if a zi b and 77(0)
branchl a • P<| 6 • Q = a • P + b • Q if a 7^ 6 and 77(0)
prune a • P<| b-Q - a • P if a 75 6 and ~>rj(a)
zero2 0<| Q = 0
synchl a-P \\b-Q = a • (P \\ Q) if a n 6
synch2 P || Q = Q || P
zeroS 01| Q = Q
branch2 a • P j| 6 • Q = a • P + b- Q if a ^ b and 6 ̂  a

Figure 1: Delayed Composition Axioms

when M contains infinite traces and there are race events it is quite possible that A does not
exist.

A state in Sk(/) is a pair (s, Sk), where s is a state of A, and Sk is a stack containing
events from /. Let <9(s, a) = s' be a a transition in A, where (f>(s) = c, and <f>(s') — c'. Let
Sk' be the result of pushing a onto Sk whenever c — c', and set Sk' = [} when c ̂  c'. Then
d ( ( s , S k ) , (c,a,c')) = (s',Sk') is a transition in Sk(7). A start state of Sk(7) is a pair (s0, []),
where SQ is a start state of A. For two stacks ski and s/^, we write sk\ < sk% if stack ski is
the head of stack s/c2. Define (c, a, c', Sk) D (GI, a l5 c'l5 S'/c') when c = GI, a = a l5 c = c\ and
S1/:;' < 5/c. Define ri(c\,a\,c\, Sk') to be true exactly when c\ / c^. So that TI records when
an event causes a phase transition. For a stack automaton Sk(/) define its process algebra
term inductively. Let P(s, Sk, Sk(/)) be

, a, c', 5fc) • P(s', 5Jb', Sk(/)) | (s, Sk) (c-^} (s', Sk') € Sk(/)}

Then define P(I, M) to be the sum of terms P(s0, [], Sk(/)) where (s0, []) is a start state for
Sk(7). The stack component in the atomic actions of P(/, M) are used solely as a mechanism
for controlling the delayed composition of these terms.

For an instance / that occurs in MSCs Mi, where 0 < i < n, let

P(I) = P(I, Mo) | P(7, MO - - - | P(7, MB)

We define P(I) to be the semantic representation of the phase traces of the instance / for the
set of MSC scenarios Mj. P(7) contains the explicit phase traces for 7, and also the implied
concurrent phase traces not explicitly given by the Mt.

4 Phase semantics discussion

This section motivates the definition of P(7) by describing intuitively what this process is
capturing. Common practise treats MSC conditions as a convenient mechanism for incorpo-
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rating important composite states into the scenario specifications. Effectively this makes the
phase traces the focus of the specification scenarios, rather than the event traces.

The problem now becomes one of how to combine a set of phase traces within a single
phase automaton. Consider the two MSCs contained in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Two MSC scenarios for instances A and B

Instance A has a single phase trace in each MSC of Figure 2:

50, ?o, 50, !6, 50, ?c, 51, !d, 52
50, ?c, 51, !e, 53

How are these to be combined within a single phase automaton? If we have no further infor-
mation about how the different phase traces are related to each other, the only way we could
incorporate these phase traces within an automaton would be as shown in Figure 3 by the
automaton on the left.

so

Figure 3: Phase automaton with, and without disjoint states

Here we have depicted a phase as a box that surrounds those states that are part of the
phase according to the phase function 0. The left automaton does not combine the phase
transitions it merely enumerates the phase traces as if they are completely unconnected.
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From a number of studies we have formalised phase automata as the way engineers intu-
itively combine multiple MSC scenarios. That is a phase automaton is the semantic represen-
tation of a set of phase traces if:

during any execution, if it has generated the first part of a specification phase trace,
and it has reached a point where a phase transition is possible then the implementation
can always generate the rest of the phase trace from that point.

For the phase traces of Figure 2 applying these informal semantics would lead to the phase
automaton on the right hand side of 3. This automaton is simulation equivalent (modulo
a suitable mapping of action names) to the process term P(A). In general P(I) is always
simulation equivalent to the phase automaton that is the semantic representation for instance

5 Phase transition errors

Phase automaton can be statically analysed to detect certain simple types of conflict without
user input. A phase automaton can also be verified with standard model checking techniques
against modal properties, which is ongoing research. Care must be exercised since, for exam-
ple, searching for unreachable states is not appropriate for partial requirements. Also many
safety and liveness errors will not remain valid when the requirements are expanded, that is
the errors are not invariant under additions to the requirements. Two types of invariant er-
rors are defined below. Anecdotal evidence suggests that these kinds of errors account for a
significant proportion of feature interactions.

Phase inconsistencies A significant static error that can occur is where two phase traces
define the same events initially, but disagree with the phase transition that later occurs. Here
is an example of two such phase traces.

50, ?u, 50, !a, 51
50, !a, 52

The phase semantics force there to be two distinct transitions labeled with !a leading to differ-
ent phases from the same state. In general this conflict leads to a nondeterministic automaton
where the next composite state is not uniquely defined. A detailed browser example is given
in Section 6.

Structural inconsistencies The simplest form of static analysis is to detect certain kinds
of nondeterministic behaviour taken by the instance implemented by the automaton. For ex-
ample, when the instance has to make an exclusive choice between sending one of two mes-
sages. Consider a state x and transitions

!a !6
X - > Xi, X - > X-2

where a and 6 are distinct. A system component will not be able to determine if it should
initiate the behaviour indicated by send a or the behaviour initiated by send b. Whilst non-
deterministic behaviour of a component is acceptable under some circumstances, such as
consuming or sending out given messages in any order - as in the case of an MSC coregion,
non-deterministic choice of two divergent behaviours usually indicates a specification error.
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6 Mobile handset browser example

The MSCs of Figures 5 and 6 describe two hypothetical MSC requirements for a browser
like feature for a mobile handset. MSC MI describes a high level scenario where the handset
browser is active downloading a file when a call is received from another device. The down-
load is suspended while the call is dealt with. After the call is terminated the handset presents
a dialogue box to enable the user to resume the file download if they wish.

MSC MI describes a different scenario relating to the general operation of the browser
like device. This scenario describes how the handset should behave when the browser has
been suspended during an active call, and then the END key is pressed. The scenario states
that the phone should always return to the browser_active composite state.

Notice that if both of these scenarios are applied to the browser feature then they cause a
conflict. When a file download is suspended in order to take a call, and then the END key is
pressed, the handset is trapped between the browser_download_dialogue and browser_active
composite states. That is the next composite state after the timer expires is not uniquely
defined, which is an error.

Figure 4 is the semantic representation given by FATCAT for the phone instances of M\
and MI. The states are labelled with integers from 0 to 10. State 9 represents an error state,
since from there the next state is not uniquely defined after the timer expires. Note there is a
trace from state 1 to state 9. This illustrates how the error state can be reached assuming that
state 1 can be reached from some initial configuration. This seems reasonable since state 1
belongs to phase browser_active from Figure 5, which is the initial phase for that scenario.
Hence the trace from state 1 to state 9 represents an example of how the conflict can occur in
practise and is the one chosen by FATCAT for output in MSC format. This scenario can be
represented by M3 as in Figure 7. The conflict in this MSC is represented by the alternative
construct at the end of the MSC, which illustrates that after the timer expires the next compos-
ite state for the phone instance is not uniquely defined. Recall an MSC alternative construct
describes mutually exclusive possibilities. The dashed line delineates these possibilities.

5(9,4) = 'wait for timer to expire'
5(9,10) = 'wait for timer to expire'
0(8,9) = ?key_press(END)
d(7,8) = 'wait for timer to expire'
0(6,7) = !ack
<9(5,6) = 'accept call'
5(3,4) = 'wait for timer to expire'
0(2,5) = key_press(right_soft_key)
0(1,2) = ?incoming_call_notification(B)
0(0,3) = ?key.press(END)

Figure 4: FATCAT phase automaton representing phone instance
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Figure 6: Browser example, MSC Figure 7: FATCAT output MSC M3
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7 Conclusion

Where the purpose of a protocol specification is to define phase transitions it is possible
to construct a phase automaton semantic representation for each process in the specification.
These can then be statically analysed to detect phase transition errors. With the right semantic
interpretation of phase transitions the phase automaton can be constructed efficiently, and is
capable of detecting interesting interactions. Compared to automata constructed using naive
compositional semantics, our phase automata approach yields highly compact representations
enabling the tractable analysis techniques reported here.

Unlike most work in the area of feature interaction (see [7], [8] or [6] for a comprehensive
set of examples) the phase automaton technique is not intended to detect all possible conflicts.
Rather it detects phase transition interactions. This class of conflict seems to be of practical
significance and simple to detect. Further, as specifications are often highly incomplete it
is important to have some means of detecting errors that are inherent in the specification
as it is meant to be implemented, and not highlight errors that are purely an artifact of the
incompleteness. For this reason the techniques described here are designed to detect persistent
errors that will be present however the specifications are extended into a more complete form.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a two-level architecture for feature driven
software development, consisting of a base layer for a feature's core behaviour and a
meta-layer for resolution modules that provide solutions to feature interaction
problems. Whilst a standard programming language is used at the base level, e.g. an
object-oriented language such as Java, we propose the use of an aspect-oriented
programming language for the inherent cross-cutting concerns that exist at the meta-
level. We evaluate the use of AspectJ for the implementation of interaction
resolution modules at the meta-level. This evaluation is carried out through an in-
depth study of an email system. We conclude that aspect-oriented approaches are
highly suited for this split-level architecture and that the architecture has many
benefits for feature driven software development. Finally, we also highlight a
number of problems with AspectJ for our intended use, but discuss how the selection
of an alternative aspect-oriented technique would avoid these problems.

Keywords. Feature driven development, aspect-oriented programming, feature
interaction and interaction resolution, feature composition.

1. Introduction

Agile methodologies [13][14] are gaining increasing popularity for tackling today's
software development challenges. Examples of such methodologies are Extreme
Programming, Feature-Driven Development, Adaptive Software Development, and
Dynamic Systems Development, ranked in this order of popularity according to the results
of a survey reported in [4].

In this paper, we focus on the Feature Driven Development (FDD) approach [7][27]. In
this approach the unit of development is a feature: a small piece of client-valued
functionality. The granularity of these features is guided by projected development time: if,
during decomposition of the software task, a feature looks bigger than two weeks' work
then it should be decomposed further.

In addition to being valuable units of development, features can also be seen as
valuable units of evolution, for example with respect to system adaptation, re-configuration,
versioning and even billing. The telecommunications industry has a tradition of organising
development projects, people and marketing by features [32]. Microsoft has also apparently
followed this process in their software product line for a number of years [5].

However, as has been witnessed in the telecommunications industry for many years
now, whilst the value of feature-oriented approaches is clear, interactions between different
parts of a program are an inevitable, and often intended, result of modularisation. Referring
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back to FDD, unit testing for the features is carefully prescribed as part of the methodology
(see table 1), yet across-feature testing is left rather ad-hoc.

This paper proposes a framework in which Feature Driven Development is enhanced
with the power of Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) techniques [20], the
enhancement being provided specifically to deal with the handling of the resolution of
interactions. In this work, we use the Java programming language to implement the core
functionality of a feature (we refer to this as a feature's hard logic), but we do not entangle
any code that would be specifically added to this feature to allow it to work with other
features. Instead, this is kept separate by utilising aspect-oriented programming (AOP)
constructs to implement any composition or interaction concerns (we refer to this as a
feature's soft logic). In this paper, we illustrate the implementation of the feature's soft
logic by using the notion of the aspects provided by Aspect! [19].

Table 1: FDD Process #5, table taken from [10].

Unit Test i
Each Class Owner tests their code to ensure that all requirements on their classes for the feature(s)
in the work package are satisfied. The Chief Programmer determines what, if any, feature team-level
unit testing is required - in other words, what testing across the classes developed for the features)
is required.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. We initially give an overview of aspect-
oriented software development (section 2), before moving on to describe our two-level
architecture (section 3). In section 4, we then present an email system with just three
features initially; this is used to illustrate our approach. In section 5, we develop the case
study further, to include ten features and a graphical user interface. Rather than describing
our approach at this stage, we use this further study to drive our evaluation. This raises a
number of significant points about our architecture and the use of AspectJ, and leads us to
discussions on other related approaches and plans for our future work. Finally, in section 6,
we draw our conclusions.

2. Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD)

Over recent years, AOSD has received a lot of attention as a new paradigm to more
effectively achieve the separation of concerns alluded to by Parnas [29] and Dijkstra [8].
Whilst a large degree of success has been achieved through advances such as abstract data
types and object-oriented programming, such techniques have failed to elegantly capture
concerns that cut across modules. AOSD has become the umbrella term relating to all
approaches that achieve this explicit separation of cross-cutting concerns, including aspect-
oriented programming [18], subject-oriented programming [12] and reflection (in which
AOP has some roots) [17].

AspectJ [19] has been developed by the Xerox PARC team over the last few years and,
at the moment, is arguably the most dominant technique within the AOSD community.
AspectJ provides new language constructs to deal with cross-cutting concerns, and
excellent tool support for the subsequent weaving process: the AspectJ tool acts as a pre-
processor that weaves programs together to generate (tangled) Java code. Note that other
techniques such as JAC (Java Aspect Components) [30] have been proposed as alternatives
to AspectJ should weaving be required dynamically at run-time.

In AspectJ, aspects are defined in a similar way to Java classes (with attributes and
methods as required). These aspects may also define sets of join points (called poinicuts)
that represent well-defined points in the execution of the program (thus forming the basis
for supporting crosscutting concerns). In addition, two further constructs are provided: an
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advice construct that allows the addition of code before, after or around an existing method
(or methods), and an introduce construct that allows the introduction of a new attribute or
method into an existing class (or classes). For further information we refer the reader to
[19] or the associated Aspect! web site.

3. A two-level architecture for features

In our proposed framework, we assume that every feature has a clear specification of its
functionality. Although the implementation of that specification varies, it is generally easy
to distinguish the pure feature code. We call this the hard logic of the feature, i.e. the
inevitable part of the implementation of the feature's functional specification.

However, in feature driven (or feature-oriented) development, features must clearly be
capable of working with other features. Since the feature's hard logic is unable to adapt
itself to different execution contexts (different connected features), we also require a
corresponding soft logic to soften the behaviour, making it flexible enough to adapt to other
interacting features. Therefore, a feature's soft logic is responsible for boundary condition
checking and taking action to smooth any incompatibilities.

Since a feature designer cannot foresee the future features that will interact with his/
her developed feature, soft logic should be able to be added to the hard feature logic at any
stage. To support this kind of addition, the soft logic is ideally raised up to the meta-level
so as to provide a separation from the hard logic and facilitate reuse and easier
maintenance/ evolution.

It is this soft logic that we believe is ideally suited to aspect oriented software
development techniques. The soft logic forms a resolution module that clearly cross-cuts
the base-level system representing a feature's hard logic.

Figure 1. A two-level architecture for features

To achieve this separation of concerns in this piece of work, we will use Java to implement
a feature's hard logic and Aspect! to implement the associated soft logic.

4. A case study: an email system

As our case study, we wanted to choose a system beyond the area of traditional telephony,
but with known interactions that could be extended to more general distributed systems
such as Internet-based systems. This led us to the email system studied in [11], where
several different email features were studied and a large number of interactions found.

Our intention in this work is, by using the already identified interactions, to show how
AOP techniques can be used to provide resolution modules (soft logic) for the problematic
features, allowing them to work together correctly. Crucially, as mentioned above, this
solution aims to maintain a clean separation between the core feature code (a feature's hard
logic) and the code required to allow it to work correctly with other features (a feature's
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soft logic). We have chosen to focus initially on three problematic features, all of which
have had interactions identified in [11]:

• RemailMessage: This feature forwards an incoming message and replaces a
sender's true ID with a pseudonym. RemailMessage can also handle messages sent
in the other direction as well, i.e. delivering a message addressed to a pseudonym
to the real receiver (by reversing the address mapping).

• MailHost: This feature receives incoming messages for the MailHost's users, and
delivers the messages to users' accounts.

• AutoResponder: This feature automatically replies to each incoming sender with a
prescribed message, but only one reply should be returned per incoming sender.

More features will be mentioned later in the paper with respect to evolving this system to
include additional functionality (see section 5). Importantly, all of the aspect algorithms in
this paper (representing feature resolution modules), along with other features from [11],
have been implemented in a simulation of an email system (see also section 5).

In this case study, we will follow the same approach as [11] regarding the architecture
and the features, i.e. a user originates a message, conforming to email message format
standards [2][23], from an email client program. This message then passes through one or
more feature processing components, each termed an email feature component, until the
message is delivered to the email client of the intended recipient(s). We also borrow
terminology from the Distributed Feature Composition (DFC) approach of [16], calling
each feature component a feature box.

4.1 An interaction resolution for RemailMessage vs MailHost

As a first illustrative example of an undesirable interaction, consider the composition of
RemailMessage with MailHost (both server-side features). A problem arises if a message is
sent via RemailMessage to a user supposedly associated with the MailHost, but who is
actually unknown to this feature. In this case, the MailHost will create and send a message
to the message's originator saying 'There is no such a user as ...". As a result, the message
body of this reply has leaked the real ID corresponding to the pseudonym, therefore
defeating RemailMessage's intention of maintaining anonymity.

This feature interaction problem can be resolved by two possible approaches:

• resl: allowing the RemailMessage feature to query the existence of a recipient
before it carries on remailing the message; or alternatively,

• res2: forcing any reply message to also be remailed, to ensure the real user name is
not leaked (see also section 4.3 on preventing the leaking of user names).

The existence of two possible approaches here highlights an interesting point: when we say
something is a resolution of an interaction, this is a subjective judgement since resolutions
on the same feature interaction problem may vary from developer to developer. Sometimes
the resolution just meets a requirement of the features' users, rather than being a sound
rationalisation. In this paper, we assume that any solution that is able to mitigate a feature
interaction constitutes a resolution of that interaction. Therefore, the simplest resolution is
to disable one of the interacting features. However, real world applications are likely to
need a more deliberate resolution so as to improve the quality of service.

As an example, an overview of a possible Java implementation of RemailMessage's
hard logic is shown in figure 2:
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class Remailer implements Pipe {
String mylD;
ArrayList pairTable;
public Remailer(...) {

public void send(Message msg) {

public void receive(Message msg) {
if ( !(msg.getReceiver().equals(mylD)))

msg = changelncominglD(msg); //incoming message
else

msg = changeOutGoinglD(msg); //outgoing message
send(msg);

}
private Message changeOutGoinglD(Message msg) {

String content= msg.getContent();
String target = content.substring(0,content.indexOf("\n"));
content = content.substring(content.indexOf("\n")+

String alias = findAlias(msg.getSender());
msg.setReceiver(target);
msg.setSender(alias);
msg.setContent(content);
return msg;

)
private Message changelncomingID(Message msg) {

String realAddress = findReallD(msg.getReceiver());
if (realAddress == null) throw new IllegalArgumentException()
msg.setReceiver(realAddress);
return msg;

}
public String findAlias(String outgoing) {

public String findReallD(String incoming) {

}

Figure 2. RemailMessage's hard logic

The hard logic takes care the translation of user address from/ to pseudonym. In order to do
this, for an incoming message, it will replace the receiver's address with a real user address;
for an outgoing message, it will get the first line of the message body, and put it to the
receiver slot, then replace the sender address with a pseudonym. The Pipe interface, which
contains two methods, receive( . . ) and s e n d ( . . ) , must be implemented for the
connection of feature boxes.

We can see that the hard logic of a feature is simple, cohesive, and highly consistent to
its original specification, and thus easily understood. Typically, these features have two
basic parts:

• Some data (structures) such as a forward address, a list of filter addresses or a list
of <pseudonym, real name> pairs, or even the prescribed message content.

• Some methods to operate on the data and provide necessary feature logic to
implement a service feature.

Under normal circumstances, this hard logic works fine with other features without
problems. However, as is well known in the telecommunications domain, some
combinations of features lead to undesirable interactions, as with the RemailMessage and
MailHost interaction mentioned above.

With an interaction such as this, one feature (either RemailMessage or MailHost) is
required to incorporate new additional behaviour to allow it to adapt to the countering
feature; i.e. interaction resolution code needs to be introduced.

Now suppose we consider a possible resolution to the above and elect for the first
resolution option, resl, from above (querying the existence of a user).
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For the Java code presented above (figure 2), this resolution could take the form of
directly modifying the receive method to allow RemailMessage to ask MailHost if the
intended user exists or not. If this returns true, carry on as usual; if false, RemailMessage
itself should create a "no such user" reply to the sender. An example of this direct
modification is shown in figure 3:

public void receive(Message msg) {
if ( !(msg.getReceiver().equals(mylD))) //this is an incoming message

msg = changelncominglD(msg);
if (queryExist(MailHost, userlD) »« false){ // 'tangled' resolution code
msg - createReply(msg, "no such user"); // ...
send(msg); //
return; // ...

else //this is an outgoing message
msg = changeOutGoinglD(msg);

send(msg);
}

Figure 3. An interaction resolution tangled with the feature code

Alternatively, resolution code could be added to the MailHost. For example, the MailHost
could check if a message is from RemailMessage, in which case it should answer to
RemailMessage instead of directly to the original sender.

As can be seen from figure 3, adding in resolution code for interworking with one other
feature is not too drastic concerning the structure or complexity of the feature code.
However, considering the number of interactions found in [11], adding resolution code to
handle all such interactions is clearly going to very quickly destroy the structure of the
features and the original clarity of the hard logic. It is also obviously going to be harmful
with respect to the maintenance of the code or future evolution. For this reason, we have
proposed the lifting of the resolution code to the meta-level. With the support of Aspect!
this can be elegantly implemented as shown in figure 4:

aspect ResolveWithMailHost {

afterO returning(Message m):execution(Message Remailer.changelncominglD(Message)){
if (queryExist(MailHost, userlD) -- false) //throw exception if userlD not known
throw new IllegalArgumentException();

}

void around(Message msg):execution(void Remailer.receive(Message)) && args(msg) {
try{
proceed(msg); //execute the original receive method

}
catch(IllegalArgumentException e) { //handle new exception that may be thrown
msg « createReply(msg, "no such user");
send(msg);

Figure 4. Separating the interaction resolution (soft logic) from the core feature code

This aspect inserts code after the execution of the Remailer's changeincomingiD method,
throwing an exception if the userlD is false. Having thrown an exception, the receive
method now needs exception handling code to be added. This is achieved by wrapping the
try and catch constructs around the original receive method.

The above example reflects two points about the hard logic and soft logic of a feature:

• the hard logic is the relatively stable description of a feature's behaviour, and
• the soft logic, representing an interaction resolution, is variable and may change

depending on a need to adapt to a context change (such as new deployment of
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features and technology updates) or depending on subjective judgement regarding
the best mechanism for handling interacting features (as discussed above).

4.2 An interaction resolution for RemailMessage vs AutoResponder

Now consider the deployment of the AutoResponder feature. There are two scenarios with
the RemailMessage being involved, both of which have been documented in [11]:

• Scenario 1: Bob has a remailer account and also switches on the AutoResponder
feature before he goes on vacation. Alice sends a message to Bob's Remail account
(i.e. to Bob's pseudonym rather than his real ID). When the AutoResponder
receives the message via RemailMessage, it replies automatically and directly to
Alice, but using Bob's real ID rather than his pseudonym. Because of the
AutoResponder's direct reply, Alice can infer the Remail account is for Bob, thus
defeating the RemailMessage's purpose.

• Scenario 2: As above, Bob has a Remail account and switches on the
AutoResponder feature before he goes on vacation. Alice sends a message that
requires a reply to both Bob's Remail account and to his MailHost account, since
Alice doesn't know that these two accounts are actually for the same person.
According to the AutoResponder's rule, this feature should reply only once for
messages from the same address. For this reason, Alice will only receive a reply
from one of Bob's accounts, and never from the other account.

The general problem here is that the AutoResponder has no knowledge of whose messages
it is answering (e.g. whether the message has been received via a remailer). One possible
resolution is for the AutoResponder to check whether it is answering a message from the
remailer. If so, reply to RemailMessage by following the remailing rule, namely set the
receiver field as the RemailMessage and put the intended recipient's address in the first line
of the content. This algorithm can be represented as Aspect! as shown in figure 5 (but note
that as discussed above, it is likely that there will be more than one viable resolution - see
next section below).

Typical of resolution modules such as this, is the need for them to know information
about prior feature boxes. One solution to this is to require each active feature box to add a
tag to declare its process status when a message goes through it. Importantly, this simple
protocol can also be implemented through AOP techniques as a crosscutting concern. For
example, pointcuts can be defined that correspond to exit points from the execution of the
feature boxes. On exiting a particular feature box, an after advice can be declared to
manipulate the message and add the required tag.
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aspect SoftenAutoForRemail {
before(Message msg):execution(void AutoRe«ponder.•end(Message)) && args(msg) {

/ / i f msg is from Remailer, then respond to Remailer using the remailing rule
if (isFromRemail(msg)) {

writeContentFirstLinelmsg.getReceiver());
msg.setReceiver(getRemailAddress(msg));

}
}
boolean isFromRemail(Message msg) {

//check if msg is from Remailer . . .
}
void writeContentFirstLine(String str) {

//write intended recipient's address in the 1st line of message content ...
}
String getRemailAddress(Message msg) {

//get Remail Server's address from msg ...

Figure 5. The AutoResponder's soft logic - to handle messages from a Remailer

4.3 A more general interaction resolution for RemailMessage and AutoResponder

To illustrate the possible diversity of resolutions for a given interaction problem, and to
further evaluate the appropriateness of Aspect!, we present an alternative resolution for the
RemailMessage and AutoResponder interaction problem. In this second solution, we
introduce a mechanism into the Remailer (using AspecU) to enforce the rule:

• For each message sent to RemailMessage from a user, any internal reply message
must also pass back through RemailMessage.

In order to achieve this, RemailMessage can replace the sender's userlD with a temporary
pseudonym, thus ensuring that any return message must also pass through the remailer in
order to be mapped back to the sender's real userlD. Then, to allow the receiver to know
the original sender of the message, the original sender's information should be put in
another slot, e.g. the first line of message body. The mechanism for this resolution
algorithm is showed in figure 6.

Figure 6. The Remailer feature box and interaction resolution algorithm
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To reverse the process, when receiving the inner user's reply (probably from another
feature box, such as AutoResponder), RemailMessage must replace the originating sender's
temporary pseudonym with the sender's real address. If required during this translation,
RemailMessage can also check user names against the email content to make sure there is
no further leaking of the user ID (illustrated in figure 7 by the inclusion of a
preventLeaking method).

To achieve this, RemailMessage should keep two lists of <pseudonym, realnamo
pairs: one for the anonymity of its customers, and one for the enforcement of controlling
replies. In this way, the two interaction problems mentioned above are solved readily:

• Scenario 1: The AutoResponder's reply will be sent back to RemailMessage first,
rather than directly to the originator. RemailMessage can thus anonymise the
recipient's real identity.

• Scenario 2: In this scenario, two messages arrive at AutoResponder with different
sender addresses (since the remailer has allocated each message a different
temporary pseudonym). Consequently, both messages will be properly replied.

This interaction resolution algorithm can be implemented in Aspect J as shown in figure 7.

aspect ResolutionAll {

public ArrayList Remailer.guestList; //introduce a new dual list

public String Remailer.createAnAlias(String guest) {
//introduce new Remailer method to create a pseudonym for the sender

}
public String Remailer.findGuestReallD(string alias) {

//introduce new Remailer method to find the real username given a pseudonym
}
public void preventLeaking(Message msg) {

//check the message content and replace any real userlD with pseudonym
}

//assign a name to the sender of incoming msg.
after(Remailer rm) returning(Message msg):

call(Message Remailer.changelncominglD(Message)) && target(rm) {
msg.setSender(rm.createAnAlias(msg.getSender()));

}
//make sure outgoing message contains no leaking of real userlD
after(Remailer rm) returning(Message msg):

call(Message Remailer.changeOutGoingID(Message)) && target(rm) {
preventLeaking(msg);

}

//process the reply message from the inner user (define named pointcut first)
pointcut messageArrive(Remailer rm):

target(rm) && call(void Remailer.receive(Message));

//continued ...
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// ... continued
void around(Message msg,Remailer rm): me«»ag«Arriv«(rm) && argslmsg) {
try {
proceed(msg,rm);

catch(IllegalArgumentException e) {
String realReceiver= rm.findGuestRealID(msg.getReceiver());
if (realReceiver != null) {
msg.setReceiver(realReceiver);
String senderPseudonym = rm. f indAlias (msg. get Sender () ) ,-
if (senderPseudonym != null){
msg.setSender(senderPseudonym);
preventLeaking(msg);
rm.send(msg);

else throw new IllegalArgumentExceptionl);

else throw new IllegalArgumentExceptionl);
} //end of catch

} //end of around
} //end of aspect

Figure 7. An aspect-oriented implementation of the new interaction resolution

With this more general interaction resolution, it is important to observe that the original
interaction with MailHost can also be resolved. The reason for this is that the "no such
user" reply message will be returned to RemailMessage first, rather than directly to the
user. As a result, this provides us with an effective mechanism to ensure the userlD is
always hidden.

4.4 Summary: aspect-oriented programming for interaction resolutions

The examples above have hopefully provided an insight into how resolution modules,
implemented in AspectJ, can be used to cleanly separate the interaction resolution code
(soft logic) from the feature's core behaviour (hard logic). Benefits can be gained,
especially for more complex resolution modules such as the one provided in figure 7, when
compared with the more traditional approach of entwining the resolution behaviour with the
feature's core behaviour.

In particular, in this example, three new methods and a new attribute (the dual list)
have been introduced into the remailer's behaviour. In addition, new behaviour (advice) has
been provided that will be woven into the feature code: after the feature's two changelD
methods and around the receive method. Whereas the introductions would be relatively
easy to separate structurally in the original feature code (e.g. the appropriate use of
comments and grouping of related code), the extra woven behaviour cannot be effectively
separated. This leads to difficulties for the maintenance and evolution of the overall system.

Perhaps more importantly, the example in figure 7 also gives us an indication that one
resolution module, although using a more complex algorithm, can resolve multiple feature
interactions. This is where the power of our aspect-oriented approach brings further
benefits. Pointcuts can be defined over any execution points in any of the feature boxes and
need not be restricted to one feature box (as has been the case in our examples above).
Also, pointcut definitions can use wildcard-matching techniques, thus removing the need
for the tight-coupling of aspects with features via actual method names.

With further investigation, we hope that this may lead to the implementation of general
interaction resolution patterns, although it is inevitable that more concrete (domain-
specific) resolution modules will also still be required.
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5. Evolution of the email system to further evaluate our approach

The two-level architecture we have proposed consists of:

• Base level: contains features' core behaviours, known as hard logic; implemented
using Java

• Meta-level: contains interaction resolution modules, known as soft logic;
implemented using AspectJ

To further evaluate the effectiveness of this architecture, we have considered evolving the
email system that we have presented so far (with three features), by extending it to all ten
features of [11]. In order to make a working system, we have also refactored some of the
GUI modules from ICEMail, an email client written in Java and based on the new Java
Mail API [15].

We classify our evaluation into five properties: cleanness of separation, re-use,
faithfulness of implementation to specification, adaptability to requirement change and
support for interaction avoidance, detection and resolution. It should be noted that these
properties are, by their nature, more qualitative than quantitative.

A further evaluation criterion we would like to address in the future is that of
performance. It can be expected that, in line with other meta-level/ reflective approaches,
our approach will incur at least a minor performance overhead. We have not yet
investigated this further, although information regarding the performance of AspectJ can be
found on the AspectJ web-site (FAQ), see [19].

5.7 Cleanness of separation

As mentioned above, we believe that the cleanness of separation is a key factor for a
system's effective maintenance and evolution. Object-oriented techniques already offer a
widely accepted and largely effective form of separation through encapsulation and
inheritance. However, feature-oriented systems implemented in this manner still tangle the
resolution code, which allows a feature to work with other features, with a feature's core
behaviour (e.g. as presented in figure 3).

The examples given in this paper have illustrated the cleanness of separation achieved
with our two-level architecture. All other features in [11] also display this elegant
separation when implemented. As the number of features increase, the importance of this
separation also increases. For example, [11] has identified 26 interactions between the 10
features considered. Should an architecture based on separation of concerns not be
employed, this clearly results in an unenviable number of extensions required to the basic
feature code. A further valuable point is that not every interaction requires a separate
resolution module (as illustrated by figure 7 above). Although the subject of future work,
this also gives us incentive to look for more general interaction resolution patterns.
Importantly, our approach will provide support in cases where patterns occur in, or cross-
cut, multiple features.

As a further case for the cleanness of separation achieved in our approach, we have
also re-factored some of ICEMail's GUI modules. The reason for this was our observation
that, in the original modules, there was a great deal of code-tangling. For example,
FolderTableModel is a GUI component for the display of messages in an email folder. It
implements the TableModel interface in javax.swing.table and users can read their
incoming message via this component (supported by most of today's email clients) [15].
However, the FolderTableModel should only be responsible for the displaying of messages;
the actual management of messages should be carried by another management component,
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namely the content provider for FolderTableModel. Similarly, the Fetchlet class, a class
used to get messages from a user's mailbox and place them in a local folder, need not know
that the messages it fetched will be displayed by FolderTableModel class.

In our re-factoring, a simple interaction resolution called Compose_FolderTableModel
_Fetchlet has been implemented as an aspect. This aspect knows about the interactions
between the two classes, significantly reducing the size of each feature module. For
example, the initial FolderTableModel contained 800 lines of source code, whilst our re-
factored version contains only 70 lines. This reduction is achieved because, in our opinion,
the original classes contained too many tangled concerns or interactions. The re-factored
code demonstrates a much cleaner separation of concerns and hence, we believe, will
permit more effective maintenance and future evolution.

5.2 Re-use

Interaction resolution modules such as those identified in figures 4 and 5 above (i.e. aspects
representing very specific resolutions), perhaps only offer limited opportunities for re-use.
This is mainly because the chosen resolution, of which there may be a number of options,
depends on factors such as an ever-improving technological base that permits
improvements to existing features, the rapid development of new features, a subjective
judgement as to the best resolution, etc. Hence, we believe it is more likely that, for specific
resolution modules, new modules will be developed rather than re-using existing ones.

However, our two-level architecture has the best opportunities for re-use at the base
level, rather than the meta-level. We have experimented with the two GUI modules
mentioned above, and have found our re-factored modules easier to re-use than the original
modules. The reason for this is that the interaction concerns (soft logic) have been extracted
from the core behaviour (hard logic), leaving a more generic feature component. For
example, the FolderTableModel class can be easily re-used in another application with very
minimal changes.

Importantly, if we can achieve one of our goals of identifying interaction resolution
patterns, these obviously have much greater potential for re-use. In investigating this
further, we have found that many of the interaction resolutions (like those we have
mentioned above) involve boundary condition checking. Furthermore, all of the resolutions
for the feature interaction cases of [11] can be fitted into some kinds of boundary checking
patterns. Amongst the resolutions for the 26 feature interactions identified in [11], as well
as an additional feature interaction identified by ourselves (see section 5.5 below), more
than half can be generalised as generic resolutions that can be applied to other feature
interaction problems. Hence, the identification of resolution patterns appears a realisable
aim, and has obvious benefits for re-use.

5.3 Faithfulness of implementation to specification

Our two-level architecture has been designed to facilitate keeping the feature's
implementation faithful to its specification. Not only does this improve the readability and
simplicity of the resulting code, but also allows the feature's specification to map to the
implementation more directly, thus facilitating better reasoning about the mapping. This, in
turn, opens the door to generative programming techniques, as widely used in component-
based development to generate code (or code templates) automatically from the
specification.
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5.4 Adaptability to requirement change

There are two key points of our architecture that help a developer to react to changing
requirements. The first of these is that the separation we provide allows the developer to
integrate new features into the system, without needing to consider, or worse rewrite, the
existing features.

Secondly, and the point that to our knowledge makes our approach unique, is that by
adopting aspect-oriented programming for the separate resolution modules, the developer
can implement a feature without considering the interactions with other features, then focus
on the interaction issues separately. The power of aspect-oriented techniques makes this
last step viable and effective, as has been illustrated by the examples above.

Similarly, the removal of features from a system is just as clean and effective because
of the separation we provide, meaning that any interactions have been made explicit. This
helps to avoid redundant code being left embedded in feature boxes, a situation that leads to
unnecessary complexity and lowers efficiency.

5.5 Support for interaction avoidance, detection and resolution

The central objective in this paper has obviously been in the provision of an architecture to
cleanly handle the interactions between features. Our implementation of the email system
has shown how our two-level architecture and the use of Aspect! can be used very
effectively to handle feature interactions.

However, a crucial part of the paper that remains to be addressed is that, whilst our
approach explicitly handles features interactions by providing separate resolution modules,
what happens if our resolution modules themselves interact? Far from being a theoretical
question, problems with resolution modules themselves interacting in undesirable ways
have been identified in [28]. This is not an unexpected discovery, since resolutions
themselves can be viewed as features, which, of course, are prone to interactions. A number
of highly significant issues crop up with respect to this topic that we address in turn below.

Two-level versus multi-level architectures

By proposing a two-level architecture, we have effectively ruled out a multi-level
architecture that is typical of many reflective architectures. One option would be to relax
this condition, effectively allowing a meta-meta layer to handle the resolution interactions,
and theoretically an infinite hierarchy to handle subsequent meta-meta level interactions
and beyond. However, it should be noted that, in practice, reflective architectures rarely
require more than three layers to be reified.

The problem with adopting this more relaxed approach is our choice of language. As
Aspect! stands at the moment , the language does not support "aspects of aspects", i.e.
aspects cannot be defined over other aspects, thus effectively preventing adequate support
for beyond a two-level architecture. It should be noted however that other AOSD
approaches do provide support for "aspects of aspects". In an email message posted on the
Demeter web-site [6], a list of approaches supporting this is given, namely Incremental
Programming [25], Aspectual Collaborations [22], Hyper/J [26] and DJ [24]. These require
further investigation to determine if they would provide a more appropriate language choice
for our work than Aspect!.

1 To our knowledge, and after discussions in the AOSD community regarding this topic, Aspect! will remain
without support for "aspects of aspects" in the foreseeable future, the developers believing the alternatives are
unnecessarily complex.
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Implicit versus explicit composition

A further issue relating to our language choice is the fact that, in AspectJ, composition of
the resolution aspects with the features is done implicitly by the aspect weaver. As a result,
there is no control over the composition operator used. Other languages provide explicit
support for composition, a facility that we believe would be advantageous and give more
flexibility in our solution. It is conceivable, in fact, that a custom-designed composition
operator would only allow valid compositions of resolution modules, thus avoiding the
problem of such modules interacting in undesirable ways. AOSD techniques that currently
offer support for explicit composition include Hyper/J [26] and Composition Filters [1].

Detecting feature interactions

In our case study, we have relied heavily on the list of known interactions provided in [11],
but what if these interactions are not known in advance?

In performing this case study, we have found that most of the feature subversions
happen across boundary conditions. By explicitly separating out feature behaviour into our
two-level architecture we are actually encouraging a systematic exploration of boundary
conditions, although this is, of course, a manual process at present rather than benefiting
from automated support. However, this systematic exploration led us to discover a further
(undocumented) interaction as discussed below.

The FilterMessage feature ensures that "if a message comes from a blacklisted
address, it must not reach the subscriber's user domain". There are two themes in this
statement: "the source of the incoming address" and "the targeted user domain". For the
former, there are many possible sources of the incoming address, either human originators
or mechanical originators (e.g. auto-Responder, ForwardMessage, RemailMessage, etc.).

Now consider a message from a (mechanical) forwarding feature (e.g. from party A to
party B to party C). A boundary condition for this is "What if the forwarding party (B) is
not filtered, but the message it is forwarding is from a blacklisted party (A)". From this
point, we identify a potential subversion of FilterMessage feature, as follows
(undocumented in [11]):

• Scenario: Alice's domain is blacklisted and filtered by Carol's host (e.g. username
carol@lancaster). Alice asks Bob, whose domain is not filtered by Carol's host, to
forward her email to carol @lancaster, thus subverting the filtering mechanism.

From Alice and Bob's point of view, there is unlikely to be a problem here, since Bob
knows Alice is using his account. However, from Carol's point of view, her domain has
been blacklisted, presumably for good reason (e.g. virus control), yet this has been
subverted by the message forwarding.

By continuing to explore the boundary condition of "the source of the incoming
address", we can find other potential feature interaction problems involving FilterMessage.

In terms of automated support for the detection of feature interactions, there are, of
course, many techniques that have been presented throughout the series of Feature
Interaction Workshops, e.g. see [3]. The majority of these techniques have had a formal
basis, and hence have worked from formal specifications/ models of the features. Such
techniques are highly complementary to our approach.
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Detecting resolution interactions

Effectively, our resolution interactions are actually aspect interactions, for which the AOSD
community currently has very little support. We believe that there are four possible
solutions here, all of which require further investigation:

• Avoiding interactions by applying a design by contract approach (e.g. [21]) or by
utilising explicit composition operators (not available in Aspect!, see discussion
above).

• Relaxing our two-level architecture to allow a meta-meta layer to handle resolution
interactions (this also implies a language change since Aspect! does not support
"aspects of aspects", also discussed above). Note that our two-level architecture is
not a source of resolution interactions, it just restricts the way we can handle them.

• Model-checking certain properties to determine aspect interactions (in the same
way that feature interactions have been identified by model-checking). This, of
course, relies on the difficult problem of identifying appropriate properties for
which to check.

• Investigate the recent work of [9] where execution monitors are deployed over
aspects and "aspect laws" can be verified to determine the independence of aspects.
Also relevant is the work of [31] where three different categorisations of aspects
are identified. For certain types of aspect, they show how the proof of a particular
property is relatively straightforward, yet for other types of aspect, this is more
problematic. We have yet to investigate this further with respect to our work,
particularly identifying which category our aspect resolutions fall into.

6. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a two-level architecture to enhance the development of feature-
oriented software. For this architecture, we have proposed the separation of a feature's core
behaviour (its hard logic) from extra behaviour required to allow it to adapt to other
features (its soft logic). We have illustrated how the latter can be implemented at the meta-
level using aspect-oriented programming techniques. Through a case study of an email
system (initially very basic with just three features) we have shown the value of this clean
separation.

Further, by incrementally evolving our email system from a system with just three
features to a new system with ten features and a graphical user interface, we believe we
have been able to critically evaluate our proposed architecture. This evaluation has raised a
number of important benefits, but also areas that require further research. The most
significant of these is the issue of detecting and resolving interactions between our
resolution modules. These are effectively aspect interactions, an area that is currently
under-researched in the AOSD community. Also highlighted in this evaluation has been our
choice of language, AspectJ. Further investigations are required to determine whether other
AOSD techniques would be more suited to our work.
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Abstract. The complexity of present-day software systems has reached dimensions
that require systematic approaches for coping with it. In addition to traditional do-
mains, such as telecommunications or business applications, complex software sys-
tems can be found in the domain of reactive systems, of which building control
systems are an interesting example. The extension and reuse of these systems have be-
come important activities in the respective development processes. To be able to cor-
rectly execute these activities, the developers need to be aware of interactions that
might exist between different features of a system.

In this paper, an approach for the systematic detection of feature interactions in
building control systems is presented, which allows the automatic identification of
such interactions based on existing requirements specification documents. This is re-
alized by the application of a formal model of the development products, which in-
cludes traceability relations between these products.

Introduction

The complexity of modern reactive systems is on a steady rise. An interesting example of this
is integrated building control systems, which are essential for optimizing the total building
performance [1]. To provide optimal results, such systems have to consider the interaction of
different physical effects, which most often requires a strong coupling of different parts of
such control systems. Further, creating building control systems exposes a huge complexity
due to the sheer number of objects that needs to be dealt with; e. g., the integrated control sys-
tem that was developed for a floor of our university building consists of 920 objects [2].

Because of this complexity, a number of problems arise. One of these problems is the
extension of such systems with additional functionality. This is typically required if new user
needs should be considered. Besides the desired behavior, this new functionality might intro-
duce undesirable interrelationships with old parts of the system, and thus an unwanted system
behavior might be the result. To illustrate this, we assume an exemplary building control sys-
tem that allows the automatic control of the illumination inside a room. In this system, the
cost of artificial lighting is reduced by employing daylight whenever possible. If this system
is extended to satisfy the user need of avoiding glare at the workplace, an undesirable inter-
relation might be introduced, such that daylight might be used in situations that produce glare.

Another problem can be discovered when complex reactive systems should be reused.
Simply eliminating the parts that are not needed in the new context can result in faulty sys-
tems, because required interrelations to the parts that have been eliminated might not have
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been considered. To give an example for such a condition, we assume that the building con-
trol system above additionally realizes an alarm system. One functionality of this alarm sys-
tem is to turn on all lights when an alarm has been triggered. If this system should be reused
as an alarm system only, all parts that are relevant for lighting (lights, blinds, etc.) will prob-
ably be removed. However, if this removal is exercised without considering the required in-
terrelations, a malfunctioning system is the result as the lights are also needed for the alarm
system.

Although the above examples appear to be trivial, in real control systems, which typi-
cally realize between 200 [2] and 8000 [3] requirements, this detection cannot reasonably be
performed manually. Therefore, we propose an approach for the automatic detection of such
interactions. Our detection concept is based on a formal product model, which reflects each
type of development product as well as its relations with other types of products. These rela-
tions are an important means for establishing traceability between products.

For the purpose of interaction detection, we employ a product model that is available
as part of a precise definition of the requirements specification method PROBAnD [2]. After
this product model has been instantiated using the set of available requirements documents,
interaction information can be automatically derived from model data.

Related Work

In our opinion, the above problems are similar to the feature interaction problem, which has
received considerable attention in the telecommunications domain [4]. Consequently, the
product model-based approach presented in this paper might not only provide solutions for
the depicted problems in the building control context, but could also prove to be valuable in
the domain of telecommunication systems.

Several feature interaction detection approaches have been presented in the literature.
In [5] an approach that detects undesirable interactions by employing Use Case Maps [6] and
LOTOS [7] is introduced. After features have been semi-formally described with Use Case
Maps, these features are formally defined with LOTOS, which then can be used for verifica-
tion. Other authors also propose using formal description techniques for the purpose of inter-
action detection. In [8] and [9] temporal logic and model checking are suggested, in [10] a
special heuristic is chosen, and in [11] as well as in [12] description logic and logic meta-pro-
gramming are applied.

All of the above approaches require the modeler to explicitly and formally specify fea-
tures. In contrast to this, our concept does not require the requirements engineer to provide
any additional information during the specification process. The existing documents can be
used exactly as they have been described in our requirements specification method without
considering feature interaction. Therefore, this approach can provide an increase in product
quality with only little additional effort.

However, this simplification does prevent us from distinguishing between interactions
that are undesirable or required. Therefore, this has to be determined by the developers on the
basis of the automatically analyzed interaction information and the existing documents. If an
automation of this activity should be achieved, an extension of our requirements specification
method would become necessary such that required interactions can be specified.

Where many approaches like [8] or [13] use actual implementation code or extended
implementation code (e.g., meta-programming [11]) for detecting feature interaction, we are
able to detect such interactions very early in the development process, i.e., during require-
ments specification. This has the major benefit of eliminating undesirable interactions before
they find their way into the final product, where removing these interactions can become very
costly.
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In the remainder of this paper, the requirements specification method and its product
model are described. Then, the concepts for applying this product model for the purpose of
interaction detection are presented, which are illustrated by an example of a small building
control system. Finally, the results of two complex case studies are discussed.

1. The Product Model

When defining a detailed product model that reflects all necessary development products, the
model itself might become very complex. In our case, the complete model currently contains
80 different entities. Therefore, we structure our model by classifying the different types of
entities according to Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Classification of Development Products

The most general type of entity is called artefact, which can be identified with any de-
velopment product. Each artefact has a unique name and can optionally be described by in-
formal text.

More specialized types of entities are named model-features, which represent atomic
development products. Note, that the notion of a model-feature is different from the general
meaning of a feature, which is a self-contained functional part or aspect of a specification or
system [14]. We will consistently be using the term model-feature in the remainder of this
paper to make this distinction clear.

Model-features contain the actual development information independent of its repre-
sentation. Thus, for each model-feature different feature-views exist, which contain model-
feature information in a concrete representation, e.g. in HTML or SDL [15]. This is why fea-
ture-views can be conceived as specializations of model-features.

Additionally, configurations are introduced, which aggregate less complex artefacts.
This is reflected by the aggregation relation in Fig. 1.

Usually, developers will be working on documents, which are composed of feature-
views. Therefore, documents are classified as special configurations that are only allowed to
aggregate feature-views. As documents inherit the aggregation relation of configurations, the
constraint in Fig. 1 states that only feature-view instances can be at the aggregatedArtefact
end of the relation.

This classification of product model entities further provides a means for reducing the
number of artefacts that need to be handled for interaction detection. As model-features con-
tain the same information as feature-views do, the detection concept can work on the level of
model-features without neglecting any information. For that purpose, the set of available de-
velopment documents is used for instantiating the model-features as well as the relations be-
tween these model-features. This step is carried out by decomposing the documents into
feature-views and extracting model-feature information from these feature-views. Details on
how this is performed can be found in [16].
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With these prerequisites, our interaction detection approach is independent of the nota-
tion of the specification documents. As a consequence, the model-features of the product
model, which will be described in Sect. 1.2, suffice as input for feature interaction detection.

1.1 The PROBAnD Method

Before the concrete model-features are depicted, an introduction to the PROBAnD require-
ments specification method [2] [17] seems appropriate.

In Fig. 2, an overview of the documents and activities of the PROBAnD method is pro-
vided. The method takes the problem description as an input, which is divided into the build-
ing description and a collection of needs.

Figure 2. Overview of the PROBAnD Method

The building description contains a description of the building's structure; e.g., a floor-
plan that shows that the building is made up of one floor with three rooms. Further, the build-
ing's installation is depicted; e.g., in an informal text that states: 'There are one light, one
illumination sensor, and one motion-detector in each room".

From this building description, the control system structure is derived by considering
the structure of the building. In the building automation domain this has proved to be a suit-
able approach as control objects (the objects of the control system) are most often identical
to the building's objects or are a subset of these; e.g., lighting needs to be controlled only
within the boundaries of one room, and therefore the control object for lighting can be derived
from the room object. Additionally, sensors and actuators represent the interface of the con-
trol system to its environment and as such should be reflected in the specification.

To handle the huge number of control objects that need to be considered for large build-
ing control systems, control object types are formed, which are aggregated according to the
hierarchy of the building's objects.

The other part of the problem description is made up by a collection of needs (i.e., user
requirements). These needs informally describe the control system from the point of view of
the users in natural language.

These needs have to be split into less complex tasks (i.e., developer requirements) such
that they can be assigned to a single control object type.

After the control object types have been identified and tasks have been assigned, strat-
egies for realizing the control tasks are informally given in natural language, leading to a col-
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lection of semi-formal control object types. From these control object types, operational
control object types are specified in SDL, from which control system prototypes can be gen-
erated.

It should be noted that control object types are introduced during the requirements spec-
ification phase solely for the purpose of structuring the specification in a suitable way. In the
design phase, this structure can be re-arranged. Furthermore, the specification of strategies
should be understood as an exemplary solution of the developer requirements. This is needed
for generating prototypes, which are an important means for the early validation of user re-
quirements [18]. During the design phase, different solutions for the strategies are possible
and legitimate.

1.2 The Product Model of PROBAnD

As it has been introduced in the previous section, an input to the PROBAnD requirements en-
gineering method are the user requirements, called needs, which are shown in Fig. 3 as a spe-
cialization of the model-feature requirement. Only needs that represent functional
requirements, i.e., functional needs, are regarded during our requirements specification pro-
cess. Because of their granularity, we interpret these functional needs as features according
to [14].

Needs are realized by tasks, which themselves might be realized by other tasks. This
dependency is modelled by the realizedBy relation between requirement and task in Fig. 3.
This relation—like all other relations of the product model—are explicitly reflected in the de-
velopment documents, which are used for instantiating the model-features.

Figure 3. Types of Model-Features

Each task describes a responsibility that has to be fulfilled by the one control object type
that implements this very task. This is reflected by the one-to-many implements relation from
the model-feature control object type to the model-feature task. As it has been depicted in
Sect. 1.1, these control object types are always instantiated in a strict aggregation hierarchy,
which leads to a tree of instances. The strict aggregation is modelled by the one-to-many ag-
gregates relation between the model-feature control object type and the model-feature instan-
tiation.
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For each task, a functional strategy is specified. As it has been pointed out, such a strat-
egy describes a possible solution for realizing the responsibility of the task. To establish com-
munication between strategies of different tasks, strategies can read and write attributes as
well as produce and consume signals that are of globally defined signal types, which can pos-
sess parameters. Where attributes are used for the communication between tasks of the same
control object type, signals are used for exchanging data between tasks of different object
types. It is important to note that signals are only allowed to travel along the aggregation hi-
erarchy. This for example implies, that if control objects at the same level of the hierarchy
need to communicate, the signals have to be routed through the parent instance, which aggre-
gates the communicating instances.

To illustrate the model-features of the product model and to provide an example for the
remainder of this paper, a small building control system is presented in the following subsec-
tion.

1.3 Small Building Control System Example

Three needs of our small control system example have already been described in the intro-
duction. The first need (N\) can be expressed as "Provide required illumination in a room if
it is occupied". The second need (#2) is "Use daylight to reduce energy consumption", and
the third need (JV3) is "Avoid glare at the workplace". To make this system a little more com-
plex, a further need is added. This need ( N 4 ) states "Provide required temperature in a room".
Table 1 lists these needs.

Table 1. Needs for a Small Building Control System

Need

Nl

N2

N3

N4

Description

Provide required illumination in a room if it is occupied.

Use daylight to reduce energy consumption.

Avoid glare at the workplace.

Provide required temperature in a room.

According to the PROBAnD method, these needs have to be refined, leading to a col-
lection of tasks, which are assigned to specific control object types. A possible structure for
the small building control system derived from the respective building description is present-
ed in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Structure of a Small Building Control System

The sensors and actuators, which represent the interface to the environment, can typi-
cally be found as leaf nodes in such a structure; e.g., IllumSens (IlluminationSensor) or Blin-
dAct (BlindActuator) in Fig. 4.
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Table 2 lists suitable tasks for refining the above needs. One such refinement for need
N3 is provided by tasks 76 and 73 , which describe the developer requirement of avoiding
glare by employing the blinds. For this example, it is assumed that the building description
provides blinds as the only means of shading.

The complete set of development documents of this small example can be found online
at [19].

Table 2. Task List of a Building Control System

Task

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

Description

If room is occupied, control indoor illumination with available
light sources (blind and light), taking energy consumption into
account.

Turn light on or off on request.

Open or close blind on request.

Determine and report motion.

Determine and report current illumination.

Avoid glare at the workplace by using the blind
if room is occupied.

Control room temperature by using the radiator.

Open or close radiator valve on request.

Determine and report current temperature.

realizes

N1.N2

Tl

T1,T6

T1,T6

T1.T6

N3

N4

T7

T7

impIementedBy

IllumCtrl

LightAct

BlindAct

MotionSens

IllumSens

GlareCtrl

TempCtrl

RadiatorAct

TempSens

2. Feature Interaction Detection

In Sect. 1 we have outlined that functional needs can be interpreted as features. So, the goal
of detecting feature interactions in building control systems can be reached by identifying de-
pendencies between functional needs. These dependencies can be extracted by following the
relations between model-features in an instantiation of the product model. Depending on the
available level of information, results with different precision can be attained. In the follow-
ing subsections, we will present how four different levels of information can be used for fea-
ture interaction detection.

2.1 Detection at Requirements Level

Early in the requirements specification process, needs and tasks are the only model-features
that will have been specified. Therefore, interactions at this level can only be identified by
employing these model-features together with the realizedBy relation between them. From
this type of relation, a dependency graph between requirements (i.e., needs and tasks) can be
attained. Fig. 5 shows such a graph, which depicts the dependencies between the require-
ments of the building control example. In such a graph, points of interaction can be identified,
which are nodes that have more than one direct parent.

According to Table 2, the needs Nl and N2 are realized by task Tl, where 71 is real-
ized by 72 to 75 . Additionally, tasks 73 to 75 are needed for fulfilling need N3 . This leads
to four points of interaction that can be identified: 71, 73 , 74, and 75 .

To formalize how such points of interaction can be found, a few basic definitions will
be provided in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 5. Dependency Graph for Requirements

Let W = {/v,, ...,#„} be the set of all needs and T = {r,, ..., Tm} be the set of all tasks.
As both needs and tasks are requirements, the set of all requirements consequently is defined
by R = {Nl,...,Nn,Tl,...,Tm} = {RI, •••,!*„ + „,}• Further, we define a realizedBy predicate
such that

Ri —> R: iff requirement fl. is realized by requirement /? .

Obviously, this predicate is transitive; e.g., Nl -» T4 holds in Fig. 5. With these defini-
tions, we can define a predicate <p for the point of interaction with

<p(r(.) iff there exists a set N(Tt) = {Nt , , . . . , Nt k} c/v with |/V(r.)| > 1 such
that N 7. for each AT . e

Accordingly, in our building control system cp(7"l) , <p(7"3) , (p(74) , (p(75) hold.

To algorithmically determine these points of interaction, we initialize N(T(} with the
empty set for i = l,...,m. Then, for each need Nt e N (t = 1, ..., n ), we follow all realizedBy
relations and add A', to the set /V(7(.) for each task 7( that is traversed. As a result, each task
Tj will have been marked by a set N(Tt) , from which cp(r() can be computed according to the
above formula.

Because our approach only employs needs and tasks at this level, it can be conceived
as being domain and method independent. Especially, this implies that whenever a traceabil-
ity relation from features (i.e., needs) to responsibilities (i.e., tasks) exists in a given specifi-
cation method or language, the above algorithm can be applied. An example for such a
language is the User Requirements Notation (URN [20]), which provides the necessary
means for requirements traceability.

With the knowledge of the points of interaction, we are only able to systematically de-
termine possible feature interactions, because dependencies at the level of needs and tasks do
not necessarily imply that there will be interactions in the final system. For example, the task
at a given point of interaction might never be used for realizing more than one need simulta-
neously. Therefore, from the points of interaction of Fig. 5, only a possible feature interaction
between the needs /Vl and N2 (at 7"! ) as well as a possible interaction between /Vl , N2 , and
N3 (at 73 , 74 , and 75 ) can be derived.

2.2 Detection at Strategy Level

In order to refine this set of possible feature interactions, dependencies between tasks by
means of their strategies can be examined. This dependency occurs because strategies are
coupled by signal types or attributes (see Fig. 3). Two observations can be made when using
this information.
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The first observation is that, in spite of a possible interaction detected on the level of
the requirements, an interaction between two tasks cannot occur if these tasks only consume
(resp. read) signals (resp. attributes) that are produced (resp. written) by the task at the point
of interaction. An example for this is task T4 of our small control system. As this motion sen-
sor only produces signals, which are consumed (by n and 76), there will be no interaction.

The detection of such situations can be carried out easily by following the produces/
consumes (resp. writes/reads) relations from the model-feature functional strategy to the
model-feature signal type (resp. attribute).

It should be mentioned that we are working on requirements specification documents,
only. Therefore, problems that could arise in the actual implementation of the system are not
considered. One of these problems could be that the communication between objects is not
reliable, which would lead to an unwanted interaction if the information from the motion sen-
sor could not be received.

The second observation that can be made when employing strategy information is that,
with the introduction of strategies, additional interactions can originate. It is possible for the
developer to have the strategies of two independent requirements operate on the same set of
data (e.g., by using the same attribute), thus introducing a coupling between the tasks. In our
small example, this situation does not occur.

To elaborate this point, depending on the chosen realization of a strategy, the number
and types of interactions can vary. This especially implies that when the development process
enters the design phase, some of the interactions that have been identified during the require-
ments specification phase need to be re-evaluated.

2.3 Detection at Object Structure Level

After the above levels of information have been considered, the list of possible interactions
is already refined. In order to further improve the set of possible feature interactions, interac-
tions that cannot occur should be eliminated.

A step towards this goal can be taken by considering the aggregation hierarchy of the
control object types. This information provides clues as to whether an interaction is possible,
because control object types, which implement the respective tasks, might be instantiated in
such a way that dependent tasks will never be used at the same point of instantiation. An ex-
ample for this can be given for task 75, which is implemented by the control object type
HlumSens. The depending tasks 71 and 76 are implemented by different control object types
(UlumCtrl and GlareCtrl respectively). Because both individually aggregate an instance of
UlumCtrl there will be no interaction between tasks 71 and 76 at the point of 75 .

To formalize this fact, let C = {Cv ...,Ct} be the set of all control object types and
C(7() the control object type that implements task 7.. Further, P(Ck, Ct) should be the set of
all control object types that are instantiated on the shortest paths from the control object type
Ck to C,. For instance, in the small building control example

P(IllumSens, GlareCtrl) = {HlumSens, GlareCtrl} .

For evaluating P(Ck, C t ) , the aggregates and instantiates relations of the product model
are considered. The calculation of the shortest paths starts at Ck, from which all control object
types that can be found along the aggregation hierarchy to the point(s) where C, is instantiat-
ed are determined. Typically, this requires passing through the hierarchy towards the root ob-
ject type using the reverse direction of the instantiates and the aggregates relation. Once the
root is reached, the tree is searched in a downwards fashion using the forward direction of the
aggregates and instantiates relation. Of all possible paths that have been determined with this
algorithm, the shortest ones are calculated and the all object types along these shortest paths
form the required set P(Ck, C t ) .
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To illustrate, Fig. 6 shows an excerpt of an instantiation of the product model for the
above example.

Figure 6. Calculation of Paths in an Instantiation of the Product Model

The calculation of the paths starts at the control object type lUumSens . Because two in-
stantiations of this control object type exist, two possible paths (P, and P2 ) can be identified.
As P2 is the shorter one, it can be deduced that

P(IllumSens, GlareCtrl) = P2 = { IllumSens, GlareCtrl } .

With the technique for determining such paths, we can now eliminate the interactions
that cannot occur because of the aggregation hierarchy.

A modeling guideline of the PROBAnD method requires that control object types that
implement tasks that are connected by realizedBy relations should be instantiated as closely
as possible, because this reduces the number of signals that need to be routed through other
instances in the aggregation hierarchy. Therefore, only tasks that are directly and not transi-
tively realized by the task at the point of interaction need to be considered.

If we assume that Td(Tt) = {7"d ,, .... 7"d r} is the set of all tasks that are directly realized
by T{ . The set of all control object types that are on the path between the object type that im-
plement tasks r, and the one that implements Td k can be attainted by

'

If Pd a . n/>d ; = {C(7()} , then there can be no interaction between tasks Td s and Td , ,
because there are no common object types along the paths and as such different instantiations
of the object type that implements the conflicting task are used.

If the intersections of all possible combinations of Pd k are computed, all interactions
that cannot occur because of the instantiation hierarchy can be eliminated.

For the above example of task T5 , Td(T5) is {n, 76} , and thus
Pd , = {IllumSens, IllumCtrl} and Pd 2 = {IllumSens, GlareCtrl} ,

which leads to
Pd,ln / >d.2 = {IfumSens} = (C(T5)} .

Hence, there is no interaction at point T5 . Whereas in the case of 73 the following sets
are computed:

Pd , = {BlindAct, RoomCtrl, IllumCtrl} and Pd 2 = {BlindAct, RoomCtrl, GlareCtrl} ,

which leads to
Pd l ° PA 2 = {BlindAct, RoomCtrl} # {C(73) } ,
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and therefore this interaction cannot be eliminated from the list of possible interactions.
The same is valid for the point of interaction at T4.

Our approach at this level is strongly domain and method specific, because the static
nature and the strict aggregation hierarchy of the building structure are important prerequi-
sites for the detection algorithm. This implies that the application of this reduction concept is
possible only for closely related domains, which expose similar properties; e.g., automotive
control systems.

If all considerations that have been presented in Sect. 2.1 to Sect. 2.2 are exercised for
our small building control system, the refined set of interactions that can be deduced contains
the interaction of {Nl,N2} at n and the interaction of {N l,N2, N3} at 73, which—at a clos-
er look—can be identified as real feature interactions.

2.4 Detection at Environment Level

As our approach is targeted towards reactive systems, the environment of such systems has
to be considered. This is especially important for the detection of feature interactions, because
the physical environment can be the source of an implicit coupling between different parts of
the control system.

This fact can already be discovered in our small building control example. The depen-
dency graph in Fig. 5 shows no dependencies between need N4 (temperature control) and the
other needs (lighting control). However, there exists a physical link between the room tem-
perature and the amount of daylight that comes into the room. The reason for that is that sun-
light can considerably heat up a space. Therefore, an interaction between N4 and the other
needs should be noted.

To systematically determine such implicit interactions, the links in the physical envi-
ronment must be made explicit for the detection process.

During the development of each reactive system, a simulator of the system's environ-
ment is needed for testing the dynamic behavior of the system. As such a simulator has to con-
sider the physical links, the simulator's models can be used for making the links explicit, thus
making this information available for the detection process.

In our case, building performance simulators for testing control systems have been
modelled using the PROBAnD method [21][22]. By merging the product model instantiation
for the control system and the product model instantiation for the simulation, we achieve a
combined model instance. This combined model instance can be employed for uncovering
feature interactions by applying the above algorithms.

To merge the two product model instances, connection points must be identified. As it
was already pointed out, control object types that represent sensors and actuators are the in-
terface to the environment. These control object types can now be used for identifying their
counterparts in the simulator, thus establishing the required connection points.

This solution is sketched in Fig. 7 for our small control system. We already know that
T3 is realized by the control object type BlindAct and that T9 is realized by TempSens. If we
assume that the task for simulating the blind actuator is named Ta and that the task for simu-
lating the temperature sensor is named Tb, and if we further assume that both Ta and Tb are
realized by task Tc, this very task can be identified as a point of interaction. This leads us to
the conclusion that N l , N2 and AG expose an interaction with N4 through the physical en-
vironment.
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Figure 7. Dependency Introduced by Physical Environment

3. Results

To evaluate the above concepts and examine their feasibility in a real development context,
tool prototypes have been implemented and applied in two case studies for different versions
of a large building control system. The results of these case studies and a closer examination
of the code as well as the run-time complexities of our tool will be provided in the following
sections.

3.1 Case Studies

In the first case study, a heating and lighting control system, which we call Floor32 in the
remainder of this paper, was used as an example. A detailed description of this system and an
analysis of qualitative and quantitative development data can be found in [23]. To give an im-
pression of this system, a few of its 67 needs for heating and illumination are provided in
Table 3.

Table 3. Needs for Large Heating and Illumination Control System (Excerpt)

Domain

Illumination

Heating

Need

U2

U3

U4

FM1

FM6

UH2

UH6

FMH2

Description

As long as the room is occupied the chosen light scene has to be maintained.

If the room is reoccupied within r, minutes, the last chosen light scene has
to be re-established

If the room is reoccupied after r , minutes, the default light scene has to be
set.

Use daylight to achieve the desired illumination whenever possible.

The facility manager can turn off any light in a room or hallway section.

The comfort temperature shall be reached as fast as possible during heating
up and maintained as best as possible afterwards.

The user can manually move each sun blind up or down. This manual over-
ride holds until he/she leaves the room for a longer time period.

The use of solar radiation for heating should be preferred against using the
central heating unit.

An extension of this system was used as a second example, which we call Floor32X.
The extension of this system has been obtained by adding the functionality of an alarm system
[24]. This is reflected by 12 additional requirements, some of which are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Needs for Large Alarm System (Excerpt)

Domain

Alarm

Need

UA2

UA3

UA10

FA1

Description

If a person occupies a room with an activated alarm system, he/she can deac-
tivate the alarm system by identifying himself/herself within /2 seconds.
Otherwise, the alarm must be triggered.

If a room is unoccupied out of working hours for more than /3 minutes, the
alarm system must be activated automatically.

If an alarm is triggered, all lamps in the corresponding sections are turned
on. When the alarm is interrupted, the lamps are reset to their previous state.

The facility manager can switch off an alarm, deactivate an alarm system,
and activate the alarm system for an individual room or for all rooms of the
building.

One might observe that these exemplary needs are very fine-grained and almost seem
to describe the solutions rather than the actual requirements. This can be attributed to the fact
that the persons that were in the role of the "customers" when specifying this system, were
domain-experts, which are better at expressing solutions rather than actual problems.

To illustrate the structural complexity of Floor32, the simplified hierarchy of its 37
control object types is shown in Fig. 8. These control object types are instantiated to 920 con-
trol objects, when the system is executing.

Figure 8. Object Structure of Complex Building Control System (Floor32)

To summarize, in Floor32X, a total number of 316 functional requirements (64 needs
and 252 tasks) are realized, where in Floor32 only 285 functional requirements (52 needs and
233 tasks) are implemented.

3.2 Detected Interactions

The application of our tool prototypes to the above specifications has lead to the results that
are shown in Table 5 for the four different levels of available information (cf. Sect. 2).
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Table 5. Results of Feature Interaction Detection for Complex Building Control Systems

Available Information

1 . Requirements

2. Strategies (Signal Types only)

3. Object Structure

4. Environment

Number of Feature
Interactions

Floor32

34

34

32

38

Floor32X

41

41

38

44

A

7

7

6

6

Number of Points of
Interaction

Floor32

52

52

47

63

Floor32X

58

58

53

69

A

6

6

6

6

Typical interactions that have been identified in Floor32 at the requirements level were
between {U2, (73, U4, FM\, FA/6} as well as between {UH2, FMH2]. These interactions are
fairly obvious as the interacting needs describe different aspects of a common feature, which
is a consequence of the fact that needs were specified very fine-grained and solution-oriented.
This also explains the relatively huge number of interactions that can be identified.

When the system was extended, seven new feature interactions have been introduced
on the requirements level. One of these interactions occurs between {UA2, UA3, FAl}, which
is inside the alarm system domain. Additionally, interactions between needs of different do-
mains have been identified; e.g., {U2, UA10}. This interaction occurs, because both need U2
and need UA 10 employ means of lighting for their realization.

The number of interactions that have been identified at level 1 and level 2 is the same.
This can be attributed to the fact that our tool prototypes currently do not consider additional
interactions caused by a coupling on the strategy level. Further, no interactions from level 1
can be eliminated because no point of interaction exists that just produces signals. One reason
for that is that all sensors in our system can receive special signals that change a sensor's
mode from polling to event-based communication.

From level 2 to level 3, the number of possible interactions is reduced by three and the
number of the particular points of interactions is lessened by five. One example for an inter-
action that is eliminated is the one between {U2, U2>, U4, UA2}. This interaction is detected at
levels 1 and 2 because the lighting control object type RoomLt as well as the control object
type RoomOcc, which is used for the alarm system, each aggregate an instance of Contact (cf.
Fig. 8).

Finally, by using information about the system's environment at level 4, six additional
interactions have been uncovered. As an example, one of these interactions occurs between
{FMi, U2, UH6}, because an interaction between the control object type TempSens, which is
needed for realizing the temperature control need (UH6), and the control object type
BlindAct, which realizes the lighting control needs (FMl and £72), is present.

3.3 Tool Complexities

The tool prototype that has been employed for the above calculations is part of our PROTAG-
OnlSTtool set [25]. It has efficiently been developed using the programming language Java.
Each type of entity is represented by a Java class and each type of relation is implemented by
attributes as well as the required accessor and mutator methods. Thus, operations on product
model data, like following the realizedBy relations for identifying the point of interaction, can
easily be implemented by directly mapping abstract concepts from the model level to Java
code.
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For performing the above case studies, tools with a total number of 10700 lines of code
have been developed. Approximately 1900 lines of this code are needed for the actual inter-
action detection. An additional 4100 lines of code are required for parsing the development
documents [26]. The remaining code, which has automatically been generated from UML
class diagrams, realizes the class frames as well as the attributes and relations of the product
model.

An evaluation of the run-time complexity of this tool, supported by statistical measure-
ments, shows very moderate processing power requirements.

For example, to determine feature interactions at the requirements level (see Sect. 2.1),
for each of the n needs, all tasks that realize this need have to be examined. Based on exem-
plary evidence, this number does not seem to correlate with the number of needs. This implies
that a linear run-time complexity of O(n) can be attained for this activity.

For the concrete example of Floor32X, the actual detection of the interactions that are
depicted in Table 5 has consumed 2.5 s of processing time on a 440MHz HP-PA RISC work-
station.

4. Conclusion and Perspectives

The extension and reuse of existing systems are important activities in software development.
To correctly carry out these activities, the developers need to be aware of the interactions that
exist between features. This paper has shown an approach for the detection of feature inter-
actions that is based on a formal model of the development products. With this approach, de-
tailed information about feature interactions can automatically be derived from existing
requirements specification documents at each stage of the proposed requirements engineering
method. The more complete this development information is, the more refined the informa-
tion about the interactions will be.

Our approach can also be used for guiding the developer in such a way that undesirable
interactions between features can be avoided. In detail, this means that after each important
step in the requirements specification process (e.g. after important tasks have been elicited),
possible interactions can be computed, and the developers can decide on how to handle un-
desirable interactions.

At the time of writing, our approach has been realized for four important activities in
our requirements specification method: the specification of needs and tasks, the creation of
the object structure, the specification of the communication between strategies, which realize
tasks, and the modelling of the environment.

A further activity in this method is the precise specification of the behavior of the strat-
egies through extended finite state machines, which basically are finite state machines that
have been extended by variables and control constructs. With an extension of the product
model to reflect these types of state machines, a far more refined examination of feature in-
teractions might become feasible. Currently, we are in the process of refining our product
model for that purpose, which will be followed by an evaluation of a possible refinement of
our feature interaction detection approach.
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Abstract. New voice services are investigated in the fields of Internet telephony (SIP -
Session Initiation Protocol) and interactive voice systems (VoiceXML - Voice Ex-
tended Markup Language). It is explained how CRESS (Chisel Representation Em-
ploying Systematic Specification) can graphically represent services and features in
these domains. CRESS is a front-end for detecting feature interactions and for im-
plementing features. The nature of service architecture and feature composition are
presented. CRESS descriptions are automatically compiled into LOTOS (Language Of
Temporal Ordering Specification) and SDL (Specification and Description Language),
allowing automated analysis of service behaviour and feature interaction. For imple-
mentation, CRESS diagrams can be compiled into Perl (for SIP) and VoiceXML. The
approach combines the benefits of an accessible graphical notation, underlying for-
malisms, and practical realisation.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The representation of services has been well investigated for traditional telephony and the IN
(Intelligent Network). Feature interaction in these domains is also well researched. However
the world of communications services has moved rapidly beyond these into new applica-
tions such as mobile communication, web services, Internet telephony and interactive voice
services.

This paper concentrates on developments in new voice services. Specifically, it addresses
Internet telephony with SIP (Session Initiation Protocol [15]) and interactive voice services
with VoiceXML (Voice Extended Markup Language [5]). Such developments have been
mainly driven by commercial and pragmatic considerations. Research and theory for their
services have lagged behind practice. For these new application areas, the work reported here
addresses questions like:

• What is a service, and how might it be represented?
• What service architecture is needed, and what does feature composition mean?
• How can services and features be analysed and implemented?
• What properties should services have, and how does feature interaction manifest itself?
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1.2 Relationship to Other Work

The author's approach to defining and analysing services is a graphical notation called CRESS
(Chisel Representation Employing Systematic Specification). CRESS was originally based on
the Chisel notation developed by BellCore [1]. The author was attracted by the simplicity,
graphical form, and industrial orientation of Chisel. However, CRESS has considerably ad-
vanced from its beginnings. Although it lives naturally in the communications world, CRESS
is not tied to this. Indeed, CRESS supports the notion of plug-in domains. That is, the vocabu-
lary used to talk about services is defined in a separate and modular fashion. Applying CRESS
to a new application mainly needs a new vocabulary for events, types and system variables.

CRESS is also neutral with respect to the target language. It can, for example, be compiled
into LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification [7]) and SDL. This gives formal
meaning to services defined in CRESS, and allows rigorous analysis of services. For direct
implementation, CRESS can also be compiled into SIP CPL (Call Processing Language), SIP
CGI (Common Gateway Interface, realised in Perl) and VoiceXML.

CRESS is thus a front-end for defining, analysing and implementing services. It is not
in itself an approach for detecting feature interactions. Rather it supports other detection
techniques. LOTOS and SDL, for example, have been used in several approaches to detecting
interactions. Among these the author's own approach is applicable [16], but so are a number
of others like [4, 6]. CRESS is also a front-end for implementing features. It is possible to
translate LOTOS and SDL to implementation languages such as C, thus realising features.
However the CRESS tools also support more direct implementation through SIP CPL, SIP
CGI and VoiceXML.

Industry seems to prefer graphical notations. Several graphical representations have been
used to describe communications services. SDL (Specification and Description Language
[9]) is the main formal language used in communications. Although it has a graphical form,
SDL is a general-purpose language that was not designed particularly to represent services.1

As a result, SDL service descriptions are not especially convenient or accessible to non-
specialists. MSCs (Message Sequence Charts [8]) are higher-level and more straightforward
in their representation of services. However neither SDL nor MSCs can readily describe the
notion of features and feature composition.

Several notations have been specially devised for communications services. Among these,
UCMs (Use Case Maps [2, 3]) and DFC (Distributed Feature Composition [19, 20]) are per-
haps most similar in style to CRESS. Both lend themselves well to describing features and
their composition, though the mechanisms are quite different from CRESS (plug-in maps for
UCMs, pipe-and-filter composition for DFC). Both have been used successfully to model fea-
tures and analyse their interactions. Unlike UCMs, CRESS allows both plug-in and triggered
features. UCMs have been translated into LOTOS, but CRESS is explicitly designed to sup-
port translation into a number of target languages. DFC is primarily a software architecture,
similar to work on ADLs (Architecture Description Languages [13]). However the means of
feature composition has a natural graphical form.

The need for additional services was recognised early in SIP's development. SIP supports
several mechanisms for user control of calls. CPL (Call Processing Language [11]) allows the
user to manage call preferences, such as rejecting calls from certain addresses or forwarding
calls based on caller and time of day. SIP also supports a web-like CGI (Common Gateway

'SDL does have something called a service, but this is not the usual kind of communications service.
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Interface [12]) that is normally deployed in a server to intercept and act on SIP messages. A
further solution is the SIP servlet, patterned after the idea of a Java servlet.

However, all of these are rather pragmatic. In the author's opinion, CPL is too high-level
and (intentionally) too restricted to allow a full range of services to be created. On the other
hand, SIP CGI is too low-level to allow services to be defined at an appropriate level of
abstraction. Feature interaction in SIP has received limited attention, [10] being a notable
exception. As will be seen, CRESS has been used to investigate services and features in SIP -
their architecture, representation and analysis.

VoiceXML is aimed at IVR (Interactive Voice Response) systems. Being an application
of XML, it is textual in form. However several commercial packages (e.g. Covigo Studio, Nu-
ance V-Builder, Voxeo Designer) provide a graphical representation of VoiceXML. Some of
these reflect the hierarchical structure of VoiceXML, while others emphasise the flow among
VoiceXML elements. In the author's experience, these packages are (not surprisingly) very
close to VoiceXML and do not give a sufficiently high-level view of VoiceXML services.
More seriously, VoiceXML takes a pragmatic and programmatic approach. There is no way
of formally analysing the correctness and consistency of a VoiceXML description. Interest-
ingly, VoiceXML does not have the usual view of a feature (though it has roughly equivalent
mechanisms). As will be seen, CRESS has been applied to VoiceXML services - graphical
description, formalisation, feature composition, and analysis of services.

1.3 Overview of The Paper

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that CRESS is a flexible notation of value in a number
of domains. As background, Section 2 summarises the CRESS diagram format. Of necessity,
the description is brief and condensed. Refer back to it when studying the diagrams that
appear later. More on CRESS appears in [17, 18]. To complement previous CRESS work on
IN services [17], Sections 3 and 4 show how CRESS can be applied to SIP and VoiceXML.
It will be seen that SIP has affinities with IN telephony, but that VoiceXML supports very
different kind of services. Nonetheless, the same notation can be used in all three domains for
various purposes: representing services and their architecture, composing features, analysing
features, and implementing features.

2 The CRESS Notation

At first sight, it might seem that CRESS is just another way of drawing state diagrams. How-
ever it differs in a number of important respects. State is intentionally implicit in CRESS
because this allows more abstract descriptions to be given. It follows that arcs between nodes
should not be thought of as transitions between states. Arcs may be guarded by event con-
ditions as well as value conditions. Perhaps most importantly, CRESS has explicit support
for defining and composing features. CRESS has plug-in vocabularies that adapt it for differ-
ent application domains. This allows CRESS diagrams to be thoroughly checked for syntactic
and static semantic correctness. CRESS is also neutral with regard to target language (whether
formal or programmatic), and can be translated into a number of languages.
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2.1 Diagram Elements

A CRESS diagram is a directed, possibly cyclic graph. The oval nodes contain events and
their parameters (e.g. StartRing A B). Events may also occur in parallel (|||). Events may
be signals (input or output messages) or actions (like programming language statements). A
NoEvent (or empty) node can be useful to connect other nodes. An event may be followed by
assignments optionally separated by V (e.g. Event /Busy A <- True sets Busy(A) to true). A
node is identified by a number that may be followed by a symbol to indicate its kind, e.g.:

• '<' denotes an input node, while '>' denotes an output node (required only if the same
signal can be received as well as sent)

• '+' starts a template that is appended to a matching node, while '-' indicates a template
that is prefixed (used when describing features triggered by other behaviour).

The arcs between nodes may be labelled by guards. These may be either value expressions
(imposing a condition on the behaviour) or event handlers (that are activated by dynamic
occurrence of a condition). Event handlers are distinguished by their names (e.g. Nolnput,
triggered when the user does not respond to a VoiceXML prompt). If a graph is cyclic, it may
not be possible to uniquely determine the initial node. In such a case, an explicit Start node
is given; this is otherwise implicit. Comments may take several forms: text between parallel
lines, hyperlinks to files, and audio commentary.

A CRESS diagram may contain a rule box (a rounded rectangle) that defines things like:

• the diagram variables and their types (e.g. Uses Address A Value V); temporary variables
are predeclared for each type (e.g. addresses AO..A9, messages MO..M9, values VO..V9)

• the other services or features on which the diagram depends (e.g. Uses... /PROXY)
• assignments triggered by signals (e.g. Off-hook P / Busy P <— True, meaning that when

phone P goes off-hook then it is noted as busy)
• macros (e.g. Free P <— ~ Busy P, defining free as not busy for phone P)
• configuration information like the chosen features, translator options and user profiles.

Ultimately, CRESS deals with a single diagram. However it is convenient to construct dia-
grams from smaller pieces. A multi-page diagram, for example, is linked through connectors.
More usefully, features are defined in separate diagrams that are automatically included by
either cut-and-paste or by triggering.

2.2 Service Architecture

CRESS diagrams usually rely on some infrastructure. For example, IN billing is handled by
a separate subsystem with which call control cooperates. Similarly, call processing in the IN
collaborates with the SCP (Service Control Point). It is therefore normal for CRESS to define
a framework for each application domain. Such a framework is specified using the same
target language as the one to which diagrams are compiled (e.g. LOTOS, SDL, VoiceXML).
Although the framework is specific to a domain and a target language, it is independent of the
particular services or features deployed. The framework includes macro calls that activate the
CRESS preprocessor. This automatically generates configuration-specific information such as
the translated diagrams, user profiles, and feature-dependent data types.

A main CRESS diagram defines root behaviour. Although this may be the only diagram,
CRESS supports feature diagrams that modify the root diagram (or other features).
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A spliced (plug-in) feature is inserted into a root diagram by cut-and-paste. The feature
indicates how it is linked into the original diagram by giving the insertion point and how it
flows back into the root diagram. This may lead to nodes and guards being inserted, existing
nodes and guard being replaced, and portions of the root diagram being deleted. This style
of feature is appropriate for a one-off change to the original diagram. Suppose that a feature
requires a PIN or password to be given before a call can proceed. This is a once-only action
at the start of a call, and is appropriate for a spliced feature. The main disadvantage of this
kind of feature is that it may have to duplicate large portions of the original diagram.

A template (macro) feature is triggered by some event in the root diagram. The triggering
event is given in the first node of the feature. Feature execution stops on reaching a Finish
(or empty) node. At this point, behaviour resumes from the triggering node in the original
diagram. A template feature is realised statically by instantiating it using the parameters of
the triggering event. The instantiated feature may be appended or prefixed to the triggering
node. Since it is common for several features to be triggered by the same event, a number of
feature instances may be chained. To help resolve certain categories of feature interaction at
design time, CRESS supports priorities among features to control their order of application.
For example after dialling, Abbreviated Dialling must be applied before Originating Call
Screening. Some features are also cyclic, e.g. call forwarding may yield a new address that
is itself subject to call forwarding. A loop back to the beginning of a feature is treated as a
return to the start of the feature chain. This correctly handles billing, for example, if there are
multiple call forwarding legs.

Although CRESS is mainly concerned with user services, it also supports ancillary as-
pects such as user profiles and billing. The services chosen by each user may be defined
(e.g. call forwarding to a particular number, or call screening for particular callers). CRESS
also supports billing. This might appear to be little more than logging the start and finish of
calls. However, CRESS has explicit support for features like Charge Card, Freephone, Split
Charging, and independent billing for each call leg.

2.3 Tool Support

The CRESS toolset has the form of a conventional compiler but is unusual in some respects.
For portability it is written in Perl, comprising about 9000 lines of code. Java would also have
been a reasonable choice, but Perl was chosen because of its excellent support for systems
programming. Although it might have been desirable to use a parser generator (e.g. Antlr),
parsing is only a small part of what CRESS has to do. A traditional compiler deals with
textual languages. CRESS, however, deals with a graphical language. This creates interesting
challenges, e.g. compiling cyclic rather than hierarchical constructs.

The CRESS toolset consists of five main tools, supported by seven underlying modules
plus ancillary scripts. Internally the CRESS toolset comprises a preprocessor (that instantiates
the specification framework), a lexical analyser (that deals with various diagram formats), a
parser (that performs syntactic analysis), and several code generators.

Figure 1 summarises CRESS application domains and target languages. For interactive
voice services, CRESS uses VoiceXML as the implementation language. For SIP CGI, CRESS
makes specialised use of Perl as the primary implementation language. (In general, a SIP
CGI script may be almost any executable code.) Preliminary work has been undertaken on
compiling into SIP CPL, but this is possible for only very limited forms of feature diagram.
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Figure 1: CRESS Language Support

3 SIP Services

3.1 Introduction to SIP

SIP [15] is an Internet standard for controlling sessions. In the context of Internet telephony,
SIP is used to control voice calls. However SIP is a more general-purpose protocol that can be
used to establish multimedia sessions such as video-conferences. SIP has also been adopted
for use in call control for 3G (third generation mobile communication).

SIP is patterned after HTTP. The main requests are Invite (propose a session), Cancel
(abort a request), Bye (close a session) and Ack (acknowledge the response to an Invite).
Responses are identified by numeric code. CRESS identifies specific responses such as Busy-
Here, Ringing and Success, as well as classes of response like Failed (error) and Terminal
(unrecoverable error).

To establish a session, the caller sends an Invite to the callee. An Invite response such as
Success elicits an Ack from the caller. To close a session, either party sends Bye and waits
for the response. Cancel may be used to abort a previous request, mainly to cancel an Invite
because a call attempt has been abandoned. Once a session is established, data flows directly
between the users. That is, SIP is concerned only with session control and not session content.

Although superficially a straightforward protocol, SIP contains hidden complexity in its
use of header fields. The SIP standard is also vague about unusual cases like cancelling an In-
vite, or crossover situations like receiving Cancel/Bye after sending Cancel/Bye. The standard
has little formal definition of SIP, so its formalisation via CRESS is a useful clarification.2

3.2 CRESS Root Diagrams for SIP

Ideally, SIP services would be described purely from a user standpoint (i.e. without internal
details of the protocol). This, for example, is how IN services are often formalised. A CRESS
description of this external SIP behaviour is available as a single root diagram.

However it is in the nature of SIP services that they build on key events in the protocol
(e.g. receiving an Invite or sending a Bye). It was also a goal of using CRESS to translate
SIP service descriptions into CGI (Perl) and CPL. CRESS is therefore obliged to have some
knowledge of protocol activities. A reasonable compromise has been reached by defining an
abstract protocol interface. For example, this interface hides timeouts and the processing of
header fields. Instead, the essential aspects of the protocol are made visible: requests and their
main parameters (URIs, i.e. user addresses), responses and their codes. This abstract protocol
interface is easily mapped onto the actual protocol. In OSI terms, CRESS maps user service

2Or, at least, it formalises what the author thinks SIP is meant to do!
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Figure 2: SIP Elements

primitives to the underlying SIP service primitives as shown in figure 2. For example, a user
Dial request causes a SIP Invite.

SIP services can be deployed in three places: User Agents (which support the user inter-
face to SIP), Proxy Servers (which relay and may manipulate requests), and Redirect Servers
(which indicate how an Invite should be redirected to reach a user). As a consequence, the
CRESS model of services exposes all three elements as shown in Figure 2. For familiarity,
service primitives follow telephony terminology. Thus a user is said to go Off-hook or On-
hook, though an actual phone may not be in use. Similarly a call results in Start Ring or Stop
Ring, though this might be just a visual indication. A user may Answer or Reject an incoming
call. Announce sends a call progress signal to the user. Disconnect means the other user has
hung up.

The model of Figure 2 requires separate root diagrams for a User Agent, Proxy Server and
Redirect Server; features modify each separately. For brevity, only a part of one root diagram
is given in this paper. The terminating call side of a User Agent is shown in Figure 3; a sep-
arate diagram omitted here describes an originating call. The normal sequence of behaviour
is as follows (with reference to node numbers in the figure). User A is the local callee, and
user B is the remote caller. If an Invite is received by A from B (50), A starts ringing and B is
notified of this (51). If A now answers (57), ringing stops and B is notified of successful setup
(58). B acknowledges this with an Ack (59). Now both users can communicate. If B hangs up,
a Bye is received (63) and A is notified of disconnection (64). A now hangs up (65) and B is
informed of successful disconnection (66).

The rule box on the left defines how session status is maintained. For example, a user
is noted as busy when going off-hook or as not busy when going on-hook. Observe that
the notion of busy is defined and is not intrinsic to CRESS. For a conventional telephone or
SIP phone, the definition of busy in Figure 3 is appropriate. However CRESS allows other
definitions of busy. For example, a softphone is essentially never busy — a new call window
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Figure 3: User Agent Root Diagram (Incoming Invite)

can be popped up at any time. A user may also be busy to certain callers (e.g. friends while
at work) but free to others (e.g. managers). The time of the call might also influence whether
the user is considered to be busy or not. Such factors can built into the definition of busy, or
could be implemented as separate features. If appropriate, features may also define their own
individual notion of busy.

3.3 CRESS Feature Diagrams for SIP

A SIP feature modifies the corresponding root diagram. Unfortunately, SIP features may vary
in their definition according to where they are deployed. For example User Agents and Proxy
Servers differ in their environment, and what they may initiate is also different.

Figure 4 shows a call forwarding template for a User Agent (left) and a Proxy Server
(right). The '<' in template node 1 means it is triggered by input of an Invite, while the '+'
means the template is appended to the matching node (e.g. figure 3 node 50). After substi-
tution of B for parameter P and A for parameter Q, the template is copied and inserted in
the root diagram. If the callee is busy but has a forwarding number (ForwardBusy), a User
Agent reports that the callee has temporarily moved to this address (node 2). A Proxy Server,
however, issues a new Invite (node 3) and handles the response (node 4).

Figure 5 shows that Terminating Call Screening is the same for a User Agent or a Proxy
Server. If the caller is in the callee's screening list (Screening the call is declined (node 2).
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Figure 4: User Agent and Proxy Server Feature Diagrams (Call Forward Busy Line)

Figure 5: User Agent and Proxy Server Feature Diagrams (Terminating Call Screening)

3.4 CRESS as A Front- End for detecting SIP Interactions

When used for Internet telephony, SIP immediately lends itself to IN-like features. CRESS
can readily be used to model SIP features such as Automatic Call-Back, Call Forwarding
(several varieties), Call Screening (several varieties), Camp On Busy and Return Call.

As noted earlier, CRESS is a front-end for analysing and implementing features. Feature
interactions are detected using separate techniques. For example, the author's approach in
[16] is applicable to SIP. This considers an interaction to have occurred if a feature's be-
haviour changes in the presence of other features. Each feature is characterised by use-case
scenarios derived from automatic simulation of the feature description in CRESS. The sce-
narios are represented as processes when using LOTOS or as MSCs when using SDL. The
scenarios are not simply traces, but can include non-determinism, parallelism, and depen-
dency on the presence of other features. A feature may be validated in isolation by running
the scenarios on the feature combined with the corresponding root diagram. More usefully,
a feature may be validated in combination with all other features. An interaction manifests
itself as deadlock (because the feature cannot proceed as expected) or as non-determinism
(because a triggering condition can lead to behaviour that is unexpected for the feature).
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IN-like features such as the above can be readily represented using CRESS. Using the
author's approach (or several others), it is easy to demonstrate feature interactions in SIP that
are well known from the IN. For example, Call Forward Busy Line (Figure 4) interacts with
Terminating Call Screening (Figure 5): trying to forward a call to a screened number will fail.

Certain kinds of IN interaction have different (or no) manifestations in SIP. As noted
in [10], Internet telephony (including SIP) also introduces the possibility of new kinds of
features and interactions. CRESS can discover the technical interactions in [10] (e.g. be-
tween Outgoing Call Screening and Call Forward). However, a number of the interactions
in [10] concern user intentions. For example forking by a Proxy Server may lead to a call
being picked up by voicemail, whereas the caller may prefer to wait for a person to answer.
Such interactions are beyond the scope of CRESS (and indeed of most feature interaction ap-
proaches). The author is involved in separate work to tackle this [14]. The idea is to capture
user intentions in the form of policies, and to perform resolution based on these.

Many features centre on busy, for example Automatic Call-Back, Call Forward Busy Line,
Call Waiting and Camp On Busy. As noted already, busy may have a very different interpre-
tation in SIP. As a result, busy-related features may not interact or may become irrelevant.
Features related to call charging may also not apply. In a local or research environment, SIP
calls are likely to be free. Features such as Charge Card, FreePhone and Split Charging are
therefore irrelevant. However as SIP moves into a commercial phase, such features will be-
come important. Calling Number Delivery is often a separate IN feature. However the address
of the caller is in principle always available in SIP.

3.5 CRESS Translation of SIP Services

SIP CGI allows arbitrary features to be written. For example, a CGI script could query a
database or invoke a complex algorithm. CRESS for SIP, however, describes features that per-
form only input, output, conditional tests and assignment. This is sufficient for many features
but does not, of course, allow everything a CGI script might do. If it were necessary, SIP-
specific actions could be included in CRESS much as VoiceXML-specific actions have been
included. Whereas VoiceXML has a well-defined repertoire of actions that can be supported
in CRESS, this is not feasible for SIP.

To give a feeling for how CRESS translates SIP services, the following LOTOS is an
extract of what is generated for a User Agent incoming call (figure 3) as modified by Call
Forward Busy Line (figure 4). After an Invite, the Busy and ForwardBusy values for A are
determined. If A is busy but has a forwarding address, a Moved response is sent with this
forwarding address. Following the Ack from B, the session instance ends. As seen below, the
CRESS translator automatically adds comments so the LOTOS can be related directly back
to diagrams. The diagram label AGENT-CFBL. 1 refers to the User Agent's Call Forward
template, instance 1.

Recv llnvite ?B:Address ?A:Address; (* AGENT input 50 *)
Stat IRead IBusy !A; (* read status *)
Stat IRead ?Busy.A:Bool;
Stat IRead IForwardBusy !A; (* read status *)
Stat IRead ?ForwardBusy_A:Address;
(

[Busy. A And (ForwardBusy.A Ne AnyAddress)] -> (* condition valid? *)
Stat IRead IForwardBusy !A; (* read status *)
Stat IRead ?ForwardBusy. A:Address;
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Send [Response !A !B !Moved(ForwardBusy_A); (* AGENT-CFBL. 1 output 2 *)
Recv !Ack !B !A; (* AGENT. CFBL_ 1 input 3 *)
Stop (* end of behaviour *)

D
[Not (Busy. A And (ForwardBusy. A Ne Any Address))] -> (* condition invalid *)

4 VoiceXML

4. 1 Introduction to VoiceXML

VoiceXML [5] derives from earlier work on scripting languages for interactive voice services.
VoiceXML is designed to support what users wish to do in a call - talk, as opposed to choos-
ing selections by using a keypad. VoiceXML is receiving impetus from widespread use of
mobile telephony (where a user on the move may not have web access). The need for access
by the partially sighted or disabled is also a strong motivation for voice services.

VoiceXML is a mixture of the declarative and the procedural, the event-driven and the
sequential. The underlying model is that the user completes fields in forms (or menus) by
speaking in response to prompts. Each field is associated with a variable that is set to the
user's input, using speech recognition to extract digital data. Some actions may be governed
by a condition or a count that specifies when the action is permitted. For example a different
prompt may be given on the third attempt at input, or a field may be selected only when some
condition is true. VoiceXML also supports a hierarchical event model. A script may throw an
event, aborting the current behaviour and activating a matching event handler.

The goal of using CRESS with VoiceXML is to define the key aspects of an interactive
voice service. The advantages of CRESS over using VoiceXML directly are:

• Services are represented at a more abstract level. VoiceXML is very close to the realisation
of a service. As a result, it is easier to grasp the essence of a service described in CRESS.

• There is no formal definition of VoiceXML. Indeed, some concepts in VoiceXML are
only vaguely described (e.g. the meaning of events) and some are defined loosely (e.g.
the semantics of expressions and variables). CRESS thus contributes to a more precise
understanding of VoiceXML.

• A large VoiceXML script typically consists of many documents with many parts. It can
be difficult to check whether the script is self-consistent, e.g. will not loop or end prema-
turely. As far as the author can tell, VoiceXML in practice is developed by manual de-
bugging. CRESS gives the immediate benefit of translation to a formal language (LOTOS,
SDL). The resulting specification can be rigorously analysed, e.g. automated techniques
can be used to detect unspecified receptions, unreachable states, deadlocks and livelocks.

Speech synthesis markup can be included in a prompt, e.g. for emphasis or to spell out
a word. The markup is preserved on translation to VoiceXML, but ignored on translation to
LOTOS or SDL. Variable values may also be interpolated, using $variable to say the value
of this variable. As a special case, ^enumerate is used to speak the options of the current
field. VoiceXML can also interpolate variable values, but the syntax is more awkward than in
CRESS.

In practice, VoiceXML applications are often written as a number of documents contain-
ing a number of forms. This is the most natural form of modularity in VoiceXML. However
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CRESS
Audio message
Clear variables

Option variable
prompt options
Prompt message
Reprompt

Request variable
prompt grammar
Retry

Submit UR1
variables

VoiceXML
< audio > message
<clear> with namelist
variables
< field > name variable,
< prompt >, < option >s
<prompt> message
<reprompt>

< field > name variable,
type grammar, <prompt>
Undefine current <field>
variable, <reprompt>
<submit> to URl the
namelist variables

Interpretation
Speak message
Reset prompt counter, undefine variables

Start new field, prompt for input, analyse in-
put using options, set variable from input
Speak prompt
Re-process current form, usually causing
most recent prompt to be re-issued
Start new field, prompt for input, analyse in-
put using grammar, set variable from input
Restart current form, re-inputting most recent
field
Send values to web server URI (usually an ex-
ecutable script)

Figure 6: CRESS-VoiceXML Correspondence

a VoiceXML application can be considered as a single document with a single form, and this
is how it is represented in CRESS. The fields of a form can be mimicked as separate sections
or pages of a CRESS diagram, using connectors to join them. For a large application this is
convenient and more modular. However for a small application it is sufficient to represent the
form as a single integrated whole. For this reason, fields are deliberately not prominent in
CRESS and are instead introduced implicitly.

For those unfamiliar with VoiceXML, Figure 6 outlines its main capabilities. For those
familiar with VoiceXML, this figure indicates the correspondence with CRESS. In a number
of cases, an optional condition or count may be given after the action. For example, a different
prompt can be issued for the fourth attempt3 at entering a field: Prompt "State your name" 4.

Actions appear in CRESS diagram nodes. Plain arcs between nodes are used for sequences
of actions. Arcs may also be qualified by guards that are value expressions or event handlers.
Events include Error (run-time script error), Exit (script exited), Nolnput (no user response
to prompt) and NoMatch (user response did not match expected form of input). These are
all shorthands for the more general form of Catch plus an event list. Filled acts like an event
handler, though it is not treated as such in VoiceXML. If the user responds appropriately to a
prompt, the input is stored in the field variable and the Filled 'event' occurs.

4.2 CRESS Root Diagrams for VoiceXML

CRESS is not a direct graphical representation of VoiceXML. This would be pointless since
most commercial tools for VoiceXML do this anyway. In fact the structuring mechanisms of
CRESS are completely different from those of VoiceXML. Both support actions, sequences
and alternatives. The flow of control in CRESS is quite visible; in VoiceXML it can be hard to
determine, because it is sometimes implicit (e.g. transitioning to the next field on completion
of the current one) and sometimes buried (e.g. an embedded GoTo). CRESS supports cyclic
structures such as loops in a diagram. These have to be coded indirectly in VoiceXML, so

3 Actually the prompt is issued if the count is >= 4, but less than the next highest prompt count for that field.
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Figure 7: VoiceXML Root Diagram for Quarry Ordering Application

the CRESS structure is clearer. Although VoiceXML supports a GoTo which appears to be
equivalent, this can be used only for transitions to another field or document. As a result, it is
not obvious how to translate a directed cyclic graph like a CRESS diagram into VoiceXML.

CRESS expects to have a definition of root behaviour. There appears to be something
similar in VoiceXML - an application root document. However this is very restrictive, and
may contain only variables, event handlers and elementary definitions that are common to the
documents of a VoiceXML application. As a result, a CRESS root diagram is taken to be the
core behaviour of a VoiceXML application. This is not unique, in the way that POTS is the
obvious choice for the IN or a User Agent for SIP. Every VoiceXML application therefore
has its own root diagram.

For concreteness, Figure 7 shows a root diagram for a VoiceXML application. It is sup-
posed that the hypothetical Quarry Inc. requires interactive telephone ordering of its products.
The description invites the caller to order a product (sand, gravel, cement) and the required
weight. These items are then submitted to the order.jsp Java servlet. If the user asks for help
(simply by saying 'Help') or says nothing, an explanation is given and the user is re-prompted.
In the case of weight, the user is reprompted if the value is not positive. Retry is used to clear
the value entered for weight, otherwise the field will be ignored on the reprompt because it
has already been filled. (This is how VoiceXML behaves. The programmer must force a field
to be re-entered if it has already been filled.)

4.3 CRESS Feature Diagrams for VoiceXML

VoiceXML lacks the telephony concept of feature as a behaviour that may be triggered by
some condition. The nearest equivalent in VoiceXML is a subdialogue (resembling a subrou-
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Figure 8: VoiceXML Feature Diagram to introduce Quarry Inc. Applications

tine). A subdialogue may have parameters and return results. Subdialogues are executed in
an independent interpreter context, making it difficult to share certain information (such as
prompt count). This limits the value of subdialogues as features. In VoiceXML, the best that
can be done is to explicitly invoke some code as a 'feature'. This means that any such 'feature'
needs to be written into the original code. It is not possible to invoke features automatically
in the way that is common with the IN (or SIP). A VoiceXML programmer would probably
regard this a good thing since there are no hidden surprises. Triggered features have, how-
ever, proven their worth in telephony. They are therefore supported by CRESS even though
the concept of feature is unknown to VoiceXML.

As examples of desirable features, suppose that Quarry Inc. has a range of applications be-
sides the ordering application in Figure 7. There might, for example, be separate applications
to modify an order, pay an account, or change the delivery address. It would be desirable to
ensure a consistent VoiceXML treatment of these applications. For example, there should be
the same default handling of events and a common introduction to the applications. It would
also be worthwhile to request confirmation before anything is submitted to a web server.

Figure 8 defines an introductory environment to modify any root diagram. Common han-
dlers are defined for various events. The feature is placed just after the Start node in the
root diagram (implicit before Figure 7 node 1). In the absence of event handlers like those in
Figure 8, platform-defined handlers are used that may not be suitable in general. Although an
application is likely to deal with Nolnput and NoMatch on a per-field basis, figure 8 ensures
that after three such failures the user is disconnected. Figure 8 shows that general VoiceXML
properties can be defined; here the timeout for no input is set to two seconds (timeout <— 2).
Welcome messages are also spoken before executing application-specific code.

Figure 9 defines a confirmation feature that will ask the user to proceed before submit-
ting information to a web server. This feature is triggered by a Submit action, but executed
before it (as indicated by the '-' in the first template node number). If the user says 'yes',
execution continues with submission. Otherwise, the current fields are cleared and the user is
reprompted.

Even small VoiceXML features can be useful. Figure 10 shows one that inhibits input
timeout (value 0), and one that prevents prompts from being interrupted (so-called barge-in).
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Figure 9: VoiceXML Feature Diagram for Confirmation

Figure 10: VoiceXML Feature Diagrams for No Timeout and No Interruption

4.4 CRESS as A Front-End for detecting VoiceXML Interactions

As for SIP, CRESS is merely a way of representing services and features. Separate detection
techniques must be used on the chosen formalism for the diagrams. In point of fact, CRESS
is perhaps most useful for checking the integrity of a VoiceXML description (freedom from
deadlock, etc.). Just as features are foreign to VoiceXML, so is feature interaction. However
several general categories of 'feature interactions' can be identified:
• Platform properties may be defined hierarchically. For example, the generic timeout in

Figure 8 may be overridden within a field by some feature. From the user's point of view,
this could lead to a small but observable change in behaviour.

• Two features may change an application variable inconsistently, leading to an interaction.
• Event handlers are defined in a hierarchy. When an event occurs, the VoiceXML inter-

preter looks upwards in the hierarchy for the appropriate handler. For example, consider
Figures 7 and 8. If there is no input in response to the product prompt, execution fol-
lows the field handler (figure 7 node 8). However after three failures to input, the generic
handler will be invoked (figure 8 node 6). A consequence of this is that features may
unexpectedly override the usual handling of an event. From the user's point of view, a
certain combination of features could result in different behaviour.

• A more subtle interaction can arise if several input grammars are active at once. User
input may therefore be parsed in a different way if certain features are combined.

• Another indirect interaction arises with use of DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency) re-
sponses. VoiceXML allows these in place of voice input, e.g. 1 might select the first choice
from a menu. By default, DTMF digits are allocated in sequence to choices. If a feature
introduces another choice earlier in the menu, the numbering will be completely altered.
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All these cases lead to unexpected changes in behaviour when certain features are present,
so feature interaction is detected as normal in CRESS. VoiceXML may also be involved in-
directly in conventional feature interactions since scripts are allowed to initiate phone calls.
These may suffer from the usual telephony interactions, for example call screening might in-
terfere with call forwarding. Since such interactions are external to VoiceXML and therefore
to CRESS, the VoiceXML diagrams themselves will not help to find the problems.

4.5 CRESS Translation of VoiceXML Services

VoiceXML is a large language embedded in an even larger framework. For example, Voice-
XML includes support for ECMASCRIPT (JavaScript). It also supports complex grammars
for speech recognition and markup for speech synthesis. VoiceXML is integrated with other
technologies such as database access and web servers. It is not feasible to represent the en-
tirety of such voice-based services. Instead, CRESS concentrates on the essential aspects of
VoiceXML control. Limited support is provided for ECMASCRIPT (specifically for numeri-
cal, string and logical expressions). External aspects such as databases and the web are outside
CRESS.

CRESS focuses on VoiceXML control. Special parameters relevant only to a VoiceXML
interpreter can be given in a diagram at the end of an action. They are copied literally when
CRESS is converted to VoiceXML, but are ignored for translation to other target languages.
For example, a diagram usually just contains audio prompt such as Audio "State your name".
However optional VoiceXML parameters may also be given, such as the URI of a source
sound file and a timeout (2 sec.) for fetching this:

Audio "State your name" src="http://www.server.org/name.wav" fetchtimeout="2"

VoiceXML allows application-specific speech grammars to be defined. It is not practi-
cable to translate these into, say, LOTOS or SDL. Instead, CRESS supports only standard
VoiceXML grammars such as boolean, number and time. A CRESS specification framework
includes the ability to parse such inputs.

To give a feeling for how CRESS translates IVR services into VoiceXML, the following
corresponds part of the quarry ordering application (figure 7) where it is modified by the con-
firmation feature (figure 9). The CRESS Request becomes a VoiceXML field that fills in the
confirm value. If this is assigned true, the order values are submitted to the server. Otherwise
the form that invoked confirmation is cleared and the user is prompted for new values. If the
user asks for help, does not say anything or says something invalid, an event handler catches
this and reprompts the user. The diagram label CONFIRM. 1 means the Confirm template,
instance 1.

<field name='confirm' type='boolean'>
<prompt>

'Do you wish to proceed?'
</prompt>
<catch event='help noinput nomatch'>

< audio
'Please say Yes or No'

</audio>
<reprompt/>

</catch>
<filled>

<if cond='confirm'>

<!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 2 field 'confirm' -->
<!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 2 prompt -->

<!-- catch event -->
<!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 5 audio -->

<!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 6 to form top -->
<!— end catch — >

<!-- filled event-->
<!— check confirm — >
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<submit expr='order.jsp' namelist='weight product'/> <!-- ORDER node 5 to server -->
<exit/> <!-- exit script -->

<else/> <!-- else after confirm — >
<clear/> <!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 3 clear -->
<reprompt/> <!-- CONFIRM. 1 node 4 to form top ->

</if> <!— else after confirm — >
</filled> <!-- end filled -->

</field> <!-- end field ->

5 Conclusions

It has been shown that CRESS is a flexible notation that can describe a variety of voice services
and features - the IN in previous work, and now SIP and VoiceXML. SIP lends itself to a
telephony treatment, so many IN-like features can be described and many IN-like interactions
can be detected. As has been seen, VoiceXML is rather different in character. Nonetheless
VoiceXML services can usefully be described in CRESS, and a meaningful interpretation can
be given of features in this context.

In all cases, CRESS is the front-end that describes services/features, composes them, and
translates them to a target languages for analysis or implementation. CRESS thus separates
representation from analysis, and supports a variety of specification languages. CRESS com-
plements existing interaction detection techniques, enabling them to be applied in new areas.

The plug-in architecture of CRESS has now been demonstrated in three different domains.
Although these are all examples of voice services, the approach is generic and should be
relevant to non-voice applications such as web services. For example, it is hoped in future to
apply CRESS to services for WSDL (Web Services Description Language).
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Abstract. This paper studies the feature interaction problems in optical network pro-
tocols. A framework is defined, in which the basic services needed by optical network
protocols are discussed, and the feature interaction problems in optical network proto-
cols are analyzed. Especially, the interactions occurred in or between the control and
management protocols of optical networks are firstly studied in this paper and some
guidelines to detect and resolve these problems are proposed.

1 Introduction

Nowadays fiber optics is being widely used for establishing telecommunication networks as
well as data communication networks throughout the world because of its high bandwidth
and very low received bit error rate [1]. ASON (Automatic Switched Optical Network) is the
core optical networks with high-speed, high-bandwidth, flexibility and reliability to meet the
demands for capacity, speed and survivability from applications such as video, audio and the
other emerging ones [2].

ASON consists of a number of Optical Cross-connects (OXCs), each of which consists of
a switching fabric and a separate control plane processor. The control plane processors in an
ASON, communicate with each other over data communication network whose control and
management tend to be IP centric. Switching fabrics of OXCs forms the data plane of ASON,
and the topology of control plane and data plane need not be identical. The architecture of
ASON is different from the traditional telephone networks in that its control plan can run over
IP networks which provides transparent connectivity between two nodes in the network, while
equipments in traditional networks can only communicate with their physical neighbors. The
differences between IP network and traditional telephone network described in [3] also exist
between ASON and the traditional telephone network, so does the impact of these differences
on the feature interaction problems.

But different from the traditional Internet, the services of optical networks are provided by
the cooperation of both control plane and data plane which can be physically separated with
each other and have fairly different characteristics and features. The IP-centric control plane
and connection-oriented data plane make the operation of ASON have the characteristics
of both PSTN and Internet software and become more complicated. The standardization of
optical control plane protocols is still undergoing and most of the services provided by ASON
are still proprietary, the feature interaction problems in optical network have not been studied
yet. In this paper, we define a framework for feature interaction problems in optical network
management protocols.
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Figure 2: Relationship between TE Link and
Data Link

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the framework of optical network
control and management, in section 3, the feature interactions in optical network are analyzed.
The techniques to detect and resolve the feature interaction problems in optical network are
introduced in section 4 and this paper concludes in section 5.

2 Model of System and Services

In this section, we define the kernel functions provided by optical networks at first, then
briefly introduce the intelligent features of optical network protocols and their relationship.

2.7 Kernel Functions of ASON

In ASON, the data plane and control plane can be separated and each has its own topology
such that ASON is taken as two layers: optical transport layer and protocol control layer.
Optical transport layer provides the management of the hardware equipment, handles the
signals from the hardware and generates indication to upper layer protocols. Protocol control
layer increases the intelligence of ASON, provides the functions such as resource discovery,
connection management, topology/state dissemination.

Different transport equipment has different capabilities such that services provided by
data plane to control layer protocols are different. The generic data link layer and physical
layer features have been defined in ITU-T X.211 and X.212, which can be defined as the
basic services provided by data plane. The capabilities of SONET/SDH equipment, specified
by ITU-T G.780 series, are also the basic services provided by data plane when analyzing
the control and management protocols of optical networks. Of course, only part of these
capabilities are needed by a specific protocol.

Figure 1 illustrates the simple architecture of a control plane node. It shows that rout-
ing and signaling protocols only need the kernel functions provided by IP control module,
but protocols that fulfill the resource management functions need to interact with the cross-
connect hardware. So the kernel functions needed by optical network management protocols
and provided by optical transport layer and protocol control layer are different with respect
to the protocols for different purpose.
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2.2 Features of Optical Network Protocols

Given the kernel functions of ASON, which are provided by the IP control message forward-
ing and the data plane, lots of features can be developed to increase the intelligence of ASON.
As indicated in figure 1, control and management features of ASON are provided by three
kinds of protocols, that is,routing protocol, link management protocol and signaling protocol.

The routing protocol provides the functions to collect, disseminate network resource and
topology information, which is maintained by link management protocol. The link manage-
ment protocol manages local resource and summarizes it for traffic engineering (TE) purpose.
The TE link information can be used by routing protocols to generate their Link State Adver-
tisements (LSAs); it also maps TE links and control channels which can be used by signaling
protocols to set up a Label Switched Path (LSP). Based on the topology or network resource
information learned by routing protocol, a path can be calculated for a connection request and
signaling protocol is used to create, maintain, restore, and delete the connection. As a result
of processing of the signaling protocol messages, the state of local resource can be changed,
that is, connections can be established or removed, corresponding to allocation or deletion
of resources. In the whole architecture, link management protocol provides the fundamental
functions to support routing and signaling protocols.

All the features of optical network protocols are being standardized by IETF under the
umbrella of GMPLS framework [5]. Link Management Protocol (LMP)[6], enhancements
to OSPF/IS-IS, and enhancements to RSVP/CR-LDP are the most promising protocols to
provide these features to optical network.

3 Feature Interactions in Optical Network Protocols

The ever-increasing features of optical network protocol and its openness in control plane
invariably result in many new feature interaction problems. As indicated in figure 1, feature
interactions of optical network protocols can occur in a single protocol as shown at location
1, or between different protocols as shown at location 2. The latter case is usually referred
to as protocol interactions and not strictly be feature interactions [3]. Intelligence of ASON
is provided by the cooperation of several protocols, such that all the features provided by
protocols are also features of ASON intelligence. From the level of ASON intelligence, we
define that when the presence of a feature of a protocol results the behavior of another proto-
col different from what is desired when they are designed independently, feature interactions
between different protocols occur.

Feature interactions in ASON is classified into two categories: feature interactions be-
tween the features of a single protocol and feature interactions between the features of dif-
ferent protocols. For each category, we illustrates the scenarios that will result in the feature
interactions in the following. Table 1 summaries the reasons of these feature interactions and
possible resolution techniques.

3.1 Interactions Between Features of a Single Protocol

To reduce the number of protocols running in networks, there is a tendency to extend existing
protocols to provide new services rather than to develop new protocols. So more and more
features can be developed via the same suite of messages or some new messages are added to
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Table 1: Feature Interactions in Optical Network Protocols and Their Resolution Techniques
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the existing protocol to provide new functions. These features of a single protocol can interact
with each other.

3.7.7 Feature Interactions in Label Distribution Protocol

Label distribution protocol defines a set of procedures by which one Label Switched Router
(LSR) informs another of the meaning of labels used to forward traffic between and through
them [4].

LDP provides two label advertisement modes, Downstream on Demand mode and Down-
stream Unsolicited mode, for each interface on an LSR to initiate mapping requests and map-
ping advertisements. It is possible for neighboring LSRs with different advertisement modes
to get into a live lock situation where everything is functioning properly, but no labels are
distributed.

3.1.2 Feature Interactions in Link Management Protocol

The features of LMP include: control channel management, link property correlation, link
connectivity verification, and fault management. It is required that when a TE link becomes
up, any data link in up/free state in the TE link can be allocated to a request. The requirement
can be satisfied when only link property correlation and control channel management features
are invoked in LMP. But when link connectivity verification process is added, the property
fails to hold sometimes.

For example, in figure 2, four data links are configured to a TE link. The initial state of
TE link is Init, which is changed to up when at least one data link in the TE link becomes
up. When link connectivity verification is not invoked, both TE link and data link state are
changed to up when link property correlation completes its operation. But when link connec-
tivity verification process is invoked in the nodes, link connectivity verification process can
change the state of data link to up once it finishes verification process. For example, in figure
2, the state of dll is changed to up when link connectivity verification finishes its operation,
so the state of TE link 1 is also changed to up. In this case, dll can not be allocated to a
request though dll and the TE link including dll are both in up state, because the properties
of dll has not been exchanged yet, and the incompatible properties in both sides of the dll
can result in the failure of the path set up. The inconsistent operation of link connectivity
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Figure 3: Interactions between Fault Detection and Path Restoration.

verification and link property correlation makes them interact and result in the violation of
the requirement.

3.2 Interactions between Features of Different Protocols

3.2. J Feature Interactions between Path Setup and Link Connectivity Verification

Both LMP and LDP can change the state of a data link between two OXCs. For an up and
free data link, LDP can request LMP to change its state to be allocated once a lightpath is
set up along the data link; link management protocol can change its state to test if it needs to
monitor the status of the link. Interaction occurs when LDP gets an up/free data link whose
state is changed to test before LDP succeeds its operation and changes the data link to be
allocated.

The communication of two protocols in optical control plane is usually asynchronous and
interaction can be resulted by the race conditions among the operations of different protocols.
To be more clarified, consider that LDP and LMP are two processes. LDP sends a request to
LMP to get an up/free data link, and LMP response LDP with an up/free data link with the
attributes of the data link. LDP checks that the attributes of the data link is compatible with
the lightpath requirement, it sends LMP an indication to set the state of the data link to be
allocated. But before LDP sends the indication to LMP, the monitor timer of LMP expires and
the state of data link returned to LDP is changed to test by the link connectivity verification
function of LMP. If LMP discards the indication of LDP, the lightpath set up by LDP is not
usable for it's illegal to transmit traffic while a data link is under test. If LMP accepts the
indication of LDP and stops the test process, the incomplete monitor process can result a
data link to be down. Such a dilemma indicates that interactions occur between path setup
function of LDP and link connectivity verification function of LMP.

Feature Interactions between Fault Detection and Path Restoration

Several layers in optical networks, such as physical layer, data layer, network layer and ser-
vice layer, have their own fault management mechanisms, each focusing on a different aspect.
These fault mechanisms can interact with each other, especially when fault occurs in lower
layer and the fault mechanisms in all upper layers are triggered. Some inconsistent behaviors
in different layer can result in the failure of some features.

Figure 3 shows a network composed of several optical cross-connects. Before errors occur
between oxcl and oxc2, user traffic is transmitted along the primary path oxcl, oxc2 and
oxc3. When fault occurs between oxcl and oxc2, the fault can be detected by oxc2 and
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oxc3 as a result of loss of light. In this case, several fault management mechanisms can be
triggered. If LMP is running on each node, fault localization process of LMP will be triggered
to identify the location of the fault; if l:n or 1+1 protection mechanism is deployed to the
primary path, the protection mechanism can be triggered to recover the user traffic from
the fault. If the protection mechanism is triggered and completes its operation before fault
localization finishes its function, the fault localization feature of LMP fails to hold. Because
when restoration mechanism is triggered, the user traffic is switched to path oxcl, oxc4, oxc5
and oxc3, there is no traffic carried along the primary path at this case. Fault localization
process of LMP has supposed that the user traffic is always carried along the primary path
such that it can find oxcl is ok and oxc2 has detected the loss of signal, then decide that fault
occurs between oxcl and oxc2. With the user traffic switched over to the protection path, both
oxcl and oxc2 detect the loss of signal, so it cannot decide the location of the fault.

3.2.3 Feature Interactions between Routing and Link Management Protocols

In optical network, when a lightpath is set up and torn down, the status of all the involved
channels is changed from being available to occupied and vice versa, such a network resource
information is flooded throughout the control plane by routing protocols. Link management
protocol maintains the status of channel status and triggers the flooding of the resource infor-
mation once it is changed.

With a large number of links between two devices, flooding information of routing proto-
cols will become tremendous, which can lead to control network congestion and instability.
Link management protocol bundles these links into TE links, it triggers routing protocol to
flood resource information until the resource change reaches certain points. But too infre-
quent flooding makes the network resource information inaccurate in each node, which can
result in the inefficient utilization of the network resource and degrade network performance.

4 Feature Interactions Detection and Resolution Techniques in Optical Network

The causes of feature interactions in intelligent networks that are identified as limitations on
network support, intrinsic problems in distributed systems and violation of feature assump-
tions [7], can also result in feature interactions in optical networks, such that the feature
interaction resolution techniques developed in traditional telecommunication network can
be applied to detect and resolve the problems in optical networks. But the interactions oc-
curred in optical control and management protocols can result in much serious effect on the
network operation, most interaction should be predicated before the deployment and more
efficient resolution should be provided in run-time to prevent the service failure. Because of
this, formal methods plays a much more important role in the design period to verify proto-
col properties, and some new methods are developed to resolve the interaction problems in
run-time. We have used the automatic protocol validation tool Spin [8] to detect the feature
interaction problem in the automatic neighbor discovery protocol [2] of optical networks and
the on-going work is applying testing techniques to detect feature interaction problems.

4.1 Interaction Resolution by Policy Definition

Policy definition is much more important in protocol design and deployment of optical net-
work protocols for its simplicity in solving possible interaction problems.
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To solve the live lock between two LSRs operating in different label advertisement modes
as indicated in section 3.1.1, a rule should be defined in an LSR operating in Downstream
Unsolicited mode that an LSR operating in Downstream on Demand mode should not be
expected to send unsolicited mapping advertisements. Therefore, if the downstream LSR is
operating in Downstream on Demand mode, the upstream LSR is responsible for requesting
label mappings as needed.

A single failure in optical networks can trigger the operation of multiple protocols with
different behaviors, which results in the interactions between fault detection and path restora-
tion in section 3.2.2. To solve this problem, a policy can be defined for the control path
restoration process such that it can wait a period of time before beginning its operation. Such
a policy is usually implemented by a timer in a real system.

4.2 Interaction Resolution by Behavior Restriction

For the interactions that are resulted by violation of the properties of a feature when adding
or invoking a new one, behavior restrictions on the new features can solve them.

The invoking of link connectivity verification of LMP having violated the requirement
of link property correlation as indicated in section 3.1.2 can be resolved by restricting the
behavior of link connectivity verification. That is, when a data link passes the verification, its
state is not changed to up until a link summary message on this data link is received and the
property of the data link in both ends are checked to be compatible with each other.

4.3 Interaction Resolution by Advanced Scheduling Techniques

Many interactions in optical network protocols are resulted by the inconsistent operation on
the shared resource. Data links in optical network are shared resource by all the protocols,
and inconsistent operation on its state can result in the failure of some features, example given
in section 3.2.1 is for this case.

A shared resource is usually associated with a resource management mechanism. Based
on operation mechanism of the management system associated with a resource, the resource
can be classified as: time-shared resource and space-shared resource. A space-shared sched-
uler executes a request for the resource by running it on a dedicated part of the resource
when allocated; a time-shared scheduler starts its requests immediately upon its arrival and
share resources among all jobs. Data link database can not be accessed simultaneously, so
a space-shared systems can associate with it to handle its access request. The space-shared
systems use resource allocation policies such as first-come-first-served (FCFS), shortest-job-
first served (SJFS). This system must guarantee that once a request from a protocol has not
been served completely, no other request can be adopted.

For the example given in section 3.2.1, the resource management.system of the data link
should be designed to control that once a read request has been received from LDP, and before
receiving the response from LDP, no other access can be allowed to the same data link. If the
data link database is implemented with shared memory instead of an independent database
management system, a semaphore can be associated with each data link, and each protocol
should get the semaphore no matter it needs to read or write the state of the data link. Once
LDP gets the semaphore, it should not release it until it completes the operation on this data
link.
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4.4 On-line Detection and Resolution Techniques

Many on-line detection and resolution techniques can be applied to ASON. But to detect and
resolve the interactions in control and management protocols in optical network, the speed
and efficiency is of the first priority. In many protocols, interactions are detected by predica-
tion in design and resolved in run-time, that is, during design period, the possible interaction
problems are predicated and some fields in the messages are reserved for negotiation to re-
duce the possible interactions in run-time. Such an on-line negotiation process can be used to
solve many interactions resulted by the coexistence of multiple capabilities.

5 Conclusion

The feature interaction problems in ASON control and management protocols are very im-
portant for their severe impact on the network operation. We have proposed a framework
and discussed the feature interaction problems in optical network management protocols.
Our analysis shows that feature interactions can not only occur between features of a single
protocol, but also occur between features of different protocols which can have much more
serious effect on the network performance and operation. Some new resolution techniques
which are particularly suitable for optical control and management protocols are proposed.

Adopting the characteristics of optical network control and management protocols to de-
velop more techniques to detect and solve the feature interaction problems in optical networks
is an interesting topic. What kind of techniques developed in traditional telecommunication
network can be applied to optical network protocols and what's the barrier of using such
techniques need further study.
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Abstract. Web services promise to allow businesses to adapt rapidly to changes in
the business environment, and the needs of different customers. However, the rapid
introduction of new services paired with the dynamicity of the business environment
also leads to undesirable interactions that negatively impact service quality and user
satisfaction. Whereas most current work on web services has focused on low-level
standards for publishing, discovering, and invoking services, our research looks at
the problems that can arise from service integration, and how to manage them. In
this paper we argue that service integration issues can be understood as feature inter-
actions, and identify an initial set of feature interactions between web services. We
also highlight the importance of considering the non-functional requirements of ser-
vices (such as privacy or security) for understanding feature interactions between
web services.

1. Introduction

The recent interest in web services as a paradigm for constructing distributed applications is
motivated by the lack of centralized control, the diversity of technology platforms, and the
rapid evolution of the business environment into which these services are deployed [9]. As
the number of partners a business needs to interact with grows, the assumption of a single
center of control that imposes a common technology platform becomes untenable.

Without a central point of control, businesses need to connect their own platform to an
increasing number of other platforms. This means that connections between applications
must be established without being tailored to a specific platform. The new business envi-
ronment for services is also highly dynamic. New services become available at a fast rate,
while the number of service providers is constantly growing. Increased competition forces
businesses to provide customized services as a way of differentiating themselves from
competitors. This requires a capability to adapt rapidly to changes in the environment, and
the needs of different customers.

Much of the work on web services to date has focused on low-level standards for pub-
lishing, discovering, and invoking services. The current set of standards includes WSDL,
UDDI, and SOAP. A web service can be described using WSDL (Web Service Description
Language), published using a UDDI (Universal Discovery and Directory Interface) registry,
and invoked using the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocol [8].

More recent work has looked at how higher-level services can be composed dynami-
cally from lower-level services [3] [5]. Service integration raises a number of difficult chal-
lenges, including the description, discovery, composition, and execution of services. At
each stage we may experience undesirable interactions that prevent the proper performance
of the service. However, there has been little research on managing such interactions be-
tween services. Most existing work is limited to managing the mechanics of the interaction
(for example, how to enforce a legal sequence of messages exchanges between parties).

Service integration issues can be understood as feature interactions. The feature interac-
tion problem has been first formally studied in the telecommunications domain [18], but the
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phenomenon of undesirable interactions between components of a system can occur in any
software system that is subject to changes. In the rest of the paper, we first present a model
of web services in order to establish a common ground. Then we list the types of feature
interactions we identified, and describe them in terms of the non-functional requirements
violated including privacy, security, usability, predictability, interoperability, correctness,
integrity, and manageability. Understanding these interactions, and developing techniques
for their detection and resolution will be critical for deploying web services at any signifi-
cant scale.

2. Web Service Integration

A web service is a network accessible interface to application functionality, built using
standard Internet technologies like HTTP, XML, or SMTP [8]. Web services act as an ab-
straction layer that separates the platform and language-specific details of how the applica-
tion logic is actually invoked. A key feature is that web services communicate via XML
documents, and are not tailored to a specific API (that is, using method calls of a specific
interface).

It is common for web services to aggregate and coordinate the execution of other web
services. For example, a composite web service could provide a high-level trip planning
service by coordinating lower-level web services for airline, hotel, and car rental search.
From this perspective, it is more appropriate to think of web services as a web of services
[8].

As shown in Figure 1, a service is defined as a set of endpoints. An endpoint groups
service operations. Each operation is defined by the messages exchanged to perform it. The
Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) [10] defines the notions of activities and flows.
Each organization owns processes (or flows) that themselves consist of links and activities.
Each activity can be implemented by an operation in a service of this or another organiza-
tion.

Figure 1: Object Model of Web Services (derived from [15])

The appropriate metaphor for thinking about the services an organization provides is
therefore not the pipe-and-filter model of traditional telephony systems that chains together
features in their order of precedence [17], but that of a flow system. Flow systems have
three types of components: processing stages that can be connected in various ways (not
just sequences), data representations that are exchanged between stages, and orchestrators
(engines) that coordinate the flows. Their behavior is richer than that of pipe-and-filter sys-
tems.
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When composing web services, the functionalities provided by the component services
must be considered. We also need to ensure that data and message types, sequence logic
etc. are compatible. However, as stated in [11], service composition amounts to much more
than functional composition. Consideration must also be given to non-functional require-
ments such as privacy, security, predictability, and interoperability. For example when
composing a personalized purchasing service, we must also consider utility services such as
identity management, and user profiling. However, sharing and maintaining sensitive user
information at the service provider's end raises privacy concerns. With some identity man-
agement services such as Microsoft's proposed Passport, the user has little control over
how information is shared with a service provider [4]. In fact, once the Passport service au-
thenticates the user, it gives the provider complete access to the user profile. In most cases,
this is clearly not what the user had anticipated, and it violates their right to (selective) pri-
vacy.

In light of this, we like to refer to web service composition as web service integration.
Functional composition is only one aspect of integration. Integration also includes the con-
sideration of non-functional aspects of the resulting systems. The flow model of web ser-
vices in Figure 1 does therefore not provide a sufficient basis for analyzing feature interac-
tions. Likewise a composition calculus derived from the flow model of web services will
only be able to deal with functional composition. Different techniques will be required to
analyze integration issues caused by non-functional requirements. In the following we will
create a taxonomy of such integration issues. Their formal analysis is subject of further re-
search.

3. Feature Interaction Problem in Web Services

The feature interaction problem concerns the coordination of features or services (we won't
distinguish between features and services) such that they cooperate towards a desired result
at the application level. The root causes for feature interaction in telephony systems are
[18]:

• Conflicting goals (services with the same preconditions but incompatible goals are
in conflict, for example, services triggered by a busy extension)

• Competition for resources (services compete with each other for limited resources,
which need to be partitioned among the services)

• Changing assumptions on services (services make implicit assumptions about their
operation, which can become invalid when new services are added)

• Design evolution (services need to be added to meet new customer needs, and the
system will need to interoperate with other vendors' systems)

A classical feature interaction is the interaction between Call Waiting and Call For-
warding on Busy. Both features trigger when the receiver of a call is busy, but only one of
them should become active. This type of problem is usually resolved by introducing priori-
ties. A slightly more complex example is the interaction between Outgoing Call Screening
and Call Forwarding on No Answer. Assume Alice is on Bob's outgoing call screening list
(for instance, Alice could be the teenaged girlfriend of Bob's son Mark, and Bob does not
want him to call her). However, Mark quickly learns that he only needs to call his friend
Joe who temporarily forwards incoming calls to Alice. The solution to this type of problem
involves confirming with the originating party, Bob, if Joe's forwarding the call to Alice is
acceptable.
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However, the feature interaction problem is not limited to the telecommunications do-
main. As stated in the workshop call, the phenomenon of undesirable interactions between
components of a system can occur in any software system that is subject to changes. This is
certainly the case for service-oriented architectures. While web services promise to allow
businesses to adapt rapidly to changes in the business environment, and the needs of differ-
ent customers, the rapid introduction of new services paired with the dynamicity of the en-
vironment may also lead to undesirable interactions.

The issues of changing assumptions and design evolution are, indeed, exacerbated in
the context of web services, since web services are by definition developed by third parties
(a service knows only about itself, not its users or clients), and there is a strong incentive to
personalize web services, in particular in the context of context-aware services. Goal con-
flicts and competition for resources take on a new dimension of complexity, as the execu-
tion model for web services differs from that of telephony systems, and we are dealing with
a much more diverse set of shared resources (anything that can be identified by an URL).

In addition, in an environment where applications will be assembled dynamically from
services, we also have to consider the issue of service maintenance [12]. The business proc-
esses and web services need to be monitored, so that system failures can be detected and
localized. Expected service characteristics are usually specified in the form of service level
agreements [15].

4. Types of Feature Interactions in Web Services

The following classification of feature interactions in web services is based on the non-
functional requirements violated if an undesirable interaction occurs. Figure 2 shows the
non-functional requirements (e.g. privacy, security, and usability) we considered, and the
stakeholders (users, providers, and deployers of web services) concerned with each. The
annotations in parentheses restrict the involvement of a stakeholder to a specific aspect of a
non-functional requirement. For example, Users [Access] Security means that users are
concerned about security only as far as access to services is concerned.

Figure 2: Non-functional requirements affected by web services and their stakeholders
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Privacy. Privacy means controlling who has access to personal information sent as part of
a service request, and under what conditions. It is also concerned with in what form and
over which time frame this information is collected and stored. For example, in order to
receive personalized web services (e.g. movie recommendations), a user needs to disclose
private information (e.g. a list of movies they liked or disliked in the past). This informa-
tion is usually stored in raw form at the service provider. A recently proposed solution to
aspects of this problem is based on sending personal information in encrypted form, and
key sharing [2].

Privacy is also a concern when a request is routed through intermediate nodes before it
arrives at the service provider. A common solution is to restrict access to individual fields
of the SOAP message by encrypting them, so that nodes can only access a field for which
they have the private key [8]. Another potential source for undesirable interactions is that
current identity services such as Microsoft's Passport blur the line between authentication
of the user's identity, and managing the user's personal information. Once the user authen-
ticates with a Passport-enabled web site, all her information is shared with the site. In addi-
tion, it is unclear how to enforce privacy policies restricting the use of the user information
[4] by the identify service providers themselves (as they have access to considerable infor-
mation).

Security. Security is concerned with protecting a web service against unauthorized access.
Each of the stakeholders (providers, deployers, and users) has distinct security needs [6].
Service providers only want authorized users to access their services. Service deployers
need to provide secure storage for the web services (code and data) they host. Service users
expect that their personal information is protected from interception and corruption. Web
service registries must also ensure authorized access to service catalogs. While critical to
the operation of services, security management is often orthogonal to the primary goals of
service providers and deployers. If security measures are not properly managed, they may
actually make a system more vulnerable than a system that does not use them.

One proposed approach is to free up providers and deployers from the task of managing
the security of their services by delegating security functions (such as key management,
and authentication) to web services that are professionally configured and managed [6].
Two solution candidates are the XML Key Management Specification (XKMS) [7], which
provides key and certificate management services, and the Security Assertion Markup Lan-
guage (SAML) [16], which provides a single sign-on to an administrative domain.

Usability. Personalizing web services enhances their usability. For example, the user's
shipping address can be stored in a profile, and can be filled in automatically whenever the
user sends a purchase order request and does not provide a shipping address. Maintaining
and disclosing personal information to service providers raises privacy concerns as outlined
earlier. There is also the issue of how to best acquire a user profile. The two approaches are
to ask the user a set of questions upon first use of the service, or to learn the profile by ob-
serving the user's behavioral patterns. While not a feature interaction in the strict sense,
asking users for personal information before they have experienced the value of a service
can be annoying.

Another issue caused by personalization is that users may want to associate different
profiles with different contexts they are in (e.g. their locations, the activities they are en-
gaged in, as well as other context attributes and user preferences). The main difficulty is
detecting the user's current context from the user's behavior. Another problem is that there
is not a uniform notion of context, while current standards such as CC/PP [14] are too lim-
ited.

Predictability. The behavior of a web service must be predictable. Predictability includes
trust, and quality. At a minimum, trust implies authentication. However, simply asserting
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the identity of a service provider does not provide the user with enough information about
the experience they will get from using the service. There are two issues. First, trust is
something that can only be built over time by using a service. For example, a service for
restaurant recommendations becomes trustworthy only when its recommendations include
restaurants that the user has liked in the past (these are not redundant, but on the contrary,
the basis for trust).

Second, if there exists no prior history of interacting with a service, how can we provide
a substitute for immediate trust? Consider a business traveler who visits a new city and is
looking for a restaurant to have dinner tonight. She would have to consult a tourism web
service with which she had not interacted before. The likely solution is that the user will
interact with the service via an intermediary (portal) instead, with which she has a trusted
relationship. Even in this case, an obvious cause for user annoyance that remains is bias:
the service may only return restaurants that paid a fee to the service provider for being in-
cluded in the restaurant directory.

This brings us to the quality component of predictability. A basic limitation of dynamic
discovery as currently conceived of is that there is no means of ensuring that the service
provider correctly implements the service contract. All we can ensure is that it responds to
all of the messages defined in the service interface, including the syntax of the message
content. Still, e.g. the restaurant service may miscalculate the distance between the user and
a restaurant. As we have to treat the implementation of a service as a black box, we need to
consult other services (reputation services) that give us a rating of the service provider.
While current implementations of reputation mechanisms are geared towards human users,
nonetheless, recent research into monitoring web service level agreements [15] might pro-
vide a solution.

Interoperability. The WSDL description of a web service does not only include the mes-
sages understood by the service, but also the XML schemas for the content of those mes-
sages. One would think that this would ensure that service users and service providers agree
on the meaning of the terms in the schema. However, we cannot assume this. There is often
enough semantic ambiguity due to differences in the versions of the schema used by user
and provider, and divergent interpretations given to the same terms.

Consider the example of a <price> element in a purchase order document. If a new
version of the schema were to add a currency attribute (e.g. <price cur-
rency^ " cad" >), the service user could misinterpret the amount to pay in the invoice sent
in reply to the purchase order. Even if the service user were to check for the version of the
schema, it could interpret the price as to include shipping, whereas, in fact, it does not. In
this case, the ambiguity arises from assumptions not documented in the schema. Some of
these problems are currently studied as part of the Semantic Web effort.

Correctness. Web service composition can sometimes generate uncertain results, that is,
multiple outputs where one output was expected, or conflicting outputs (e.g. due to out-
dated information) [13]. Consider a name-to-phone service that combines a person-
name-to-address and an address-to-phone service. Assume that multiple people
can share the same address, and different people living at the same address may use differ-
ent phones. If Bob and Alice live at the same address but have different phone numbers, the
name-to-phone service would return both their phone numbers when asked for Bob's
phone number. A filter mechanism [13] can handle some of these interactions by modifying
the output of a service.

Integrity. Our notion of integrity is very specific. It is concerned with the integration of
utility services such as metering, billing, and payment that are required by businesses
whose core business is the provision of web services (that is, where web services are not
part of an existing broader business relationship). There are broader definitions of integrity
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that include such concerns as privacy, security, and data coherence, but we consider these
as separate concerns. The main issue from the feature interaction perspective is that due to
the decentralized nature of web services there is no single authority for metering, billing,
and collecting payments. Rather, each service deployer must provide its own implementa-
tion. On the other hand, these are cross-cutting concerns, affecting all services, and utility
services could be provided by specialized service providers in a similar way as discussed
for security.

Manageability. Manageability is concerned with the creation, evolution, and deployment
of services. It comprises aggregation, service description and discovery, deployment of
third-party services, and translation between service schemas. The main benefit of aggrega-
tion is that is simplifies the creation of complex services. A complex service can be defined
recursively from lower-level services provided by other parties. A purchasing service could
be created by assembling cataloging, order management, payment, and shipping services.

In the eFlow system [3], the notion of a generic service node is used to support the dy-
namic creation of composite services. Generic service nodes are not statically bound, but
include a configuration parameter that can be set to the list of actual service nodes to be
executed. eFlow will detect service nodes whose input and output data are not compatible
with the composite service definition. However, it appears that these service nodes are strict
subflows, and that eFlow does not provide ways for detecting interactions of concurrently
executing service flows.

Undesirable interactions due to non-determinism can occur at two levels in an architec-
ture for web service composition like eFlow: (1) within a generic service node, service
nodes with common preconditions will be selected for execution, but could have conflicting
goals - even if one node were selected at random, the result would be non-deterministic;
and (2) between concurrently executing flows in the same engine, if triggered by the same
preconditions. It would seem beneficial to model composite web services, and the integra-
tion of multiple concurrent web services within the same system using the methodology
proposed in [1], which describes services using UCM (Use Case Map) scenarios.

While aggregation helps manage complex service interactions, it also introduces new
ones. Some are due to non-determinism, others to predictability, interoperability, and
correctness concerns. The latter are largely a result of using third-party services that have
been designed independently (a consequence of design autonomy, and the lack execution
autonomy). Finally, translation services will be instrumental in the integration of
heterogeneous (in particular, regional) web services. However, they are also faced with the
problem that there may not always a unique correspondence between terms in the
respective vocabularies of service requesters and providers.

5. Conclusion

The integration of web services raises a number of difficult challenges, including the
description, discovery, composition, and execution of such composite services. At each
stage we may experience undesirable interactions that prevent the proper performance of a
service. These interactions take place when one service modifies or subverts the operation
of another (e.g. personalized services, which require a system to store sensitive
information, vs. an identify management service that passes on that information to service
providers in an unconstrained manner and violates the user's expectation of privacy).
However, there has been little research on managing such interactions between services.
The research that exists is limited to issues regarding the mechanics of the interaction.

We argued that service integration issues can be understood as feature interactions, and
presented an initial set of feature interactions between web services. We described these
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feature interactions in terms of the non-functional requirements violated if the interaction
occurs. The non-functional requirements we included in our analysis were privacy, security,
usability, predictability, interoperability, correctness, integrity, and manageability. For each
concern we identified potential feature interactions, and provided examples. We also gave
pointers to current solutions.

As a community, we are just at the beginning of understanding the implications of web
services on the design of distributed applications. Understanding the interactions between
web services, not just at the mechanistic level of service description languages, registries,
and messaging, but also at the level where these services can affect the performance of each
other in undesirable ways, will be one of the most important tasks. Without this understand-
ing, we believe, it will be unlikely that we will be able to deploy web services at any sig-
nificant scale.

Once we understand the sources of interactions between web services, we can also start
designing mechanisms for detecting and resolving interactions in service-oriented architec-
tures, for both design time and runtime use. Based on the experience with feature interac-
tion management in the telecommunications domain (e.g. [18][12]), we can already say
with certainty that agent-based approaches will play a significant role in their construction.
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Abstract. We demonstrate that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also
shared-control mode confusions. A mode confusion occurs when the observed be-
haviour of a technical system is out of sync with the behaviour of the user's mental
model of it. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the lit-
erature on human-computer interaction. We show that these measures can be applied
to this kind of feature interaction. We sketch several more measures for the telephony
domain.

1 Introduction

Automation surprises are ubiquitous in today's highly engineered world. We are confronted
with mode confusions in many everyday situations: When our cordless phone rings while it
is located in its cradle, we establish the line by just lifting the handset — and inadvertently
cut it when we press the hook toggle button as usual with the intention to start speaking.
We get annoyed if we once again overwrite some text in the word processor because we had
hit the "Ins"-key before (and thereby left the insert mode!) without noticing. The American
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) considers mode confusion to be a significant safety
concern in modern aircraft. For instance, consider the crash of an Airbus A320 near Stras-
bourg, France, in 1992 [1]. Probably due to heavy workload because of a last-minute path
correction demanded by the air traffic controller, the pilots confused the "vertical speed" and
the "flight path angle" modes of descent. As a result, the Air Inter machine descended far too
steeply, crashed, and 87 people were killed.

Many safety-critical systems today are so-called embedded shared-control systems. These
are interdependently controlled by an automation component and a user. Examples are mod-
ern aircraft and automobiles.

In telephony, call control is shared between users and many modern telephony features.
Some examples are call screening, call forwarding, voice mail, and credit card calling. Multi-
party features such as three-way calling let all users involved share call control to some extent.
In contrast to many shared-control systems, telephones usually are not immediately safety-
critical. Nonetheless, users expect a comparably high reliability which must not be impaired
by undesired feature interaction.

Feature interaction occurs when one feature modifies or subverts the operation of another
one. The above mode confusion example of the auto off-hook feature and the hook toggle
button feature also demonstrates an undesired interaction between these two features. The
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feature interaction benchmark of Cameron el al. [2] presents examples for many different
kinds of feature interactions (see Sect. 3).

We found that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also shared-control
mode confusions. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the lit-
erature on human-computer interaction. We now show that these measures can be applied to
this kind of feature interaction.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces to mode confusions. In Section 3,
we investigate the well-known feature interaction benchmark [2] and discuss the mode confu-
sions we found there. Section 4 presents a definition of mode confusion adapted to telephony,
and in Section 5 we show how the notion of mode confusion can help against undesired
feature interactions. Section 6 summarizes our paper and discusses future work.

2 Mode Confusions

2.1 What is a Mode Confusion ?

Humans use mental models when they interact with technical systems in general, and with
automated systems in particular. This is generally agreed upon in cognitive science [3]. Un-
fortunately there is an additional, completely different meaning for the notion "mental model"
in the pertinent literature. We refer to the one introduced by Norman [4]: a mental model rep-
resents the user's knowledge about a technical system, it consists of a naive theory of the
system's behaviour.

An explicit description of a mental model can be derived, according to Rushby [3]. It can
be represented, e. g., in form of a state machine with modes and mode transitions. We can
extract it from training material, from user interviews, or by user observation. Canas el al. [5]
survey work on this and show in three experiments with 140 participants how exposing users
to different knowledge elicitation tasks allows to figure out their mental models. Rushby
qualifies his statement by conceding that it is difficult and expensive to extract the mental
models of the individual users. Fortunately, this is neither necessary for his nor for our work.
We are interested in representative examples of mental models. Our goal is to design the
system such that as many users as possible will construct an adequate mental model.

A mental model can sometimes change over time, but this does not conflict with our goal
of mode confusion prevention. The user's knowledge changes when he/she learns or forgets.
When the user's mental model changes after we have extracted and documented it, we cannot
predict the behaviour of the user correctly anymore. But we are not interested in any particular
user's behaviour. Again, we are interested in improving the design of the technical system in
order to ease its use in general.

The mental model which is the user's long-term knowledge is different from the user's
current working abstraction of this mental model. When performing a task, the user concen-
trates on the part of his/her knowledge which he/she assumes to be relevant [5].

Interestingly, no publication defines the notions of "mode" and "mode confusion" rigor-
ously [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] in a recent survey of ours [17]. We therefore
propose such a rigorous definition of "mode" and "mode confusion" for safety-critical sys-
tems in that work. We sketch it in the following.

Some researchers in the Human Factors (HF) community will disagree with our rigorous
definitions [17] at certain points, but this does not matter for the investigation of mode con-
fusions in telephony feature interactions. Different researchers in the HF community have a
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slightly different intuitive understanding of mode and mode confusion (and we are part of
that). We proposed our rigorous definitions as a base for discussion. They enable to pinpoint
the differences and to resolve them by discussion in the HF community.

We must use a black-box view of a running technical system for the definition. This is
because the user of such a system has a strict black-box view of it and because we want to
solve the user's problems. As a consequence, we can observe (only) the environment of the
technical system. When something relevant happens in the environment, we call this an event.

The technical system has been constructed according to some requirements document
REQ. We can describe REQ entirely in terms of observable events, by referring to the history
of events until the current point of time. For this description, no reference to an internal
state is necessary. Usually, several histories of events are equivalent with respect to what
should happen in the future. Such equivalences can greatly simplify the description of the
behaviour required, since we might need to state only a few things about the history in order
to characterise the situation.

During any run of the technical system, it is in one specific state at any point of time. The
(possibly infinite) state transition system specified by REQ defines the admissible system
runs.

We call the user's mental model of the technical system REQM. Ideally, REQM should
be the same as REQ. During any run of the technical system, REQM is also in one specific
state at any point of time. You may think of the behaviour of REQM as a "parallel universe"
in the user's mind. Ideally, it is tightly coupled to reality.

Our approach is based on the motto "the user must not be surprised". This is an important
design goal for shared-control systems. We must make sure that the reality does not exhibit
any behaviour which cannot occur according to the mental model of it. Additionally, the user
must not be surprised because something expected does not happen. When the mental model
prescribes some behaviour as necessary, reality must not refuse to perform it. For example
after dialling a number, a phone must either produce an alert tone or a busy tone, and it must
never ring itself.

The rule of non-surprise means that the relationship between the reality and the user's
mental model of it must be a relationship of implementation to specification. The reality
should do exactly what the mental model prescribes, no less and no more. In case that the
user does not know what to expect, but knows that he/she does not know, then the reality is
free to take any of the choices. A common example is that the user does not know the exact
point of time at which the technical system will react to an event, within some limits.

We can describe such an implementation/specification relationship formally by a refine-
ment relation. Many formalisms have been proposed for this. We use CSP [18, 19]. It is
one suitable formalism with suitable tool support. In CSP, failure refinement is precisely the
relation described above.

In CSP, one describes the externally visible behaviour of a system by a so-called process.
Processes are defined over events. CSP offers a set of operators. One can use them to specify
processes. CSP also provides a number of refinement operators. There is a precise formal
semantics for all of this [18].

The user does not always notice when the behaviour of his/her mental model REQM is
not the same as that of the reality REQ. This is because the user's mind does not take part in
any event in the environment. The user perceives the reality through his/her senses only.

The user's senses SENSE translate from the set of events in the environment to a set of
events in the user's mind. SENSE is not perfect. Therefore we must distinguish these two
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sets. For example, the user might not hear a signal tone in the phone due to loud surrounding
noise. Or the user might not listen to all of a lengthy announcement text, or he/she might not
understand the language of the announcement. At the very least, there is always a larger-than-
zero delay between any environment event and the respective mental event. In all these cases,
what happens in reality, as described by REQ, is different from what happens according to
the user's perception of it, as described by SENSE(REQ).1

The user is surprised only if the perceived reality does not behave the same as his/her
expectations. This is why the user does not always notice a difference between the actual
reality REQ and the "parallel universe" REQM in his/her mind.

We cannot compare the perceived reality SENSE(REQ) to the mental model of the reality
REQM directly. They are defined over different sets of events (mental/environment). We need
a translation.

The user has a mental model of his/her own senses SENSEM. SENSEM translates the
behaviour of the mental model of the technical system REQM into events in the user's mind.
It does this in the same fashion as SENSE does it for REQ.

The user's knowledge about the restrictions and imprecisions of his/her own senses is also
part of SENSEM. Ideally, the user should know about them precisely, such that SENSEM and
SENSE are the same. The user is not surprised if the process SENSE(REQ) is a failure
refinement of the process SENSEM(REQM).2

Our definition of mode confusion [17] concentrates on the safety-relevant aspects of the
technical system. This is because traditionally the safety-critical systems community has per-
ceived mode confusions as a problem.

When the user concentrates on safety, he/she performs an on-the-fly simplification of
his/her mental model REQM towards the safety-relevant part REQsAFE- This helps him/her
to analyse the current problem with the limited mental capacity. Psychological studies show
that users always adapt their current mental model of the technical system according to the
specific task they carry out [5]. The "initialisation" of this adaptation process is the static
part of their mental model, the so-called "conceptual model" [20]. This model represents the
user's knowledge about the system and is stored in the long term memory.

Analogously to the abstraction performed by the user, we perform a simplification of the
requirements document REQ to the safety-relevant part of it REQSAFE. REQSAFE can be
either an explicit, separate chapter of REQ, or we can express it implicitly by specifying an
abstraction function, i.e., by describing which aspects of REQ are safety-relevant. We ab-
stract REQ out of three reasons: REQgAFE is defined over a set of abstracted events, and it
can be compared to another description only if it is defined over the same abstracted set; we
would like to establish the correctness of the safety-relevant part without having to investi-
gate the correctness of the entire mental model REQM; and our model-checking tool support
demands that the descriptions are restricted to certain complexity limits.

We express the abstraction functions mathematically in CSP by functions over processes.
Mostly, such an abstraction function maps an entire set of events onto a single abstracted
event. Other transformations are hiding (or concealment [19]) and renaming. But the formal-
ism also allows for arbitrary transformations of behaviours; a simple example being a certain

'One must also distinguish between what happens in reality and what happens according to the software's
perception of it, due to imperfect input/output devices. But these software events are not relevant here since we
must view the technical system as a black-box.

2In [17], we used the name MMOD for SENSEM(REQM). We did not define SENSEM and REQM sepa-
rately. We now make a distinction between these two different kinds of mental model for clarity.
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Figure 1: Relationships between the different refinement relations.

event sequence pattern mapped onto a new abstract event. We use the abstraction functions
AR for REQ and AM for REQM, respectively.

The relation SENSE must be abstracted in an analogous way to SENSEsAFE- They are
relations from processes over environment events to processes over mental events. It should
have become clear by now that SENSESAFE needs to be rather true, i.e., a bijection which
does no more than some renaming of events. If SENSEsAFE is "lossy", we are already bound
to experience mode confusion problems. SENSE^FE accordingly is the user's mental model
ofSENSEsAFE-

Figure 1 shows the relationships among the different descriptions. In order not to surprise
the user with respect to safety, there must be a failure refinement relation on the abstract level
between SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and SENSE^AFE(REQ^AFE).

We defined the notion of mode confusion rigorously [17]. The central definition is:

Definition 1 (Mode confusion) A mode confusion between
SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and SENSE^AFE(REQ^AFE) occurs if and only if
SENSEsAFE(REQSAFE) is not a failure refinement of SENSE^AFE(REQ^AFE), i.e., iff
SENSE^AFE(REQ^AFE) £F SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) .

We also defined the notion of mode rigorously [17]. A mode is a just state, but we reserve
the word for the "states" of abstracted descriptions, i.e., of SENSEsAFE(REQsApE) and of
SENSE^FE(REQ^AFE). A state (or mode) is a potential future behaviour. We can distinguish
two states (or two modes) of a system only if the system may behave differently in the future.
This is because of the black-box view. For two different modes, there must be a safety-relevant
difference. We omit the further details here.

Every time REQ^p^ changes, one must decide anew whether a mode confusion occurs.
Our definition of mode confusion is based on the (rather strong) assumption that REQ^p^ is
stable over time. The user generates REQg^pj; on-the-fly from REQM and must re-generate
it later when he/she needs it again. This re-generation might lead to a different result. In
particular, the re-generation requires the user's recollection of the current mode. A user's
lapse [21] here can result in a mode confusion. This happens when the user selects a mode as
initial mode which does not match the reality's current mode.

2.2 What Can We Do Against Mode Confusion Problems?

Rushby proposes a procedure to develop automated systems which pays attention to the mode
confusion problem [3]. The main part of his method is the integration and iteration of a
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model-checking based consistency check and the mental model reduction process introduced
by [22, 6].

Vakil and Hansman, Jr. [23] recommend three approaches to reduce mode confusion po-
tential in modern aircraft: pilot training, enhanced feedback via an improved interface, and,
most substantial, a new design process (ODP, for operator directed design process) for future
aircraft developments. ODP aims at reducing the complexity of the pilot's task, which may
involve a reduction of functionality.

Our definitions allow us to classify mode confusion problems, to derive recommendations
from the classification for avoiding some of the problems, and we can also use the definitions
as a foundation for detecting mode confusions [17].

We classify mode confusion problems into four classes:

1. Mode confusion problems which arise from an incorrect observation of the technical
system or its environment. This may have physical or psychological reasons.

2. Mode confusion problems which arise from incorrect knowledge of the human. The in-
correct knowledge may be either about the technical system or its environment, or about
the human's own senses.

3. Mode confusion problems which arise from the incorrect abstraction of the user's knowl-
edge to the safety-relevant aspects of it.

4. Mode confusion problems which arise from an incorrect processing of the abstracted
mental model by the user. This can be a memory lapse or a "rule-based" mistake [21],
i. e., a mode transition that is not part of the model.3

The above causes of mode confusion problems lead directly to some recommendations
for avoiding them. In order to avoid an incorrect observation of the technical system and its
environment, we must check that the user can physically observe all safety-relevant environ-
ment events, and we must check that the user's senses are sufficiently precise to ensure an
accurate translation of these environment events to mental events. If this is not the case, then
we must change the system requirements. We must add an environment event controlled by
the machine and observed by the user which indicates the corresponding software input event.
In order to avoid an incorrect observation because of a psychological reason, we must check
that observed safety-relevant environment events become conscious reliably.

Establishing a correct knowledge of the user about the technical system and its environ-
ment can be achieved by documenting the requirements of them rigorously. This enables us
to produce user training material, such as a manual, which is complete with respect to func-
tionality. This training material must not only be complete but also learnable. Complexity
is an important learning obstacle. Therefore, the requirements of the technical system should
allow as little non-deterministic internal choices as possible, since tracking all alternative out-
comes is complex. This generalises and justifies the recommendation by others to eliminate
"implicit mode changes" [13, 11]. We can eliminate a non-deterministic internal choice by
the same measure as used against an incorrect physical observation: we add an environment
event controlled by the machine which indicates the software's choice.

3In [17], we viewed this cause as part of the "incorrect knowledge" cause. We now prefer to distinguish the
different kinds of human error identified by Reason [21].
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Improving the user's knowledge about his/her own senses has little potential for avoiding
mode confusion problems. If the user knows that some things may happen, but he/she cannot
perceive them, then they are non-deterministic choices to the user's mind. Again, the user will
have difficulties with the complexity of tracking alternative outcomes. We can improve the
technical system's design if we not only avoid incorrect observations but also such incomplete
observations. The concrete measures are similar to those against incorrect observations.

Ensuring a correct mental abstraction process is mainly a psychological question and
mostly beyond our scope. Our work leads to the basic recommendation to either write an
explicit, rigorous safety-relevance requirements document or to indicate the safety-relevant
aspects clearly in the general requirements document. The latter is equivalent to making ex-
plicit the safety-relevance abstraction function for the machine AR. Either measure facilitates
to produce training material which helps the user to concentrate on safety-relevant aspects.

Incorrect processing of the abstracted model by the user is a human error. Reason [21]
distinguishes three basic types of human error: skill-based slips and lapses, rule-based mis-
takes, and knowledge-based mistakes. Slips appear as incorrect observation for psychological
reasons in our classification, and knowledge-based mistakes appear as incorrect knowledge.
Lapses and rule-based mistakes cause incorrect processing. The design of a system that avoids
them is again a psychological question and mostly beyond our scope. Reason [21] surveys
advices for reducing the human error risk.

Our definitions form a foundation for detecting mode confusions by model-checking. We
model-checked successfully an autonomous wheelchair for mode confusion problems [24].

3 Mode Confusion Problems in the Feature Interaction Benchmark

We found that a considerable number of undesired telephony feature interactions in the fea-
ture interaction benchmark of Cameron et al. [2] are also shared-control mode confusions.
The benchmark was written by practitioners from the telecom industry. It provides represen-
tative examples of a broad range of undesired feature interactions.

The remainder of this section contains a description and a discussion of those feature
interaction examples that are also mode confusion problems. All descriptions of feature in-
teractions are quoted from Cameron et al. [2] (except one variant in Section 3.3 and one extra
example of ours in Section 3.11). For completeness, we also briefly sketch the wide range of
causes from the other feature interaction examples.

We use an informal notion of mode confusion in our discussion here that does not abstract
the system to its safety-relevant aspects. This would not make sense for telephony. We discuss
this aspect in Section 4 below.

Table 1 summarizes the mode confusions we found in the feature interaction benchmark.
There are 12 mode confusion problems in 8 of the 22 examples of the feature interaction
benchmark. This shows that mode confusions are definitely a relevant cause for feature inter-
action problems. (Obviously, there are other causes, too. We discuss them briefly in the end
of this section.)

3.1 Example 2 - Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling (CW & TWC)

Description [2]. "The signalling capability of customer premises equipment (CPE) is lim-
ited. As a result, the same signal can mean different things depending on which feature is
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Table 1: a summary of the mode confusions found in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameron et al.

benchmark
example no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

benchmark
example ID

CW&AC

CW&TWC

911&TWC

TCS&ARC

OCS&ANC

Operator&OCS

CCC&VM

MBS-ED&CENTREX

CF&OCS

CW&PCS

OCS&MDNL-DR

number of
mode

confusions

-

2

1

-

-

2

-

-

1

benchmark
example no.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

benchmark
example ID

OCS&CF/2

CW&ACB

CW&CW

CW&TWC/2

CND&UN

CF&CF

ACB&ARC

LDC&MRC

Hotel

Billing

AIN&POTS

number of
mode

confusions

-

-

2

1

-

-

1

2

-

anticipated. For example, a flash-hook signal (generated by hanging up briefly or depressing
a 'tap' button) issued by a busy party could mean to start adding a third party to an established
call (Three-Way Calling) or to accept a connection attempt from a new caller while putting
the current conversation on hold (Call Waiting). Suppose that during a phone conversation
between A and B, an incoming call from C has arrived at the switching element for A's line
and triggered the Call Waiting feature that A subscribes to. However, before being alerted by
the call-waiting tone, A has flashed the hook, intending to initiate a three-way call. Should the
flash-hook be considered the response for Call-Waiting, or an initiation signal for Three-Way
Calling?"

Discussion. This feature interaction can be resolved by a precedence rule. An activated
Call-Waiting feature should have a higher precedence than the Three-Way Calling feature,
with respect to the interpretation of the flash-hook. This allows both features to work most of
the time without introducing a new user signal.

The mode confusion problem in the above particular situation remains, though. The mode
of the switching element has changed, but the user issuing the flash-hook signal has not yet
noticed it. He/she therefore will be surprised by an unexpected reaction of the system.

The cause of the mode confusion is a race condition between the notification tone for the
mode change and the user signal. (A mode change not apparent to the user is called an implicit
mode change in the literature on human-computer interaction [13, 11].) When A plans how to
perform the three-way call, A will use his/her knowledge about the behaviour of the system,
but he/she will concentrate on the "relevant" part for efficiency. This will probably make A
exclude the Call Waiting feature, even when A usually is aware of it. The result is the mode
confusion in which A expects a dial tone but is connected to the new party instead.

A careful user A can avoid the mode confusion, but still remains in an uncomfortable
situation. A must expect a non-deterministic reaction of the system to the flash-hook signal.
A can find out the actual current mode only by waiting a short amount of time whether a dial
tone becomes audible. Only after this re-synchronization, A can either proceed with his/her
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plan, or adjust it to the new situation of an incoming call.

3.2 Example 2b - Plain Old Telephone Service and Plain Old Telephone Service
(POTS & POTS)

There is another mode confusion problem in the same example of the benchmark. Cameron
et al. do not consider it as a feature interaction for the technical reason that no incremental
features to the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) are involved.

Description, continued [2]. "A similar situation occurs when lifting a handset is interpreted
as accepting the incoming call, even though the user's intention is to initiate a call - remember
the cases when one picks up the phone in the absence of ringing and somebody is already at
the other end of the line. The call processing is behaving just as it was designed to, but some
users may be momentarily puzzled."

Discussion. This mode confusion is very similar to the previous one. The cause for the
mode confusion is the same.

3.3 Example 3-911 and Three-Way Calling (911 & TWC)

The following example has been presented by several other authors in a more dangerous and
also more concise variant. We also include this variant, using our own words.

Description [2]. "A Three-Way Calling subscriber must put the second party on hold be-
fore bringing a third party into the conversation. However, the 911 feature4 prevents anyone
from putting a 911 operator on hold. Suppose that A wishes to aid a distressed friend B by
connecting B to a 911 operator using the Three-Way Calling service. If A calls B first and
then calls 911, A can establish the three-way call, since A still has control of putting B on
hold before calling 911. However, if A calls 911 first, then A cannot put the 911 operator on
hold to call B; therefore A cannot make the three-way call. [... ]"

Description of a more dangerous variant (911 and Consultation Call). "A calls B; B
suddenly gets distressed, and A does a successful Consultation Call to the 911 operator. Then
A wants to switch back to B for further information, but A can't do this because A first must
put the 911 operator on hold, which is prevented by the 911 feature."

Discussion. The second scenario in the upper description where A cannot make the desired
Three-Way Call is a mode confusion. A would succeed in a normal call, but does not in
a 911 call. It is likely that A is not aware of the mode change concerning call control in
an emergency situation. Again, when A plans the three-way call, A will concentrate on the
"relevant" part of the behaviour of the features for efficiency. A does not intend to play tricks
on the 911 operator and therefore excludes call control aspects from his abstracted mental
model of the system.

4In North America, dialling 911 connects to an emergency service.
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Discussion of the variant. The system and the abstracted mental model of it of A are
clearly in different modes here. The cause is the same as for the mode confusion above. A
correct plan for A would have been to initiate a Three-Way Calling call instead of a Consul-
tation Call.

3.4 Example 7 - Credit-Card Calling and Voice-Mail service (CCC & VM)

Description [2]. "Instead of hanging up and then dialling the long distance access code
again, many credit-card calling services instruct callers to press [#] for placing another credit-
card call. On the other hand, to access voice mail messages from phones other than his/her
own, a subscriber of some Voice-Mail service such as Aspen can (1) dial the Aspen service
number, (2) listen to the introductory prompt (instruction), (3) press [#] followed by the mail-
box number and passcode to indicate that the caller is the subscriber, and then (4) proceed to
check messages. However, when a customer places a credit-card call to Aspen, the customer
does not know exactly when the Credit-Card Calling feature starts passing signals to Aspen
instead of interpreting them itself. Suppose that A has frequently called Aspen and knows
how to interact with Aspen. When A places a credit-card call to Aspen, A may hit [#] imme-
diately without waiting for the Aspen's introductory prompt. However, the [#] signal could
be intercepted by the credit-card call feature; hence it is interpreted as an attempt to make a
second call."

Discussion. The abstracted mental model of the system already has switched to the voice
mail mode, while the system still is in credit-card mode. The user wanted to plan a shortcut
in the voice mail service. In order to do this, he constructed an abstraction of the relevant
parts of the telephone system. But in the abstraction step he made the mistake of dropping
the entire Credit-Card Calling feature, even though it was still latently active.

Even with a correct abstraction, a potential for mode confusion remains. The user cannot
observe when the system switches from credit-card mode to voice-mail mode. This happens
somewhere between dialling the last digit of the Aspen access number and the end of Aspen's
introductory prompt. We have an implicit mode change, again. The user can re-synchronize
only by waiting, as above.

3.5 Example 10 - Call Waiting and Personal Communication Services (CW & PCS)

Description [2]. "Call Waiting is a feature assigned to a directory number. However, Call
Waiting uses the status of the line with which the number is associated to determine whether
the feature should be activated: at present in a public switched telephone network, if a non-
ISDN line is in use, then it is busy; a second call to the same line will trigger the switching
element to send out a call-waiting tone. PCS5 customers may not all be subscribers of Call
Waiting. Suppose that X and Y are both PCS customers currently registered with the same
CPE6; X has Call Waiting but Y does not. We further assume that Y is on the phone when
somebody calls X. Since X has Call Waiting and the line is busy, the new call triggers the
Call Waiting feature of X. But is it legitimate to send the call-waiting alert through the line to
interrupt Y's call? If not, then X's Call Waiting feature is ignored."

5personal communication services
6customer premises equipment
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Discussion, If Y is alerted, this will cause a mode confusion for Y due to incorrect knowl-
edge about the system. Y has no Call Waiting and does not know about the additional alerting
mode the system can get into. When Y is alerted, Y probably does not know how to leave the
mode that causes this annoying signal.

Personal Communication Services (PCS) will show mode confusions when combined
with several other features, too. When a user shares a line with other users through PCS,
his/her mental model of the system must also comprise a significant part of the features of the
other users. Since this often will not be the case, the system can easily get into modes he/she
does not know of, similar as in the above example.

3.6 Example 14 - Call Waiting and Call Waiting (CW & CW)

We have two mode confusion problems here.

Description, first part [2]. "Call Waiting allows a subscriber to put the other party on hold.
However, it does not protect the subscriber from being put on hold. Confusion can arise when
two parties exercise this type of control concurrently. Suppose that both A and B have Call
Waiting, and A has put B on hold to talk to C. While on hold, B decides to flash the hook to
answer an incoming call from D, which puts A on hold as well. If A then flashes the hook
expecting to get back to the conversation with B, A will be on hold instead, unless either B
also flashes the hook to return to a conversation with A or D hangs up automatically returning
B to a conversation with A."

Discussion. A's mental model of the system does not include the possibility of being put
on hold while exercising the Call Waiting feature. This incorrect knowledge about the system
causes the mode confusion.

Description, second part [2]. "An ambiguous situation arises, when B hangs up on the
conversation with D while A is still talking to C; there are two separate contexts in which to
interpret B's action. Assume that CW1 refers to the Call Waiting call among C-A-B and CW2
refers to the one among A-B-D. According to the specification of Call Waiting, in the context
of CW2 B will be rung back (because A is still on hold) and, upon answering, become the
held party in the CW1 context and hear nothing. But in the context of CW1 the termination B
will be interpreted as simply a disconnection, thus A and C are placed in a normal two-way
conversation, and B is idled. The question is: Should B be rung back or should B be idled?"

Discussion. B's incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a mode con-
fusion. The incomplete requirements specification for this combinations of features must be
disambiguated by the implementers, in one way or the other. The choice is not obvious. User
B must also disambiguate the situation, but may well take the opposite choice, even without
noticing that there are others. In case that B expects to be idled after hanging up, but actually
is rung back, this results in a mode confusion for B. B interprets the ringing as a new incom-
ing call but then hears nothing when answering. In case that B is idled but expects to be rung
back, this results in a period of mode confusion while B waits to be called back in vain.
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3.7 Example 15 - Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling (revisited) (CW & TWC /2)

Description [2]. "Consider how Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling might interact in the
situations where a user can exercise both features simultaneously on the same line. The call
control relationship can now become quite complicated. Suppose that A has both Call Waiting
and Three-Way Calling, and A is talking to B. Now C calls A, so A uses Call Waiting to put
B on hold and talks to C. A may decide to have B join his conversation with C, so he puts
C on hold, makes a second call to B, and after B answers the call with Call Waiting, A
brings C back into the conversation to establish a three-way call. There are three contexts in
this establishment: a Call Waiting call and a Three-Way Calling call, both established by A
among B-A-C, and a Call Waiting call established by B as A-B-A. Now, if B hangs up, then
according to the contexts established by A, the session becomes a two-way call between A
and C; according to the contexts established by B though, B should get a ring-back because
B still has A on hold."

Discussion. B's incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a mode con-
fusion exactly as in the previous example.

3.8 Example 19- Long distance calls and Message Rate Charge services (LDC & MRC)

Description [2]. "Each long distance call consists of at least three segments - two local
accesses at each end and one provided by an interexchange carrier in between. Should a
customer be charged for the segments that have been successfully completed even if the call
did not reach its final destination? Would it be counted as one unit toward the total local units
allowed per month for a Message Rate Charge service?"

Discussion. First of all, this is a problem of ambiguous requirements, but there can also be a
mode confusion because .of incorrect knowledge about the behaviour of the system. Because
of the difficult billing questions, the user can easily have false expectations on the behaviour.
A call segment may be in a charged connection mode earlier than expected. The user will
notice this confusion only much later, when he receives the bill. For example, he might be
charged for long distance call attempts that he knows were never completed. An overrun of
the allowed Message Rate Charge units could in principle also be a surprise, but it is much
less likely that the user really counts all his local calls.

3.9 Example 20 - Calling from hotel rooms (Hotel)

Description [2]. "Many hotels contract with independent vendors to collect access charges
for calls originated from phones in their premises. Without being able to access to the status
of call connections, some billing applications developed by these vendors use a fixed amount
of time to determine if a call is complete or not - thus one can be billed for incomplete calls
that rang a long time, or not billed for very short duration calls (even long distance)."

Discussion. This is another mode confusion with a particularly long delay. The user will
detect it several days later when paying the hotel bill. The cause is incorrect knowledge about
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the behaviour of the system. The user is usually not informed about the unusual way to de-
termine the start of billing by a timer and incorrectly assumes that completing a connection
starts billing. In case that the user knows the behaviour of the system correctly, a mode con-
fusion due to the implicit state change can still occur, that is, due to incorrect observation.
This happens when the system and the user perceive a call duration just below / just above
the threshold due to imprecise time measurement.

3.10 Benchmark Feature Interactions Which are No Mode Confusions

The remaining examples present undesired feature interactions with a wide range of causes.
Often, there are ambiguous, incomplete, or conflicting requirements. In some examples, the
restrictions of the current implementation cause a problem, or the implementation is just
deficient. In all of these examples, there are either no surprising modes, or the user is not
actively involved.

3.11 A Non-Benchmark Example - Key Lock and Volume Adjust (Lock & Vol)

This example is not from the benchmark, but its causes are particularly interesting with re-
spect to our classification. Our colleague Axel Lankenau experienced this problem, we report
it here.

Description (by ourselves). "Our colleague's mobile phone has the feature to lock its keys.
This prevents unintended commands while carrying it in the pocket. The lock mode is indi-
cated permanently by a small key symbol on the display. The lock can be released only by
pressing the pound key for a long time. If any key is pressed, the lock mode is shown clearly
on the display ("press '#' to unlock"), such that the user knows that he must unlock the phone
before any further usage. There is one exception to the lock: when the phone rings, the user
can press the hook button to accept the call. The phone remains locked otherwise. The phone
also has two buttons at the side of its case which allow to adjust the volume of the speaker.
It happened that our colleague carried his phone in the pocket in locked mode, and the phone
rang. He took out the phone, pressed the hook button to accept the call, and held the phone to
his ear. He then noticed that the volume level was not right and tried to adjust it. This did not
work, and it surprised and annoyed him."

Discussion. This problem has three causes: incorrect processing by the user, incorrect ob-
servation for psychological reasons, and incorrect observation for physical reasons. First,
there was a slip of memory when our colleague did not remember that his phone was in
locked mode after some time of non-use. This was incorrect processing. Second, he commit-
ted a lapse as he did not look at the display while accepting the call. He can do it without
looking and therefore missed to check the mode. This was an incorrect observation for psy-
chological reasons. Afterwards, he could not see the display of the phone while it was close
to his ear. This was an incorrect observation for physical reasons.

A solution to the problem could be: when the user presses any key in the locked mid-call
mode, the phone not only shows a textual warning message, but also generates an unambigu-
ous warning beep tone. Another solution could be to redesign (and weaken) the lock feature
such that it releases the lock entirely when the user accepts a call.
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Table 2: the causes of the mode confusions in the benchmark and of our one extra example.
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4 Does the Safety-Critical System's Notion of Mode Confusion Work in Telephony?

4.1 Is the Classification of Causes Useful For Telephony?

Our classification of causes for mode confusions in safety-critical systems shows a distribu-
tion of causes in telephony which is still reasonable. Table 2 classifies all mode confusions
in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameron el al. [2] and also our one extra example
according to their causes. The dominant cause is incorrect knowledge of the user about the
system (7 cases). Also important is an incorrect abstraction of the user's knowledge to the
relevant parts of it (4 cases). Rare is an incorrect observation by the user (1 case). One cause
does not appear in the benchmark, but in our extra example: incorrect processing by the user
(1 case). This extra example also shows more incorrect observations by the user (2 cases).
One cause does not appear at all: incorrect knowledge of the user about his/her own senses.

Two of the four classes appear to be less important for telephony: incorrect observation
by the user and incorrect processing by the user. One can suspect that this is only because
the authors of the benchmark concentrated on "technical" problems and were not interested
in human factors problems. But we would need more empirical data to support this.

If incorrect observations should not be relevant, this is not a problem for our approach.
The observation relation SENSE just becomes a one-to-one mapping. It must remain nev-
ertheless in the rigorous definition of mode confusion. It ensures "type correctness" for the
events.

If incorrect processing by the user should occur only rarely, this is even an advantage
for our approach. The user then sticks more closely to the mental model on which our mode
confusion analysis is based.

4.2 What Does Not Fit?

Our definition of mode confusion for safety-critical systems does not fit nicely for telephone
switching systems with one respect: the user does not abstract to safety-relevant aspects of
the system, but to the set of telephony features which are relevant currently.

4.3 How Can We Adapt the Definition to Telephone Switching Systems?

We must use a different kind of abstraction. The telephone user does not abstract to the
safety-relevant behaviour REQ^FE. Instead, the user abstracts his/her knowledge about the
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behaviour of the telephone switching system REQM to the behaviour REQR of those features
which are "relevant".

The relevant features are those that are currently active or can become active. They must
be active for the user considered and in the scope of time considered. A feature is active if
it can contribute to the visible behaviour of the system. A feature can be activated either by
the user considered or by another user in the telephone network. The relevant scope of time
ends when all features involved become inactive. Often this is the end of the current call.
Sometimes, the scope of time is not limited at all, if the effects of a feature's behaviour are
permanent. An example is the billing of calls from hotel rooms. The money spent will never
return.

We can abstract the actual behaviour of the entire telephone switching system REQ to
the behaviour of the relevant features REQR in the same way as the user abstracts REQM to
REQjf. The same holds for SENSE/SENSER and SENSEM/SENSEff. We need all these for
the adapted definition of mode confusion. The same criterion for the relevance of a feature
applies. The adapted definition is:

Definition 2 (Mode confusion in telephony) A mode confusion in telephony between
SENSER(REQR) and SENSED(REQ^) occurs if and only if
SENSER(REQR) is not a failure refinement of SENSED(REQjJ), i.e., iff
SENSED(REQjf) £F SENSER(REQR).

5 How Can the Notion of Mode Confusion Help Against Feature Interactions?

Attention to mode confusions helps to design features and sets of features with less undesired
surprises,

The design should help the user to abstract his/her mental model. The correct abstrac-
tion to the relevant features is difficult for a user. Table 2 shows this. In particular, it is difficult
to determine which features are active currently.

Enhanced feedback helps. The system must notify the user when a feature becomes active
or inactive. For example remember the interaction between credit-card calling and voice mail
in benchmark example 7. The announcement of the voice mail service must make clear the
point of time from which on voice mail commands may be entered. The credit card feature
must announce from which point of time on its command processing is suspended. Unfor-
tunately, we cannot improve the feedback by a richer hardware interface, for example with
many indicator lights. The hardware costs prevent us from installing better customer premises
equipment everywhere. Improved switch-side feedback is possible, though. An example are
announcements.

The designer of a new feature must always check if it is obvious to the user whether the
feature is active or not. The designer must also check whether the user perceives the feature
as a single entity. If necessary, the design must be changed.

Correct abstraction is easier if the active features are simple and if only a few are active.

The design should limit the complexity of the abstracted mental model. Two factors in
particular increase this complexity: a long duration of feature activation and non-determinism.

The longer a feature is active, the higher is the chance that its period of activity overlaps
the period of activity of other features. This increases the number of features that the user
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must include into his/her abstracted mental model. A feature should terminate its activity
after the end of a call, if possible. The purpose of some features does not allow this. In this
case the user should get appropriate feedback on the set of active features, at least.

It is difficult for a user to interpret an observed sequence of events correctly on a non-
deterministic model. This requires to follow simultaneously several alternative paths in the
model. It can exhaust a user's mental memory capacity soon. The system therefore must give
the user an immediate feedback signal about any internal choice that changes its behaviour.

A distributed system such as the telephone network inherently exhibits a lot of non-
determinism to the individual user. The user cannot perceive what other users do. The user's
senses SENSE mask out all telephone usage events in the world except of the local events.
Again, feedback for relevant events is necessary. For example, remember the interaction of
the call waiting feature and the three-way calling feature in the benchmark example 2. It
persists even after a precedence rule has been added. We can avoid the problematic race con-
dition if the newly activated call waiting feature proceeds in two steps: first, it informs the
user about its activation. Second, only after it has completed this, it accepts hook flashes. For
this, the feature could either use two signals with, e. g., a delay of one second, or it could just
make the system ignore hook flashes for one second, starting with the signal tone, until the
user must have noticed the mode change.

The design should help the user to know the system correctly. A prospective user must
be able to learn the behaviour of a feature easily. Either it must be intuitive to use, or the
user must be trained suitably. Our telephone provider offers us a few use-cases only as the
description of a newly provisioned feature. These leave many questions about the behaviour
open. Research on better teaching material is required here.

A feature must be redesigned if the user cannot learn its behaviour. An example is the
activation of Call Waiting (CW) and Personal Communication Services (PCS) on the line of
another PCS user not subscribed to CW (example 10 in the benchmark). CW-PCS must not
"hi-jack" the line without telling its current user what is going on.

An improved development process. The operator directed design process OOP for avion-
ics by Vakil and Hansman, Jr. [23] produces the user training material even before the soft-
ware specification. If the system appears to be difficult to handle for its users, it is redesigned
immediately. The same process can be applied to telephone switching.

Rushby [3] proposes an iterated development process for shared-control systems which
model-checks an abstracted system against an abstracted mental model. The mental model is
derived from the user training material such that it matches the mental model of an average
user. The goal is to detect potential for mode confusions early. Our rigorous definition of
mode confusion is a suitable foundation for such a tool supported development process, both
for shared-control systems and in telephony.

A potential obstacle for this model-checking approach is the complexity of a complete
telephone switching system. The analysis might be infeasible because of the state space ex-
plosion problem. A potential solution is to analyse small sets of features at a time. We need
statistical information for this about which features are used together most often. These com-
binations are most likely to annoy customers if they are prone to mode confusions.
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Online mode confusion detection and resolution. Shared-control systems can be de-
signed with an "intelligent" interface component. This component monitors the behaviour
of both the rest of the system and of the user. If it detects potential for mode confusion in the
current situation, it becomes active and resolves the problem. For example, it may give the
user additional information about the mode in which the system currently is. When there is
no problem ahead, it is silent and does not distract the user. It detects mode confusions online,
at run-time. In each situation, the component model-checks the currently active features only.
We do not need to model-check the entire system. This reduces the complexity of the anal-
ysis. A potential difficulty are the increased computational costs for the switch. A research
project on this kind of intelligent interface started at the University of Bremen in the end of
2002. The application domain of this project is spacial cognition and robotics. But we expect
that we can transfer its results to telephony directly.

6 What Remains to Be Done?

The aim of this paper is to present the new way in which one can view and tackle feature inter-
actions. We demonstrate that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also shared-
control mode confusions. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the
literature on human-computer interaction. We show that these measures can be applied to
this kind of feature interaction. We sketch several more measures for the telephony domain.
The next step should be to apply the existing ideas in the literature to feature interactions
practically, and to work out the ideas sketched in the previous section.

The relation between ease of abstraction and the structure of the features deserves more
research. Are there any additional feature design rules that help the user to abstract to the
currently active set of feature behaviour correctly? Research in shared-control systems is
interested in the minimal safe mental model [22, 25]. This model is the "smallest" abstraction
that is failure equivalent to the safety-relevant part of the behaviour of the technical system
[24]. We should find out how the user can have smaller abstracted mental models of the
telephone switching system without experiencing mode confusions.
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Abstract. A new feature set suited for IP telephony is described. The user value of
this feature set is discussed in terms of social science results. This feature set supports
natural human collaboration within a human environment. The use by humans of
casual awareness to support collaboration is discussed and models taken from
architectural research are used to show how casual awareness may be facilitated
within the physical and communication environments. A tripartite policy-based
architecture which can support this new feature set is described.

1 Introduction

Mobility at both at the personal and device levels will be the hallmark of VoIP systems.
The network will be able to track user location through both automatic and manual
registration services [1]. Personal wireless mobile devices will supply the user with always-
on connectivity. These capabilities of VoIP and wireless technologies will force a sea
change in the types of features that are supplied by telephony systems. Current systems find
much of their customer value by being able to find the called user. Features such as voice
mail and the various forms of call forwards were designed to find the called user through
both space and time. Next generation systems will be able to locate the user at all times.
The current feature set will be a supplanted by a new one that is tailored to the specific
capabilities and limitations of VoIP.

This paper is a brief description of a major project that was sponsored by Mitel
Networks Corporation. Research was sponsored with a number of academic research
groups and undertaken internally to investigate the types of features that will be supplied by
VoIP systems. Work was undertaken to determine the basic customer value of IP telephony
features and feasible architectures that could provide such services.

2 Features in IP Telephony

2.1 Location Systems and Their Effect on Feature Value

Location awareness is an integral part of the mobility capability of the VoIP architectures
and protocols being designed today. This type of awareness raises fundamental issues about
the utility and value of the feature set supplied with current communication and specifically
telephony systems. If users can be found at all times, the implicit ability of current system
systems to filter calls by user location will no longer be available. Users' collaborators will
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know that they are locatable by the system and will expect that they will be available for
what they consider important calls at all times. However, the uncontrolled use of location
awareness and mobility services can be disruptive, as when cell phones ringing and
conversations bother others in the vicinity.

Despite such annoyances, the capability of always-on, always-locatable systems can
have much merit and can open the possibility for a completely new feature set. These
features will enable a new type of customer value whose effect and worth have been the
object of many years of social science research. They find their value by the enabling of
greater user visibility and thus greater capability for informal and ad hoc interactions. We
are already witnessing some of this in the new presence-based Instant Messaging (IM)
communication services like Microsoft Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, and ICQ. All of
these services are based on the ability of users being able to detect when other users are
logged onto their computing device.

2.2 Social Science Background of New Feature Types

In bureaucratic organizations, communication between employees is regulated by the
formal structure of the organization [9,10]. Who talks to whom is to some extent prescribed
in the organizational chart. The information revolution has brought about changes in
organizations' communication structures leading to new forms of work, such as networked
organizations, virtual organizations, and high-performance teams. In these new forms of
work, organizations have moved from being bound up in hierarchically arranged, relatively
homogeneous, densely knit, bounded groups ("little boxes") to become social networks
[11,12]. In a networked society, boundaries are more permeable, interactions are with
diverse others, links switch among multiple networks, and hierarchies are flatter and more
complex. In networked organizations, informal communications become essential because
they provide employees with important information, new ideas, work opportunities, and
influence [13]. Besides leading to the exchange of information, social relationships are
responsible for the provision of tacit knowledge: knowledge that is sticky, difficult to
transfer and comprises insights and deep understandings [15].

Research showing the relevance of informal communication for the success of an
organization was published in the 1960's with the pioneering work of Thomas J. Allen of
MIT [2]. His study shows that the success of R&D projects is related to the amount of
informal interactions both inside as well as outside of the design team. Rob Cross at IBM's
Institute of Knowledge Management showed that tacit knowledge and ideas are provided
by close working relationships [14]. It is not the informal communication per se, that seems
to be responsible for the success of teams, but specifically the opportunities for problem-
oriented and unplanned, spontaneous interactions that allow people to take advantage of the
collective knowledge available in the team. In the architectural field, Bill Hillier provided
evidence for the importance of office space in fostering unplanned interactions [6]. Hillier
recognized that it is casual visibility that promotes and facilitates informal interactions. His
comparison of high-tech labs shows that open spaces lead to more frequent and
spontaneous conversations between colleagues working on different teams promoting
cross-pollination of ideas and innovation.

AT IBM, Thomas Erickson, Wendy Kellogg, and Erin Bradner have studied the
communication system, BABBLE, which promotes through visibility interactions among
employees [15,16]. The study shows that visibility of employees' work activities promotes
conversations leading to higher performance. They apply the notion of "social affordances"
to describe how the interface and its ability to depict the social world facilitates information
exchange. BABBLE has three important features: 1) a display of all the actors who are
online, 2) a display of their current status of activity (active/inactive), and 3) a display of
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their involvement with other actors. In this way, the system creates an interface that allows
its members to recognize each other's availability and current status of activity, enabling
and inviting toward spontaneous interactions. Communication systems similar to BABBLE
are especially valuable for colleagues, who work virtually and thus cannot monitor each
other in the same way that colleagues working co-located can. While many companies still
work co-located, the number of dispersed teams and virtual teams is increasing.

2.3 Features as Proactive Availability Filters

The results of Allen, Hillier and other social science researchers are useful for developing
the always-on, always-locatable capabilities of next generation communication systems.
These systems will move beyond the 'user-finding' value of current systems to attempt to
engender the types of informal activities as Hillier is doing in his building designs. Hillier is
accomplishing this by increasing the casual visibility within the office space. New
communication systems could do the same thing by proactively projecting the availability
of potential collaborators to other users. Instead of the typical telephone tag played with
today's systems, users with a glance at their telephone displays will see who is available for
conversation. They will then be able to make quick informal calls or set up informal
conferences to discuss issues of the moment. Voice mail has turned POTS into an
asynchronous messaging system. These new capabilities will return the telephone to being a
synchronous device for spontaneous conversation.

Availability has been implicitly defined above as the willingness to talk to someone
about a topic of the caller's interest. This definition reveals much on how these new VoIP
systems will work. Current systems attempt to locate called users. Next generation systems
will be always aware of where a user is [7]. They will thus act more as filters that allow
users to be visible to their colleagues and yet protect them from unsuitable interaction. In
the physical office that Hillier is providing, this can be provided by visible clues. Users can
indicate their desire for momentary privacy by the position of their door, their posture, the
volume of their voices etc. Users are in multiple physical locations, all of which will have
rules that indicate the types of interaction that may take place there. Some of these physical
clues have already been implemented into electronic communication systems like the
telepresence project described by Buxton et al. [8].

These types of informal interaction can be replicated with the mobile, always-on
capabilities of new systems. Users will be reachable not only at their desk as in today's
systems but wherever they happen to be. The result of this is that user interaction in the new
systems will take place in multiple locations, which will necessarily have multiple
expectations for proper feature behavior. Privacy indicators and filters equivalent to those
available in the physical office space will have to be provided. Feature operations that are
suited to users' private offices will be entirely unsuitable when users are located in meeting
rooms. Operations suited to users working alone in their offices will be unsuitable when
they have important visitors. To be truly useful, an always-on network must supply means
to adapt its operation to these differing circumstances in the environments of its users. The
system will be required to take action that is consistent with the current situation of users,
both the physical environment and the social context.
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2.4 Roles and Groups in the Social Sciences

The social science work discussed above reveals that users often collaborate in groups and
social networks. It is these groups and networks that provide users with the capability of
informal interaction that brings the benefits that these new communication systems seek. As
a result, communication systems will function best if they operate in cognizance of the
actual structure and functioning of groups and social networks.

Groups contain participants, each of whom has a status that is equivalent, for
example, to a job title. These statuses may be formal or informal. Examples could be:
manager, Java guru, secretary, company director, friend, etc. In an enterprise situation,
users will participate in one or more groups and social networks. As such, they will have
one or more statuses that define their behavior.

Participants relate to each other in role relationships that join a pair of statuses. Most
importantly to a call-processing discussion, participants' behaviors in groups and social
networks are defined by the relationships between the roles they fulfill and the roles of their
collaborators. Examples of roles are boss-secretary, boss-VIP customer, etc. Roles hold the
policies that determine the preferred and suitable interactions between participants. For
example, when people play the role of boss in an organization, their behavior as bosses will
be determined by their status and the status of those with whom they relate. There will be
entirely different behavior and acceptable feature operation in a boss-secretary interaction
than in a boss-VIP customer interaction.

The functioning of roles is more complex in social networks than in groups. In
groups, users usually have stable statuses and roles, and they usually interact routinely with
the same set of group members. In social networks, users move between work teams, and
they usually relate to different other users in each team. Moreover, their status and roles in
one team may be different than in others. Hence, awareness of social context is necessary
for acceptable feature operation.

In both groups and networks, a role is a directional relationship. For example, the
boss-secretary role is very different from the secretary-boss role. The policies that direct
proper behavior are very different in each direction. The required behavior and operation
can be attached to the policies for each role. Call processing to function within the mobile
framework of next generations must be sensitive to the identity of the roles that the users
are currently playing. Next generation call processing could be improved if it had the means
for extracting this role information automatically as well as specifying a priori specific
rules for classes of statuses (for example all bosses) and specific statuses (for example the
person who is the immediate boss).

3 Architecture and Functioning of Context-A ware Call Processing System

3.1 Next Generation Call Processing - CoC and PoA

The discussion above indicates the types of features that will be valuable in next generation
systems can be divided into two categories. Existing systems act reactively to user action
to provide services for incoming and outgoing telephone calls. This reactive service will be
maintained in a modified form in next generation systems. However it will be
supplemented by a set of proactive features that will encourage useful informal discussion
within an organization. In our work we have classified the reactive feature type as CoC
(control of communications) and the proactive feature type as PoA (projection of
availability).
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Firstly, CoC features will act as call filters that will be aware of users' current
situations. Secondly, PoA features will be filters that analyze users' current situations and
project their availability to potential collaborators based on that determination.

3.2 Context - Call Processing and Presence Combined

There is much current interest in the issue of presence and availability. Presence is defined
as users' current contact information. This could be the directory number of the telephones
in the rooms they are occupying, their wireless numbers, the directory numbers of the
secretaries who can locate them, etc. Availability is an indication of users' willingness to
converse given their current situations.

There are standards groups and industry forums dedicated to the development of
standards for these services. Because of the obvious similarity between PoA and presence,
we considered carefully the issue of interaction between presence and call processing
systems. We were initially concerned about the potential for harmful interactions between
these two services. However in working with these systems, we soon realized that this
potential was only illusory. The availability indications provided by presence systems are
an indication of the users current wish to be contacted. However users can be contacted
only if their call processing policies allow it.

No matter what users' availability policies might say, if they have set their call
processing features to Do Not Disturb, then they cannot be contacted. Unlike some other
standards, there are no specific presence and availability policies. Rather, users' current
availability can be determined as a result of a hypothetical call attempt. If call processing
indicates that a call will be completed given the users' current policies, then they are
available and not otherwise. Presence is really a form of hypothetical call processing.
Without this realization call processing and presence would be very difficult to operate
together as a system. There would be major problems in making their policies compatible.

We have argued that call-processing features must be aware of users' current
situation. The discussion above has shown that users' real presence or availability are
determined by their current call processing policies. This indicates to us that presence and
call processing are really aspects of a single larger composite entity. It is this entity that
will become the focus of next generation call processing. We have identified this entity
with context. Next generation telephony systems will have their feature set defined beyond
call processing and into this new area of context.

3.3 Physical Context and Human Intent

Context has a research literature of its own. Anind K. Dey, a leading researcher in this field,
has defined context [3] as 'any information that can characterize the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place or object that is relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application including the user and applications themselves'. Note that this definition
implicitly defines context to be a relationship that controls behavior much like the role
relationship in sociology.

User context can be determined from sensing the environment. Context can
determine users' location, who they are with, what they are doing on the computer system,
when it is, etc. The important aspect of this is that surmises may be made about users'
activity in the social context from the sensing of their physical context. That is, from
sensing the physical environment, the system may make surmises about which statuses of
users are currently active and which roles they are playing. This will allow the selection of
features that are appropriate to the current social context. For example, if it is determined
that a user is in a meeting room with VIP customers then it can be assumed that she is in the
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sales status and the current role is the sales-customer role. From this it could be surmised
that she does not wish to be disturbed. If the company owner calls this user, then it can be
assumed that she is available to take the call no matter when it is.

This is supported by Hillier's development of his model of human interaction based
on building structure. Rules can be created which link the physical context to the intent of
the user in the human environment. Just as Hillier's office space allows for physical clues
to indicate a user's current intent, it is possible for rules to link clues determined by sensors
to the user's intent. This linking of physical sensing to the determination of the user's
human intent will allow for the selection of features that are appropriate to the user's
current circumstances. It is an answer to the issues that wireless and VoIP create when they
create the always-on, always-locatable communication systems.

The sensing of the who, where, when, and what in the physical environment will
allow the system to surmise the why in the human environment. Next generation call
processing will be context-aware so that it can function within the human environment.

3.4 Tripartite Architecture for Context-Aware Call Processing

Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of a policy-based, tripartite architecture for context-
aware call processing. Policies of different forms will exist in each of the basic three
sections shown in the illustration.

Figure 1: Policy-based, tripartite architecture for context-aware call processing.

Awareness data is raw information about the physical environment. It will be gathered by
sensors in users' environments and by analysis of their interactions with the computer and
telephony systems. This information will be analyzed by rules in a context engine that will
make assertions about the users' current situation. For example, it can take into account that
a user is in a meeting room with others and that these others have registered at reception as
visitors from an important customer.

The second part of the architecture is concerned with feature selection. Given
actions by the user or requests from other users the appropriate feature or action to take can
be determined. This feature selection will be done by rules that link the physical context to
actions appropriate at the human level. This will implement the CoC filters required.
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Availability can be determined by hypothetical requests to this part of the architecture and
projected as PoA indicators as shown. Amer et al's policy architecture [17] presented at
FIWOO gives an indication as to how these first two sections can function.

Third, once the proper feature has been selected it can be sent to the feature
execution engine. We have considered using Barbuceanu's et al [5] OPI policy system in
this part of the architecture.

4 Current Work

4.1 Prototype Context-aware Call Processing System

A prototype context-aware call processing system was developed [4]. This system is based
on a blackboard architecture implemented on top of a tuple space. This system is based on
the tripartite architecture described in this paper. Novel methods of context determination
and interaction resolution have been implemented within this system.

4.2 Policy Languages

We are partnering with several university research groups in the development of policy
languages for the specification and the detection of feature interaction between policies. We
expect that this work can be fitted into the tripartite architecture.

4.3 Context and User Activity Sensing

Work is going on to improve methods of sensing user environments and interpreting this as
context. This includes means of sensing user activity on the computer system and physical
location sensors to determine users' location and users' co-presence (whom they are with).

4.4 Test and Development Systems

A prototype system to simulate natural human interaction in an office environment has been
developed. Users are represented by software agents that autonomously interact within a
programmable office environment. These user agents are scripted with high-level goals to
perform day-to-day activities such as working in a private office, attending meetings,
looking for others to deliver messages, etc. The agents are provided with heuristics so that
they can collaborate autonomously in performing their individual goals in typically human
manners. This system is based on a blackboard architecture. It can thus be coupled directly
to the prototype system described in this paper. Work to accomplish this is now going on.

4.5 Native Call Processing Engine

Questions are raised about the scalability of tuple space systems in which large amounts of
information are interpreted in the handling of a single call. Work was done to improve the
performance of software tuple spaces by the creation of high efficiency operators. To
obviate this issue, a hardware-assisted tuple space was developed. This is a hardware device
that is capable of matching tuples at hardware memory speed with the speed limitation
being the memory's access time only. This work is now being supplemented to create a
hardware policy accelerator in which the policy rules themselves will be matched and
executed at memory speed as well. This will enable the development of a native call-
processing engine that exploits the possibility of policies.
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Abstract. We report on a property-based approach to feature interaction analysis for
a client-server email system. The model is based upon Hall's email model [12] pre-
sented at FIW'OO [3], but the implementation is at a lower level of abstraction, em-
ploying non-determinism and asynchronous communication; it is a challenge to avoid
deadlock and race conditions. Our analysis differs in two ways: interaction analysis is
fully automated, based on model-checking the entire state-space, and the results are
scalable, that is they generalise to email systems consisting of any number of email
clients.

Abstraction techniques are used to prove the general results. The key idea is to
model-check a system consisting of a constant number (m) of client processes, in
parallel with a mailer process and an "abstract" process which represents the product
of any number of other (possibly featured) client processes. We give a lower bound
for the value of m.

All of the models - for any specified set of client processes and selected features
- are generated automatically using Perl scripts.

1 Introduction

We consider modelling features and analysing feature interactions in an email system. Our
model is derived from Hall's email model [12] presented at FIW'OO [3], but our analysis
differs in two significant ways:

• interaction analysis is fully automated, based on a model-checking approach,

• results generalise to email systems consisting of any number of email clients.

We adopt a property-based approach to interaction analysis [4], that is we develop an
explict model of the basic service and features which is checked against a set of more abstract,
temporal properties. Interactions are uncovered through the analysis of property violations.
The (parameterised) model is developed in Promela [13], a high-level, state-based, language
for modelling (asynchronously) communicating, concurrent processes. Spin is the bespoke
model-checker for Promela. Individual models and model-checking runs are generated using
Perl scripts.

Our first goal is faithful modelling of an email system as client-server with explicit con-
curreny and asynchronous communication; this is challenging for a property based approach
because of the high degree of concurrency and consequent state-space explosion. Neverthe-
less feature interaction analysis is comprehensive.
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Our second goal is generalisation of interaction results. Model-checking alone is limited
to reasoning about a given number of processes. This aspect is often overlooked, and proof
for a fixed number, say m, processes, is informally assumed to scale up to imply proof for an
arbitrary number of processes, i.e. for n processes, for any n. In this paper we address the
problem explicitly and show how to generalise results without resorting to explicit induction
(which is difficult in this case). Our approach is based upon a combination of abstraction and
model-checking.

The paper is divided into two parts, in the first part we consider feature interaction analysis
for a fixed number of client processes, in the second part, we consider how to generalise these
results to an arbitrary number of clients.

In section 2, we give a brief overview of Promela and Spin. In section 3 we give an
overview of the basic email service and feature behaviour, the Promela implementation, the
properties for the basic service and features and the corresponding LTL formulae. In section
4 we define feature validation and interaction analysis, and give corresponding results for
systems of 3 or 4 client processes. We also discuss how we use Perl scripts and the model-
checker Spin for analysis. In section 5 we outline the abstraction technique and give results.
We conclude in section 6.

2 Reasoning in Spin

Promela is an imperative, C-like language with additional constructs for non determinism,
asynchronous and synchronous communication, dynamic process creation, and mobile con-
nections, i.e. communication channels can be passed along other communication channels.
Spin is the bespoke model-checker for Promela and provides several reasoning mechanisms:
assertion checking, acceptance and progress states and cycle detection, and satisfaction of
temporal properties.

In order to perform verification on a model, Spin translates each process template into a
finite automaton and then computes an asynchronous interleaving product of these automata
to obtain the global behaviour of the concurrent system. This interleaving product is referred
to as the state-space.

As well as enabling a search of the state-space to check for deadlock, assertion violations
etc., Spin allows the checking of the satisfaction of an LTL formula over all execution paths.
The mechanism for doing this is via never claims - processes which describe undesirable
behaviour, and Biichi automata - automata that accept a system execution if and only if that
execution forces it to pass through one or more of its accepting states infinitely often [13, 11].
Checking satisfaction of a formula involves the depth-first search of the synchronous product
of the automaton corresponding to the concurrent system (model) and the Biichi automaton
corresponding to the never-claim.

If the original LTL formula / does not hold, the depth-first search will "catch" at least one
execution sequence for which ->/ is true. If / has the form [}p, (that is / is a safety property),
this sequence will contain an acceptance state at which ->p is true. Alternatively, if / has the
form ()p, (that is / is a liveness property), the sequence will contain a cycle which can be
repeated infinitely often, throughout which ->p is true. In this case the never-claim is said to
contain an acceptance cycle. In either case the never claim is said to be matched.

When using Spin's LTL converter (a feature of XSpin - Spin's graphical interface) it is
possible to check whether a given property holds for All Executions or for No Executions. A
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universal quantifier is implicit in the beginning of all LTL formulas and so, to check an LTL
property it is natural, therefore, to choose the All Executions option. However, we sometimes
wish to check that a given property (p say) holds for some state along some execution path.
This is not possible using LTL alone. However, Spin can be used to show that "p holds for No
Executions" is not true (via a never-claim violation), which is equivalent. Therefore, when
listing our properties (section 3.4), we use the shorthand 3p, meaning for some path p, i.e. for
No Executions p is not true.

2.1 Parameters and further options used in Spin verification

When performing verification with Spin, three numeric parameters must be set. These are
Physical Memory Available, Estimated State-Space Size and Maximum Search Depth. The
meaning of the first of these is clear, and the second controls the size of the state-storage
hash table. The Maximum Search Depth parameter determines the size of the search-stack,
where the states in the current search are stored. If comparisons are to be made with other
model-checkers, then the value of the Maximum Search Depth should be taken into account.

Partial order reduction (FOR) [17] is based on the observation that execution sequences
can be divided into equivalence classes whose members are indistinguishable with respect to
a property that is to be checked. We apply FOR in most cases.

Compression (COM) is a method by which each individual state is encoded in a more
efficient way. We apply compression in all cases.

3 Basic email service and features

The email system consists of a number of clients and one server, in this case the mailer.
Each client has a unique mail address. Clients send mail messages, addressed to other clients
(or themselves) to the mailer; the mailer delivers mail messages to clients. Communication
between client and server is asynchronous. Therefore, mail messages are not necessarily re-
ceived by clients in the (global) order in which they were sent, but local temporal ordering is
maintained, i.e. if client 1 sends messages A and B to client 2, in that order, then client 2 will
receive message A before message B. We assume (like Hall) that the system does not lose or
corrupt messages, because our motivation is feature interaction analysis, not error detection
and/or recovery.

We assume (weak) fairness, i.e. an enabled process cannot be ignored infinitely often,
when verifying liveness properties (e.g. 3 and 8, see section 3.4). In all other cases, it is not
relevant (and just increases the state-space).

The overall system is illustrated in Figure 1. High level, abstract automata for the client
and mailer processes are given in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Note that in these figures,
transitions are labelled by conditions, e.g. in Figure 2 a transition from initial to sendmail
is only possible if the channel mbox is empty and the channel network is not full. Local
and global variables are updated at various points; variable assignments omitted from the
diagrams. We refer to states in these abstract automata as abstract states, these are not to be
confused with states in the Promela model.
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Figure 1: Email service with m clients

t

: Client  process with mailbox mbox

Figure 3: Mailer process
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3.1 Basic email service in Promela

The model for m client processes consists of m instantiations of the parameterised proctype
Client, all in parallel with one instance of the proctype Mailer.

A mail message consists of a sender, receiver, message body, and key. Mail messages may
be sent from clients to the mailer, and delivered to clients from the mailer (via a mailbox be-
longing to the receiver). All communication between clients and the mailer is asynchronous.
We chose to adopt this position because it is closer to actual system behaviour, however we
have to take care that it does not result in state explosion. Delivery of mail takes precedence
over sending, i.e. a client has to take delivery of any mail which has been delivered by the
network, before sending mail. A client can otherwise send mail at any time, provided the
channel network has capacity.

The parameter associated with a client process is the identification (a byte) of that process.
A client process can either send mail, or have mail delivered, the latter taking precedence
over the former. The former can only occur if the network is not full. If neither is possible,
the client is, in effect, in busy waiting.

Communication between clients and the mailer is via asynchronous, global channels, one
for each client and one for the mailer. The sizes of the channels are set using the constants
k for the client channels and TV for the mailer. During most of this investigation k — 2 and
TV = 4. M is a constant denoting the number of clients in the given system and is often used
to denote a default, or unassigned, value.

The client channels are, in effect, mailboxes. The role of the mailer is therefore to deliver
mail messages to the appropriate mailboxes; clients take delivery of message by reading from
the appropriate mailbox/channel. In Figure 3, note that mbox is a free variable which must be
correctly instantiated during the specify recipient abstract state.

Mail addresses are simple integers, used to index the client processes. Initially, we im-
plemented a more sohpisticated addressing mechanism, with login names and hierarchical
domains. However, this resulted in a very large state vector and state-space (due in part to
Promela's poor handling of structured types). Since we found no additional analysis benefit
to this approach (apart from the aesthetic one), we have implemented a simpler, more abstract
addressing mechanism.

Mail messages themselves are of no consequence, save to observe whether or not they are
encrypted. We denote encrypted text by the value 1 and plain text by the value 0. Keys are
simple mail addresses, i.e. simple bytes.

An important issue for any distributed system is that of atomicity. This is especially im-
portant from a model-checking perspective as it provides a means of controlling state-space
explosion and resolving race conditions. Promela provides a facility for grouping together
statements as atomic, provided only the initial statement has the potential to block. Our model
employs as much atomicity as possible within each consituent process. Specifically, in the
Client process, each iteration from the initial state, back to the initial state, is a single atomic
step (i.e. Figure 2 encapsulates a single atomic step) - with suitable guards which block if
the process can neither read nor write. This is crucial in order to avoid deadlock - since all
channels are of finite size. On the other hand, the Mailer process consists of two atomic
steps: one for reading a message and the other for sending the appropriate message. Any
variable about which we may intend to reason should not be updated more than once within
any atomic statement (so that each change to the variables is visible to the never-claim), other
variables may of course be updated as required.
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Another implementation issue is the size of the state vector, i.e. the number and nature
of global and local variables. We must be careful not to introduce any extraneous variables
(see also 3.3) nor introduce extraneous state values. To avoid the latter, we must be careful to
reset variables when returning to so-called initial, abstract states, to ensure that we are indeed
representing the same abstract state.

The interplay between atomicity, the number and nature of variables, and faithful mod-
elling/levels of abstraction is very subtle and a challenge in this domain, particularly due
to the asynchronous communication. It took considerable time and expertise to develop a
tractable, deadlock free model. Fortunately, we were able to employ some lessons learned
from modelling POTS [6].

3.2 The Features

We consider here a set of five features.

• encrypt a message, using a (private) key, the intended recipient.

• decrypt a message, using a (private) key, the actual recipient.

• filter all messages from a given mail address.

• forward all messages to another mail address.

• autorespond to incoming messages. The automatic response is only sent in response to
the first message from a given client. Any subsequent message from that client is received,
but no automatic response is issued as a result.

The features encrypt, decrypt and autorespond reside at the client side, the remaining
reside at the server side. Note that only the features encrypt and decrypt alter the actual mail
message, forwarding does not affect the message.

We have considered all the features proposed in [12]; but for brevity, we omit them here
because they do not reveal any further "interesting" behaviour paradigms for our analysis.
That is not to say that they do not reveal further interactions, and interesting aspects of email,
but that they do not reveal any further aspects with respect to generalisation.

3.3 Features in Promela

Features are implemented within the Promela model via a number of inline functions (pro-
cedures with dynamic bindings). Most features are relatively straightforward to implement,
simply involving additional transitions or steps during one or more of the abstract states of
the client or mailer processes.

The exception is autorespond, because this feature involves both reading - a message
from a client channel, and writing - a message to the network channel. Both events are po-
tentially blocking, hence cannot take place within one atomic step. Therefore, to implement
this feature we add an additional data structure to indicate whether or not a client requires to
send an autoresponse. We enhance the initial state to include the possibility that an autore-
sponse message needs to be sent, and give priority to this over any other event. This means
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that it is possible for an autoresponse to never be sent, if the network channel is continuously
full. We cannot avoid this situation1.

In order to reason about feature behaviour (see section 3.4) we introduce a number of "ob-
servation" variables. These are not integral to the behaviour of the service and/or features, but
exist solely for the purposes of analysis. For this reason, these variables are included/excluded
on a per model/property basis.

Examples of "observation" (process indexed) variables include:

• last-del Joi Jo the intended receiver of the mail message last delivered to Client[i]

• last-del Joi-from the intended sender of the mail message last delivered to Client[i]

• last-del-toi-body the body of the mail message last delivered to Client[i].

• last-sent-.frorrii-to the intended recipient of the mail message last sent from Client[i],

A further variable required both for correct function and for reasoning is the array of bit
vectors autoarray. The function

• IS-0(autoarray[i],j) indicates whether Client[i] has already sent an autoresponse to
Client[j}.

3.4 Feature Properties

We give a small number of illustrative properties for both the basic service and the features.
The properties are linear temporal logic (LTL) formulae over propositions about states. Tem-
poral operators include [] (always), o(eventually) and X (next). Prepositional connectives
are || (disjunction), && (conjunction), —>• (implication) and -i(negation). The path quantifier
is (implicitly) V, except when explicitly given as 3. Feature properties are properties that are
expected to hold when one such feature is present.

Property 1 - Basic Messages are delivered only to intented recipients.

If Client[i] receives a message from Mailer, then the (intended) recipient of that message
is Client[i}. Alternatively, Client[i] has not yet received any messages (in which case the
last-del-to^to variable will remain set to the default value M).

LTL:Q(p||9)
p = (last-del ..tOi-to == M), q — (last-del Joj-to —= i)

Property 2 - Basic Messages can be sent between any two clients.

It is possible for Clientfi] to recieve a message such that the sender of that message is
Client fjj.

'In any operational email system, buffers can become full. Although this is unlikely in reality, as model-
checking involves the exploration of a\l feasible behaviours, this possibility must be considered.
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LTL: 3 <> (p)
p = (last-del Joi- from == j)

Property 3 - Basic Messages are eventually delivered correctly.

If Client[i] sends a message to Client\j\, then Client[j] will eventually receive a message
from Client[i\.

LTL: 0(((-p)&&*(p)) -> *(<> q}}
p = (last-sent-fromi-io == j), q = (last -del -to j -from == i)

Property 4 - Encryption Messages are properly encrypted.

IfClient[i] has encryption on, then ifClient[j] receives a message whose sender is Client [i],
then the message will be encrypted.

LTL:[](p->9)
p - (last. del Jo j. from == i), q = (last-del -to j -body == 1)

Property 5 - Decryption Messages are properly decrypted.

IfClient[i] has decryption on, then all messages received by Client[i] will have been de-
crypted.

LTL: Q(p)
p= (last -del -toi -body == 0)

Property 6 - Filtering Messages are discarded by a filter.

If Mailer filters messages from Client fi] to Clientfj] then it is not possible for Client [j] to
receive a message from Client [i].

LTL:[](-p)
p == (last -del Joi- from == j)

Property 7 - Forwarding Messages are forwarded.

If Client fi] forwards messages to Client [j], then it is possible for Clientfj] to receive mes-
sages not addressed to Clientfj] (or to the default value M).

LTL:3o(-.(p||g))
p == last -del -to j -to =— M), q == (last-del .to j -to == j)

Property 8 - Autorespond Single automatic response messages are sent out.

IfClient[i] has autorespond on, then ifClient[j] sends a message to Clientfi], and Clientfj]
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hasn 't already received an automatic response from Client [i], then Client fj] will eventu-
ally receive a reply from Client [i]. Alternatively, Client [i] eventually stops sending messages
because network can 't be accessed.

p - ((last-sent-fromj-to == i)&&((autoarray[i, j] == 0)))
q = (last. del -to j -from == i), r = (network?7[i, x, y, z})

(The function network??[i, z, y, z] determines whether there is a message at any position
on the network channel in which the sender field is i.)

4 Analysis for a constant number of clients

The basic idea of feature interaction analysis is to detect when features behave as expected in
isolation, but not in the presence of each other. So, interaction analysis involves feature vali-
dation (checking a feature in isolation) and then analysis of tuples of features (checking for
violation of expected behaviour). Fortunately, we need only restrict our attention to pairwise
analysis, as empirical evidence shows that it is extremely rare to have a 3-way interaction
which is not detected as 2-way interaction [14], In each case we consider a model consisting
of either 3 or 4 client processes and 1 mailer. An example Promela model of a system of 3
Client processes and a Mailer process in which Client[Q] has encryption, Client[l] filters
messages from Client[2] and property 4 is to be verified for i = 0, j = 2 can be found on
our website at [5].

For all verification runs we used a PC with a 2.4GHZ Intel Xenon processor, 3GB of
available main memory, running Linux (2.4.18).

An overview of the reasoning process is given in Figure 4.

4.1 Use of Perl Scripts

For each pair of features, set of feature parameters, associated property and set of prop-
erty parameters, a relevant model needs to be individually constructed, to ensure that only
relevant variables are included and set. We have developed two Perl scripts, mailchange.pl
and autojnailchange.pl for automatically configuring the model and for generating model-
checking runs. These scripts greatly reduce the time to prepare each model and the scope for
errors.

During initial investigations, mailchange.pl is used to generate a model for a given set of
features, feature parameters, property and property parameters. The resulting model is then
loaded into SPIN with an appropriate set of search parameters (MSD, FOR, WF for example)
and results interpreted manually. Once confidence has been gained in the model, suitable
values assertained for the value of MSD and the applicability of POR and WF determined
for successful verification in each case, autojnailchange.pl is used to iteratively select pairs
of features and parameters, set up model checking runs and interpret results. An overnight
run is required to collect all results from all pairs of features and suitable parameter sets. It is
important to note that a certain amount of simple symmetry reduction is incorporated within
the Perl script to avoid repeating runs of configurations which are identical up to renaming of
processes.
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Figure 4: The reasoning set up
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Table 1: Results of verification of the properties
Feature

basic
basic
basic

encryption
decryption

filtering
forwarding
autorespond

Prop

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

WF?

X

X

V
X

X

X

X

V

FOR?

V
V
X

V
V
V
V
v/

MSD
(xlO4)

6
0.01
17
13
5
6
0.01
17

States
(xlO4)

8.3
0.001
98.2
9.3
10.2
7.1
0.001
250

Depth
(Mb)
52989
85
162286
121792
45365
52069
66
163176

Mem
(s)
4.4
2.3
38.2
4.8
4.2
3.7
2.3
111.5

Time

2
0.1
44
3
3
2

0.1
334

The interpretation stage of autojnailchange.pl involves reading the output file from the
SPIN verification run. Firstly it is checked that the maximum search depth (MSD) has not
been reached and that the total memory available has not been exhausted. If neither of these
is true, the second phase of the interpretation phase involves checking if there are any errors -
and as such, whether the associated property is true. Finally, the interpretation stage involves
determining whether a feature interaction has occurred and, if so, what type (SU or MU). All
parameter sets and corresponding results are output to a results file.

4.2 Results - single property validation

Table 1 gives the results of verification of properties 1 - 8. In each case the feature (if any) as-
sociated with the property is given in the column labelled 'feature'. When there is no feature
present, (during the verification of properties 1-3) the term 'basic' is written in this column.
When a feature is present, the verification corresponds to checking the associated property
for a model consisting of a Mailer process, two basic Client processes and a Client processes
for which the given feature is 'turned on'. (When no feature is present the associated model
simply consists of a Mailer process and three Client processes.) In all cases we give re-
sults for verification of the model in which Client[Q] has the given feature (in relation to
Client[l] if appropriate) and i (and j) is (are) assigned the value(s) 0 (and 1). The Prop col-
umn contains the property being checked and a ̂  or a x in the 'WF?' and 'POR?' columns
indicate whether weak-fairness and partial order reduction are selected respectively. Note that
property 3 is the only property for which POR is not applied. This is due to the presence of
the next operator (X) in the property. Also, WF is only applied during the verification of
liveness properties - properties that contain the eventually operator < >. The entries in the
MSD column show the value to which the maximum search depth is set prior to verification.
The remaining columns contain the number of stored states, the depth reached, the memory
required for state storage (in Mbyte) and the time taken (in seconds) for each verification.

4.3 Results -feature interactions

Now we turn our attention to consideration of pairs of features. For each pair of features we
generate a model for each distinct set of parameters (the union of the sets of parameters for
each feature) and for each appropriate set of property parameters. This may mean that up
to 5 client processes are required. For example, if Client[i] has filtering from Client[j] and
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Client[k] has filtering from Client[l], (z, j, A;, / distinct), then 4 client processes are required.
For each suitable pair of features, fit fj, an interaction is said to occur if the feature property
associated with fc does not hold for the model in which features are fi and fj are present.
Note that we do not consider the basic service in our analysis, as all other features interact
with it in some way. This can be determined without the need for model-checking.

We enumerate the interactions found below. In each case, we indicate whether the interac-
tion is single user (SU), i.e. both features reside at the same network component, or multiple
user (MU), i.e. the features reside at different network components. We also give a witness
for the interaction. We do not give details of timing or memory requirements etc. as these
vary depending on the parameter set under consideration. (There are 111 feasible parameter
sets after symmetry reduction. It would be impractical to give details of such requirements
for each case.) In some cases more Client processes are required to fully check for interac-
tion. Clearly when more Clients are required, verification takes longer and more memory is
required. In addition, when an error is reported during verification (in most cases, excluding
the verification of property 2, indicating an interaction) a full search of the state-space is not
required. This again results in far smaller time and memory requirements.

1. encryption and decryption (SU)
witness i=j=0 - Client[i] has encryption and decryption

2. encryption and decryption (MU)
witness i=0, j=l - Client[i] has encryption, Client[j] has decryption

3. filter and forward (MU)
witness i = 0, j = 1 - Client[i] has filter from j, Client[j] has forwarding to i

4. forward and forward (MU)
witness i=0,j=l,k=2 - Client[i] has forwarding to j, Client[j] has forwarding to i

5. autoresponse and filter (SU)
witness i = 0, j — 1 -Client[i] has autoresponse, Client[i] has filter from j

6. autoresponse and filter (MU)
witness i=0,j=l - Client[i] has autoresponse, Client[j] has filter from i

1. autoresponse and forward (SU)
witness i = 0, j — 2 - Client[i] has autoresponse, Client[i] has forwarding to j

8. autoresponse and forward (MU)
witness i = 0, j = 1 - Client[i] has autoresponse, Client[j] has forwarding to i

Each of these pairs of features are listed in Hall's results [12] but in all cases, he only reports a
MU example. While Hall explicitly states that his method is not complete, it is not clear if the
SU interactions would be found in his approach, or he stopped after the MU interaction was
found. Our method is combinatorially complete. We note that in the MU cases, our witnesses
are identical to Hall's (modulo translation).
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5 Generalisation

We have shown above that a property holds (or does not hold) for a fixed number of clients,
i.e. for
C7ieni[0]||C7ient[l]||... Client[m}\\Mailer, where || denotes parallel composition. But how
can we deduce that (if at all) a property holds for
C7zent[0]||C7zent[l]||... ||C/ieni[n]||Mai/er, for an arbitrary n? It is not possible to demon-
strate this with straight-forward model-checking [1].

More formally, the generalisation problem is how to prove (disprove)

M(Client[Q]\\Client{l}\\... \\Client\n\\\Mailer] \= </>[0, ! , . . . ,*]

where the left hand side is the finite-state model of the parallel composition of client and
mailer processes (the former are instances of the parameterised process Client) and 0[0, ! , . . . , £ ]
is a temporal logic formula containing free variables indexed by 0 ,1 , . . . , t. The indices refer
to instances of Client (e.g. the variables i and j in section 3.4). In general, the Client[i] are
not isomorphic because they have different sets of features enabled.

We offer a solution based on abstraction and model-checking. The technique and theoret-
ical justification are described in more detail in [8, 7], here we apply the results. Briefly, the
technique involves choosing a fixed m, such that t is constrained by 0 < £ < m — 1. We refer
toC7ien£[0]||... \\Client[m-l] as concrete processes and the C7ient[m]||... ||C7ien£[n—1]
as abstract processes. We represent the behaviour of Client[m] 1 1 . . . | \Client[n — 1], by a new
abstract process, Abstractclient. We do not assume that the (original) abstract processes, i.e.
Client[m]\\... \\Client[n - 1] are isomorphic: they might have different combinations of
features enabled. However, we do assume that the features are all drawn from our given set
and we know how they can communicate with each other and more importantly, how they
communicate with the concrete processes.

A model of the m concrete processes, together with the abstract process, is generated
automatically from a model of the concrete processes together with a single (parameterised)
Client. This is summarised by Figure 5. The value of m depends upon the particular feature
set considered. Here, because each feature involves at most two parameters, a worst case anal-
ysis suggests that 5 concrete Clients are required, however further detailed analysis shows
that in this case, we require only a maximum of 4. For some combinations, 3 will suffice.

Our approach is based upon our result:

M(Chent[0]\\Client[l}\\... Client[m}\\Abstractclient\\Mailer') ^ < / > [ 0 , 1 , . . . , t]
=>

M(Client[0]\\Client[i\\\... Client[n}\\Mailer) (= 0[0, 1, . . . ,* ] .

The process Mailer' is a slightly modified version of Mailer, modified to take into account
communication with Abstractclient (instead of communication with the original abstract pro-
cesses).

Thus to generalise interaction analysis results, we need only consider interaction analysis
of the finite (model of) C7ient[0]||C/ient[l]||... Client[m]\\Abstractclient\\ Mailer'.

In the next section we outline the form of Abstractclient and Mailer' and give our
interaction analysis results.
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Figure 5: Generalised Email service

5.1 Abstractclient specification and analysis results

Abstractclient is defined as follows. Abstractclient can only affect the behaviour of the
m concrete processes indirectly via Mailer'. Therefore, communication to/from a concrete
process from/to Mailer' takes place via a virtual channel. Rather than concrete processes
reading/writing to this (virtual) channel and behaving accordingly, each possible read is re-
placed by a non-deterministic choice over the possible contents of the channel. In this way,
all possible behaviours are explored (a write to the virtual channel is not relevant).

As an example, when m = 3 Abstractclient is as follows:

proctype Abstractclient(byte id)
(Mail msg;
atomic
(
msg.receiver=M;
msg.sender=M;
msg.key=M;
msg.body=0);
do
::blocked==l->blocked=0
::atomic{nfull(network)->

if
::msg.receiver=0
::msg.receiver=l
::msg.receiver=2
::msg.receiver=3
/•another client within Abs process */
fi;
msg.sender=id;
network!msg;
msg.receiver=M;
msg.sender=M)

od

Note that the Abstractclient process can send messages to Mailer' (via the network
channel), but does not receive messages. Abstractclient is also able to set the blocked vari-
able to 0. This simulates "unblocking" Mailer' when it is unable to "send" a message to
a particular process within the abstract process. Note that Abstractclient is always able to
unblock Mailer' but can only send messages when the network channel is not full. This re-
flects the finite model. When Mailer' wants to "deliver" a message to Abstractclient, it first
checks whether the relevant channel is blocked (via non-deterministic choice). If so, Mailer'
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waits until the channel becomes unblocked (when the blocked variable is reset to 0 by Ab-
stractclient) before delivering the message. (In fact no message is actually sent, but Mailer1

continues as if it has been.) Here we give the Mailer' proctype:

proctype Mailer' ()
{
Mail msg;
chan deliverbox=null;
atomic {
bit myanswer=0;
msg. sender = M;
msg . receivers M;

msg.key=M;
msg.body=0;

}
loop:
atomic {

network?msg;
f ilter_message (msg . receiver , msg . sender ,myanswer) ;
if
: : myanswer -> /* throw away message from this sender*/

myanswer=0;
msg. sender = M;
msg. receiver= M;
msg. body = 0; msg. key = M;
deliverbox = null, -goto loop

: : else -> skip
fi;
if
: :msg. receiver==3 ->/ * abstract process */

if
: : blocked=0
: : blocked=l
fi

: :else->
mailbox_lookup (msg. receiver , deliverbox)

fi;
/* now pass on message */
}

atomic {

if
: : ( (msg. receiver ! =3 ) && (nfull (deliverbox) ) ) ->deliverbox!msg
: : ( (msg. receiver= = 3 ) && (blocked= = 0) ) ->skip /*delivered virtual message*/
fi;

/*reset variables to initial values*/
msg. sender = M; msg . receiver= M; msg. body = 0; msg. key = M;
deliverbox = null;
goto loop

The concrete Client processes are declared in the usual way and communication between
them and Mailer is unchanged.

It is important to note that this model is not, strictly, a conservative extension, because
Abstractclient allows additional behaviour. Namely, an (abstract) client can send mail even
when there is mail to be delivered (to that client). This is not possible in any concrete model.
However, the constraint that mail delivery takes priority is in the concrete model only to
prevent deadlock (when mail buffers are full), not for any reason of functional behaviour.
Relaxing this constraint in the general model neither allows deadlock nor affects the obser-
vational behaviour of the system. Thus the constraint is safely relaxed and our approach is
sound.
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The interaction analysis results reveal no new interactions, nor new witnesses. We there-
fore do not give details, save to indicate that time and space complexity lie in between those
for the system with m (concrete) Clients and m + 1 (concrete) Clients. The value of ra de-
pends on the parameter set and the property to be verified. Again, all analysis was automated
through the use of Perl scripts.

An (abridged) example Promela model of a system of m = 3 Client processes, a Mailer1

process and an Abstractdient process in which Client[0] has encryption, Client[l] filters
messages from Client[2] and property 4 is to be verified for i — 0, j = 2 can be found in the
appendix below. The full model can be found on our website at [5].

6 Conclusions

We have developed a property-based approach to feature interaction analysis for a client-
server email system. The feature set described here is not as extensive as Hall's [12], but it is
sufficient to reveal most of the interesting behaviour (from a modelling point of view) and to
validate our approach. On the other hand, our analysis is complete and fully automated. We
note that a difficult feature for our implementation was autoresponder, this is because unlike
most other features, it initiated the sending of a completely new message. This was a diffi-
culty because we chose to use asynchronous communication, with fixed size communication
channels (thus leading to more interleavings and potentially, more interactions).

Additionally, our results are scalable, that is they generalise to email systems consisting
of any number of Client processes.

Abstraction techniques are used to prove the general results. The key idea is to model-
check a system consisting of a constant number (m) of client processes, in parallel with an
"abstract" process which represents the product of any number of other client processes. We
give a lower bound for the value of m, for our given feature set.

While the general results did not reveal any new interactions (and we admit it is difficult
to think of situations where they would, for fixed feature sets), it is nevertheless important to
prove rigorously that results scale up. We have achieved this.

Our results demonstrate the feasibility of the abstraction technique for this application
domain - the model-checking requirements are well within the capability of our machine.
Also, the transformation to a general model is relatively straightforward: we need only con-
sider the communication between the abstract process and the concrete process(es). (In this
case, we need only consider communication with Mailer process, as there is no peer-peer
communication.) An alternative, an induction approach [9, 15], requires the construction of
an inductive invariant. This involves incorporating the behaviour of the entire system within
the invariant; moreover, it requires that both the concrete and abstract m Clients are isomor-
phic. Our abstraction approach offers a more suitable and tractable alternative. However, at
some level they are similar, future work aims to establish this.
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Appendix: The email service with features

The following model is an abridged version pf one generated (by a Perl script from template)
for features: encryption[0] and filter[l]=2 to verify property 4 with i=0 and j=2. Note that
'etc.' indicates that some lines of code have been omitted, for space reasons. The full model
(including the appropriate never-claim and bit vector definitions) can be found on our website
at [5].
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Example Promela model if
:: myanswer -> /'encryption on */

typedef Mail myanswer=0;
(byte sender;byte receiver, -byte key;bit body}; /* use reciever id as key */
/*need bit vector definitions in here*/ msg.body = 1; msg.key = msg. receiver
((define k 1 /*size of Mailbox */
#define N 2 /* size of network channel */
#define M 4 /"default value of variables */
bit blocked=0;
chan null=[k] of {Mail};
chan zero=[k] of {Mail};
(etc.)
chan network = [N] of {Mail};
BITV_8 Encrypt=0; byte Filter [M] =M;
byte last_del_to2_from=M;
bit Iast_del_to2_body=0;

:: else -> msg.body = 0; /*no encryp*/
fi;
msg.sender = id; /* specify sender */
network!msg; /* send mail */
endClient:
/* reset other variables */
msg.sender = M; (etc.) goto initial}}

proctype Network_Mailer()

inline mailbox_lookup (login, box)
{
if
:: (login==0) -> box = zero

(etc.)
fi}
inline encrypt_message(login,answer)
{if
::(IS_1(Encrypt,login))->answer=l
::else->answer=0
fi
/•if encryption is on, answer=l,
otherwise answer=0*/}

inline filt_mess(to,from,answer)
{if
::(Filter[to]==from)->answer=l
::else->answer=0

fi
/•if appropriate filter is on, answer=l,
otherwise answer=0*/

inline reset_vars(i)
{(etc.)}
inline set_deliv_vars(i,from,to)
{(etc.)}
inline set_body(i,text)
{if
::i==2->last_del_to2_body=text
::else->skip
fi}

proctype Client(byte id)
{chan mybox=null; Mail msg;
atomic{msg.sender=M; msg.receiver=M;
msg.key=M; msg.body=0;bool myanswer=0;
/*get appropriate mailbox*/
mailbox_lookup(id,mybox) } ,•
initial:atomic{
(nempty(mybox)|[nfull(network));
/* wait here if cannot send or deliver */
reset_vars(id);
if
:: nempty(mybox) -> goto delivermail
:: empty(mybox)&&nfull(network)->goto sendmail
fi;

delivermail:
mybox?msg; set_body(id,msg.body);
set_deliv_vars(id,msg.sender,msg.receiver);
goto endClient;
sendmail:/'specify recipient */
if
:: msg.receiver= 0

(etc.)
fi;
encrypt_message(id,myanswer);

Mail msg; chan deliverbox=null;
atomic{
bit myanswer=0; (etc.)}
loop:
atomic{network?msg,•
filt_mess(msg.receiver,msg.sender,myanswer);
if
:: myanswer ->/* throw away message*/

myanswer=0;msg.sender = M;
msg.receiver= M;(etc.)
deliverbox = null,-goto loop

:: else -> skip
fi;
if
::msg.receiver==3->

if
: : blocked=0
:: blocked=l
fi

: :else->
mailbox_lookup(msg.receiver,deliverbox)

fi;
/* now pass on message */
)
atomic{
if
::((msg.receiver!=3)&&(nfull(deliverbox)))->

deliverbox!msg
::((msg.receiver==3)&&(blocked==0))->skip
/•delivered virtual message*/

fi;
/•reset variables to initial values*/
msg.sender = M; (etc.)
deliverbox = null; goto loop)};

proctype Abstractclient(byte id)
{Mail msg;
atomic
{msg.receiver=M;
msg.sender=M; msg.key=M; msg.body=0};
do
::blocked==l->blocked=0
::atomic{nfull(network)->
if
msg.receiver=0
(etc.)

::msg.receiver=3 /*other client in Abs proc */
fi;
msg.sender= id;network!msg;
msg.receiver=M;msg.sender=M)

od)

init
(atomic{SET_1(Encrypt,0);Filter[1]=2;
run Abstract(3);run Network_Mailer();
run Client (0); run Client (1); run Client (2 ),-}}
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Abstract. Services that operate normally independently will behave differently
when initiated simultaneously with another service. This behavior is called
feature interaction. This paper describes the results of experiments with formal
approaches for detecting feature interactions in telecommunication services,
evaluation of these results, and application to VoIP. One of the most difficult
problems in this field is terminal assignment, which was discussed at the
FIREWORKS workshop which was a collocated conference just before FIW2000,
and nobody could resolve the problem. This paper describes briefly how to make
terminal assignments. The results of experiments were evaluated by comparing
them to a benchmark based on FIW98. The detection system was applied to a
validation server, which was designed for an active VoIP gatekeeper.

Keywords: Feature interaction detection, filtering, specification validation, VoIP

1 Introduction

This paper describes the results of experiments using formal methods for detecting feature
interactions in telecommunication services, their evaluation, and application of the detection
system to a validation server for an active VoIP gatekeeper, which was designed based on an
active network architecture [1][2]. These formal methods were proposed by the authors at
FIW98 [3], at another international conference [4] and in papers [5][6] submitted by them.

As is well known, telecommunication service specifications can be described as state
transition diagrams. There are two types of feature interactions [7]. One is called a logical
interaction and the other is called a semantic interaction. The authors have already proposed
formal methods for detecting semantic interactions and one of the logical interactions, a
non-determinacy interaction [3] [5]. This paper describes a detection system based on the
proposed methods and evaluation results. A case study involving the application of the
proposed detection system to a validation server for the active VoIP gatekeeper is also
described.

In implementing the detection system, the following problems were solved.
(a) How to reduce the number of terminal assignments.
(b) How to reduce computation time required for a reachability test.
(c) How to elicit knowledge to be used for detecting semantic interactions.
To solve the above problems, new filtering methods and elicitation method were

developed. But, in this paper, only terminal assignments is discussed.
For evaluations, the newest international benchmark published in 2000 [8] [9] was used;

detection coverage, redundancy and the number of feature interactions, which were not
shown in the benchmark, were evaluated. All interactions described in the benchmark were
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detected. We could not compare with the results of FIW2000 contest, because of lack of
detailed information. No redundancy was discovered. There were 2,571 interactions which
were not shown in the benchmark; this is more than 20 times the number shown in the
benchmark. Thus, it was confirmed that the proposed detection system is reasonable.

As a case study in the application of the detection system to an active VoIP network, an
architecture for an active VoIP network and the results of experiments are reported on.

In section 2, the proposed detection algorithm is briefly reviewed. In section 3, the
problem of terminal assignment and its solution are described. In section 4, the results of
experiments are shown. In section 5, a case study of the application of the detection system to
an active VoIP gatekeeper is described.

2 Detection Algorithm

In general, feature interactions are detected by investigating the compound state of two states
for two services. But, investigating all of the compound states means that detection takes an
extraordinarily long time. The authors proposed a formal detection algorithm whereby
feature interactions are detected solely by analyzing each service specification described,
using a rule based language, instead of generating all of the states.

First of all, a specification description language used in the proposed method is
explained, and then, a brief explanation of the algorithm for detecting semantic interactions is
described.

2.1 Specification Description Language

A rule based language, called STR [10][11], was used in our method. A system state is
represented as a set of primitives, which are states of terminals or relationships between
terminals connected to the system. The primitive consists of a primitive name, which
represents a state, and arguments which indicate real terminals (e.g. A,B,C).

Using STR, telecommunication service specifications are described as a set of rules. The
syntax of the rule is as follows:

Pre-condition event: Post-condition
Pre-condition and Post-condition are each represented as a set of primitives. In the rule, the
arguments of each primitive are described as terminal variables (e.g. x,y,z) so that the rule
can be applied to any terminals.

Next, rule application and change of system state when the rule is applied are described.
The appropriate states whereby Pre-condition or Post-condition terminal variables are
replaced by real terminals is called the state corresponding to Pre-condition or Post-condition,
respectively. When the state corresponding to Pre-condition exists in the system state, it is
said that Pre-condition is included in the system state.
Rule 1) Basic rule application: When an event occurs in a system a rule that has the same
event and whose Pre-condition is included in the system state is applicable.
Rule 2) Precedent rule application: When more than one rule are applicable the rule whose
Pre-condition includes any other rules' Pre-conditions is applied.
Rule 3) Change of system state: When a rule is applied the next state of the system state is
obtained as follows. The state corresponding to Pre-condition of the applied rule is deleted
from the current system state and the state corresponding to Post-condition of the applied rule
is added.
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2.2 Detection Algorithm

A brief explanation of the detection algorithm for semantic interactions will be described. For
detailed descriptions, please refer to paper [3][5].

One type of semantic interaction is the appearance of an abnormal state. Abnormal states
can be classified into two categories [3]. In one case, the compound system state for both
services can not be represented as the union of individual state for both services. In the other
case, though the compound system state for both services can be represented as the union of
individual state for both services, the compound system state violates service constraints for
either or both services. For the latter case, knowledge is used to identify whether the
compound system state violates the constraints or not.

(1) Interaction detection without using knowledge
Except for using knowledge to detect interaction [3], feature interactions are detected as
follows: To make a rule pair, select a rule from each service, which is applicable to the same
system state. Apply either rule to the system state. Check if the state transition by the applied
rule causes an abnormal state transition from the viewpoint of the other service whose rule is
not applied.

In some conventional methods, all possible states must be generated in one way or
another and all state transitions must be checked to detect feature interactions. This causes an
explosion in the number of states, resulting in a huge increase in computation time for
detecting feature interactions.

With our method, on the other hand, interactions are detected solely by analyzing
Pre-conditions, events, and Post-conditions of selected rules as follows:

step 1) If both rules of the rule pair can be applied to the same system state, go to step 2.
Otherwise, a feature interaction is not detected.

step 2) If both rules have the same event, go to step 4, otherwise, go to step 3.
step 3) If the Pre-condition of the rule, which is not applied, is not preserved in the next

system state, a feature interaction is detected. Otherwise, a feature interaction is
not detected.

step 4) If the Post-condition of the rule, which is not applied, is not realized in the next
system state, a feature interaction is detected. Otherwise, a feature interaction is
not detected.

Suppose, ra and rb denote selected rules from service a and service b, respectively. rac, ran, r^,
and rbn denote Pre-condition of ra, Post-condition of ra, Pre-condition of rb, and
Post-condition of rb, respectively. Formal descriptions of conditions used to detect
interactions in step3 and step 4, respectively, are given as follows:

For step 3: (rbc- rac) ur^r^ (D
For step 4: {(r^-rac) uran£rbn}M(rac- ran) i (rbc-rbn) } (2)

(2) Interaction detection using knowledge
Constraints can be represented as two kinds of primitive set. One is an inhibit primitive set,
the other is an intention primitive set. The inhibit primitive set for service a is a primitive set
which should not appear in any system states of service a. The intention primitive set for
service a is a primitive set which should appear in the next state after the specific state
transition of service a. For a more detailed explanation, please refer to a paper [5].
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3 Terminal assignment

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, a detection system based on the algorithm was
implemented. In this section, problems in implementing the system are described.
(1) Problems in terminal assignment
Terminals in service specifications are written as terminal variables so that the specifications
can be applied to any terminals. To assign real terminals to terminal variables is called
'terminal assignment'. Feature interactions may happen or may not happen according to
terminal assignment. In general, to detect all feature interactions, all terminal assignments
should be considered. This calls for the testing of extremely large numbers of system states.
So, in the detection system, the number of system states to be tested should be reduced by
filtering.

The following problems exist with conventional detection systems:
problem 7) The minimum number of terminals to detect all interactions.
problem 2) How to assign real terminals to terminal variables to detect all interactions.

These questions were discussed at the FIREWORKS workshop which was a collocated
conference just before FIW2000. The authors asked the above problems as open questions to
FTW2000 participants. But nobody could answer them. For these problems, considering
equivalent states (permutation symmetry [12]), which represent the same states except for the
name of the terminals, the authors proposed realistic solutions. Namely, only one system state
among equivalent states has to be tested. A brief explanation is given. For more detailed
explanation please refer to [4].

(2) Basic idea
When the rule of service a, ra, is applied to the current state of the combined system state, sc,
the next state of the combined system state can be obtained by deleting rac from sr and adding
ran. See Figure 1. Sbr in Figure 1 represents the current state for service b. Part P in Figure 1
represents a common part for rac and s^; part P belongs to both services.

Figure 1. State change of combined system

Therefore, if part P is not null, the combined system state may transit to an abnormal state
from the service b's view point. Considering that the definition of primitive is 'state of a
terminal or relationship between terminals', if primitive p belongs to service a, the terminal t,
which is an argument of p, also belongs to service a. Thus, if t does not belong to service a, p
does not belong to service a. This suggests that to detect feature interactions it is sufficient to
consider such terminal assignments where at least one terminal variable belongs to both
services. This condition is satisfied by means of making combinations of terminal variables
to which the same real terminals are assigned; pairs of terminal variables, each of which
belong to different rules of a given rule pair, respectively.

Suppose a system state s, has arguments A, B, C and D, and is denoted by s,(A,fi,C,D). A
system state Sj has arguments P, Q, R and 5, and is denoted by sj(P,Q,R,S). Equivalent states
are defined as follows:
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Definition: For Si(A,B,C,D) and Sj(P,Q,R,S), if Si(P,Q,R,S), which is obtained by replacing
the arguments of sit A, B ,C and D, by P, Q, R and 5 (A->P, B->Q, C->R, D->S),
respectively, equals Sj(P,Q,R,S), then Si(A,B,C,D) and Sj(P,Q,R,S) are called
equivalent states.

For equivalent states, the following Lemma is obtained.

Lemma: Suppose Si(A,B,C,D) and Sj(P,Q,R,S) are equivalent states. For detecting feature
interactions, if the transition from Si(A,B,C,D) to Sin(A,B,C,D) by an event ei is
checked, then the transition from Sj(P,Q,R,S) to Sjn(P,Q,R,S) by the same event ei
does not need to be checked.

Consequently, for a given combination of terminal variables to which the same real terminals
are assigned, one terminal assignment is sufficient since other terminal assignments give
equivalent states. Thus, the following theorem can be obtained.

Theorem: For all different combinations of terminal variables to which the same terminals
are assigned, only one terminal assignment should be considered for detection of
feature interactions.

A terminal assignment that produces an equivalent state is called an equivalent terminal
assignment.

(3) The number of terminal assignments
Select rule a and rule b from rules for service a and service b, respectively. Let the number of
terminal variables in each rule be kj and £2, respectively. Suppose a terminal variable in rule a
and a terminal variable in rule b are assigned the same real terminal. Let the number of
terminal variables, to which the same real terminals are assigned, be t. The total number of
combinations of terminal variables, to which the same real terminals are assigned, is obtained
in the following steps. Suppose ki>k}.
step 1) Select t terminal variables from k] terminal variables of a rule whose number of

terminal variables is equal to or less than that of the other rule. The number of ways of
selecting t terminal variables out of kj terminal variables is shown as fc/Q. kjCt
denotes the following formula:

step 2) Select t terminal variables from fo terminal variables of the other rule and make pairs
of terminal variables selected in step 1) and selected here. The number of ways to do
this is shown as ̂ P/. k^Pt denotes the following formula.

*2P/ = k 2 (k 2 - l ) (k 2 -2 ) . . . (k2- t+ l )
step 3) Thus, when the number of terminal variables, to which the same terminals are

assigned, is t, the number of terminal assignments is shown as kjCt x foPf-
step 4) For a pair of rules, a total number of terminal assignments is obtained by adding the

numbers obtained in step 3) from t=l to i=kj, as follows in formula (3)

g1 k,Ct X k2Pt --------------------------------- (3)

(4) Solutions for the problems
solution 1) The minimum number of terminals is the sum of the minimum number of

terminals which are required to describe each service specification, respectively.
solution 2) One terminal assignment is enough for each combination of terminal variables to

which the same terminals are assigned.
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4 Results of Experiments

As a benchmark, we used the papers summarizing the results of a feature interaction
detection contest at FIW98 (published in 2000). From another contest held at FIWOO, only
the number of interactions detected was reported and detailed information about what kind of
interactions were detected were not published. Therefore, the authors could not use the
contest results of FIWOO as a benchmark.

In the benchmark, specifications for 12 services are described using Chisel. In our
experiment, first of all we describe the specifications for 12 services using STR, and verified
the STR descriptions using an STR simulator comparing with all state transitions described
in Chisel.

In the benchmark, for 78 combinations out of 12 services, 98 interactions are described.
But, among them, 19 interactions are actually not interactions, or at least there are
ambiguities. Out of 79 interactions, there were 13 non-determinacy interactions and 66
semantic interactions. Out of 66 semantic interactions, 32 interactions required knowledge to
be identified as interactions.

Table 1: The number of feature interactions detected by the proposed system.

CFBL
CND
INFB

INFR
INTL
TCS
TWC
INCF
CW

INCC
RC

CELL

TOTAL

CFBL CND INFB INFR

6 5 5 18
0 3 15

0 16
17

.

.

-
.
.
.
.
.

6 5 8 66

INTL

0
0
0
1
0

.
-
-
-
-
-
-

1

TCS

14
9

10
42

1
7

-
-
-
-
-
-

83

TWC

95
28
72

102
4

13
137

-
-
-
-
-

451

INCF

13
13
13
48

1
35

103
17

-
-
-
-

243

CW

95
13
60

107
5

24
317
95

122
-
-
-

838

INCC

0
2
2
3

12
2

54
3

42
0

-
-

120

RC

2
18
8

33
4

17
40
27
9
2
8

-

168

CELL

4
27
9

33
0

18
278

27
207

2
49

7

661

TOTAL

257
128
190
386
27

116
929
169
380

4
57

7

2,650

Using the proposed detection system, 78 combinations out of 12 services were tested and the
results were compared with the benchmark. The total number of feature interactions detected
in our system was 2,650. The number of non-determinacy interactions and semantic
interactions were 697 and 1,953, respectively. For semantic interactions, the number of
interactions detected using knowledge was 234. All the interactions described in the
benchmark were detected, there was no redundancy, no miss-detection, and 2,571 new
interactions, which were not described in the benchmark, were detected, this is more than 20
times the shown in the benchmark. For each combination, the number of interactions
detected is shown in Table 1.

To evaluate the effect of filtering, and the effect on computation time reduction, the
number of subjects to be tested is discussed. The number of real terminals, to be used for
terminal assignment, is the sum of the number of terminal variables in each rule of a rule pair.
The number of subjects to be tested in a case where equivalent terminal assignments are
eliminated is compared with the number of subjects to be tested where equivalent terminal
assignments are included. By eliminating equivalent terminal assignments, the number of
terminal assignments was reduced to one 250th, in the mean.
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Computation time is discussed. Total time to detec t all interactions in 78 service pairs
was 22 minutes, 52 seconds, and 675 milliseconds. The mean time to detect all interactions of
one service pair is 17.6 seconds. Outstanding cases are for pairs of (TWC and TWC) and
(TWC and CW). Even in these cases, computation times are around 170 seconds and 130
seconds, respectively, and there is no problem.

Evaluation results for detecting interactions are as follows:
1. A large number of interactions were detected, more than 20 times those shown in the

benchmark. There was no redundancy or miss-detection. Thus it was confirmed that
the proposed algorithm, including the detection system, is reasonable.

2. The reason so many interactions were detected is that, with the conventional detection
methods, limited terminal assignments were tested to suppress detection time because
the correct way of making terminal assignments had not been made clear, but with the
proposed methods, the way of making terminal assignments was clarified and other
filtering methods were developed. As the filtering methods reduced detection time
considerably, all terminal assignments were considered and far more interactions
were detected.

5 Application to VoIP

5.1 Proposed Active Network Architecture

Much research into Active Networks has been done all over the world. In the IWAN2000, we
proposed an architecture for the Active Network (STAR; Software archiTecture for Active
network using Rule based language) for VoIP where the up-loaded program, ('service
program'), is described using a declarative language ESTR (Enhanced STR) [1]. We have
also implemented an experimental VoIP active gatekeeper based on the proposed architecture
(Fig.2).

Figure 2. Proposed Active Network Architecture for VoIP.

In the validation server, feature interactions between service programs are detected.
Characteristics of STAR are as follows:
1) A declarative language, ESTR [1], is developed by enhancing STR and is adopted to

describe service programs instead of a procedural language, such as Java.
2) One common Execution Environment (EE) is used for all service programs, instead of

using an individual EE for each service program.
3) A Validation Server is used to detect feature interactions between service programs

described by unspecified users, before the service programs are installed to network
nodes.
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5.2 Results of Experiment

11 services programs: OCS (Originating Call Screening Service), TCS (Terminating Call
Screening Service), CFV (Call Forwarding Service), FB (Free phone Billing), FR (Free
phone Routing), CC (Charge Call service), CFBL (Call Forwarding Busy Line), TL (Teen
Line service), TWC (Three Way Call Service), and two game service programs using specific
numbers, a memory test game and a personality analysis game, were described using ESTR.

These services were tested in the proposed validation server and 2,339 feature
interactions were detected. The mean time to detect all interactions between two services was
about 20 seconds, mostly less than 10 seconds.

Thus, the proposed detection methods were confirmed to be effective for VoIP services.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, evaluation results of the formal approach for detecting feature interactions in
telecommunication services were reported. Application of the proposed detection method to
an active gatekeeper for VoIP was also described.

For future work, the algorithm for resolving or avoiding feature interactions detected
should be studied. Though we applied the proposed detection method to VoIP services,
application to non-voice services should also be studied.
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Abstract. This paper addresses a problem to detect feature interactions in a CPL (Call
Processing Language) programmable service environment on Internet telephony. In
the CPL environment, the previous works cannot be directly applied, because of new
complications introduced:(a) features created by non-experts and (b) distributed fea-
ture provision. To cope with the problem (a), we propose eight types of semantic
warnings which guarantee some aspects of semantic correctness in each individual
CPL script. Then, as for (b), we present an alternative definition of feature interac-
tions, and propose a method to implement run-time feature interaction detection. The
key idea is to define feature interactions as the semantic warnings over multiple CPL
scripts, each of which is semantically safe. We also demonstrate tools, called CPL
checker and FI simulator, to help users to construct reliable CPL scripts.

1 Introduction

Internet telephony [8] is expected to enable a new generation of telecommunication services.
It facilitates integration with other Internet services, which allows rich and sophisticated tele-
phony services. Internet telephony has been widely studied at the network protocol level (i.e.,
SIP [9] and H.323 [14]). Some companies have already started commercial services, and its
protocol stacks are also released by open source communities (e.g., VOCAL [16]).

The concern is now shifting to the service level, that is, how to provide value-added fea-
tures in Internet telephony. There are two complementary approaches to achieving the feature
provision.

The first one is based on network convergence, which integrates IP and the traditional
IN/PSTN networks [13]. The idea is to activate the IN services from Internet telephony
through APIs (e.g., JAIN API [15]). Many telecom industries are conducting research and
development for it, in order to make full reuse of their legacy services. Though this approach
is quite challenging, we do not discuss it in this paper.

Another approach, which is interesting for us here, is programmable service [6] [10]. The
service and feature creation is opened to end users and third parties. The service definitions
can be deployed in the local (and distributed) servers over the Internet. The users can create,
delete and modify their own services at any time.
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As in the IN/PSTN networks, feature interactions occur as well in Internet telephony. The
previous research works might be helpful to understand a part of the interactions. However,
feature interactions in Internet telephony are a more serious problem than the conventional
ones, because of various new complications introduced [1][7]. Especially in the context of
the programmable service, the following are essential issues that make the problem more
difficult.

(a) Features created by non-expert users: In conventional telephony, quality of individual
features is guaranteed by the telecom companies, and end users just subscribe to the
ready-made features. On the other hand, programmable services allow end users or third
parties to freely create and define their own custom-made features. Most of the end users
are not as expert as telecom engineers. Each user is very likely to create a feature, without
the greatest care of logical consistency and correctness in the (single) feature, much still
less feature interactions with others.

(b) Distributed feature provision: The created features can be easily installed in local sig-
naling servers. The features are completely distributed over the Internet and there is no
centralized feature server. This fact means that it is impossible to enumerate all possi-
ble features. Thus, we cannot conduct off-line feature interaction detection, nor prepare
resolution schemes in advance, such as feature priorities.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of feature interaction in Internet telephony with Call
Processing Language (CPL, in short) [5][6]. The CPL is an XML-based language for the
programmable service in Internet telephony, and is proposed as RFC2824 in IETF. The CPL
is gaining popularity, and major VoIP systems (e.g., [16][17]) adopt it as feature description
language. The goal of this paper is to establish a definition and a detection method of feature
interactions within the CPL programmable service environment. To achieve this, we propose
two new methods corresponding to the above problems (a) and (b).

Firstly, we propose semantic warnings for the CPL scripts to address the problem (a) fea-
ture created by non-experts. In a CPL environment, each user describes his/her own feature
in a (single) CPL script at a time. The syntax of the CPL is strictly defined by DTD (Docu-
ment Type Definition). However, compliance with the DTD is not a sufficient condition for
correctness of a CPL script. As far as we know, there exist no guidelines for users to assure
semantical correctness of individual CPL scripts. The proposed warnings are not necessarily
errors, but they identify the source of ambiguity, redundancy and inconsistency for a given
CPL script.

Secondly, to address the problem (b) distributed feature provision, we propose an alter-
native definition of feature interaction, and its detection method in the CPL environment. In
[5][6], a brief categorization of feature interactions in the CPL environment is presented '.
However, no concrete method to detect feature interactions in the CPL environment has been
proposed yet.

In general, feature interactions can be defined (informally) as violation of user's require-
ment that is caused by combination of multiple features. Here, a CPL script described by a
user can be considered as an exact requirement of the user. So, the violation of the require-
ment occurs when the script is not executed as described, under the influence of CPL scripts

'According to the categorization in [5], feature interactions discussed in this paper are script-script and/or
server-to-server interactions
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by other users within the call. Note that the violation can be observed only at run time, and can
never be predicted by off-line analysis. Thus, the new definition of feature interactions must
be dependent on a call scenario at run time, which is significantly different from definitions
in the literatures [4] [12].

Our key idea is to define feature interactions (i.e., the violation) as the semantic warnings
over multiple CPL scripts, each of which is semantically valid. For this, we propose a combine
operator and some new notions for CPL scripts (i.e., complete, safe). Then, we present a
procedure to implement run-time feature interaction detection. We also present tools to detect
the semantic warnings in a single CPL script, and to feature interactions over multiple scripts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a brief review of CPL.
In Section 3, we propose the semantic warnings for a single CPL script. Then, Section 4
presents definition and detection method of feature interactions among multiple CPL scripts.
Section 5 describes the tool support for the proposed method. Finally we conclude the paper
with discussion and future work in Section 6.

2 Call Processing Language (CPL)

2.1 Overview

Internet telephony basically consists of two types of components: end systems and signal-
ing servers. The CPL is meant to describe network-based features which process calls on
the signaling servers in a network. Terminal-based features, like camp-on, call waiting and
voicemail, that heavily depend on end-system states and devices should be implemented on
the end systems, and thus are out of scope of the CPL.

First of all, we review the CPL definition briefly. The full specification can be found in
[5][6]. A CPL script is composed of mainly four types of constructors: top-level actions,
switches, location modifiers and signaling operations.

Top-level actions: Top-level actions are firstly invoked when a CPL script is executed: out-
going (or incoming) specifies a tree of actions taken on the user's outgoing call (or
incoming call, respectively), subaction describes a sub routine to increase re-usability
and modularity.

Switches: Switches represent conditional branches in CPL scripts. Depending on types of
conditions specified, there are five types: address-switch, string-switch, language-
switch, time-switch and priority-switch.

Location modifiers: The CPL has an abstract model, called location set, for locations to
which a call is to be directed. The set of the locations is stored as an implicit global vari-
able during call processing action by the CPL. For the outgoing call processing, the loca-
tion is initialized to the destination address of the call. For the incoming call processing,
the location set is initialized to the empty set. During the execution, the location set can be
modified by three types of modifiers: location adds an explicit location to the current
location set; lookup obtains locations from outside; remove-location removes some
locations from the current location set.

Signaling operations: Signaling operations trigger signaling events in the underlying sig-
naling protocol for the current location set. There are three operations: proxy forwards
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<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCXXXX

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<outgoing>
<address-switch field="destination" >
oddress is="sip:bob@home.org">
<reject status="reject•
reason='No call to Bob is permitted" />

</address>
</address-switch>

</outgoing>

Figure 1: A CPL script sa of DCS

<!DOCnfPE cpl PUBLIC •- / /IBTF//DTO RF
CPL 1 . 0 / / E N - -cpl.dtd-

<cpl>
<subaction id=•voicemail•>

<proxy />
</location>

</subaction>

<address subdooain-of= *exanple.coa*>
<location url='sip:chrisOof f ice.exavple. cooi'>
<proxy />

</location>
</address>
<address subdonain-of='crackers.org' >

<reject status*'rejecf

</address>
<address subdooain-of=• instance . nef>

<locacion url±'sip:bob9ho«e.org'>
<redirect />

</location>
</address>
<otherwise>

</otherwise>

Figure 2: A CPL script sc of DCF

the call to the location set currently specified; redirect prompts the calling party to
make another call to the current location set, then terminates the call processing; re j ect
causes the server to reject the call attempt and then terminates the call processing.

2.2 Feature examples

We start with a simple feature, namely Originating Call Screening (OCS, in short). Suppose
the following requirement: Alice (al iceiinstance. net) wants to block any outgoing calls
to Bob (bob@home. org) from her end system. Figure 1 shows an implementation of Alice's
script sa. In Figure 1, the first three lines represent declaration of XML and DTD. The tag
<cpl> means the start of a body of the CPL script. The top-level action <outgoing> de-
scribes actions activated when Alice makes a call. Next, <address-switch> specifies a
conditional branch. In this example, the condition is extracted from the destination address
of the call (field="destination"). If the destination address matches bob@home.org
(<address is= l tbob@home. org">), the call is rejected (<reject status.. . / > ) . I f i t
does not match, the call is be proxied to the destination address (This is done by default
behavior of the CPL, although the proxy operation is not explicitly specified. See Section
4.2.1).

The next example is a bit complicated. A user Chris (chris@example. com) wants to:

• receive calls from domain example. com at office chris@of f ice. example. com.

• reject any call from malicious crackers belonging to crackers . org.

• redirect any call from clients within instance. net to Bob's home at bobihome. org.

• proxy any other calls to his voicemail at chris@voicemail. example. com.

Figure 2 shows an implementation of Chris's script sc. Let us call this feature Domain
Call Filtering (DCF). The portion surrounded by <subaction> </subaction> defines a
subaction called from the main-routine. <incoming> specifies actions activated when Chris
receives an incoming call.
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Next, in <address-switch>, a condition for the switch is extracted from the host ad-
dress of the caller (field="origin" subf ield="host"). If the domain matches ex-
ample, com (<address subdomain-of= "example.com">), then the location is set to
chris@office.example.com, and the call is proxied to his office (<proxy />). If the
domain matches crackers. org, the call is rejected by <reject />. Else if the domain
matches instance. net, the location is set to bob@home. org. Then, the call is redirected
to Bob and the caller places a new call to Bob. Otherwise, the subaction voicemai 1 is called.
In the subaction voicemail, the location is set to the voicemail at chris@voicemail. exam
pie. com, and then the call is proxied there.

3 CPL semantic warnings

The definition of CPL with DTD [5] [6] guarantees the syntactical structure of CPL, but does
not cover any semantical aspects of each individual script. Hence, there is enough room,
especially for non-expert users, to make semantical flaws in the script. The proposed warnings
aim to help each user find such semantical flaws in his/her script. Focusing on constraints of
CPL and semantic aspects of telephony features, we have identified eight kinds of warnings
so far.

3.1 Multiple forwarding addresses (MFAD)

Definition: The execution reaches <proxy> or <redirect> while multiple addresses are
contained in the location set.

Effects: The CPL allows calls to be proxied (or redirected) to multiple address locations by
cascading <location> tags. However, if the call is redirected to multiple locations, then
the caller would be confused to which address the next call should be placed. Or, if the
call is proxied, a race condition might occur depending on the configuration of the proxied
end systems. As a typical example, if a user simultaneously sets the forwarding address
to his handy phone and voicemail that immediately answers the call. Then the call never
reaches his handy phone.

Example CPL: Figure 3(a) shows an example. The user is setting the forwarding address to
his handy phone pattara@mobile. example. comand voicemail pattara@voicemail
. example. com, simultaneously. If the user configures the voicemail to immediately an-
swer the call, then no call reaches the mobile phone.

3.2 Unused subactions (USUB)

Definition: Subaction <subaction id= " foo" > exists, but <subaction ref= "foo"
> does not.

Effects: The subaction is defined but not used. The defined subaction is completely redun-
dant, and should be removed to decrease server's overhead for parsing the CPL script.

Example CPL: Figure 3(b) shows an example. In this script, a subaction mobile that is de-
clared in the subsection part is not used in the body of the script. So, the unused subaction
mobile is redundant and should be removed.
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3.3 Call rejection in all paths (CRAP)

Definition: All execution paths terminate at <rej ect>.

Effects: No matter which path is selected, the call is rejected. No call processing is per-
formed, and all executed actions and evaluated conditions are nullified. This is not a
problem only when the user wants to reject all calls explicitly. However, complex con-
ditional branches and deeply nested tags make this problem difficult to be found, on the
contrary to the user's intention.

Example CPL: Figure 3(c) shows an example. By this script, any incoming call is rejected,
no matter who the originator is. All actions and evaluated conditions are meaningless after
all.

3.4 Address set after address switch (ASAS)

Definition: When <address> and <otherwise> tags are specified as outputs of <address-
switch>, the same address evaluated in the <address> is set in the <otherwise>
block.

Effects: The <otherwise> block is executed when the current address does not match the
one specified in <address>. If the address is set as a new current address in <other-
wise> block, then a violation of the conditional branch might occur. A typical example
is that, after screening a specific address by <address-switch>, the call is proxied to
the address, although any call to the address must have been filtered.

Example CPL: Figure 3(d) shows an example. When the user make an outgoing call, this
script checks the destination of the call. The call should be rejected if the destination ad-
dress is pattara@example. com, according to the condition specified in <address>.
However, in the <otherwise> block, the call is proxied to pattara@example. com,
which must have been rejected.

3.5 Overlapped conditions in single switch (OCSS)

Definition: Let A be a switch, and let cond^i and cond^ (arranged in this order) be condi-
tions specified as output tags of A. Then, condAi is implied by cond^.

Effects: According to the CPL specification, if there exist multiple output tags for a switch,
then the condition is evaluated in the order the tags are presented, and the first tag to
match is taken. By the above definition, whenever cond^i becomes true, cond^i is true.
So, the former tag is always taken and the latter tag is never executed, which is a redundant
description.

Example CPL: Figure 3(e) shows an example. This script is supposed to do a typical call
processing in a support center. Calls for general help (with a subject containing help) are
meant to be redirected to general-support. Emergency calls (with a subject matching
emergency help) are to be proxied to an attendant staff. However, in fact, all calls
are redirected to general-support, and no emergency call reaches to the attendant.
Since "help" is a substring of "emergency help", two conditions are overlapped.
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3.6 Identical actions in single switch (IASS)

Definition: The same actions are specified for all conditions of a switch.

Effects: No matter which condition holds, the same action is executed. Therefore, the con-
ditional branch specified in the switch is meaningless. In such case, this switch should be
eliminated to reduce complexity of the logic.

Example CPL: Figure 3(f) shows an example. This script has a language-switch to
check the language preference of the call. This switch specifies a conditional branch de-
pending on whether the preference is Japanese (jp) or not. However, the same action
<sub ref="voicemail"> occurs independently of the language preference. So, the
switch is completely meaningless.

3.7 Overlapped conditions in nested switches (OCNS)

Definition: Let A and B be switches of the same type, and let condA and condB be the con-
ditions of A and B, respectively. Then, [A is nested in B's condition block] and [condB

implies condA]-

Effects: This warning is derived by the fact that CPL has no variable assignment. So, any
condition that is evaluated to be true (or false) remains true (or false, respectively) during
the execution. Assume that condB implies condA- B's condition block, in which A is
specified, is executed only when conds is true. So, by the assumption, condA always
becomes true when evaluated. Thus, ,4's condition block is unconditionally executed.
Also, if A has an otherwise block, then the block cannot be executed. As a result, the
switch A is completely redundant and should be removed.

Example CPL: Figure 3(g) shows an example. When an incoming call arrives, the script first
checks a domain of the caller's host. If the domain matches home. org, then the second
switch does the same checking again. However, since the condition for the second switch
is the same as the first one, which have already been shown to be true, it is redundant
description. Also, <reject /> in <otherwise> is unreachable.

3.8 Incompatible conditions in nested switches (ICNS)

Definition: Let A and B be switches of the same type, and let condA and conds be the
conditions of A and B, respectively. Then,

(a) [A is nested in B's condition block] and [condA and condB are mutually exclusive], or

(/?) [^4 is nested in B's otherwise block] and [condA implies condp].

Effects: Let us consider (a) first. B's condition block, in which A is specified, is executed
only when condg is true. However, condA and conds are exclusive, so condA cannot
be true at this time. Therefore, A's condition block is unexecutable. (/?) is the comple-
mental case of (a). B's otherwise block is executed only when conds is false. Now that
condA must be false, which is implied by -^condB. Consequently, A's condition block is
unexecutable also.
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<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<incoming>
<location

url="sip:pattara@mobile.example.com">
<location

url="sip:pattara@voicemail.example.com">
<proxy />

</location>
</location>

</incoming>

(a) Example of MFAD

<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd'>
<cpl>
<subactipn id="mobile">
<location url='sip:jonesSmobile.example.com" >
<proxy />

</location>
</subaction>
<incoming>
<location url="sip:jones@example.com">
<proxy />

</location>
</incoming>

(b) Example of USUB
<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<incoming>
<address-switch field="origin">
oddress is="anonymous ">
<reject status="reject" reason=
"I don't accept anonymous calls" />

</address>
<otherwise>
<reject status="reject" reason=
"I don't accept call from anyone" />

</otherwise>
</address-switch>

</incoming>

<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<outgoing>
<address-switch field="destination">
<address is="sip:pattara@example.com">

<reject status="reject"
reason="I don't call Pattara" />

</address>
<otherwise>
<location ur1="sip:pattara@example.com"

<proxy/>
</location>

</otherwise>
</address -swi tch>

</outgoing>

(c) Example of CRAP (d) Example of ASAS
<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<incoming>
<string-switch field="subject">
<string contains="help">
<location url=

"sip:general-support@example.com">
<redirect />
</location>

</string>
<string is="emergency help">
<location url="sip:staff@example.com">
<proxy />

</location>
</string>

</string-switch>
</incoming>

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<subaction id="voicemail">
<location url="sip:nakamura@voicemail.org" >

<proxy />
</location>

</subaction>
<incoming>
<language-switch>
<language matches="jp">

<sub ref="voicemail" />
</language>
<otherwise>
<sub ref="voicemail" />

</otherwise>
</language-switch>

</incoming>

(e) Example of OCSS (OExample of IASS
<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<incoming>
<address-switch field="origin"

subfield="host">
<address subdomain-of="home.org">
<address-switch field="origin"

subfield="host">
oddress subdomain-of="home.org">

<location url="sip:pattara@mobile.net">
<proxy />

</location>
</address>
<otherwise>

<reject status="reject"
reason="Some reason" />

</otherwise>
</address-switch>

</address>
</address-switch>
</incoming>

<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx

CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd">
<cpl>
<incoming>
<address-switch field="origin"

subfield="host">
oddress subdomain-of="home.org">
<address-switch field="origin"

subfield="host">
oddress subdomain-of="example.com">

<location url="sip:pattara@mobile.net•
<proxy />
</location>

</address>
</address-switch>
</address>

</address-switch>
</incoming>

(g) Example of OCNS (h)ExampleoflCNS

Figure 3: Example CPL scripts
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Example CPL: Figure 3(h) shows an example for the above (a). When an incoming call ar-
rives, the script first checks a domain of the caller's host. If the domain matches home. org,
the second address switch evaluates the domain again. If the domain matches exam-
ple . com, the call is proxied to pattara@mobile.net. However, this proxy operation
never occurs, since conditions for the two switches are mutually exclusive. That is, it is
impossible that the domain matches both home. org and example. com, simultaneously.

The above eight warnings can occur even if a given CPL script is syntactically well-
formed and valid in the sense of XML. Note that the semantic warnings in a single script can
be detected by a simple static (thus, off-line) analysis.

Definition (Semantically Safe): We say that a CPL script is semantically safe iff the script
is free from the semantic warnings.

4 Feature interaction detection in CPL scripts

4.1 Key idea

Even if each user creates a safe script by means of the proposed semantic warnings, feature
interactions may occur when multiple scripts are executed simultaneously. In the CPL envi-
ronment, each user cannot have more than one script at a time. Hence, interactions between
features allocated in the same user (e.g, CW v.s. TWC) cannot occur [7]. Instead, interactions
may occur between scripts owned by different users.

Interaction between OCS & DCF: Let us recall two features OCS and DCF in Section 2.2,
implemented as sa in Figure 1 and sc in Figure 2, respectively. Now, consider a call sce-
nario where Alice (alice@instance.net) calls Chris (chris@example.com).
First, Alice's script sa is executed. Since Chris is not screened in sa, the call is prox-
ied to Chris. Next, Chris's script sc is executed. Since Alice belongs to a domain in-
stance . net, the call is redirected to Bob (bob@home. org). As a result, Alice makes
a call to Bob, although this call must have been blocked in sa. Thus we can say that sa

and sc interact.

The situation in the above example is quite similar to the semantic warning ASAS (See
Section 3.4), although it occurs within the combination of multiple scripts sa and sc. The key
idea of our approach is to define feature interactions as the semantic warnings over multiple
CPL scripts.

4.2 Preliminaries

Before formalizing feature interactions in the CPL environment, we define some new notions
with respect to CPL scripts.

4.2.1 Complete CPL scripts

When an execution of a CPL in a signaling server reaches .an unspecified condition or an
empty signaling operation, the execution follows the default behaviors (See Section 11 of [5]
for more details). Here are some examples:
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<?xml version="l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC ' - / / IETF/ /DTD

RFCxxxx CPL 1 .0 / /EN" 'cpl .dtd->
<cpl>

<outgoing>
oddress-switch field='destination" >
oddress is="sip:bob@home.org11>
<reject status='reject'

reason="No call Co Bob is permitted" />
</address>
<otherwise>
<proxy />

</otherwise>
</address-switch>

</outgoing>
<incoming>

</incoming>
</cpl>

Figure 4: A complete CPL scripts,, of OCS

Dl: In an outgoing action, if there is no location modifier and no signaling operation is
reached, then proxy to the destination of the call.

D2: In an incoming action, if there is no location modifier and no signaling operation is
reached, then treat as if there is no CPL script (i.e., the server tries to connect the call to
an end system of the owner of the script).

D3: If location modifier exists but no signaling operation is specified, proxy or redirect to
the location, based on the server's standard policy.

These default behaviors are usually taken implicitly from user's point of view, based on the
server's policy and/or the underlying protocol2, and may sometimes contradict to the user's
intension. Hopefully, the implicitness caused by the default behaviors should be eliminated
from every script. For this purpose, we define a new class of CPL scripts:

Definition (Complete Script): We say that a CPL script is complete iff no default behavior
is taken in any possible execution path.

The default behaviors must be simulated deterministically by using auxiliary information
on the signaling server. Hence, we assume that every CPL script on a signaling server can
be transformed into a completed script without changing logics of the original script. The
followings are guidelines to achieve the transformation.

(a) Make all conditional branches complementary. For instance, <otherwise> block must
be added to every switch, if it is not present.

(b) Based on the server's standard policy, specify an appropriate signaling operation in every
terminating node (i.e., leaf of XML's tree structure) that has location modifier.

(c) Add empty <incoming> or <outgoing> blocks if either of them is not present.

As an example, consider again the CPL script in Figure 1. This script is not complete,
since there is no action specified when the destination address is not bob@home. org. Based
on the default behavior and the guidelines above, the script can be transformed into a complete
one as shown in Figure 4.

2For example, the VOCAL system [16] adopts redirect for the above D3.
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4.2.2 Successor functions

Suppose that we have a complete CPL script s, and that we want to examine feature inter-
actions between s and other related scripts. Then, we need to know at least which script
should be executed after s is terminated. Since s is complete, the execution of s must exit on
an empty tag or a certain signaling operation (proxy, redirect or reject), with a location set
containing the next address(es) the call is directed to.

Note that the above information dynamically varies depending on given call scenarios.
More specifically, we assume that the following functions are available at run time for a
given CPL script s and a call scenario c.

Definition (Functions): For a complete CPL script s and a call scenario c, we define the
following functions.

exit(s, c): returns a pointer to a signaling operation in s executed at the end under c.

next(s, c}: returns the next CPL script executed following s under c, obtained based on the
next address.

type(s, c): returns a type of the signaling operation: proxy, redirect, reject or end (for empty
signaling operation).

For example, consider again the example in Section 2.2 and the scripts sa in Figure 4 and
sc in Figure 2. Table 1 summarizes values of the functions, with respect to two instances GI
and c-2 of call scenarios.

Table 1: Example of successor functions for sa

I Call scenarios I exit(sa,Ci) I next(sa,Ci) I type(sa,Ci) I

GI (Alice calls Bob)
c2 (Alice calls Chris)

<reject . . . / > line 8-9
<proxy . . . / > line 12

none
Sc

reject
proxy

4.3 Feature interactions among two scripts

Firstly, let us consider two complete scripts s and t only. In order to define feature interactions
between s and t, we need to capture a combined behavior of s and t. For this purpose, we
propose a combine operator.

Intuitively, the combine operator merges two scripts s and t such that t is executed after
s. This partial order is defined only when the call is proxied from s to t. In the case that s
redirects a call to t, the call is once reverted to the caller, and s terminates. Then, a new call
is originated from the caller to t without passing through s. Note that the combine operator
depends on a given call scenario, because t depends on the scenario.

Definition (Combine operator): Let c be a given call scenario, and let s and t be complete
scripts such that type(s, c} = proxy and next(s, c) — t. Then, a combined script r = s>ct
is a CPL script obtained from s and t by the following procedures:

Stepl: If any subaction (let it be <subaction id=" f oo" >) is defined in s (or t), eliminate
it by replacing < sub r e f = " f o o " /> with the body of the subaction.
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<?xml version="l. 0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE cpl PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD RFCxxxx CPL 1.0//EN" "cpl.dtd'>
<cpl>
<outgoing>
<address-switch field='destination' >
oddress is='sip:bob9home.org">
<reject status='reject'

reason="No call to Bob is permitted' />
</address>
<otherwise>
<remove-location>
<address-switch field="origin' subfield="host">

oddress subdomain-of="example.com'>
<location url='sip:chris@office.example.com">
<proxy />

</location>
</address>
oddress subdomain-of="crackers.org'>
<reject status="reject"

reason="No call from this domain is permitted" />
</address>
oddress subdomain-of="instance.net">
<location url="sip:bob@home.org">

<redirect />
</location>

</address>
<otherwise>

<location url="sip:chris@voicemail.example.com">
<proxy />

</location>
</otherwise>

</address -swi tch>
</remove-location>
</otherwise>

</address-switch>
</outgoing>
<incoming>
</incoming>

</cpl>

Figure 5: A combined CPL script sa >C2 sc

Step2: Let In(t) be the body of incoming action of t (i.e., the portion surrounded by <in-
coming> • • • </incoming>). In s, replace <proxy /> pointed by exit(s, c) with <remove-
location> In(i) </remove-location>. Let the resulting script be r.

The combine operator >c makes a chain between s and t, by merging the <proxy> operation
executed at the end of s, with the <incoming> action of t executed next. The <remove-
location> inserted in Step 2, is to simulate that the location set is initialized to empty when
the incoming action occurs (see Section 2.1). Note that the combine operation does not ruin
the syntax structure, since both <remove-location> In(t) </remove-location> and
<proxy /> are defined as nodes in the DTD of CPL. So, if both s and t are syntactically
valid, then s >c t is also valid.

Now we are ready to define feature interactions among two scripts.

Definition (Feature interaction among two scripts): Let s and t be given complete scripts,
and let c be a given call scenario. Then, we say that s interacts with t with respect to c, iff
both s and t are semantically safe, but s >c tis not safe.

Let us consider two scripts sa and sc in Figures 4 and 2, respectively. Also, take a scenario
02 in Table 1, where Alice calls Chris. Figure 5 shows a combined script sa >C2 sc. Now, both
sa and sc are semantically safe, but sa>C2 sc is not safe. It contains a semantic warning ASAS,
since address bob@home. org evaluated in <address> is set in <otherwise> block. This
is just the interaction explained in Section 4.1.
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Figure 6: Multiple scripts involved in a call scenario

scripts Succ(script s, scenario c) {
R = s;
if (type(s,c)) = 'proxy') {

check_loop(next(s, c), c);
foreach t 6 Succ(next(s, c), c)

R = R\J(s>ct);
} else if (type(s, c) == 'redirect') {

R = R U Succ(next(s, c), c);

}
return R;

Figure 7: Algorithm Succ(s,c) for computing a set of
scripts to be checked

4.4 Feature interaction detection

In the previous subsection, we have defined feature interactions between two scripts. How-
ever, a call could involve more than two scripts in general, because of successive redirect and
proxy operations. So, the definition of feature interactions is generalized as follows:

Definition (Feature interactions): Let SQ be a given script of the call originator, and let c
be a given call scenario. Also, let s\, 82, • • •, sn be scripts, where S; proxies the call to Sj+i
under a call scenario c. Then, we say that feature interactions occur with respect to SQ and c,
iff all of Si(0 < i < n) are semantically safe, but there exists some k(l < k < n) such that
SQ >c s\ >c • • • t>c

 sk is not semantically safe.

Figure 6 shows an example of a call scenario where multiple scripts are successively exe-
cuted. In the figure, a box represents a CPL script. A solid arrow represents a proxy operation
between scripts, while a dotted arrow describes a redirect operation. To identify feature in-
teractions in this call scenario c, we must check the semantic warnings for the following six
scripts (1) s, (2) s >c t, (3) s >c r, (4) s >c r >c v, (5) s >c r >c v oc w and (6) s >c r oc v >c x.

We present an algorithm to compute a set of combined scripts that must be checked in
feature interaction detection. Figure 7 shows a C-like pseudo code to compute the set R
of the scripts for a given originating script s and a call scenario c. In the algorithm, we
define a procedure check_loop ( t , c ) . This abstracted procedure checks if script t forms a
forwarding loop in the call scenario c, by using a loop detection mechanism in the underlying
protocol [5]. If a loop is detected, the procedure terminates the algorithm with some error
reports.

The algorithm Succ first puts the given script s itself in the set R. Next, if the processing
type is proxy, Succ first checks a forwarding loop by check-loop. If no loop is detected, it
combines s with its successive scripts, which are recursively computed by setting the proxied
script as the initial script, and put them in R. If the processing type is redirect, Succ recur-
sively obtains a set of scripts starting with the redirected script, and then puts them in R.
Finally, Succ returns the set R. For example, consider again a call scenario c in Figure 6.
Succ(s, c) computes the six combined scripts: (1) s, (2) s >c t, (3) 5 >c r, (4) s >c r oc v, (5)
s oc r t>c v t>c w and (6) s D>C r >c v >c x.
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We are ready to present a feature interaction detection algorithm. We assume that each
individual script is semantically safe.

Feature interaction detection algorithm :

Input: A CPL script 5 of a call originator, and a call scenario c.

Output: Feature interactions occur or not.

Procedure: Compute Succ(s,c), and check if each script in Succ(s,c) is semantically
safe. If all of the scripts are semantically safe, return "feature interaction does not
occur". Otherwise, return "feature interaction occurs" with the corresponding (com-
bined) scripts.

5 Tool support

We are currently implementing a set of tools for the proposed framework. Here we introduce
two of them: CPL checker and FI simulator.

CPL checker: For a given CPL script, CPL checker detects the proposed semantic warnings.
It also performs syntax checking to validate the conformance to the XML syntax and the
DTD of CPL. Thus, it can be used for debugging CPL scripts as well. Figure 8(a) shows
a screenshot, where semantic warning OCSS is detected. Every validated script can be
registered in the system with the (virtual) owner's address of the script. The registered
scripts can be used by FI simulator to perform off-line simulation.

FI simulator: This tool simulates execution of CPL scripts registered through CPL checker.
Then, for a given call scenario, it tries to identify feature interactions by combining ap-
propriate scripts. A user of the tool firstly chooses some of the registered scripts, then
configures a call scenario 3. Finally, the tool computes a combined script by algorithm
Succ, and detects feature interactions as semantic warnings. Figure 8(b) shows a screen-
shot, where interaction ASAS presented in Section 4.1 is detected. The call scenario and
simulated call processing are also seen in the figure.

The tools are implemented as a collection of CGI programs written in Perl open-source
modules [2][3]. Since all operations to the tools are performed through a simple Web inter-
face, a user can easily conducts validation and simulation of his/her CPL script. A prototype
of the tools can be freely used at http://www-kiku.ics.es.osaka-u.ac.jp/~pattara/CPL/, though it is
still experimental.

We are also planning to develop modules and libraries that can be used for on-line feature
interaction detection (See Section 6.2).

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have presented two major issues of the CPL programmable service in In-
ternet telephony: semantic warnings and feature interactions among CPL scripts. Finally, we
summarize some important issues to be discussed further.

Currently, a call scenario involves selection of caller and callee only.
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Figure 8: Screenshots of the developed tools (prototype)

6.1 Other semantic warnings

We have proposed eight classes of the semantic warnings in this paper. However, there could
exist other types of semantic warnings. We need to investigate more case studies and some
quantitative evaluation to make it clear how much feature interactions can be covered by the
proposed eight classes.

Also, we have discussed the semantic warnings and feature interaction in the context of
the CPL programmable service only. However, feature interactions can occur between pro-
grammable services and the conventional telephony services provided by network conver-
gence framework [15]. This is a very challenging issue and our future work.

6.2 Architecture for run-time detection

In order to perform a run-time detection of feature interaction in the CPL environment, we
would need a special architecture to compute Succ(s, c) and detect semantic warnings. A
possible solution is to deploy an Feature Interaction server in the global network. Upon ev-
ery call setup, signaling servers involving the call upload the relevant CPL scripts to the FI
server. Then, the FI server performs appropriate combine operations and then detects feature
interactions in the call. The overhead of the script uploading can be reduced if users volun-
tarily registers their own scripts in a global service repository of the FI server beforehand.
To implement the architecture, we have to, of course, tackle related issues such as security,
privacy and authentication.

6.3 Resolution of feature interactions

In the conventional telephony network, once an feature interaction is detected, some resolu-
tion schemes, such as feature priorities, are applied. However, in the CPL environment, it is
impossible to prepare in advance appropriate resolution schemes. This is the point that the
conventional run-time approaches (e.g., [11]) cannot be applied directly.
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The Internet basically adopts "use at your own risk" policy. So, it would be natural to
prompt users to make decision on how the call should be processed by themselves. How-
ever, if the programmable service environment is operated on the commercial basis, a certain
guideline for users to resolve feature interactions must be prepared. The examination of the
resolution schemes is also our feature research.
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Abstract. The growth of the Internet is increasing the deployment of e-services in
such areas as e-business, e-learning, and e-health. In parallel, the providers and
consumers of such services are realizing the need for privacy. The widespread use of
P3P privacy policies for web sites is an example of this growing concern for
privacy. However, while the privacy policy approach may seem to be a reasonable
solution to privacy management, we show in this paper that it can lead to
unexpected feature interaction outcomes such as unexpected costs, the lost of
privacy, and even cause serious injury. We propose a negotiations approach for
eliminating or mitigating the unexpected bad outcomes.

1 Introduction

The growth of the Internet has been accompanied by a growth in the number of e-services
available to consumers. E-services for banking, shopping, learning, and even Government
Online abound. Each of these services requires a consumer's personal information in one
form or another. This leads to concerns over privacy. Indeed, the public's awareness of
potential violations of privacy by online service providers has been growing. Evidence
affirming this situation include a) the use of P3P privacy policies [1] by web server sites to
disclose their treatment of users' private information, and b) the enactment of privacy
legislation in the form of the Privacy Principles [2] as a sort of owners' "bill of rights"
concerning their private information. We take a policy-based approach in privacy
management. We believe this offers both effectiveness and flexibility. Both providers and
consumers have privacy policies stating what private information they are willing to share,
with whom it may be shared, and under what circumstances it may be shared. Privacy
policies are attached to software agents that act as proxies for service consumers or
providers. Prior to the activation of a particular service, the agents for the consumer and
provider undergo a privacy policy exchange, in which the policies are examined for
compatibility. The service is only activated if the policies are compatible (i.e. there are no
conflicts). Figure 1 illustrates our policy exchange model. For the purposes of this paper, it
is not necessary to consider the details of service operation.

Given the above scenarios, we show how the privacy policies of consumers and
providers can interact with unexpected negative consequences. We then propose an
approach to prevent or mitigate the occurrences of such consequences. Traditionally,
feature interactions have been considered mainly in the telephony or communication

1 NRC Paper Number: NRC 45785
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services domains [3]. More recent papers, however, have focused on other domains such as
the Internet, multimedia systems, mobile systems [4], and Internet personal appliances [5].

Section 2 looks at the content of privacy policies by identifying some attributes of
private information collection, using the Privacy Principles as a guide. Section 3 presents a
categorization of privacy policy interactions with their outcomes. Section 4 proposes an
approach to prevent or mitigate the occurrence of negative consequences from privacy
policy interactions. Section 5 gives conclusions.

Figure 1. Exchange of Privacy Policies (PP) Between Consumer Agent (CA) and
Provider Agent (PA)

2 Privacy Policies

We identify some attributes of private information collection using the Privacy Principles
[2] as a guide. We will apply these attributes to the specification of privacy policy
contents.

Table 1. The Ten Privacy Principles Used in Canada

Principle
1. Accountability

2. Identifying
Purposes

3. Consent

4. Limiting
Collection

5. Limiting Use,
Disclosure, and
Retention

6. Accuracy

7. Safeguards

8. Openness

9. Individual
Access

10. Challenging
Compliance

Description
An organization is responsible for personal information under its control and shall
designate an individual or individuals accountable for the organization's compliance
with the privacy principles.
The purposes for which personal information is collected shall be identified by the
organization at or before the time the information is collected.
The knowledge and consent of the individual are required for the collection, use or
disclosure of personal information, except when inappropriate.
The collection of personal information shall be limited to that which is necessary
for the purposes identified by the organization. Information shall be collected by
fair and lawful means.
Personal information shall not be used or disclosed for purposes other than those for
which it was collected, except with the consent of the individual or as required by
the law. In addition, personal information shall be retained only as long as
necessary for fulfillment of those purposes.
Personal information shall be as accurate, complete, and up-to-date as is necessary
for the purposes for which it is to be used.
Security safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information shall be used to
protect personal information.
An organization shall make readily available to individuals specific information
about its policies and practices relating to the management of personal information.
Upon request, an individual shall be informed of the existence, use and disclosure
of his or her personal information and shall be given access to that information. An
individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy and completeness of the
information and have it amended as appropriate.
An individual shall be able to address a challenge concerning compliance with the
above principles to the designated individual or individuals accountable for the
organization's compliance.

We interpret "organization" as "provider" and "individual" as "consumer". Principle
2 implies that there could be different providers requesting the information, thus implying a
who. Principle 4 implies that there is a what, i.e. what personal information is being
collected. Principles 2, 4, and 5 state that there is a purpose for which the private
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information is being collected. Finally, Principle 5 implies a time element to the collection
of personal information, i.e. the provider's retention time of the private information. We
thus arrive at 4 attributes of private information collection, namely who, what, purpose, and
time.

The Privacy Principles also prescribe certain operational requirements that must be
satisfied between provider and consumer, such as identifying purpose and consent. Our use
of proxy agents and their exchange of privacy policies automatically satisfy some of these
requirements, namely Principles 2, 3, and 8. The satisfaction of the remaining operational
requirements depends on compliance mechanisms (Principles 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10) and
security mechanisms (Principle 7), which are outside the scope of this paper.

Based on the above exploration, the contents of a privacy policy should, for each item
of private information, identify a) who wishes to collect the information, b) the nature of
the information, c) the purpose for which the information is being collected, and d) the
retention time for the provider to keep the information. Figure 2 (top) gives examples of
provider privacy policies from 3 types of providers: an e-learning provider, an e-commerce
provider, and a nursing practitioner who uses the Internet to obtain referrals. Figure 2
(bottom) gives corresponding example consumer privacy policies. These policies need
to be expressed in a

Privacy Policy: E-learning
Owner: E-learning Unlimited

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: identification
Time: As long as needed

Who: Any
What: Course Marks
Purpose: Records
Time: 1 year

Privacy Policy: E-learning
Owner: Alice Consumer

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: identification
Time: As long as needed

Who: Any
What: Course Marks
Purpose: Records
Time: 2 years

Privacy Policy: Book Seller
Owner: All Books Online

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: identification
Time: As long as needed

Who: Any
What: credit card
Purpose: payment
Time: until payment complete

Privacy Policy: Book Seller
Owner: Alice Consumer

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: identification
Time: As long as needed

Privacy Policy: Medical Help
Owner: Nursing Online

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: contact
Time: As long as needed

Who: Any
What: medical condition
Purpose: treatment
Time: 1 year

Privacy Policy: Medical Help
Owner: Alice Consumer

Who: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purpose: contact
Time: As long as needed

Who: Dr. Alexander Smith
What: medical condition
Purpose: treatment
Time: As long as needed

Figure 2. Example Provider Privacy Policies (top) and Corresponding Consumer Privacy Policies (bottom)
machine-readable policy language such as APPEL [6] (XML implementation). The authors
are presently experimenting with a prototype privacy policy creation system, which will be
reported in a future paper.

3 Privacy Policy Interactions

Once consumer and provider agents exchange privacy policies, each agent examines the
other's policy to determine if there is a match between the two policies. If each agent finds
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a match, the agents signal each other that a match has been found, and service is initiated. If
either agent fails to find a match, that agent would signal a mismatch to the other agent and
service would then not be initiated. In this case, the consumer (provider) is free to exchange
policies with another provider (consumer). In our model, the provider always tries to obtain
more private information from the consumer; the consumer, on the other hand, always tries
to give up less private information. We say that there is a match between a consumer's
privacy policy and the corresponding provider's policy where the consumer's policy is
giving up less than or equal to the amount of private information required by the provider's
policy. Otherwise, we say that there is a mismatch. Where time is involved, a private item
held for less time is considered less private information. Thus in the policies above, there is
a match for e-learning, since the time required by the provider (1 year) is less than the time
the consumer is willing to give up (2 years), i.e. the provider requires less private
information than the consumer is willing to give up. There is a mismatch for book seller
(consumer not willing to provide credit card data) and a mismatch for medical help
(consumer only willing to tell medical condition to Dr. Smith). A privacy policy is
considered upgraded if the new version represents more privacy than the prior version.
Similarly, a privacy policy is considered downgraded if the new version represents less
privacy than the prior version.

In telecom, the individual features work as designed, but the combination of features
working together interact and produce unexpected outcomes. In the case of consumers and
providers, each privacy policy is a statement of how private information is to be handled,
much like how a telecom feature is a statement of how telecom traffic is to be handled. A
privacy policy is therefore analogous to a telecom feature. Given any consumer-provider
pair, the execution of their privacy policies is analogous to the simultaneous execution of
two or more telecom features, and can also produce unexpected outcomes. Here,
"execution" includes the examination by the respective agents to determine if there is a
match. As for telecom, each privacy policy or feature is correct by itself (in the sense that it
reflects the wishes of its owner), but can produce unexpected outcomes when executed in
combination.

There are also differences with telecom feature interactions. Firstly, telecom feature
interactions are regarded as side effects of the features. Policy interactions, on the other
hand, are part of the normal workings of privacy management, i.e. consumer and provider
privacy policies must interact or work together. There is thus no special mechanism needed
to detect policy interactions - they occur normally. Secondly, there is a difference in the
degree of certainty of unexpected outcomes. In telecom interactions, the unexpected
outcomes are the results of physics, and are certain outcomes. In policy interactions, some
unexpected outcomes are less certain to occur because they are based on predictions of
social behaviour, which can be far more difficult to predict than the outcome of physical
laws.

We categorize privacy policy interactions according to how many providers and
consumers are exchanging policies at the same time and give examples of outcomes under
each category. These policy interactions represent what we consider would be typical
occurrences. Example outcomes for simpler exchange structures may also apply for more
complex structures. This is determined by the degree to which the simpler structure is part
of the more complex structure. We will indicate when this is the case. Our categorization
follows:

A. One Consumer to One Provider Interactions
This is the case depicted in Figure 1, with one consumer exchanging policy with one
provider.
Case 1: Policies match. Provider may begin service. Possible outcomes:
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a) If this match occurred after a series of mismatches with other providers, then
the newly found provider is probably less attractive according to criteria such
as reputation and cost (this consumer probably started with more attractive
providers).

b) If this match occurred after the provider or the consumer downgraded their
privacy policies, the provider or consumer may not realize the extra costs that
may result from not having access to the private information item or items
that were eliminated through downgrading. For example, leaving out the
social insurance number may lead to more costly means of consumer
identification for the provider. As another example, suppose All Books
Online in section 2 downgraded its privacy policy by eliminating the credit
card requirement. This would lead to a match with Alice's privacy policy, but
may cost Alice longer waiting time to get her order, as she may be forced
into an alternate slower means of making payment (e.g. mail a cheque), if
payment is required prior to shipping.

c) The provider now has the responsibility to safeguard the consumer's private
data (Privacy Principle 7). The provider may not realize that the cost of the
safeguard may be very high.

d) Unexpected outcomes that derive from the specifics of the privacy policies.
For example, suppose the Nursing Online provider above modifies its policy
to match Alice's policy because Dr. Smith is on staff. Alice is able to
subscribe to Nursing Online. Then if Dr. Smith becomes unavailable due to
an accident, just at the time Alice needs medical attention, Nursing Online
would not be able to help Alice - an unexpected outcome.

Case 2: Policies mismatch. Provider may not begin service. Possible outcomes:
a) Consumer may decide to downgrade his privacy policy to try to get a match.
b) Provider may decide to downgrade its privacy policy to try to get a match.
c) The mismatch may result in a denial of service that has serious consequences,

where the service is one that is required for safety reasons. For example, if
the sought after provider is a health services provider, the consumer may
suffer serious injury. In the example policies for medical help above, there is
a mismatch due to Alice's requirement to only reveal her medical condition
to Dr. Smith. However, if Dr. Smith is not available, a nursing service might
still be better than no service.

B. One Consumer to Many Providers Interactions
This is the case shown in Figure 3, where agents for the same consumer exchange
the same policy with many provider agents at the same time, with each provider
agent representing a different provider that provides the same service.

Figure 3. Exchange of Privacy Policies Between One Consumer and Many Providers
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Case 1: Policies match for at least one provider. Provider may begin service.
Possible outcomes:

a) Same outcomes as in A, Case 1.
b) Where more than one match is found, the consumer has the opportunity to

select the best provider based on other criteria such as reputation and cost.
Case 2: Policies mismatch. Provider may not begin service. Possible outcomes:

a) Same outcomes as in A, Case 2.
b) The consumer may be influenced by the many provider policies he has seen

to adjust his privacy policy to get a match with the provider that requests the
least amount of private information.

C. Many Consumers to One Provider Interactions
This is the case shown in Figure 4, where agents for different consumers exchange
different policies at the same time with agents for the same provider.

Figure 4. Exchange of Privacy Policies Between Many Consumers and One Provider

Case 1: Policies match for at least one consumer. Provider may begin service to that
consumer. Possible outcomes:

a) Same outcomes as in A, Case 1.
b) Where more than one match is found, the provider has the opportunity to

select the best consumer based on other criteria such as reputation and credit
history.

Case 2: Policies mismatch. Provider may not begin service. Possible outcomes:
a) Same outcomes as in A, Case 2.
b) The provider may be influenced by the many consumer polices it has seen to

adjust its privacy policy to get a match with the consumer that offers the most
amount of private information.

D. Many Consumers to Many Providers Interactions
This situation is a combination of A, B, and C with the same outcomes.

4 Preventing Unexpected Bad Outcomes

The problem at hand is how to detect and prevent the unexpected outcomes that are bad or
dangerous. Not all the possible outcomes in section 3 are unexpected or bad. Solutions to
telecom feature interaction problems are varied, ranging from formal analysis [7] to
negotiating agents [8] and architectural approaches [9]. In this work, we propose the use of
privacy policy negotiation between consumer and provider agents to mitigate or eliminate
the unexpected outcomes that are bad. Consider section 3, category A. In case 1, part a)
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would be less serious since negotiation would reduce the number of mismatches. Case 1,
parts b), c), and d) may also be less likely to happen since negotiation may force the
provider or consumer to consider all implications. Case 2 c) would likely not occur since
negotiations would reveal that Alice's policy is overly restrictive (see example negotiation
below). The new outcomes in categories B and C are ones that favour either the consumer
or the provider, based on the possibility of several matches, or the examination of many
policies. These additional outcomes are neither good nor bad. It suffices to observe that
they are still possible with negotiation, i.e. by negotiating several matches or examining
many policies concurrently. We have proposed methods for agent-based privacy policy
negotiation in [10,11]. In these papers, we provide formal descriptions of the negotiations
process and methods for negotiating in cases where there is uncertainty of what offers and
counter-offers to make. Table 2 illustrates how negotiation can detect and prevent the
unexpected bad outcome of having no access to medical service when it is needed (read
from left to right and down):

Table 2. Preventing Unexpected Bad Outcomes

Nursing Online (Provider)
OK if a nurse on our staff sees your medical
condition ?
We cannot provide you with any nursing service
unless we know your medical condition.
You are putting yourself at risk. What if you need
emergency medical help for your condition and Dr.
Smith is not available?
Yes, we always have doctors on call. OK to allow
them to know your medical condition ?

Alice (Consumer)
No, only Dr. Alexander Smith can see my medical
condition.
OK, I'll see Dr. Smith instead.

You are right. Do you have any doctors on staff?

That is acceptable.

The result of this negotiation is that Nursing Online will be able to provide Alice with
nursing service whenever Alice requires it. If this negotiation had failed (Alice did not
agree), Alice will at least be alerted to the possibility of a bad outcome, and may take other
measures to avoid it. We have assumed that the provider will want to inform the consumer
about bad policy implications that it knows about. We believe this is a reasonable
assumption given that it is in their mutual interest to avoid unexpected bad outcomes.

5 Conclusions

The Privacy Principles impose legislative conditions on the rights of individuals
(consumers) to privacy. They imply that the collection of private information may be done
under the headings of who, what, purpose, and time. Privacy policies may be constructed
using these headings to specify each private informational item to be shared. In an online
community, consumers and providers of electronic services specify their privacy
preferences using privacy policies. Agent proxies for consumers and providers exchange
and compare these polices in an attempt to match up a consumer of an electronic service
with the provider of that service. However, such exchanges can lead to unexpected feature
interaction outcomes that have serious negative consequences. Rather than a simple
matching process, privacy policies should be negotiated between consumer and provider to
develop a mutually agreed upon policy for operation [12]. Such negotiation reduces or
eliminates the harmful feature interaction outcomes. It does, however, lead to questions
regarding revisiting mutually agreed policies, as consumer or provider policies change over
time. As future work, we plan to continue experimenting with a prototype we have built for
agent-based privacy negotiation, to identify issues and their resolution. We also plan to
investigate ways of avoiding harmful outcomes that may be used in conjunction with
negotiation, forming a multi-pronged approach to preventing unexpected bad outcomes.
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Abstract. Features provide extensions to a basic service, but in new systems users
require much greater flexibility oriented towards their needs. Traditional features do
not easily allow for this. We propose policies as the features of the future. Policies
can be denned by the end-user, and allow for the use of rich context information when
controlling calls. This paper introduces an architecture for policy definition and call
control by policies. We discuss the operation of systems based on such an architecture.
An important aspect of the architecture is integral feature interaction handling.

1 Motivation

Telecommunications has a central role in daily life, be it private or within the enterprise. We
have left behind times when two users were simply connected for a verbal communication
and now encounter a trend towards merging different communications technologies such as
video conferencing, email, Voice over IP as well as new technologies like home automation
and device control. This is combined with a move to greater mobility, e.g. wireless commu-
nications, mobile telephony and ad hoc networking. Services such as conference calling and
voice mail have been added to help deal with situations beyond simple telephony.

Currently such services only support communication, that is they allow the user to simplify
and more closely integrate telecommunications in their activities. In the future services will
make use of the merged technologies on any device. We believe that services then will enable
communications by allowing the user to achieve particular goals.

Increasing numbers of mobile users with multiple communication devices lead to a situa-
tion where users are always reachable. However, users might not always wish to be disturbed,
or at least not for everyone or for any type of enquiry. Future services need to provide support
for users to control their availability.

Availability will be highly dependent on the context of the user. Services must, amongst
others, take into account where users are, what devices they currently use and who they might
be with, as well as simple concepts such as time of day.

We conclude that the end-user must have a central place in communications systems.
Services must be highly customizable by lay end-users, as only the individual is aware of his
requirements. It might even be desirable for end-users to define their own services. However,
any customization or service development must be simple and intuitive to suit lay users.
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We discuss the advantages of policies over features, and define an architecture in which
policies can be used to control calls. The operation of a system based on such an architecture is
discussed. We will find that policies do not remove the feature interaction problem, but provide
different angles on possible solutions. Interaction detection and resolution mechanisms will
form an essential part of the proposed system. The system is user oriented and addresses the
fact that future call control needs to enable individuals to achieve their goals.

2 Background

Policies and Services. Policies are defined as information which can be used to modify the
behaviour of a system [6]. Considerable interest has been aroused by policies in the context of
multimedia and distributed systems. Policies have also been applied to express the enterprise
viewpoint [10] of OOP (Open Distributed Processing) and agent based systems [1].

In telecommunications systems, customized functionality for the user is traditionally
achieved by providing services, i.e. capabilities offered on top of a basic service. Services
are supplied by the network provider and thus do not offer completely customized functional-
ity. Consider a call forwarding service: the user chooses whether the service is available or not,
and which number the call gets forwarded to. There is no possibility for the user to forward
only some calls or to treat certain calls differently, e.g. forward private calls to the mobile and
others to a voicemail facility. It is exactly the flexibility, adaptability and end-user definition
of policies that makes them an ideal candidate technology for services of the future.

Policies and Feature Interaction. One might hope that policies remove the feature in-
teraction problem, simply by being higher-level. The policy community has recognised that
there are issues, referred to as policy conflict, but has not considered any general solutions,
assuming that this is not a crucial problem.

On the one hand, policies are defined by end-users, so policies will be larger in number
and more diverse than features. Also, the lay nature of the user adds to the problem. On the
other hand, policies can contain preferences. The context can also provide priorities usable to
resolve conflicts in conjunction with richer protocols of new communications architectures.

3 The Policy Architecture

We propose a three layer architecture consisting of (1) the communications layer, (2) the policy
layer and (3) the user interface layer. A three-tier architecture is used in completely different
ways for other applications. However, a three-tier policy architecture emerges naturally.

When we consider existing call control architectures, similar architectures have been in
use some time. For example, in the IN the three layers are given by the SSP (Service Switching
Point), SCP (Service Control Point) and SCE (Service Creation Environment). Similarly in a
SIP environment the layers are provided by the SIP proxies, CPL or CGI scripts and tools for
creation of such scripts.

However our proposed architecture (Figure 1) differs in several key aspects, from similar
existing architectures (e.g. the IN or SIP). Some of these aspects are:

• The Policy Servers can negotiate goals or solutions to detected problems.

• The User Interface Layer provides end-users with a mechanism to define functionality.

• The User Interface Layer and the Policy Servers make use of context information.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Proposed Architecture

• The Policy Server layer is independent of the underlying call architecture.

The architecture makes the underlying communications network transparent to the higher
layers. It enables end-user configurability and provides communication between policy servers
which can be used for interaction handling. We will briefly discuss the details of each layer.

The Communications Layer. This represents the chosen call architecture. For this paper,
we assume a general structure consisting of end-devices and a number of switching points. We
impose two crucial requirements on the communications layer. (1) The policy servers must
be provided with any message that arrives at a switching point; routing is suspended until
the policy server has dealt with the message. (2) A mapping of low level messages of the
communications layer into more abstract policy events must defined. Our investigations have
shown that these are realistic assumption.

The Policy Server Layer. This contains a number of policy servers that interact with
the underlying call architecture. It also contains a number of policy stores (database or tuple
space servers) where policies are maintained by the policy servers as required. We assume
that several policy servers might share a policy store, and also that each policy server might
control more than one switching point or apply to more than one end device. The policy servers
interact with the user interfaces in the policy creation process discussed in section 4. They
also interact with the communications layer where policies are enforced; discussed in detail
in section 5. The policy servers have access to up-to-date information about the user's context
details which are used to influence call functionality.

The User Interface Layer. This allows users to create new policies and deploy these in the
network. A number of interfaces can be expected here. We would assume the normal user to
use a web-based interface for most functions. For mobile users, voice controlled interfaces are
more appropriate. A voice interface is essential for disabled or partially sighted users. Both web
and voice interfaces should guide the user in an intuitive way, preferably in natural language
or in a graphical fashion. We also envision libraries of policies that users can simply adapt to
their requirements and combine to obtain the functionality required, in a similar way that for
example clip-art libraries are common today. System-oriented administrative interfaces exist
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for system administrators to manage more complex functionality.

4 Defining Policies

Policies should provide the end-user with capabilities to get the most out of their communica-
tions systems. End-users usually use their communications devices in a social or commercial
context that imposes further policies. For example an employee is often subject to company
policies. Hence policies will be defined at different domain levels (users, groups, companies,
social clubs, customer premises, etc.) by differently skilled users. Any policy definition process
needs to take this into account.

A Policy Description Language. In previous work [9] we have introduced initial ideas
for a policy description language (PDL) to express call control policies. Here we present detail
relevant for this paper. We have analysed a set of more than 100 policies before defining this
language. Further, any traditional feature can also be expressed. The policy definition language
is defined as an XML schema and hence policies will be stored as XML.

Complex policies are combinations of policy rules. There are a number of ways in which
simple rules can be combined: sequencing, parallel composition (simultaneous application
of rules), guarded and unguarded choice (conditional choice of one rule or indifference as
to which rule is applied). Each policy is uniquely identified by an id and can be activated or
deactivated. Also, each policy states who it applies to; this can be the person who defined the
policy or everyone within a certain domain. This mechanism allows policies to be defined at
different levels, e.g. individual, group and enterprise.

Policy rules provide a means to express simple facts about what a user wishes to happen
with her communications. Each policy rule is composed of a modalities block, an action block,
a condition block and and an trigger event block. All parts but the actions part are optional.

We consider a number of modalities such as obligation, permission and interdiction.
'Never' and 'always' are further simple modalities. Preferences, e.g. wish or must, are highly
relevant for call control policies and are considered as fuzzy modalities. Finally a class of
temporal modalities, containing items like 'in the future', 'periodically' or 'now', is defined.
Interactions can occur within each of these modality groups, but modalities can also be used
by conflict resolution approaches to identify which policy should be given precedence.

The action block simply contains one or more instructions to be executed when the policy
is applied. These instructions are typically actions as provided by the target system. In a call
processing system, they can be actions such as "forward call", "originate call" or "contact".
Note that at this level we are concerned with abstract actions which are mapped by the policy
server to messages in the underlying communications layer.

A trigger event block describes when the policy should be applied: if it exists the policy
should only be considered when the specified trigger occurs. The omission of a trigger block
means that the rule is always to be considered, and we would refer to such a rule as goal.

Conditions restrict the applicability of a policy rule further. Typical conditions are equal-
ities or inequalities on parameters associated with the call. There is a large set of these pa-
rameters, and others can be readily added. Examples are: caller (a user), call content (email,
video, language), media (fixed, mobile, high speed), call type (emergency, long distance, intra-
company), cost (of the call) or topic (project x, weekend plans). Other conditions are based
on the context and attributes of users such as location (my office, at customer site), identity,
role) (Mary, service representative), and capabilities (Java expert, German speaker).
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As it is impractical to require the user to provide the relevant information when establishing
a call, most of the required information will be inferred from the context. For example, roles
may be defined in a company organisation chart, the location can be established from the user's
diary or mobile home location register. Or better, "mobile devices have the promise to provide
context-sensing capabilities. They will know their location - often a critical indicator to the
user's tasks." [4]. So for example, if you are in your boss's office, it is probably an important
meeting and you do not wish to be disturbed.

User Interfaces. The presented language is quite expressive. However, we do not expect
the end user to define policies directly in the policy description language. This would be
unrealistic, as we expect lay users to be able to define their policies. We have developed a
simple wizard that aids the user in creating and handling policies. The current interface is web-
based, so users can access it from anywhere, with voice based interfaces being considered. A
typical end-user can create new policies or edit, (de)activate and delete existing policies.

The whole process takes place in natural language and the gaps are filled by selecting values
from the context (e.g. time from clocks and users or domains from hierarchies). Furthermore,
the approach is language-independent so that in principle the user can work in his native
language. Once a policy is finished, the user submits the policy to the policy server.

Upload of Policies. A policy server provides an interface via a TCP/IP socket to receive
changes to policies (with appropriate authorisation). The user interface layer connects to this
socket to submit the gathered information and to receive any feedback on success or failure
through this connection. In the absence of the feature interaction problem, the policy store is
updated to reflect the new policy. However, as conflicts are rather likely, a consistency check
is performed on the set of policies applicable to the user before updating policies.

Interactions. An architecture that does not give rise for conflicts appears to be possible only
at the cost of reducing the expressiveness of the policy language to trivial levels. We introduce
a guided design process that automatically checks policies for the presence of conflict and
presents any detected problems to the user, together with suggested resolutions.

When a policy is uploaded, it is checked against other policies from the same user, but also
against policies that the user might be subject to (e.g. due to her role in the enterprise). Here
we check for static interactions, i.e. those that are inherent to the policies. This suggests the
use of offline detection methods and filtering techniques. Any inconsistencies detected need
to be reported to the user. The resolution mechanism is either a redesign of the policy base or
provisioning of information to guide online approaches.

Some methods considered most appropriate for the policy context are Anise [12] (pre-
defined or user-defined operators allow to build progressively more complex features while
avoiding certain forms of interaction) and Zave and Jackson's [14] Pipe and Filter approach.
Also, Dahl and Najm [3] (occurrence of common gates in two processes) and Thomas [11]
(guarded choices), where the occurrence of non-determinism highlights the potential for inter-
actions are suitable. Note that these methods are applied at policy definition time, so execution
times are less of an issue (as long as they stay within reason).

In fact we are not restricted to static interactions: we can also detect the potential for
conflict. That is, we can filter cases where an interaction might occur depending on contextual
data. A suitable approach might be derived from the work of Kolberg et al. [5].

Consistency could be checked at the user's device rather than the policy server. However,
performing the check in the policy server has the major advantage that in addition to the user's
policies, those from the same domain are accessible and can be considered. Furthermore, the
user side of the implementation is kept light-weight, which is important for less powerful
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Figure 2: Policy Enforcement Process

end-devices such as mobile phones or PDAs.

5 The Call Process

In the previous section we have discussed how users can define and upload their policies to the
policy server. Now, we discuss how policies are enforced to achieve the goals they describe.

Applying Policies to a Call. When attempting to setup a call from A to B, A's end device
will generate a message that is sent via a number of switching points to B's end device.
Assuming that policy servers are associated with switching points, every switching point
along the call path can sent the message to the policy server. Routing is suspended until the
policy server allows continuation. In SIP, we can intercept, modify, fork and block messages
by using SIP CGI.

The policy server processes any messages that it receives in a four stages: (1) all policies
applicable to the source or target of the message are retrieved. (2) The policies are filtered,
removing those where the trigger event does not match the received event and those where
additional conditions are not satisfied by the current context. (3) The remaining policies are
analysed for conflict and these are resolved. (4) The outgoing message(s) are produced. If
there are no applicable policies, the outgoing message is simply the incoming message. If one
or more policies apply, the required changes are made to the original message. Alternatively,
new or additional messages can be created. The example in Figure 2 shows "progress info"
messages that are generated by the policy server. Also, if a policy requires forking of a call
(e.g. "always include my boss in calls to lawyers") the respective messages to setup the extra
call leg need to be created.

Routing is resumed as normal, with the next switching point again forwarding the message
to a policy server for the application of policies. Figure 2 shows an example of this process for
a call between two parties where policies are enforced in one direction. Note that the figure
shows two message exchanges between the policy servers, labelled pre- and post-negotiation.

More Interactions. While a call is actually taking place more interactions can arise,
either forced by context information or between policies of the different parties involved. Any
detection mechanism incorporated in the enforcement part of the policy server needs to be able
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to detect and resolve such conflicts. The introduction of policy support must also not create
unreasonable delays in call setups. However, if users are aware that complex steps are needed
to resolve sophisticated policies, they should learn to live with the delays - and probably are
happy to do so when the outcome is productive for them. It is for this reason that intermediate
information messages are produced by the policy application process.

Online and hybrid feature interaction approaches are a possible solution. We believe that
in a policy context the available information is sufficient to resolve conflicts. The underlying
architecture provides protocols that are rich enough to facilitate exchange of a wide range of
information. There are essentially two classes of run-time approaches. One is based around
the idea of negotiating agents, the other around a (central) feature manager.

The feature manager in [7] detects interactions by recognising that different features are
activated and wish to control the call. The resolution mechanism for this approach [8] is
based on general rules describing desired and undesired behaviour. In negotiation approaches,
features communicate with each other to achieve their respective goals [13]. Buhr et al. [2]
use a blackboard technique for the negotiation, thus introducing a central entity.

Feature manager approaches lend themselves to the policy architecture, as their main re-
quirement is that the feature manager is located in the call path. This is naturally the case with
policy servers. However, feature manager approaches so far have suffered from a lack of in-
formation to resolve interactions (though some progress has been reported in [8]). Negotiation
approaches can fill this gap. Their current handicap is the sophisticated exchange of informa-
tion required; however this is addressed by allowing communication channels between policy
servers. We foresee a combination of the two techniques to exploit their individual benefits.

Two forms of negotiation are practical in the policy architecture: pre- and post-negotiation.
In the former case, the policy server contacts the policy server at the remote end and negotiates
call setup details to explore a mutually acceptable call setup. The communications layer is
then instructed to setup the call accordingly. In post-negotiation, the policies are applied while
the call is being setup, thus potentially leading to unrecoverable problems.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

Evaluation. We have considered how policies can be used in the context of call control,
especially how they can be seen as the next generation of features. The policy architecture
allows calls to be controlled by policies. Each policy might make use of the context of a
user. This allows context-oriented call routing, but goes far beyond routing by allowing for
availability and presence of users to be expressed. Therefore, we can achieve truly non-intrusive
communications that enable users to achieve their goals. Policies can be easily defined and
changed by the end-user via a number of interfaces (e.g. Web or voice interfaces).

We have suggested some offline feature interaction techniques for policies to be checked
for consistency when they are designed. They can be applied to new policies as well as to
existing ones within the same domain. However, calls will eventually cross domains; then
online techniques to detect and resolve any conflicts will be required.

Future Work. A prototype environment to create and enforce policies has been developed
on top of a SIP architecture. Thus the proposed architecture has been implemented. The meth-
ods for detecting and resolving policy conflict identified in this paper need to be implemented
in the prototype such that empirical data on their suitability can be gathered. These methods
require some more formal understanding of the policy language as well as the communications
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layers to be used (the mapping of low-level messages to policy events).
In the future we would like to test the upper layers on top of other communications layers.

For example H.323 and PBX are planned. Further development of additional user interfaces
should strengthen the prototype. Another research area is the automatic gathering of context
details, which is interesting in itself but beyond the scope of our work.
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Abstract. SERL is a language and framework for managing the triggering and
execution of services in a single-user, single-network-component (SUSC)
environment. We propose enhancements to SERL, dubbed eSERL, to allow for
personalized customization of services by end-users who do not have expert
knowledge of the services and of the environment, while guaranteeing, to a certain
degree, that unwanted feature interactions will be avoided. SERL allows for such
customization of service usage, but it does not consider the issue of providing the
guarantee. Our approach involves validation of user-defined service configurations,
specified in the form of rules, against constraints for service composition and inter-
working imposed by experts.

1. Introduction

Next-generation telecommunication networks will provide new and enhanced capabilities and
enabling technologies for application-layer service development. This emerging infrastructure
is often referred to as a multimedia service network, or simply, a service network. It combines
the advantages of the IP and cellular phone technologies in a converged framework. In
addition, it offers access to network capabilities and services through Open Service
Architecture (OS A) gateways. 3GPP [1] OS A is based on the Parlay suite of high-level and
standardized APIs [2]. Parlay/OSA enables the provisioning of services independently of the
underlying network technologies, and facilitates more rapid service development [3, 4]. The
"open" paradigm allows for new players in the service network architecture, new streams of
revenue for network operators, and new business opportunities for 3rd party service providers
or developers with innovative services to offer. Alas, it also present a number of
technological challenges that must be dealt with before such a model can be realized, not
least of which is the Feature Interaction Problem.

The Feature Interaction Problem [5] exists in current telephony systems, but it is
expected that the problem will be severely aggravated in next-generation systems due to the
openness and distributed nature of the architectures, and the new types of services that will be
developed [6]. Another factor to consider in that context is that non-expert users will be
provided with means to customize service behaviour to an unprecedented degree, or even
develop and deploy their own services. Consequently, powerful mediators or control
mechanisms must be implemented, possibly at more than one point in the architecture, in
order to avoid, or detect and resolve unwanted, erroneous, or malicious service network
usage.
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In this paper, we describe a mediation system in a Parlay/OSA context, which provides
customizable, yet controlled end-user access to service network capabilities and usage of
high-level services without imposing unwarranted restrictions that would obviate the benefits
of the functionality offered. The system is based on the Service Execution Rule Language
and Framework (SERL) [7, 8, 9]. We propose and describe extensions to the original
framework. Our contributions reported in this paper involve language extensions to support
the definition of service composition constraints by experts, and a validation scheme to
ensure that user-defined service configurations do not violate these constraints.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce SERL. In Section
3, we describe our approach. We then explain our validation scheme in Section 4. Finally, in
Section 5 we conclude by hinting at potential applications and our future work. Notice that
we often use the terms feature and service interchangeably. Similarly, we often use the term
call to refer to the concept of a session, which is more general than a typical telephone call
today.

2. SERL: Service Execution Rule Language

SERL [7, 8, 9] is a language and a framework for managing the triggering and execution of
services. It is based on condition-action rules, and a processing model involving interception
of events, matching of event conditions to rule triggering properties, and then application of
matched rules. SERL was originally developed for SIP, where deployment of rule processing
engines implementing the model is more amenable to Proxy Servers, but not unimaginable in
User Agents. The XML-based language is flexible enough to support other technologies, such
as Parlay/OSA, and even certain heterogeneous environments.

SERL rules are grouped into Rule Modules, each with one owner. The owner of a Rule
Module is typically a subscriber to services affected by the rules in the module. Services are
classified into groups according to their behavior, and each group is assigned a Processing-
Point identifier. Processing Points refer to the points in the call-signaling timeline where
services within a certain group may be invoked. Services are triggered in response to events
flowing downstream (i.e. requests) or upstream (i.e. responses) through a node. Events
usually originate from the network, or from services. When triggering rules are encoded, they
take on the same Processing-Point identifiers as the services they relate to. A rule-search
algorithm, set to run upon the occurrence of events, takes into consideration Processing-Point
identifiers, priority of rules, as well as the relevant event information (a.k.a. event context)
when searching for matching rule conditions. Rule actions may involve delaying, overriding,
canceling or generating events.

In addition to managing the execution and triggering of services, SERL may access
system capabilities like a database, a Presence server, a Location server, Web services, etc.
Examples demonstrating such functionality are not provided in the Internet-Drafts, however
such functionality is implied. It is the responsibility of the developer of the SERL engine to
build-in adaptors for communication with such network capabilities or distributed services.
SERL is not a language to describe the behavior of services, nor is it intended to be used to
detect feature interactions. Rather, it is a mechanism to allow for the application of feature
interaction resolution policies in a SUSC [5] context. It is assumed that potential interactions
are known a priori, and knowledge about how to resolve interactions is encoded in rules.
Ordering through Processing-Points and priorities are the only means available to enforce
resolutions. For instance, when several rules are matched, SERL does not define a resolution
policy other than a simple ordering scheme based on priorities defined a priori.
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3. Managing FI in a Parlay/OSA context with eSERL

In this section, we discuss our architecture in a Parlay/OSA context, and our enhancements to
SERL to allow for personalized customization of services by end-users who do not have
expert knowledge of the services and the environment, while guaranteeing, to a certain
degree, the absence of unwanted feature interactions. We assume that any user may attempt
to configure any service they subscribe to, or compose and inter-work several of them for
added-value. By validating user-defined configurations against constraints imposed by
experts, we are able to provide a guarantee that user requirements will be met.

3.1. Rationale and Related Work

Our goal is to develop a generic framework for service composition in which we allow for
personalization, yet avoid unwanted feature interactions. We wish to impose no specific
application-domain, even though we have focused on a Parlay/OSA context initially. We also
aim to provide for a clear relationship between user-defined requirements and services or
capabilities available in the network. We believe that by achieving the latter goal, we will
facilitate the development of feasible billing and pricing strategies. Our vision is that the
next-generation "killer app" is probably not going to be a single service, but the capability for
an individual user to compose and personalize a multitude of services according to his own
requirements.

With regard to related work, we are aware of two initiatives, namely CPL [10] and
ACCENT/PDL [11]. CPL enables end-user service creation and guarantees the absence of
feature interactions due to the nature of the language. On the other hand, it is not flexible
enough to support a behavior that is not within the realm of Call Processing. ACCENT/PDL
is a newer initiative, which is more flexible. End-users specify policies for service behaviors
in a constrained natural language format. The goal is to allow comparison of policies online
and/or offline in attempts to detect policy conflicts. However, ACCENT/PDL seems to lack a
clear mapping between policies and features or network capabilities.

3.2. Overall Architecture

Our approach requires an architecture employing one or more Feature Interaction Managers
(FIM), which act as mediators controlling the triggering and execution of features. The
behavior of a FIM in our context differs from the commonly understood behavior(s)
documented in [12]. Each of our FIMs "virtually" composes services according to user-
defined requirements (i.e. rules). In other words, each FIM manages the events that affect the
behavior of any number of deployed services, and this may lead to the overall appearance of
composed service behavior from the user point of view. SERL is a technology that essentially
implements a SUSC subset of the generalized model, and therefore we have selected it as the
starting point for our project. Moreover, since Parlay/OSA defines an architecture with
clearly specified points of control (i.e. application servers, service capability servers), we
intuitively position the FIM(s) in a Parlay/OSA framework as shown in Figure 1.
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 1.  FIM for one Application Server

We take advantage of the standardized Parlay/OSA APIs, and the Half-Object Plus Protocol
design pattern [13]. The FIM is inserted between services and the actual Parlay/OSA client
side interface implementation. The FIM offers a virtual implementation of the Parlay/OSA
APIs to services, and it uses the actual APIs provided by the Application Server and the
Service Capability Server to implement the interface offered to services. The idea is to enable
transparency of FIM behavior from the service point-of-view. A service developer should be
able to develop a Parlay/OSA service and run it on an Application Server, whether a FIM is
present or not. With the FIM positioned as such, it is able to intercept all events to or from
services that are deployed on the Application Server.

3.3. eSERL: Enhanced SERL

We require each FIM in the architecture to implement our enhanced version of SERL
(eSERL). As a primary enhancement, we define two types of SERL Rule Modules:
Composition Constraint Rule Modules, and Configuration Rule Modules. Composition
Constraints represent expert knowledge about how services may inter-work or be composed.
Configuration Rules are user-defined and relate to instances of acceptable compositions of
services (i.e. not in violation of constraints) along with personalized service data.

3.4. Composition Constraints

Since we are considering a SUSC context, it is reasonable to suggest that all possible
compositions of services in the system are known a priori, which allows offline analysis of
services to detect potential interactions. Moreover, an expert may use his or her knowledge,
based on experience, to facilitate detection. The analysis procedure used by experts to detect
interactions is out of the scope of this paper. Following analysis, the expert will have the
required information to define constraints.

We highlight the fact that the set of possible compositions of services in the system may be
reduced simply because we are dealing with SERL, involving service invocation according to
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Processing Points and priorities. Intuitively, this may eliminate some potentially disruptive
feature interactions. We define such constraints imposed by SERL as implicit constraints
because they are intrinsic to the framework.

Composition Constraint Rule Modules express explicit constraints. To write these
rules, an expert must consider the behavior of the services, their input/output data, and
implicit constraints of SERL. Explicit constraints extend the service inter-working and
composition protocol defined by SERL on a per system basis (i.e. single network
component). We require that when services are deployed in the system, service providers will
include deployment descriptors for each service. Contained within a deployment descriptor
are items of information about the service that will be needed for feature interaction
detection. If source code for services being deployed is available, then deployment
descriptors may not be necessary.

Explicit constraints are classified into three types: order-preserving, data selection, and
mutual exclusion. In the absence of a constraint, services may be invoked in parallel. We
have extended the SERL language to be able to express these types of constraints and to be
able to describe the service objects that will be invoked.

Composition Constraints usually express constraints for service composition and inter-
working pair-wise, but triples, quads, etc., are allowed. This does not imply that services
(assumed to be atomic) cannot be interleaved, so long as all constraints are satisfied for the
duration of an event-flow leading to service invocations at the node, referred to a Cascaded-
Chain in [7].

3.5. Configuration Rules

Configuration Rules specify conditions and actions to carry out when conditions are satisfied.
They extend the run-time behavior of the call processing system. As such, a Configuration
Rule Module may be seen as a meta-service or more abstract service layer. Existing language
constructs allow end-users to write Configuration Rules, and as such, these rule sets would be
compatible with SERL processing nodes not implementing the enhancements that we
propose. On the other hand, we must constrain the SERL language in order to allow for
validation. Hence, generic SERL Rules Modules would not be compatible with a SERL
processing node expecting more specialized Configuration Rule Modules.

A user may have more than one Configuration Rule Module defined; however for
simplicity, we allow for only one activated module at any given time. Also, we assume that
the services considered in a module are actually in service while the module is active.
Otherwise, it would not be eligible for activation.

3.6. Modified Feature Grouping Criteria

The final enhancement to SERL that we have devised is a modification to the criteria for
determining the service groups and Processing Point identifiers. As defined, SERL provisions
for this type of enhancement. Our modifications are summarized as follows:

• For services that may add, delete, or modify any part of the event context (e.g. SIP
message, Parlay/OSA event), and are mostly related to routing, we assign Processing
Point 1/-1. Such services may modify source, destination, or intermediary nodes
identified in the event context, for instance.

• For services that may add, delete, or modify any part of the event context except
routing information, and are mostly related to screening, we assign Processing Point
21-2. Such services require read-only access to routing information, and are only
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allowed to block a call based on certain screening criteria. They may not re-route
calls.

For services that may add, delete, or modify any part of the event context except
routing information, and are mostly related to the event context payload, we assign
Processing Point 3/-3. Such services require read-only access to routing information,
and may only modify event context payload (e.g. SIP message body).

For services that may not add, delete, or modify any part of the event context, we
assign Processing Point 4/-4. Such services require read-only access to event context.

4. Validation of Configuration Rules

Our approach for Feature Interaction Management hinges on the concept of validating user-
defined Configuration Rules. The purpose of validation is to guarantee, to a certain degree,
that user requirements (expressed as rules) can and will be satisfied.

4.1. Determining Acceptable Compositions

The set of acceptable compositions of services deployed in a system is generated
automatically from Composition Constraints. Once acceptable compositions are calculated,
they are stored in the system for future reference. A basic algorithm to achieve this involves
enumeration and elimination of possibilities.

We assume that the set of Composition Constraints is complete. However, in theory,
this assumption cannot be guaranteed. We rely on experts to know about possible problematic
interactions between services and consider them when defining constraints. As more
problematic interactions are discovered though service usage over an extended period of time,
Composition Constraints will be updated, and acceptable compositions recalculated.
However, this process of updating constraints may invalidate previously valid configurations.
Solutions to this type of non-monotonic extension of the system will be explored in future
work.

Inconsistency of Composition Constraints, an important issue, may, in the worst case,
lead to a set of acceptable compositions where each composition is a service on its own. In
such a scenario, an expert would intuitively try to detect inconsistencies and relax constraints
when possible.

4.2. Validation of Configuration Rules

The algorithm to validate a user's Configuration Rule Module essentially tries to determine
all potential service compositions from the user's set of rules, and then makes sure that each
composition is acceptable. The issue requires us to examine the possibility of having separate
rules with triggering conditional expressions satisfied simultaneously, thus causing their
actions to be composed. In other words, if it is possible for a single event occurrence to
satisfy conditions of two or more rules, we say that the rules overlap and assume that the
services affected by the actions constitute a composition.

This problem has been studied in a different context in [14] where actions have well-
known semantics (e.g. discard or forward packets). In our case the actions are unknown, but
constrained by the Composition Constraints. If a set of actions is not forbidden by the
Composition Constraints, we say that these actions will lead to a non-conflicting service
composition.
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Determining whether conditional expressions overlap has a solution in polynomial time
as long as the set of possible values for variables is discrete, finite, and ordered as shown in
[14]. Due to the usage of SERL language constructs in a Parlay/OSA context, this holds, but
we also define a general principle.

General Principle: Two rules are said to be overlapping, unless
(a) conditional expressions have at least one common dimension, AND
(b) at least one common variable in the common dimensions, AND
(c) non-overlapping values for the common variables.

Notice that dimensions can be seen as Parlay/OSA APIs, or other discrete, finite, and ordered
quantities.

5. Conclusion

Our approach for FI management when composing and personalizing services in a SUSC
context is quite general. We expect to be able to apply it in any domain where the set of
possible values for event variables (in one or more dimensions) is discrete, finite, and
ordered. We have a clear relationship between user-defined rules and services or network
capabilities. From a commercial point of view, a user may, for instance, subscribe to three
traditional services and a Service Composition Manager (SCM) based on our approach. The
user would then define rules to manage the three services as a composed set rather than
individually, and deploy them into the SCM. This will lead to overall service behaviour
tailored to user requirements, thus creating value that would potentially be much greater than
the sum of the values created by the individual, independently configured services.
Guaranteeing that a user's requirement can and will be met is of utmost importance in order
to ensure customer satisfaction and justify the SCM subscription cost.

We view our contribution as a foundation for our future work towards a solution in a
multi-user, distributed environment. This involves new architectures, enhanced algorithms,
and accompanying tools. Moreover, we will explore Activation Rules for activating particular
Configuration Rule Modules based on user-defined requirements. We are also planning to
develop a framework to enable 3rd party packaging of services and theme-based rule writing
wizards. Users would purchase or subscribe to such packages, for instance a "Family
Package", "Driver's Package", or "World Traveller's Package". We believe that by having
3rd parties with intermediate-level expertise write theme-based wizards, users will be able to
specify requirements in a controlled manner, and greatly improve the rate of "first-try"
Configuration Rule Module acceptance.
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Abstract. Address translation causes a wide variety of interactions among telecom-
munication features. Ideal address translation is a simple and intuitive set of rules for
organizing features so that their interactions can be managed successfully. It is based
on a classification of interactions and on principles that balance conflicting goals and
reduce ambiguity. It has provable properties, is modular (explicit cooperation among
features is not required), and supports extensibility (adding new features does not re-
quire changing old features).

1 The problem of feature interactions caused by address translation

In every telecommunication protocol, requests for communication carry at least two ad-
dresses: a source address indicating which object is making the request, and a target address
indicating which object's participation is being requested. Address translation is a function
performed by some features; it consists of modifying a request for communication by chang-
ing its source address, target address, or both.

Address translation is a very common feature function (any kind of "call forwarding" is
translation of the target address). It also causes a wide variety of feature interactions. Between
these two factors, address translation causes a huge number of feature interactions.

Examples of bad feature interaction due to address translation are easy to find. In one
example, a customer calls a sales group. The call is forwarded to a sales representative; since
the sales representative is not available, his voice mail offers to take a message. It would
be much better for the failure to re-activate the group feature to find another representative.
Because of forwarding, both group and personal features are invoked, and they interact badly.

In another example [5], two people with addresses userl@hostl and user2@host2 cor-
respond by electronic mail. Since user2@host2 wishes to remain anonymous in this corre-
spondence, he is known to userl@hostl as anon2@remailer, and the anonymous remailer
retargets electronic mail for anon2@remailer to user2@host2.

However, user2@host2 also has an autoresponse feature set to notify his correspon-
dents that he is on vacation. When electronic mail arrives with source address userl@hostl
and target address user2@host2, it immediately generates a response with source address
user2@host2 and target address userl@hostl. When userl@hostl receives the response, he
learns the identity of his anonymous correspondent. Thus the autoresponse feature under-
mines the purpose of anonymous remailing.
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The goal of this work is full management of the feature interactions caused by address
translation. This entails both preventing all the bad feature interactions, and enabling all the
good ones.

Furthermore, management should be completely modular and extensible, in the follow-
ing sense. To interact properly, features do not need to know about each other or to cooperate
explicitly. If a system of features is well-behaved (all its feature interactions are properly
managed), and if new features or other objects are added that are themselves well-behaved,
then the resulting system is guaranteed to be well-behaved. Modularity and extensibility are
important because new features are always being added to existing systems, and it is imprac-
tical to change the old features so that they interact well with new ones.

There are many reasons why this goal is difficult to achieve, beyond the obvious ones that
modularity and extensibility are difficult to achieve in any software system. In particular:
• It is difficult to predict all the ways that features will interact.
• It is difficult to evaluate potential interactions. This is especially true because there are

often real-life scenarios in which the same features should interact in different ways.
• There are some inherent conflicts among the desires of various stakeholders, so that no

solution will appear perfect to everyone.

2 Outline of a solution

The first component of a proposed solution is a formal model of telecommunications (Sec-
tion 3). The model is partial in the sense that its purpose is to formalize the effects of ad-
dress translation, and it omits all aspects of telecommunication behavior not directly related
to address translation. The model is currently general enough to describe the majority of
telecommunication services (and will be extended to cover the missing ones). The model
circumscribes the problem, and provides a foundation for rigorous discussion of it.

The second component of a proposed solution is a classification of feature interactions
caused by address translation, along with principles for evaluating these interactions as desir-
able or undesirable (Section 4). The principles balance conflicting desires and design criteria,
so that all can be satisfied to a reasonable degree.

The classification and principles are based on experience. Although there is no guarantee
that either is complete, both are sufficient to cover hundreds of examples.

The third and central component of a proposed solution is the concept of ideal address
translation (Section 5). This is a form of address translation intended to capture intuitively
what address translation could and should be. It constrains how address translation is per-
formed, without constraining significantly what address translation can accomplish.

Ideal address translation is based on address categories. Address categories reduce the
usual ambiguity about why features are functioning, and on whose behalf. It then becomes
easier to apply the principles from Section 4, and to understand how features should interact.

Ideal address translation is designed for management of feature interactions, modularity,
and extensibility. A feature set in which all features obey the constraints automatically satis-
fies desirable properties derived from the principles. Its organization allows easy imposition
of additional, more specific interaction policies. Features do not need to cooperate explicitly,
and adding new features or other objects never requires changing old ones.

The remaining sections contain very brief discussions of exceptions to the constraints
(Section 6), enforcement of the constraints (Section 7), and related work (Section 8). The en-
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tire paper is written in terms of closed networks. The results will be adapted to open networks
in future work.

3 A partial formal model of telecommunications

3.1 Informal description

All telecommunication protocols support requests for communication. A request carries at
least two addresses: a source address indicating which object is making the request, and a
target address indicating which object's participation is being requested. There is some kind
of response to each request.

All telecommunication services are set up by request chains. A request chain is a chain
consisting of protocol requests and modules, where each module is an interface module or a
feature module. An interface module provides an interface to a telecommunication device. A
feature module provides feature functions.

Figure 1 shows an example of a request chain. The device with address si is requesting
communication with address t2. Its interface module initiated the request chain with those
addresses. The network router routed the first request to the source feature module of si,
containing those features applicable to a chain whose source is si.

tl

Figure 1: A request chain.

A module continues a request chain by making an outgoing request that corresponds to
an incoming request it has already received. The source module of si continued the chain, in
doing so changing the source address from si to s2. As a result of this change, the network
router routed the outgoing request to the source feature module of s2.

The source feature module of s2 also continued the chain. With no additional source mod-
ules to route to, the network router routed its outgoing request to the target feature module of
t2. It contains those features applicable to a chain whose target is t2.

The target feature module of t2 continued the chain, first changing the target address from
t2 to tl. The chain was routed to the target feature module of tl, and then continued to the
interface module of tl.

Every feature module in Figure 1 is optional. The source region of a chain contains all the
source feature modules, while the target region contains all its target feature modules.

3.2 Formal definition

Addresses are globally unique. Each address can be associated with a source feature module,
a target feature module, both or neither. The important property here is association of an
address with features, not module identity. The same module can serve as both the source
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and target feature modules of an address; there can also be many interchangeable instances
of an address's feature module.

A request for communication has three mandatory fields. The source and target fields
contain addresses. The mode field has three possible values: source, target, or end.

A request chain can be initiated by an interface module or a feature module. In all cases,
source must be the address of the module, and mode must be source. If a chain is initiated
by a feature module, the initiating feature module assumes the role of an interface module
within that chain.

An incoming request can be continued by a feature module that has received it.1 The
module may change source, target, both, or neither. The outgoing request corresponds to the
incoming request in the following sense:

• If the incoming mode is source, then if the feature module has changed source the
outgoing mode is source. Otherwise the outgoing mode is target.

• If the incoming mode is target, then if the feature module has changed target the
outgoing mode is target. Otherwise the outgoing mode is end.

If the module has changed an address while continuing a request, it has performed the func-
tion of address translation.

A network router processes a request by executing the following abstract program:

if (mode==source) then
if (source has source module m) then route to module m
else {mode:=target; restart routing}

else if (mode==target) then
if (target has target module m) then route to module m
else {mode:=end; restart routing}

else (mode==end)
route to interface module of target

This formal model does not constrain any aspect of protocol or feature behavior other
than what has already been mentioned. For example, it does not constrain media transmission,
mid-call signaling, or disconnection behavior. Any part of any request chain can be torn down
at any time. The behavior of feature modules can combine request chains to form overlapping
and nonlinear patterns.

Some systems have a network module that all request chains must include. A network
module can perform functions such as billing, or simply offer feature functions that anyone
can use. The network module fits between source and target regions. It is trivial to add a
network mode to the routing algorithm, so that all chains must pass through a network
module if there is one.

3.3 Nonlinear examples

Figure 2 shows a source feature module that provides a three-way calling feature. It continues
the same incoming request from its subscriber twice, once to each of the other two parties. As
it maintains both continuations simultaneously, the source feature module and its incoming
request belong to two distinct request chains.

'More precisely, the chain or chains to which the incoming request belongs can be continued.
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Figure 2: A feature module with Three-Way Calling.

Request chains for a broadcast would look the same, except that there would be many
more of them. The main difference between a broadcast and a conference is that, in a broad-
cast, media flows in only one direction.

Figure 3 shows a feature module that provides a call-waiting feature. Here the same mod-
ule serves as both the source and target feature module of x. The incoming request from z
arrived after the outgoing request to y was continued by the feature module. The feature mod-
ule, knowing that the interface module of x is busy, does not continue the request from z, but
rather sends x a signal that a call is waiting.

Figure 3: A feature module with Call Waiting.

3.4 Correspondence with real telecommunication protocols

Distributed Feature Composition (DFC) is a formally defined modular architecture for de-
scription of telecommunication services [7]. The formal model presented here is a simplifi-
cation of the DFC routing algorithm. Routing in DFC is finer-grained because the features
associated with one address can be decomposed into many independent modules.

The formal model here omits the "reverse" routing capability in the current version of
DFC [8]. This capability is used, for example, by a mid-call move function in a source feature
module. The purpose of the function is to allow the user to move to a different device without
interrupting his conversation. When the module emits a request targeted to the new device, the
"reverse" capability ensures that it is routed only to the target feature module of the device
address, regardless of the source address. Reverse routing will be added to ideal address
translation in future work.

The formal model describes a narrow aspect of the behavior of telecommunication proto-
cols and features, concerning only addressing, routing, and the invocation of feature modules.
When only this narrow aspect is considered, every telecommunication protocol conforms to
this formal model, although sometimes in a disguised, degenerate, or restricted form.
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As an example, Figure 4 shows request chains for electronic mail using SMTP and re-
lated protocols. The example is like the electronic-mail example in Section 1, except that no
anonymity has been introduced.

Figure 4: Electronic mail. The three snapshots arise during three different phases in the life of a message.

The telecommunication device is a user agent running on a personal computer. "Mail host
userl @host7" is both the source and target feature module of userl @host7, and "mail host
user2@host2" is both the source and target feature module of user2@host2.

To write mail, the user agent initiates a request chain which is first routed to its source
feature module. This feature module buffers the mail, so that the initial part of the request
chain can be torn down as soon as the mail has been transmitted to the buffer.

Electronic mail is sent by continuing the original request chain from the source feature
module of the source address to the target feature module of the target address. A mail host
acting as a target feature module only continues an incoming request if it is forwarding the
mail. If it is not forwarding the mail, it buffers it until the addressee chooses to read it.

The target feature module of user2@host2 includes an autoresponse feature which is
currently enabled. When the module receives a request for user2@host2J the feature initiates
a new chain with the source and target fields of the incoming request reversed. The feature
module is acting automatically on behalf of its owner, and the new chain is treated exactly as
if it had been initiated by the owner of user2@host2.

To read mail, a user agent initiates a request chain with a null target address.2 Like all
other request chains initiated by the user agent, this is routed to its source feature module.
The chain goes no further, as its only purpose was to connect the agent with its mail host.

4 Principles for feature interaction

4.1 Ownership

Each address has one or more owners who are responsible for it and have rights concerning
it. An owner is usually a person.

2The null value is a distinguished value of type address. It is often found in the source region of a request
chain, either because the chain is not intended to extend beyond the source region, or because a source feature
module will interact with the caller to produce a real target address.
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With respect to knowledge, there is no point in distinguishing between a feature module
and any owner of its address. If a secret is revealed to a feature module, the feature module
can store it as data, and the data can be examined by any owner. If an owner knows a secret
such as a password, he can insert it into the code or data of his feature module, so that the
feature module can use it.

4.2 Address-translation functions

In telecommunications, the fundamental addresses are the addresses of telecommunication
devices. However, addresses are used to identify many things besides devices.

A group address identifies a group of things, such as the departments of an institution, or
the people of a work team. Representation is a feature function that translates a group target
address to the address of an appropriate representative of the group. Affiliation is a feature
function that changes the source address of a request to the address of a group. This allows a
representative access to the source features and data of the group.

A mobile address identifies a mobile object such as a person. Location is a feature function
that translates a mobile target address such as a personal address to the address of a device
where the person is located. Positioning is a function that changes the source address of a
request from a device address to a personal address. This allows the person access to his
personal features and data from any device.

A role address identifies a role that can be played by another object such as a group, per-
son, or device. Assumption is a feature function that changes the source address of a request
to a role address, thus allowing the caller to assume that role. Resolution is a function that
translates a target role address to the address of the object playing the role. Roles are assumed
as identities, intended to reveal or conceal. In Section 1, anon2@remailer is a role address.

Often these concepts are combined in the meaning of an address. For example, the address
of a physicians' office identifies a group of people. It also serves as an identity (role) that is
more recognizable to patients than a physician's home address, and that a physician would
rather give to patients.

Because the concepts of group addresses, mobile addresses, and role addresses are nei-
ther exhaustive nor mutually exclusive, we must aggregate them and all other non-device
addresses into the general category of abstract addresses. Abstraction is a relative concept.
An anonymous address is more abstract than a personal address that it conceals. A group
address is more abstract than the address of any representative of the group. All non-device
addresses are more abstract than device addresses.

4.3 Identification

People and feature modules use the addresses that they know to identify the parties with
whom they are communicating. A feature that performs address translation interacts with
other features by affecting the identification information they receive in requests.

As discussed above, privacy is a motive for address translation. When it comes to privacy,
there is always an inherent conflict of interests between those who wish to know and those
who wish to conceal. It seems that this conflict can be resolved fairly with the following two
principles:
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• Privacy: A person should be able to conceal a more private address that he owns behind
a more public address that he owns.

• Authenticity: A person should not be able to pose as an owner of an address he does not
own.

A private address is a more concrete address, while a public address is a more abstract address.
Achieving authenticity often requires authentication, another feature function related to

address translation. An authentication function demands a password, voiceprint, or some
other proof that a user is an owner of a particular address.

Authentication might be needed in many different feature modules, as shown in Figure 5.
In this chain, dl and d2 are device addresses. The source feature module of dl assumes the
source role of rl, while the target feature module of r2 resolves that role to d2.

Figure 5: Many different feature modules may perform authentication.

In the absence of physical protection, anyone might walk up to device dl and start using
it. If this is not acceptable, the source feature module of dl must authenticate that the user is
authorized to use the device, which (in the simple authorization model used here) means that
the user is an owner of dl. The brackets indicate that authentication is a dialogue between the
feature module and the device/user on its left.

The assumption of source role rl can only be performed by a feature module of some
address other than rl, so anyone can program his source feature module to assume the identity
of anyone else! This serious problem is solved by putting authentication that the caller is an
owner of rl into the source feature module of rl, as shown in the figure. This is secure
because, once the source address has been changed to rl, the routing algorithm must route
the request chain to the source feature module of rl.

Target feature modules can also authenticate that the person who answers the telephone
is the expected person. The figure shows authentication of both r2 and d2, through dialogues
with the device/user on the right.

4.4 Contact

People and feature modules use the addresses that they know to contact the parties with
whom they wish to communicate. A feature that performs address translation interacts with
other features by affecting the contact information they receive in requests.
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Concerning contact, there is a conflict of interests between the desire of owners of abstract
target addresses to translate them to concrete addresses very freely and dynamically, and the
desire of callers for reproducibility—if they call the same sales address twice, they want to
get the same sales agent both times. In this conflict, owners of abstract addresses always win,
and callers always lose. The only way for the caller to get back to the same agent is to ask for
a personal address, and to call the personal address rather than the group address.

The important principle for contact is:
• Reversibility: A target-region module or callee should be able to call the source address

of a request chain and thereby target the entity that initiated it.
The principle must be worded carefully because the source address may be abstract. For
example, if the chain was initiated on behalf of a group, then the group is the initiating entity,
rather than the group representative who actually picked up a telephone.

4.5 Invocation

Through the routing algorithm, the addresses in a request chain determine which feature
modules are in the chain. A feature that performs address translation interacts with other
features by affecting which feature modules are invoked by appearing in the chain.

Address translation causes the invocation of multiple source feature modules and multiple
target feature modules. The worst case is having an unbounded number of them, because of
an address-translation loop. The need for the following principle is obvious:
• Boundedness: The number of source feature modules in a source region should be bounded,

and the number of target feature modules in a target region should be bounded.
A more subtle issue is that address translation can cause the invocation of several feature

modules, in the same region, with competing features. This is often desirable, but it requires
some coordination so that competing features interact properly.

Features compete with each other to handle the same situation. In the target region, for
example, two features may both be treatments for unavailability of the target. In the source
region, two features may both handle the situation that a user has initiated a call, but has not
provided a valid target address. Such features assist "dialing" by allowing the caller to select
from a list, identify a target through speech, or enter a short code instead of a real address.
Even features with unrelated functions may compete with each other, however, if both attempt
to use a unique resource—such as the voice channel to a user—at the same time.

There seems to be only one coordination mechanism for competing features that is feasi-
ble in a modular, extensible system with distributed authority. Competing features must share
triggering signals. Triggering signals are propagated along the signaling paths created by re-
quest chains. A triggering signal acts as a token, so that when a feature module receives a
triggering signal, it has permission to execute any feature triggered by the signal. The module
itself decides when, and if, to propagate the triggering signal. When it propagates the signal,
it is passing the permission token to other modules.

Competing features usually do share a triggering signal. Two unavailability treatments are
both triggered by the protocol's failed-request signal. Two dialing features are both triggered
by the request signal. Even unrelated features that compete for the same resource can both be
triggered by the signal that initiates the phase in which they are active. For example, there are
numerous target features that respond to a request by first playing an announcement on the
voice channel to the caller ("Your call is very important. ..").
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If competing features do not already share a triggering signal, it may be necessary to
force them to. For instance, many features are treatments for a no-answer condition. Since
most telecommunication protocols do not have a no-answer signal, a feature triggers itself by
setting a timer for some locally determined no-answer interval. This makes it very difficult
to coordinate separate no-answer treatments—even if the intervals are coordinated, race con-
ditions may disrupt any intended prioritization. The straightforward solution to this problem
is to have one timer that generates a no-answer signal, which is shared among features in the
same way that other failure signals are.

Obviously, the coordination mechanism gives higher priority to features that are closer to
the source of the shared triggering signal. Less obviously, this mechanism provides feature
composition as well as coordination. Consider, for example, two dialing features. One is
a voice-dialing feature using speech recognition to translate the caller's utterance to a text
string. The other uses a personal directory to translate speed codes to addresses. If voice
dialing is triggered first, the caller can utter a speed code. When voice dialing propagates the
triggering request signal, it can include the recognized speed code in the request as if it had
been dialed. If the personal directory feature is then triggered, it can translate the speed code
to a real address.

In most cases, it works best for the feature modules of more concrete addresses to have
priority over more abstract feature modules. This is true of the composition example above.
The voice-dialing feature is a device feature, and therefore more concrete than a personal
directory. This default priority is achieved by the following principle:

• Monotonicity: In a region, the feature modules of more concrete addresses should be
closer to the outer end of the region than feature modules of more abstract addresses.

In the source region, the outer end is the source end; in the target region, the outer end is
the target end. Because most triggering signals originate in the devices at the outer ends of
request chains, these principles ensure that they will reach concrete features before they reach
abstract features.

Occasionally a different priority order is needed, as the sales-group example in Section 1
shows. A group address is more abstract than a personal address, but group features should
have priority over personal features in handling the unavailability of a person. A group con-
sists of several people, so the quickest and most effective treatment for the unavailability of
one person is to find another person.

In the distributed, modular setting of a request chain, an abstract feature module such as a
group module in a target region cannot preempt a more concrete feature module in the target
region. It can only ask the more concrete feature modules to relinquish their priority, and
hope that they will cooperate.

Even in a cooperative setting, the principles of monotonicity and orientation are needed
to maintain extensibility. The point is that a feature must never assume that other features
are present or absent in the chain. A concrete feature module must not relinquish its function
unless it receives a signal from a more abstract feature module asking it to do so. An abstract
feature module must be able to send this signal to all the feature modules in the region more
concrete than itself. All feature modules in the target region must know that the more abstract
feature modules are upstream of them, and the more concrete feature modules are downstream
of them, which is what monotonicity provides.
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5 Ideal address translation

5.7 Address categories

In a system with ideal address translation, there is a finite set of address categories. Each
address belongs to exactly one category. The set of address categories is partially ordered
by abstraction. An address can have multiple meanings and multiple associations with other
addresses, but they must all be compatible with respect to the abstraction order.

For an example of a violation that is easy to fall into, consider a new mobility service
offered to office workers. Each worker already has an office telephone number, which is
printed on his business card. So a worker subscribes to the mobility service by forwarding his
office telephone number to his new mobile telecommunication address.

Now the office telephone number is a public role address, known to all, which is resolved
to the more private mobile address. In this sense the office telephone number is more abstract
than the mobile address. At the same time, the office telephone number represents a device
which is sometimes the location of the mobile address. In this sense the mobile address is
more abstract than the office telephone number. In ideal address translation, these two rela-
tionships between office telephone numbers and mobile addresses are incompatible.

Categorizing and ordering addresses tends to make it very clear what they identify. The
resultant lack of ambiguity is very helpful in designing appropriate feature behavior and un-
derstanding feature interactions. It also has other beneficial side-effects, such as making pres-
ence information [3], which is necessarily based on addresses, more meaningful.

5.2 Constraints

A system with ideal address translation adheres to the following constraints.
The first constraint supports reversibility and other goals. If a target feature module changes

the source address of a request chain, it is replacing source information with something else,
for some other purpose. With true source information gone, the chain cannot be reversed.

• Constraint 1: A target feature module in a request chain does not change the source
address of the chain.

Constraint 1 has no counterpart in the source region because it would be too restrictive (not
because it would be useless). One of the most common functions of source feature modules
is creating and modifying target addresses.

The second constraint supports privacy, boundedness, and monotonicity. It recognizes
that the true purpose of address translation is to change to a different level of abstraction, as
all the translation functions in Section 4.2 do. The constraint forces an orderly progression
through the abstraction order. The constraint is symmetric across regions and has two parts,
one for each of the two regions.

• Constraint 2s: If a source feature module in a request chain translates the source address,
the new source address is more abstract than the old one.

• Constraint 2t: If a target feature module in a request chain translates the target address,
the new target address is more concrete than the old one.
If the only places that addresses appeared on a signaling channel were in the source and

target fields of requests, Constraint 2 would be the last constraint. Addresses also appear,
however, in other signals and other fields of request signals. Constraint 3 extends the organi-
zation imposed by Constraint 2 to these additional signals.
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• Constraint 3s: A source feature module in a request chain does not transmit downstream,
in the role of a source of this chain, any address more concrete than its own.

• Constraint 3t: A target feature module in a request chain does not transmit upstream, in
the role of a target of this chain, any address more concrete than its own.
The words in the role of a source/target of this chain are intended to include any address

transmitted along the signaling path of a request chain for the purpose of providing auxiliary
information about the routing of that particular chain. This kind of auxiliary signaling is
quite common (in this paper, it can be found in Figure 7). The words are intended to exclude
addresses transmitted for purposes not directly related to the particular chain. For example,
a user might employ the signaling path to update his personal data. An address transmitted
only so that it can be put in a database is not directly related to the particular chain along
which it is transmitted.

5.3 Properties

The purpose of the constraints is to support the goals of privacy, authenticity, reversibility,
boundedness, and monotonicity. Specifically, the constraints guarantee the properties stated
in this section. Proofs can be found in the full version of the paper [11]. Systems with these
properties are extensible, as discussed at the end of the section.

Constraints 2s and 2t are by far the most important ones. They guarantee the following
boundedness and monotonicity properties.

• Source Boundedness Property: The number of source feature modules in a request chain
is less than or equal to the depth of the abstraction order on address categories.

• Target Boundedness Property: The number of target feature modules in a request chain is
less than or equal to the depth of the abstraction order on address categories.

• Source Monotonicity Property: If ml and m2 are source feature modules in a request
chain, and ml precedes m2, then the address of m2 is more abstract than the address of
ml.

• Target Monotonicity Property: If m2 and ml are target feature modules in a request chain,
and nil precedes ml, then the address of m2 is more abstract than the address of ml.
The goals of privacy, authenticity, and reversibility are harder to achieve—features are

too powerful for these goals to be feasible in any absolute form. Rather, we must settle for
achieving them in restricted, but still useful, ways.

The authenticity of an address s cannot be guaranteed unless a feature module of s has an
authentication function, so there are authenticity schemas rather than properties.

• Source Authenticity Schema: If s fills a source address field in the target region of a request
chain, and if s has a source feature module m with unconditional authentication, then an
owner of s is either present at the initiating device, or owns the address of a module
preceding m in the chain.

• Target Authenticity Schema: If t fills a target address field in the target region of a request
chain, and if t has a target feature module m with unconditional authentication, and if the
request chain has reached an interface module on the target side, then an owner of t is
either present at the target device, or owns the address of a module succeeding m in the
chain.
Any source authenticity property (instance of the schema) is provable from Constraint 1.

The qualifier "in a target region of a request chain" is necessary because an unauthenticated
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source address occurs in the source region, in the request routed to the authenticating feature
module. The owner of s might encode the authentication secret for s in a feature module; if
that module is present, it can supply the secret without the actual presence of the owner.

Any target authenticity property is provable from the formal model alone. It is similar to
source authenticity properties. The qualifier "the request chain has reached a target interface
module" is necessary because target authentication cannot usually take place until the request
chain has reached a user.

The privacy of an address is protected by concealing it with a more abstract address. Thus
there are privacy schemas rather than properties.

• Source Privacy Schema: If the source feature module of si changes the source address of
a request chain to s2, then si is not observable as a source address of the request chain
(either in a source address field or playing a source role) downstream of the source feature
module of s2.

• Target Privacy Schema: If the target feature module of t2 changes the target address of a
request chain to tl, then tl is not observable as a target address of the request chain (either
in a target address field or playing a target role) upstream of the target feature module of
t2, except possibly in the source region of the chain.
Any source privacy property is provable from Constraints 1, 2s/t, and 3s/t, while any

target privacy property is provable from Constraints 2t and 3t. The target privacy schema has
the qualifier "except possibly in the source region of the chain" not because a private target
address might leak into the source region of the chain, but because it might appear there
independently. The address tl could appear as a target in a request in the source region, be
changed to t2 by another source module, and then re-appear in the target region.

The principle of reversibility says that it should be possible to target the entity on whose
behalf a request chain was initiated. The best identification of this entity is the most abstract
source address in the chain.
• Chain Reversibility Property: There is no more abstract address filling a source address

field in a request chain than the one that crosses the boundary into the target region, and
it remains the same throughout the target region.

The chain reversibility property is provable from Constraints 1 and 2s/t.
If a system with any of these properties is extended with new addresses and feature mod-

ules that do not violate the constraints, then the same property will hold in the extended
system. This is because no proof relies on the presence or absence of any address or feature,
except for those addresses and features named in the proved property itself.

5.4 Example: The anonymous correspondent

Figure 6 shows how anonymous electronic mail and an autoresponse feature can interact well
within the framework of ideal address translation. The anonymous address anon2@remailer
is a role address, used to conceal the more concrete personal address user2@host2. In the top
half of Figure 6, the target feature module of anon2@remailer resolves the role address to
the personal address.

The target feature module of user2@host2 contains the autoresponse feature, set to notify
all correspondents that the owner of this address is on vacation. The autoresponse initiates
a new chain, which is first routed to the source feature module of user2@host2. The source
feature module contains an "address book" feature [5] in which userl@hostl is marked as a
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Figure 6: Anonymous electronic mail and autoresponse, in an ideal setting.

correspondent with whom anonymity must be preserved. Because the target of the chain is
userl @hostl, the source feature module performs assumption, changing the source address
of the chain to anon2@remailer.

There can be a source feature module associated with anon2@remailer, to authenticate
its use, if desired. The owner of user2@host2 and anon2@remailer must encode his secret in
the source modules of both addresses, so that the source module of user2@host2 can send it
automatically, and the source module of anon2@remailercan validate it automatically.

Because the source privacy property applies, user2@host2 is not observable as a source
of the autoresponse chain downstream of the source feature module ofanon2@remailer. This
is what the owner of user2@host2 cares about most.

Obviously an autoresponse feature relies completely on the reversibility of the source
address it receives. Because the chain reversibility property applies, autoresponse works.

Note that many forwarding features used in electronic mail change the source address to
the address of the target feature module doing the forwarding [5], contrary to Constraint 1.
If the target feature module of anon2@remailer behaved in this way, then it and the autore-
sponse feature would form an infinite routing loop.

Figure 6 is not realizable with the electronic mail available today. The mail host of
user2@host2 cannot send a message with an arbitrarily chosen source address such as anon2-
@remailer. And if it could, there would be nothing to stop anyone else from using the same
source address. This is because the protocol does not route to a subsequent source feature
module, where authentication of the new source address can take place.

5.5 Example: The sales representative

Figure 7 shows three ways that the voice mail features of a sales group and of the members
of the sales group can be coordinated successfully. Each snapshot is the target region of a
request chain.

In the top snapshot, the caller has called the group address g. The feature module of g
selects the sales representative with personal address p, and continues the request chain to
that address. Both feature modules have voice mail as a failure treatment.

As explained in Section 4.5, group failure treatments should have priority over personal
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Figure 7: Three target regions containing the feature module of a sales representative.

voice mail, because this is really a call to the sales group. The feature module of g signals
downstream that nearparty = g.3 The feature module of p is programmed to relinquish all
failure treatments in the presence of a feature module of g.

The field nearparty - g should be propagated further downstream, announcing to the
target device that the call was placed to g. If the device is a shared home telephone, and if the
device displays this information, it will help family members know who should answer the
call. Note that this auxiliary signaling does not violate Constraint 3t because it is sending an
abstract address downstream, rather than sending a concrete address upstream.

The middle snapshot of Figure 7 simply reminds us that address p can be called directly,
and that the target features of p will be unconditionally invoked.

The bottom snapshot of Figure 7 provides more complex behavior, combining the advan-
tages of the top two. The caller's favorite sales representative is p. He calls g, including in
the request a field indicating this preference. The feature module of g selects p as the sales
representative; unlike the representation decision in the top snapshot, this decision is repro-
ducible, so it has the advantage of the middle snapshot. If p is unavailable, however, p will
relinquish treatment, and the unavailability will be treated by the feature module of g. Note
that the auxiliary signal favorite = p (which comes from a module in the source region) does
not violate Constraint 3s because it concerns a target role, and does not violate Constraint 3t
because the direction of propagation is downstream.

Figure 8 shows how the sales representative can use his home telephone. The source
feature module of the device address h includes an assumption function, allowing the sales
representative to assume his personal identity p.

The source feature module of h also includes a screening function, preventing certain
kinds of outgoing calls. Screening applies to continuations of the request chain in which the
source is unchanged, and not to continuations in which the source is changed. Thus the sales
representative can make unscreened calls, while his children cannot.

The source feature module of p includes an authentication function, which is important
3A nearparty address is an address from the same region, here the target region. This is in contrast to an

auxiliary farparty address, which here would be from the source region.
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Figure 8: The sales representative makes work-related calls from a shared household telephone.

to prevent the children's misusing the telephone. It also has an affiliation function, so that the
sales representative can make a call with source address g.

The source feature module of g also has an authentication function. After authenticating,
it alters the billing so that work-related calls are billed to the company rather than the sales
representative.

5.6 Deprecated functions

Most behaviors can be achieved, one way or another, within the confines of ideal address
translation. Those that cannot be achieved are less useful or even harmful.

For example, it is not possible to have a target feature that blocks all calls from payphones:
if some source feature changes the payphone address to a more abstract address, the payphone
address is lost to all target features. It is possible, on the other hand, to have a target feature
that blocks all payphone calls not identified as having an abstract source address. The latter
feature seems far better, as it is not desirable to block calls from close friends just because
they are calling from payphones.

It is always possible that a feature function will be required by a particular development
context, even though it is deprecated by ideal address translation. Such a function must be
treated as an exception.

6 Reasoning about exceptions

Address translation in real systems cannot always conform to the ideal. There will be excep-
tions to the constraints for the following reasons:

• There are legacy features and other objects that do not conform to the constraints, but
cannot be abandoned.

• The infrastructure does not fully support the formal model of address translation, so that
some necessary capabilities are unavailable.

• The constraints are not fully enforced.
• Some of the functions of ideal address translation are performed manually, so that pieces

of it are missing from the system.
It is heartening that all of the constraint exceptions observed so far fall into one of these
categories, because none of them indicates a fundamental flaw in the ideal.
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An exception can be handled in two ways. We can supply more information about the
system, and use it to prove that the system actually has all the desirable properties of ideal
address translation, despite the superficial exception. Alternatively, we can diagnose exactly
which desirable properties will not be preserved in the presence of the exception, and thus
contain its bad effects.

The full version of the paper [11] contains several examples. In particular, one of them
shows how to approximate the solution of Section 5.4 with electronic mail as it is today.

7 Enforcement of the constraints

Constraints 3s/t can be violated by a telecommunication protocol, regardless of the behavior
of feature modules.

All the constraints can be violated by the behavior of feature modules. There are many
interesting questions about how the contraints should be enforced on modules, among them:
• Should enforcement be at compile time or run time?
• How can the two be combined, so that compile-checked modules and legitimate excep-

tions are exempted from run-time checking?
The most difficult aspect of enforcement is that it requires global knowledge of address cat-
egories. The second most difficult aspect of enforcement is determining which signals and
signal fields are transmitting addresses in the roles of sources or targets of their request chain.

Even with these problems unsolved, it is both realistic and useful to enforce the constraints
on an "island" such as an IP PBX. All the addresses and modules implemented on the island
should comply with ideal address translation. Addresses in the vast surrounding ocean belong
to unknown categories, so no constraints apply to them.

8 Related work

Hall's study of 10 common electronic-mail features [5] revealed 26 undesirable feature inter-
actions. Of these 26, 12 have nothing to do with address translation (they concern encryption
and crude filtering based on domain names). All of the remaining 14 are predicted by the
principles presented here, and would be eliminated by adherence to ideal address translation.

This work is based on a distributed, connection-oriented model of feature composition.
Although PSTN central-office switches do not work this way, it clearly describes feature com-
position across network nodes, for both telephony and electronic mail. The example of DFC
shows that it can apply to both intra- and inter-node feature composition in newer telecom-
munication architectures.

A new Mitel architecture for feature composition specifies features with rules. The rules
are packaged within agents, agents communicate through a tuple-space blackboard, and many
feature interactions take the form of competition among rules. With respect to addressing, the
architecture is still in flux. In one version [1], the roles a person can play are simply the
motivations for various rules in the person's agent. In another version [2], there are separate
agents for devices, persons, and roles, and an address can identify a role as well as a person.
Similarly, the Aphrodite architecture [10] has agents for devices, persons, roles, and related
concepts.

Most research on feature interaction focuses on managing interactions at run time, in the
design of the features, or in the design of the system architecture [6]. Ideal address translation
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can be enforced in any of these ways. It is unique in identifying global requirements and
principles for telecommunications, and in focusing on how features should interact in order
to satisfy them.

The disadvantages of this prescriptive approach, in comparison to behavior-neutral formal
methods, are very clear. Many existing features do not comply. Some existing architectures
and infrastructures do not comply, because of the source/target symmetry that is fundamental
to ideal address translation. Some apparently reasonable behaviors are deprecated.

The advantages, on the other hand, justify the inconvenience. Compliant systems are mod-
ular, extensible, and guaranteed to have desirable properties. There are unambiguous, teach-
able guidelines for good feature design. These guidelines emphasize what function a feature
is performing, for what purpose, and on whose behalf, and use the answers to those questions
to organize appropriate interactions. Because escapes to a less-structured reality are accom-
modated, no feature behavior is prohibited absolutely.

Many of the issues of addressing and routing raised here are also issues in the Internet
as a whole [9]. A form of organization discovered by contemplation of telecommunication
services might very well be helpful in understanding other IP applications.
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Abstract. In this paper we analyse the development of automated systems by means
of adding features to a basic system. Our approach is to describe systems in tempo-
ral logic. We regard the process of integrating features as a transformation of those
temporal logic descriptions. We use substitution of predicates as the basic means to
achieve feature readiness of descriptions and define feature integration. We show that
several description formalisms for features known from the literature can be fitted into
the formal framework of our analysis, despite the fact that they have been initially
motivated by different observations. Among these formalisms are Samborski's stack
service model [12], the feature construct for SMV [10] and others. We argue that the
way to address the verification problems which are specific to systems with features
provided by our analysis is clear, convenient and based on classical and well estab-
lished logical notions only. The logic we use in examples of description in this paper
is the duration calculus with higher order quantifiers and iteration [15, 8, 1, 5].

Introduction

New models of automated systems, such as computerised systems, and new versions of soft-
ware are typically obtained by making additions and small other changes to earlier ones. Such
additions are known as features [2,4]. Systems which have been built by adding features are
more likely to have design faults than others, because features are typically designed sepa-
rately from basic systems and from each other. Nevertheless, the method of obtaining better
designs by integrating features is immensely more efficient that its known alternatives. That
is why verification is important for such systems. Telecommunication systems are the great-
est source of examples of systems with features. Sets of features, whose combined effect on
the behaviour of a basic system is unconventional, are said to have an interaction in the liter-
ature on telecommunications. Identifying feature interactions is one of the most outstanding
verification problems related to the development of systems by incorporating features.

In general, a feature F can be regarded as a mapping F : S —>• <S, where S is the class of
systems in question, such that given a system S e S an (attempt to) integrate F into S results
in a system F(S). Less generally, but very commonly, a feature is a prefabricated item F,
and the result of integrating F into a system S is then denoted by S ® F where ® stands for
an operation of feature integration.

In this paper we are interested in systems' behaviour and therefore assume that the rel-
evant properties of such behaviour are described in a temporal logic. We assume that there
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is a modelling relation \= on 5 x £(5) where C(S) stands for the language of the chosen
temporal logic based on the vocabulary which corresponds to the class of systems S such that

denotes that the logic model(s) of all the potential behaviours ofS satisfy (p, and in particular,

stands for 5 with feature F added to it satisfies (p. Using \= and 0, some interesting statements
about systems with features can be formalised:
Feature interaction
S 0 F! 0 . . . 0 Fn ^ (p the "combined effort" of all

the features breaks <^;
S © F! © . . . ® F;_! 0 Fi+i ® . . . © Fn [= yj, i = 1, . . . , n </? holds, as long as one of the

interacting features is absent.
Implicit definition of feature composition
(Fl © F2) EE F iff VS(S 0 F = (S 0 FI) 0 F2) where Si = S2 ̂  Vp(5i \= <p& S2\= <p).

Furthermore, we assume that the chosen temporal logic allows the representation of S f=
(p in the form {= [S] => v?, where [5| stands for a logical formula which defines the class of
the logic's models which represent behaviours of S.

In this paper we propose a representation for 0. We assume that a feature ready form
Sn . . . SiB of |S] can be obtained in which the immutable base of 5 is denoted by formula
B and the parts of S which can be affected by the integration of features are denoted by
substitutions Si, . . . , Sn, Si denoting parts of S which are mutable relative to the ith "stub"
Si_i . . . SiB. We assume that a feature F is described as a sequence FI, . . . , Fn of substitu-
tions which represent the additions made upon its integration at the various levels of mutabil-
ity in S, and the way it changes the roles of the default mutable parts of S, so that |S 0 F]
can be put down as SnFn. . . S\FiB. Here n and the particular predicate letters subject to
instantiation can vary, depending on the kind of systems and features in question.

Our approach was inspired by Samborski's stack service model [12] and builds on the se-
mantics of Defeature construct for SMV [10], given in [9]. We show that several description
formalisms for features known from the literature can be fit into the formal framework we
propose. Among these formalisms are Samborski's model [12] and the feature construct for
SMV [10].

We choose the extension of the Duration Calculus (DC, [15, 6]) by iteration [1], a quan-
tifier which binds state variables [8] and one which binds temporal variables with finite vari-
ability [5], as the logic for our examples in this paper. We include a concise definition of DC
here only. The properties of DC that motivate our choice become manifest by the way we
use it to describe systems' behaviour. We believe that other choices are compatible with our
approach too.

1 Preliminaries on the Duration Calculus and Substitution of Predicate Letters

DC is a linear time first order interval-based temporal logic. It has one normal binary modal-
ity known as chop. A comprehensive survey on DC can be found in [6]. Extensions and
variants of DC have been proposed and studied in a number of works, among which are
[1, 14, 8, 13]. Since we use some of these extending constructs, and for the sake of self-
containedness, we include a brief formal definition of DC as it appears in this paper.
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Languages Along with the customary first order logic symbols, DC vocabularies include
state variables. State variables P form state expressions S, which have the syntax:

S ::= 0 | P | (5 => S)
State expressions occur in formulas as part of duration terms f S. The syntax of DC terms
t and formulas ip extends that of first order logic by duration terms and formulas built using
the modalities chop and iteration, denoted here by (. ; .) and (.)*, respectively:

t ::= c | x | f S | f ( t , . . . , t )
(p ::= 1 | R(t, . . . , i ) \ ( < p = > < p ) \ ( ( p ; v > ) \ v * \ 3x(p

Constant, function and predicate symbols can be either rigid or flexible in DC. (The inter-
pretations of rigid symbols are required not to depend on the reference interval.) Individual
variables are rigid. State variables are flexible. The symbols 0, +, = and < with their cus-
tomary roles are mandatory in DC vocabularies. In the BNF for formulas, x stands for either
an individual variable, or a state variable, of a flexible constant. Flexible constants are also
called temporal variables in DC.
Semantics The model of time in DC is the linearly ordered group of the reals, which is also
the fixed domain of individuals of DC. Other models of time have been studied too. Domains
are constant in DC in general. The set of the possible worlds in models for DC in the Kripke
sense is {[r1; r2] : n,r2 € R, r\ < r2}. We denote this set by I. A DC interpretation I of a
DC language L is a function on L's vocabulary. The types of the values of / for symbols of
the various kinds are as follows:
/(#), /(c) € R for individual variables x and rigid constants c
/(c) : I -» R for flexible c
/(/) : Rn -» R, I(R) : Rn -> (0,1} for rc-ary rigid /, R
/(/) : I x Rn -> R, I(R) : Rn -» (0,1} for n-ary flexible /, R
I ( P ) : R -> {0,1} for state variables P

1(0), I(+), 7(<) and /(=) are required to be the corresponding components of (R, 0, +, <)
and equality on R, respectively.

Interpretations I ( P ) of state variables P are required to have the finite variability property
which means that for any two T\,TI G R, the set {T : I ( P ) ( r ) = 0 and r\ < T < r2} is
required to be either empty, or a finite union of intervals. This requirement corresponds to the
assumption that observable states change only finitely often in bounded intervals of time.

Given an interpretation /, the value IT(S) of state expression S at time r € R, and the
value Ia(t] of a term t at interval a € I are defined by the clauses:

/r(0) = 0

IT(P) = I(P)(T)

IT(Sl=>S2) = max{l-/,.(£!),/T(S2)}

I a ( f ( t i , . . . , t n ) ) = I(f)(Iff(ti),...,Iff(tn)) for rigid/
Icr(f(ti, • • • , t n ) ) = I(f)(0,I(r(ti),- •• ,Iff(tn)) for flexible /

The modelling relation \= is defined on interpretations / of a given language L, intervals
cr 6 I and formulas (p from L by the clauses:
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, a = tlt . . . , < „
/, a \= (f> => ijj iff either /, a (= V> or /, a \£ ip;
I, a (= (</?; •0) iff /, o\ (= <p and /, <72 f= ^ for some <TI, #2 € I

such that <T = <TI U 02 and min GI = max &i ;
7, a |= (p* iff there exists an ascending sequence TO, . . . , rn

such that TO = min a, rn = max a,
and/, [?;_!, TV] |= p, i = l , . . . , n ;

/, a ^= 3xtp iff J, a (= <p for some J which is a re-variant of /.
Abbreviations The symbols T, -i, V, A, <=>, V, 7^, >, < and > are used to abbreviate formulas
and terms in the usual way. Infix notation is used wherever +, = and < occur. The following
abbreviations are (more) DC-specific:

When omitting parentheses, we assume that (.; .) has the smallest binding strength. We never
omit the parentheses of (.; .) itself. We also write ((p; ip; x) instead of ((<p; ^); x), etc.
Substitution of predicate letters by predicates This is our main tool here. In this paper
variables means individual, state or temporal variables. Let </? be a formula and x\,...,xn

be free variables of (p. Let Xx\ . . . xn.(p be the predicate on x\ , . . . , xn which (p defines. We
do not require FV(<p) C {xi, . . . ,xn}, in order to enable the definition of parameterised
families of predicates by single (ps. Given an n-ary predicate letter P and a formula il>, the
substitution [Azi . . . xn.<p/P]il> ofP by Xx\ ...xn.tp\s defined by the clauses:

e± ^ ±
eR(tlt...,tm) ^ R(tl,...,tm),ifR?P

...,^) ^ [tl/xl,...,tn/xn}v

^ where y # FV(<p)\{xl,...,xn}
Simultaneous substitution [\x\ . . . xni.(pi/Pi : i € /] of several predicate letters is defined
similarly.

2 Hardware features: an introductory example

Let us show how our approach works when the integration of a feature amounts to connecting
a piece of circuitry to a system, which itself is a circuit. Let the observable signals of our
basic system be x\, . . . , xn. Let x\, . . . , xn be also the names of the state variables which
stand for these signals in the formula 5 describing the system. That is, an interpretation /
for the signals x\, . . . , xn represents a behaviour of the considered basic system at interval
a iff 7, a |= \S\. Naturally, FV([5l) £ {*i> • • • ,£n}- There are extensive studies on the
description of hardware and especially digital circuits by DC in this way. For instance, [11]
proposes a set of derived DC constructs called implementables for the description of the
basic temporal and causal relations between input and output signals of the simplest digital
devices.

Let (p be a formula which represents the circuitry that comes with the feature F in a sim-
ilar way. Let FV(<p) — (yi, . . . , ym}. To describe the integration of the feature completely,
we need to list the connections between the signals x1; . . . , xn of the basic system and the
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Figur e 1: Feature F is integrated into system 5 by adding a circuit. S and 5 © F, which is represented by the
dashed rectangle, have the same observable signals.

signals of the new circuit yi,..., ym. Some of these signals get identified, that is, connected
by conductors, others remain accessible to the environment. Let the signals x\,..., x^ of S be
connected to the signals y\,..., yk of the feature. Let the system obtained after the integration
interact with its environment through the remaining signals xk+i,..., xn, y f c + i , . . . , ym of its
now two parts. Then its behaviour can be described by the formula

We assume that m = 2k, that is, the number of signals that the feature contributes to the sys-
tem is equal to the number of signals it hides from the environment, for the sake of simplicity.
Then S can be written as

[Xxl...xn.lS]/P]P(x1,...,xn) (2)
Si B

and IS 0 F] can be written as

Si[Aj/fc+i ...ymxk+i ...:rn. Eh/i ...3yk((phP(yi,...,yk,xk+i,...,xn))/P]B (3)

respectively, where P is an n-ary predicate letter. Since

. . . xn.lsyP]P(yi, . . . , xn s , ..., yk/xk]lSl,

the formulas (1) and (3) are equivalent. Besides, (3), which describes 5 © F, is obtained by
inserting a substitution between S\ and B in the description (2) for S. The inserted substi-
tution carries all the information relevant to the integration of the feature F. The formula
P(XI, . . . , xn) on the right in both (2) and (3) determines the interface of the system with
the environment, that is the list of its signals. The substitution [Xx\ . . . xn.[[5]/P] determines
both the implementation of S as before the introduction of F and the behaviour of the circuit
found in 5 upon the integration of F as part of 5 © F.

Some observations can be made on the way the integration of a feature was described
above.

The description JS"] of 5 was rewritten into the form (2), as the instantiation of the sys-
tem's interface B, by the system's actual behaviour Si . This roughly corresponds to disman-
tling the system and preparing it for an upgrade. Upon dismantling the system, the identity
between the implementation of its actual behaviour "inside" and its interface "outside" is lost,
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and the place holder P which is now explicitly available for substitution, defines the possible
ways of revising this identity. The revision comes in the form of the intermediate substitution
F which describes the feature to be integrated.

Here, F can fully control the extent to which the basic system's circuit affects the featured
system's behaviour. For instance, F can choose to fully reinterpret the signals x i , . . . , xn of
S; it can also reinterpret the signals x\,..., x^ only, as we have done above.

The place holder P has at most one occurrence in the definition of the predicate on the
left hand side of / in F. This occurrence is positive and in the scope of existential quantifiers
only. This is related to the feature being an addition of circuitry. Multiple occurrences of P
would mean that whatever circuitry implements Xx\.. .xn\S\, should be multiplied upon
the integration of F. This is unrealistic for hardware. Similarly, a negative occurrence or
an occurrence in the scope of a universal quantifier may not correspond to any conceivable
reassembly of the circuitry of S. In the next section we deal with software features, where
this needs not be the case.

The description of the circuits of S and F as predicates on their signals is compatible with
the approach to use modules and module instances as known from, e.g., SMV.

3 Software features

The huge variety of meanings that executing programs has in the various programming lan-
guages makes it very hard to search for universal and practically valuable formalisations to
the integration of software features. In this section we introduce a simple imperative real
time concurrent programming language similar to that in [3], in order to illustrate how soft-
ware features' behaviour can be described by substitution. Programs in it are fixed sets of
interleaving processes with shared variables. We assume that they interact with their environ-
ments by reading and writing signals like variables. We define the semantics of the language
by a translation of programs into DC formulas.

3.1 A language for concurrent processes with shared variables

Programs P in our programming language are parallel compositions of sequential processes
of the form

P = Pl| | . . . | |PB (4)

which all have access to the same set of variables and input and output signals. We use x, y,
... to denote both variables and signals. The only difference is that signals may not occur on
the wrong side of assignment statements. In the BNF for processes below e and c stand for
arbitrary and boolean expressions respectively:

P ::= skip | x := e \ delay e \ if c then P else P \ (P; P) | while c do P
We denote the set of the variables occurring on the left side of assignment statements in

process P by Write(P). The DC language we use to describe the behaviour of programs
contains a pair of temporal variables x and x' for every syntactically correct program variable
x, the state variables activei, and the flexible 0-ary predicate letters |P]i, i < uj, for every
syntactically correct process P.

The DC temporal variables x and x' denote the values of the program variable x in the
beginning and in the end of a reference interval, respectively, activei holds at time r iff P, is
active at time T, and JPji hold at interval a iff a represents a complete run of a subprocess
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P of the process Pi in (4). We consider only terminating behaviour here. Nonterminating
behaviour can be handled similarly, using the extension of DC by infinite intervals [13].

For the rest of this section we fix a program P and [=P to denote validity in the DC theory
of P. Obviously, for all program variables x

\=P VuVv((x' = w; x = v) => u = v) (5)

Consider the abbreviations:
K(X) ;=± /\ Ox' = x, where X stands for a set of variables;

zex
Ai ?=± \activei] ;

\->activei\ V I = 0 .
describes that the variables X preserve their values within the reference interval. Ai

describes that process Pi is active and Sleep { describes that Pi is inactive throughout the
reference interval. Obviously, (=P Ai => O(Ai V I = 0) for all i and |=p ->(Ai A Aj) if z / j.
A variable a; can be updated only within an interval where some process is active:

|=PD -,K({a;})=* V 04
\ x€Write(Pi)

Let £e denote the time needed to evaluate expression e. Then the predicate letters |P]j validate
the formulas:

HP [skip]; <^> Sleepi
HP ttz := eli & (I = *e A x' = e A K(V7rite(P<) \ {x}) A At; Sleept)
HP fdelay e]i & i = max(ie, e) A (Ai A K(VTriie(Pi)); 5/eep^)

(* = *c A c A 4 A K(Wrrte(PO); «cePi;if c then P else .i± c then r else = tc A _,c A ^. A K(Wr^e(Pz)); 5/eep,; [Q],)

HP [while c do P],- <=)> |if c then (P; while c do P)) else skipjj
Under these assumptions, an interpretation / and an interval a represent a complete run of P
iff

n

(6)

3.2 Adding features which are processes

Designing a software feature as a process to be run concurrently with the rest of the basic
system's processes is intuitive, because the design can be started from an informal account
of what conditions on the behaviour of a system should trigger action on behalf of a feature
and how the feature should affect the working of the system. Besides, a process can easily be
designed to monitor the behaviour of the processes it shares variables with.

Let F be a feature of this kind. Let P/ be the process to be added upon the integration
of F and (4) stand for the basic system. Then the result P 0 F of integration F into P
can be represented as P||P/. This suggests the following form of the basic system, which is
feature-ready for features which are additional concurrently run processes:

Now the substitution [P/|| A/ A] can be used to describe the integration of F:
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Since the behaviour of P is described by means of a simple conjunction in (6), a similarly
shaped feature-ready form of fPj can be obtained, and (6) can be rewritten in the form:

/ " \
/, a \=P [SleepJA] ^{P^ A A (7)

\«=i /

where a0{l , . . . ,n} , and then /, a would represent a complete run of P 0 F iff

/ » \
/, a (=P [Sleep JA\[\Pj\j A A/A] /\[PtJ, A A (8)

\i=l /

where / $• (1,..., n, a}.

3.3 Adding features which are procedures

Software features can also be implemented as modifications of subroutines such as drivers
and operating system functions which are to be invoked through standard entry points. One
way to demonstrate this in our programming language is to introduce named processes and
allow occurrences of their names to stand for invocations of these subprocesses as procedures.
Yet, in order to show how substitution can be used to describe the revision of such procedures
upon the integration of a feature, we only extend the BNF for processes to allow place holders
A to occur where subprocesses subject to revision is to be put:

P ::= skip | . . . | while c do P \ A
Now a feature-ready program can be written in the form

P = [AMi, • • • , DkIAk}P,(A^ . . . , Ak)\\... \\Pn(A^. . . , 4k) (9)

where the parameter lists (Ai,..., Ak) indicate that the processes PI, . . . , Pn may have been
written with occurrences of the some of place holders A\,..., Ak, and D\,..., Dk are the de-
fault implementations of the processes named A\,..., Ak, which are part of the basic system.
Various kinds of substitutions can be inserted in (9) to change the working of D\,..., Dk in
various ways:

[Pfti/Ai] The default procedure Di gets replaced by one supplied by
the feature. Further feature integration may be unable to
change this again, because P/^ contains no place holders.

[(Pf,i] Ai)/Ai] Di gets chained, that is, programmed to be run after some
new code Pfti. This is typical of exception handlers.

if c .f'1 /Ai The feature-supplied code replaces the default conditionally.
6J.S6 ./ij I

Just like in the case of adding processes by parallel composition, the role of place holders
and the corresponding substitutions is preserved in the DC description of the behaviour of
the considered systems.

3.4 The stack service model in terms of substitutions

Samborski's stack service model assumes that services in a distributed system are organised
as a network of stacks, and process tokens, which represent user and system requests. A
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stack processes a token it receives by feeding it to its topmost service. A service may choose
either to completely process a token itself, or resort to the service immediately below it in
the stack by generating a token to be passed to this service. In this model feature integration
is represented by the insertion of services into stacks. Different stacks in a network can have
different services and have them appearing in different orders. This reflects the possibility
for different users of the network to subscribe to different features, as known in the case of
a telephone system, and prioritise the reaction of services in response to requests in different
ways. In the stack service model, feature integration is done by inserting services in stacks.

The state of a stack of services is a tuple

S = {n, Lu, Ls, e,d,Ri- ...• Rk, V)

where n is an identifier for the stack in question, Lu and Ls are queues of incoming tokens
originating from the stack's user and from the system, respectively, e € (0, 1} denotes the
state of a "door" which gives priority to user incoming tokens when open, and to system
tokens when closed, d is the coming down token, S = RI • . . . • Rk is the list of services in S,
and V is the valuation of the variables of S. If there is no coming down token rf, S is put in
the place of d. Services Ri,i = l,...,k, can be regarded as functions which, given a token t,
a state of the "door" e and a valuation of the stack's variables V, return a tuple (d, U, 7, W),
where d is a token to be passed to the next service in the stack, U is a set of tokens to
be released in the network, and 7 and W are the state of the "door" and the valuation of
the stack's variables upon the completion of R. In case service R does not process token t,
R(t,e,V) = (t,Q,e,V).

The operational semantics of the stack service model is presented in detail in [12]. In this
section we show how the feature integration in the sense of the stack service model can be
described in terms of substitutions.

3.4.1 Programming stacks in the language of shared variables

A stack of services can be programmed as a process in the extension of our programming
language by one process place holder A. Individual services R can be programmed in the
form

P(R) = (C(R); ifd^d then A else skip), (10)

where C(R) stands for some code which implements the relation R(t, e, V) = (d, U, 7, W)
by sampling and assigning e, d and x\, . . . , xm appropriately, and releasing the tokens U into
the network by means of, e.g., an atomic command putToken (e). The designated occurrence
of a place holder A is the only one allowed in (10). It enables the chaining of successive
services . . . Ri • -Rj+i . . . in a stack by means of a sequence of successive substitutions

Here n is the identifier of the stack. Let the variables of a stack with identifier n, be x™, . . . , xJJ,.
P(R) can be programmed to use the same names X i , . . . , xm for the variables x", . . . , x^ of
whatever stack R can be part of, and Id for the identifier of this stack. Let 9n be the substitu-
tion [n/Id, x"/xi, . . . , x^/xm]. Then 9nP(R) will stand for the instance of P(R) which can
appear in the implementation of a stack with identifier n. We assume that the queues Lu and
Ls, the door e, the coming-down token d and an auxiliary variable t are among X i , . . . , xm

for the sake of simplicity.
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Let b' be an auxiliary process to acquire a coming-down token from the appropriate queue
and transfer control to the topmost service of the stack:

(while Lu = 0 A Ls = 0 do skip;
if e A Lu ^ 0 then (

d := head(Lu); Lu := tail(Lu);s = 0
) else (

d :— head(Ls); Lu := tail(Ls}}\ A

Let b" be an auxiliary process to feed tokens to Lu and Ls from the network. Let, given the
stack identifier Id, the Tokens Av ailable(Id) indicate whether the network contains tokens
bound for this stack. Let getToken (Id, t) assign t a Id-bound token from the network, if
it contains any tokens bound for this stack. Then b" can be programmed by means of the
auxiliary boolean function Tokens Available and atomic command getToken as follows:

if Tokens Available(Id) then (
getToken (Id,t);
if UserToken(t) then Lu := Lu*t else Ls := Ls * t

)
else skip

Let BI be an auxiliary process to output to the network whatever token the last service in the
stack produces:

if d / 6 then (putToken (d); d :— 6) else skip
Now, given that RI • . . . • Rk is the list of services in the stack, the behaviour of the stack

can be represented by the formula

0n[[*llnM][[m)]nM] - - - ([P(Rl)}n/AWYn A [b"]^,) . (11)

The occurrence of A in P(Ri) guarantees that upon terminating Ri transfers control to Ri+i
for i = 1, . . . ,k — 1, and R^ transfers control to si. Control gets transferred only if Rt

terminates with d ^ 6. The index n' in [&"]„' here can be chosen to be e.g. N + n + 1,
where N is the greatest value that a stack identifier can take, to ensure that the two processes
corresponding to each stack in a system interleave correctly.

To describe the behaviour of several stacks running concurrently in the same network,
one can take the conjunction of the formulas (11) with n ranging over the identifiers of the
stacks in the system and / ? " • . . . • R%n, being the list of services of stack with identifier n.

4 The SMV feature construct in terms of substitutions

In this section we show that the feature construct introduced in [10] to the input language of
SMV [7] fits into our scheme of representing feature integration as the insertion of substitu-
tions. We first show how the description of a system in SMV can be translated into an appro-
priate DC formula, written using substitutions of predicate symbols. The predicate symbols
subject to these substitutions and the predicates which substitute them stand for the names
of the components of the modelled system which are subject to change by the integration
of features and these components themselves, respectively. Finally, the integration of fea-
tures as it can be described using the SMV feature construct is done by inserting appropriate
substitutions in the original formula.
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Assumptions about the initial SMV description and its form

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the description of the basic, that is, feature-free,
system consists of a single main module.1 We assume that all the assignment statements in
the considered main module are of one of the two forms:

next ((variable)) := (expression);
init ((variable)) := (expression);

and all variables occur in the left hand side of exactly one assignment of each of the two
kinds, possibly with non-deterministic expressions on the right hand side. We assume that the
expressions above are case expressions with disjoint guards and possibly nondeterministic
unconditional subexpressions. (All SMV programs can be rewritten into this form.)

Under all the above restrictions, such an arbitrary single simple SMV module can be
regarded as a set of variables X, a set of next value assignments and initial value assignments:

Given x, let ex and fx stand for the expressions on the right side of the corresponding next
and initial value assignments.

We deal with the treat and the impose components of the feature construct for SMV
first here.

As in the previous sections, given the set X of the variables which occur in the consid-
ered system description, we assume that the vocabulary of our logical language contains the
temporal variables named x and x' for every x G X. We also assume that the syntax of the
gs, vs, /is and ws is the same as that of the terms in the chosen logical language. Using this
convention, a description of any finite initial subinterval of a behaviour of a system can be
written in the form:

/\ ( (*=1A / \ ( f fx , i=» V ** = "))* A ( A (^=* V * = ^T))) (12)
x&X i<Nx v€vx,i i<Mx w£wXti

Here, as above, we assume that the temporal variables x and x' from our logical vocabu-
lary denote the initial and the final values of the corresponding SMV variable x G X in every
reference interval, and therefore satisfy the axiom (5).

Making the description feature-ready

In order to enable the alteration of a system's description by means of substitution, we need to
have symbols to subject to substitution at the places which we intend to allow the integration
of features to affect. (This is so, because substitution is simplest to define if its target is an
atomic entity.) The impose and treat statements in the SMV feature construct prescribe the
alteration of expressions to be assigned to variables and the alteration of the meaning of vari-
able occurrences in such expressions. This means that we need to be able to substitute these

'Of course, what comes below is hardly like what users of SMV have these days. Arguably, it only has
comparable potential expressivity.
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expressions and the occurrences of variables in them. Variable occurrences are represented
by atomic entities in (12), but the possibly ambiguous right hand sides of SMV assignments
are represented as flexible predicates on the variables x and x', which, given x € A, stand
for init(z) and next(x) in (12). To introduce symbols in their places, we rewrite (12) in the
form:

Xu. f\ (gXfi => V u = v ) I EX,
i<Nz vevi.i

Xu. f\ (hxj =$• \J u = w) I Fx
i<Mz w€wZii

(13)
Clearly, (12) and (13) evaluate to the same formula. Using the predicate letters Ex and Fx as
place holders enables the presentation of practically arbitrary restrictions on the initial and
subsequent values of the variables x e X. We need this, because of the possibility to have
nondeterministic assignments. Similarly, although variables' occurrences on the right hand
side of assignment are atomic, it is not sufficient to use them immediately as place holders
to be substituted by terms, because SMV expressions which occur in treat statements can
be nondeterministic too, and therefore produce more than a single term in the chosen logical
form of description. That is why we further partition (12). To do this, we assume that the
temporal variables x, x € X, are fresh wherever they occur, and we introduce the fresh
unary predicate letters Vx, x 6 X. Informally, Vx(u) denotes that u equals the current value
of the SMV variable x. We denote the set of SMV variables which occur in a given SMV
expression e by Var(e). Given that v\, . . . , vn is a finite set of SMV variables, we abbreviate
the quantifier prefix 3vi . . . 3vn by 3ve{,,, ,...,„„}£;. Using this notation, we replace (13) by

(14)

where S{ and S" denote

ar(ei)y( /\ Vy(y}/\[y/y : y <E Var(ex)] /\ (gXti => \J u = v))/Ex, : x 6 X]
yeVar(ex) i<Nz v€vXji

and

[Xu3ytVar(fl)y( f\ Vy(y}/\[y/y : y € Var(ft)] /\ (hXti => \J u = w))/Fx : x € X]
y&Var(fz) i<Mx u)6tur,i

respectively The advantage of this apparently longer form of description is that now the effect
of integrating features with treat statements can be represented by substitutions on Vz, to
be inserted between 62 and 5i. Similarly, integrating features with impose statements can be
represented by substitutions on Ex and Fx, to be inserted between S\ and B. The precise form
of these substitutions is explained below. Clearly, (13) is equivalent to (14). In the sequel we
briefly denote (14) by S2SiB.

Describing the integration of a feature

Consider the SMV feature which, for the sake of simplicity, consists of the single impose
statement targetting some variable y e X
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if Ci then impose next(y) := &i,
and the single treat statement targetting some variable z e X

if c( then treat z = et\
Let ei and et be of the same form as ex and /x, x 6 X, above. Predicates like the ones in S{
and S" for ex and fx, x e X, can be written to represent ei and et too. Let us denote these
unary predicates by [e;] and [et] respectively, and assume, just as in the case of ex and /x, that
they are defined in terms of Var(ei) and Var(et], respectively. Then, given the description
SzSiB of the feature-free system considered above, the result of integrating this feature into
this system can be described by

S2(StSi)\{Ex,Fx:Xex}SiB (15)

where S\A denotes the restriction of a substitution S to a set of symbols A, and

St = [Xu3yevar(et^y( /\ Vv(y) A [y/y : y e Var(et, ct)}
y£Var(et,ct)

A [y/y : y € Var(ei,

Integrating more than one feature

The integration of complex features can be regarded as the integration of a sequence of fea-
tures of the simple form studied above. In case several features get integrated into a system in
a sequence, the ones which get integrated later affect the ones which get integrated earlier, but
not the other way around. The straightforward way to express this in terms of substitutions is
as follows.

Let FI, . . . , Fr be features, each consisting of either a single treat statement or a single
impose statement. Let St,k be the substitution which corresponds to the treat statement
of the feature Fk in the way introduced above, in case Fk has a treat statement, or be
the vacuous (identity) substitution otherwise, k = 1, . . . , r. Let, similarly, S^ represent the
impose statement of Fk, if Fk has one. Then the subsequent integration of FI, . . . , Fr into the
system described by S^SiB can be described by the formula

A simple way to motivate this approach is to notice that the composition of substitutions
StS\Si in the description (15) of a featured system has the role played by S\ alone in the
description (14) of the corresponding basic system. This means that subsequent acts of in-
tegrating features Fk, . . . , Fr, should correspond to inserting substitutions Sitk, ••••, Si,n
which correspond to impose statements, and substitutions St,k, • • • , St,r> which correspond
to treat statements, on the right and on the left hand sides of St,k-i • • • St,iSiSit\ . . . S^k-i,
. . . , St,r • • • St,\SiSiti . . . Sitr, respectively. Yet this approach is incorrect, because the com-
posite substitution which is obtained this way prescribes that all the treat statements affect
the meaning of all the impose statements, disregarding the order of their integration. For
instance, according to (14) the treat statement of the considered feature affects its impose,
regardless to the intention of the feature's author, which might have been to exercise the effect
of the treat statement on the basic system's description only.
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The cause for this paradox is that a composition of substitutions of the kind of StSiSt

from (14) can be safely regarded as equivalent to a single substitution of the kind of Si only
when applied to a formula like B, because the symbols Ex, x € X, which are subject to
substitution in B are in the domain of both Si and StS\Si. Unlike Si, StS\Si substitutes
symbols from among Vx, x e X too. That is why, in order to obtain a version of StS\Si
which is strictly of the same form as Si, we need to take the restriction of StS\Si to the set
of symbols {Ex : x € X} instead of the entire StSiSi. That is why we put the result (14) of
integrating a single feature to a system in the form

Now it can be safely assumed that (StSi)\{Ez,Fx:x£X}Si plays the role of Si in the description
of the result of integrating the considered feature into the considered system. Consequently,
the integration of a sequence of single-statement features FI, . . . , FT can be described by
substitutions in the form:

S2(St,T • • • (St,\S\)\{El,Fx:x£X}Sit\ . . -)\{Ez,Fz:x£X} • • • S,,r£?

5 Verification of feature-ready descriptions and features

A Hoare triple {P}code{Q} can be written in DC as

P A [code] => ftlx]Q ,

where x and x' represent the vectors of the initial and the final values of program variables like
above. That is why standard verification methods apply straightforwardly to the verification
problems which appear in this paper. Here we only briefly mention some opportunities for
verification which appear due to our choice of representation for systems and features.

Refinement of feature descriptions

Let the feature F, be described by the substitutions Fi>n, . . . , F^i and let SnFiiri . . . SkFijk =
[Xxi . . . xni.(p

Sj®Fl /Aj : j = 1, . . . , m], i = 1,2. Then, as long as all the occurrences of
A\, . . . , Am in Sk-\ • • • SiB are positive,

\= SnFi,n . . . SkFitkSk-i . . . SiB =*• a

and
= lt...,m, (16)

imply (= SnF2jn . . . SfcF2)fcSjt_i . . . SiB => a . The condition (16) can be used to define a
relation of refinement between features of similar type.

Let us assume that no place holder occurs in more than one formula in a feature-ready de-
scription Sn . . . Si B. This restriction entails a one-to-one correspondence between the place
holders and the mutable parts of the considered system and allows us to associate require-
ments on mutable parts with place holders. Assume that all the place holders in the consid-
ered system have positive occurrences only. Let the place holder A occur in the substitution
Sfc. Let Sjt+i be [. . . , Axi . . . xm.ipA/A, . . .]. Then a requirement pA can be imposed on the
mutable part instantiating A by putting

|= Sn . . . Sk+2VA =» PA • (17)
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It is natural to assume that a mutable part of the system will satisfy its requirement, provided
that its subparts satisfy their respective requirements. This means that (17) can be replaced
by:

\= [Aii • • • xm.pc/C : C e A](pA => PA • (18)

where A stands for the set of all the place holders involved.

6 Integrating variables

Along with other things, integration of features can bring additional variables. In fact, the
SMV feature construct enables the addition of variables in its full form, but we only focus
on this feature construct's more specific elements in Section 4. Adding variables that are
only handled individually requires no special care upon the integration of a feature. However,
it is necessary to be able to vary the scope of operations which are to affect the values of
collections of variables that are to be handled similarly, so that variables that features can
contribute be included in the appropriate collections. Using x = e to denote that variable
x evaluates to e at a certain time is convenient as long as only fixed sets of variables are
involved in every description. Revising collections of variables upon feature integration can
be achieved, if equality = is replaced by a flexible binary predicate M (for Memory) with
its first place being of an also newly introduced sort VN for names for variables (or memory
locations), and the second place being of the already known sort of variables' values.

Now unary predicates can be introduced to designate the collections of variables in ques-
tion. For example, a feature-ready form of the property

M(v7, z} =» M(vS, z) A . . . A M(ul5, z) (19)

that enables the members of the conjunction to be changed is

[(Xv : VN).v = vS V . . . V v = vlb/H] (Vu : VN)(M(v7, z} A H(v) => M(v, z))

Substitutions that revise the definitions of such unary predicates in feature descriptions can
be used to define revisions of the scope of the respective operations upon feature integration.
For example

5i[(Av : VN).H(v) V v = vlQ V . . . V v = v3l/H]B

denotes that the value z of v7 is the same as that of 16 more variables, as compared to (19),
where only 9 variables are said to have the same value.

Concluding remarks

We have shown that several formalisations for feature integration can be fit in the scheme of
decomposing descriptions and recomposing them with the features included as substitutions
of predicate letter place holders by (parameterised) predicates.

The feature integration construct for SMV [10] is the most complex case for the analysis
we present, because of the diversity of ways in which substitution appears to implement the
integration of a composite feature. Besides, the feature construct for SMV is the one where
substitution appears in the most explicit form of all. Chaining of substitutions appears in the
most general form in the case of the stack service model [12].
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In our attempt to put all the cases in a unified framework we have found that there are
readily available formal methods, such as DC, which have been developed for more general
purposes, and can be part of our approach to features. This paper has been written with DC
as the system of logic to illustrate the form of analysis we have pursued, because of the
very small added cost on description in DC in the cases considered. However, we believe
that our approach can be similarly successful with a variety of logical systems, if not for the
conciseness of presentation, at least when description stages can be assisted by a tool, and
with the benefit of better mechanizability of the verification stage.

The approach suggests that a system needs to be (1) described in a feature-ready form,
(2) features should be described as revisions of this feature-ready form, and finally (3) inter-
actions can be searched for at the various levels of mutability subdivision of the system with
respect to the requirements that can be formulated in the feature-ready form. Search for inter-
actions can be carried out in the form of verification of properties, which are either associated
with the entire system, or with its various mutable parts, just like with feature constructs in
general. The most decisive part of the job is, of course, to obtain the feature-ready description
of the system. We believe that automating this cannot be done for the sole reasons of verify-
ing, let alone for finding interactions. It should rather be part of the overall design process of
the basic system. Being relevant to the partitioning of the work on the design and, possibly, of
the implementation of a system, tool support for maintaining a feature-ready form should be
part of a respective specification language. A conclusion that can be made here is that the ca-
pacity to describe feature integration is plausible not only for programming and specification
languages meant for the specialist user, but also for intermediate languages that can possibly
combine descriptions of diverse original forms that target diverse forms of implementation:
very roughly speaking, both hardware and software. The gap between maintaining and ob-
taining a feature-ready form is a problem which the approach reveals as a very important one,
if maximal automation is to be sought in all possible steps. The feature-readiness of a system
can be decisive for its lifetime and creating feature-readiness is a development stage that de-
velopers are (ideally) well aware of and give it priority. Again, the flexibility in describing the
existing practices of creating feature-readiness, rather than proposing particular architectures
and then advocating the use of a corresponding system of techniques and tools, is the goal
of this work. Further bringing the correspondences between such architectures to a level of
precision can possibly contribute to understanding them and deciding how to enhance some
of them or use them in parallel.
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Abstract. In this paper we assume a competitive marketplace where the features are
developed by different enterprises, which cannot or will not exchange information.
We present a classification of feature interaction in this setting and introduce an on-
line technique which serves as a basis for the two novel hybrid approaches presented.
These approaches are hybrid as they are neither strictly off-line nor on-line, but com-
bine aspects of both. The two approaches address different kinds of interactions, and
together they provide a complete solution by addressing interaction detection and res-
olution. We illustrate the techniques within the communication networks domain.

1 Introduction

The provision of communications and multi-media services in software is a major growth
industry. Increasingly end-users and vendors find software solutions by combining software
components, which may or may not be distributed across a network. Typically, such com-
ponents are added incrementally, at various stages in the lifecycle. When deployed, each
component functions well on its own. In an open market components will be provided by
different vendors who will have limited ability to ensure that their products are compatible
with those of other vendors. Indeed experience suggests that even within one enterprise new
components may not be compatible with their existing products [4]. In call control systems
components enhancing a basic service are referred to as features. Incompatibility between
features is referred to as feature interaction.

It is important to note that an interaction between two features in call processing systems
corresponds to a single scenario: which party is subscribing to which particular feature and
who is calling whom. Consequently, a single pair of features may be involved in a number of
different call scenarios which cause feature interactions.

As services proliferate with increasing market de-regulation, so too do the problems of
feature interactions, particularly in the presence of legacy code and numerous third party ven-
dors. In fact, feature interaction may jeopardise the goal of an open service provision within
the telecommunications market and indeed any (distributed) software system employing a
variety of software components from a variety of sources.
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Within the context of call control software the terms interworking and incompatibility
have well understood meanings. Features must interwork to share a (communications) re-
source. The features may interwork explicitly through an exchange of information with each
other, or implicitly through this shared resource. In this second case, the features often have
no knowledge that the other exists, however they may be aware of another controlling influ-
ence from the behaviour of the resource. Explicit interworking is possible in advanced session
control architectures and was first proposed in TINA [14, 17], where interworking was both
controlled and expected. Implicit interworking is common in traditional telephony and occurs
simply because features attempt to share a resource.

When features interwork to share communication resources, they are compatible if the
joint behaviour of the resource is acceptable. Typically this requires that the behaviour of
the resource does not break the expectations of any controlling feature. Compatibility does
not refer to simple coding errors, nor to the adherence of interfaces or protocols, but to the
adequate behaviour of a resource under the joint control of interworking features.

A substantial body of work [11, 13, 5] exists on dealing with feature interactions. The
work embraces both off-line and on-line approaches. Briefly, off-line approaches are those
that are applicable at design-time whereas on-line approaches are applicable at run-time. The
former being most useful at the early stages of the software lifecycle, the latter during testing
and deployment [4]. The literature differentiates between the detection of interactions, and
the resolution of interactions. Traditionally, there has been scarce interest in avoidance of
interactions because of the enormous architectural changes required.

Off-line approaches are often based on the application of formal methods, and as such
require considerable information of each individual software increment. Increasingly, as the
market becomes more competitive, this information may be difficult to obtain. Also, as the
number of features increases, the work in analysing pair-wise interactions increases with the
square of the number of features. With a large number of features in an open market, this will
quickly become untenable.

In contrast, on-line approaches simply carry out checks as required. Clearly there are com-
puting resource issues, but the major issue is the paucity of feature information available to
on-line approaches. This leads to an ability to detect interactions, but a poor ability to resolve.
Note that off-line approaches at the early stages of development can resolve interactions by
indicating how to re-design the features.

Strangely, little attention has been given to combining these approaches. Yet a hybrid ap-
proach offers the potential to develop a scalable on-line approach, informed by sufficient off-
line information to allow not just detection, but also resolution. We suspect this lack of interest
to be caused in part by the different academic background required by the two approaches.
Another serious problem for hybrid approaches is the completely different representations of
information employed in on-line and off-line approaches.

This paper describes two approaches that each combine aspects of on-line and off-line
behaviour. The concept of such a hybrid approach was first suggested in [6]. Here, we report
on results of a thorough investigation of those ideas, including implementation and experi-
mentation. Preliminary results have been published thoughout the investigation [15, 8, 7, 21].
In particular, we have tried to gain experience and exploit the advantages of both: a high level
of abstraction in the approach presented in Section 4, and a lower level abstraction in the
approach presented in Section 5. Both approaches are based on the same on-line technique,
which is discussed in Section 3. The two approaches address different classes of interactions,
and neither provides a complete solution. However, if the approaches are combined they pro-
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vide a complete solution, as shown by the experimental evaluation (see section 6). The next
section contains a discussion of four classes of interaction that occur.

2 Types of Interaction

We can identify four types of interaction based upon a model where an event triggers the
system to perform an action. This action may itself trigger the system to perform further
actions in a sequence of 'micro-steps'. When there are no further actions pending the system
is said to have returned to a relaxed state. Systems of this type were described by Blom [2].

2.1 Shared Trigger Interactions

Shared trigger interactions (STIs) occur when more than one feature wishes to respond to a
stimulus. It is possible to detect this type of interaction automatically simply by examining
the set of responses from the features to a stimulus. If more than one feature responds, then
an STI has occurred.

The "legendary" example of Call Waiting and Call Forwarding Busy is a typical case of an
STI: both features are triggered by an incoming call to a busy line. This is the most dangerous
type of feature interaction with respect to the stability of the system. There is usually very
little protection built into the switch software against the effects that this type of feature
interaction can cause and STIs are always considered to be detrimental. Typically an STI
could result in a terminal being told to go into the busy state and the ringing out state at the
same time; which one the terminal actually reaches being determined by the order in which
the messages arrive, that is STIs usually appear as race conditions. It is not uncommon for this
to happen in switching software and so it is extraordinarily important that STIs are prevented.
Sections 3 and 5 discuss automatic detection and resolution of this type of interaction.

2.2 Sequential Action Interactions

Sequential action interactions (SAIs) occur when the responses generated by one feature
cause another feature to be triggered. Thus, although all features do not respond to the same
stimulus, from the perspective of the user all of the results occur as a direct result of their
action. It is difficult for users to be able to distinguish between SAIs and STIs since the
micro-steps inherent in an SAI are hidden from the user.

Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) causing Do Not Disturb (DND) to be triggered
on a terminal would be a typical example of an SAI. Although SAIs may cause unexpected
system operation, they do not usually lead to damage or errant behavior of the system overall
because each of the individual features is operating in its 'standard' environment.

SAIs lead to new emergent behaviors of the system which may be desirable or undesirable
depending upon the individual use case being considered. Two examples illustrate this point.
The interaction between Call Forward Unconditional (CFU) and Call Waiting (CW), where a
party that is forwarded to another terminal will receive CW treatment at the second terminal,
is probably a desirable new behavior. The interaction between Hot Line (HL) and Terminating
Call Screening (TCS), where a HL call from A to B will never be completed if A is on B's
TCS list is probably not desirable.
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Because some SAIs are beneficial, as in the first case above, it is not sufficient to say that
when multiple features respond in the process of handling an original event then this is an
interaction. Section 4 introduces an automatic qualification of SAIs to solve this problem.

2.3 Looping Interactions

Looping Interactions (LIs) occur when multiple features, or even multiple instances of a
single feature, operate in concert to cause a cyclic sequence of events to occur. LIs are a
special case of SAIs. This cycle can be detected since the call never reverts back to a relaxed
state. The loop can be detected by simply detecting an event/response chain that is longer than
would naturally occur in normal call processing. This is a slightly imperfect solution since it
always allows the possibility that a perfectly legal, but long, sequence of events would lead
to a false detection as a looping interaction.

2.4 Missed Trigger Interactions

Interactions where the presence of one feature in the system prevents the second feature from
operating at all are termed Missed Trigger Interactions (MTIs). Although these interactions
cannot be detected during runtime it should be possible, with an extension of the approach
presented by Wakahara[26] and Kuisch et al.[18] to apply extended feature specification prin-
ciples to provide additional information about the trigger and return points for the feature.

3 An On-line Transactional Approach

3.1 On-line Technique

An approach extending the earlier work of Homayoon and Singh[12], Schessel[24] and
Cain[3] was developed in which features are represented as finite state automata which only
perform state transitions in response to external events. In the absence of these external events
they perform no action of their own. Even timers are treated as being external stimuli. Call
processing events are offered to all features to see what action they would perform if they
were allowed to progress. This is in the spirit of these earlier techniques, but allows applica-
tion in environments where prior information about the features is not available.

This is an interesting approach but, unfortunately, once a feature has been triggered, the
event has been consumed and the internal state of the feature has been updated. It would ap-
pear that explicit code must be added into every feature to introduce some sort of 'proposed'
phase where its responses have been sent back to the system but they have not been accepted
for commitment to the hardware. This would require extensive changes to the design of both
current and future features.

An alternative to this significant modification to existing architectures is presented by
allowing features to be rolled back using the UNIX fork mechanism. This allows for an exact
copy of the operational feature to be created, with all of the process and state information of
the parent. The triggering event can then be passed to the copy. There are now two copies
of the feature in memory; an unmodified copy representing the state of the feature before
receiving the event, and a modified copy which has received the event and responded.
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Figure  1: Feature Manipulation using Transactional messages

A feature manager which has performed this splitting process now has a choice: it can
commit the responses to the event from the forked feature back to the hardware or it can
throw the responses away. If it chooses the former the forked copy of the feature is allowed
to continue and the unforked copy is deleted, if the latter then the forked copy is deleted and
the feature is returned to its initial state. This is shown in Figure 1.

By using this approach, it is possible to effect rollback control over a feature [27]. Further,
since this control is performed at the operating system level, no modification to the feature
is required to allow its use. The approach shares similarities with software fault tolerance
solutions [20] and error recovery techniques such as documented by Shin [25] and Campbell
andRandell [10].

To implement this approach a feature is nested inside a feature controller. The feature
is a conventional non-transactional state machine implementation providing call processing
functionality and the feature controller is responsible for cocooning this to make it work cor-
rectly with the feature manager. We also refer to the controller as a cocoon. This is shown in
Figure 2. The use of an all-enveloping cocoon makes it very straightforward to incorporate
legacy code into the system since all of the functionality that the feature manager requires can
be incorporated into the cocoon itself. Indeed, when using an operating system which sup-
ports shared libraries the functionality that the feature manager expects from the feature can
be upgraded without even needing to re-compile the feature. This provides a very powerful

Figure 2: Arrangement of Feature and Cocooning Environment
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Figure 3: Relationship between the Feature Manager and the Features

upgrade capability.
This rollback technique has been coupled with a conventional feature manager to develop

an approach which is capable of using the proposed responses to events to decide which
features to allow to progress. The approach presents the stimuli to all of the features in parallel
and uses the proposed responses back from the features to detect interaction between them.
This can be done during runtime and no prior knowledge about the features is required.

3.2 System Operation

From the point of view of the algorithms that are employed, the structure of the system
is as shown in Figure 3. The system consists of the switching and control system which
provides stimuli to the feature manager. The feature manager is responsible for distributing
these stimuli out to the features via the feature drivers and collecting the responses back
again. It is within the feature manager that the feature interaction detection and resolution
techniques are implemented. The feature manager has the capability to intercept, block and
delay messages as required.

The experimental system is build on top of a switching platform created for the purpose
of this work, known as DESK. Initially the system, comprising of the switch (DESK), the
feature manager and the features, is in a stable state with no events or responses pending. An
event then arrives from the switch, maybe caused by a user having taken one of the terminals
off hook. The event is passed to all of the features in the system in parallel. The system has
now moved into an unstable state as there are events and/or actions outstanding. All of the
features respond to the event with the actions that they wish to perform. These actions are
then broadcast back to the features and again they reply with further actions. This process
continues until no more actions are sent back from the features and the system returns to a
stable state or, alternatively, a loop is detected. In general, we refer to this process of sending
out events to the features and capturing their responses as farming and in many ways it is
analogous to Blom's[2] collection of micro-steps forming a macro-step. It also shares aspects
in common with operating system recovery points as discussed by Rossi and Simone[23].

If in one of these micro-steps more than one feature responds to a stimulus a shared trigger
interaction has occurred and requires resolution. If there is no pre-stored resolution available
for this interaction the feature manager can try a number of different interaction resolutions
to create a graph of all of the possible posterior system states. To achieve this the feature
manager rolls all features back to the point just before the arrival of the interaction-causing
event before attempting to trigger the responding features in any order (and also only some
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of those features). This will result in a graph showing all possible behaviours of the system.
Note that this approach is different to other feature manager based techniques in that

the interaction is detected based on the result of passing the triggering event to the features,
rather than just on the fact that potentially contesting features are present in the system. Man-
ual (or in future automatic) study of this graph allows determination of the correct resolution
for this interaction, which can then be selected, allowing the system to continue processing.
More details about the design and operation of this system are available in [19].

3.3 Strengths and Weaknesses

This work has enabled the differentiation between, and automatic detection of STIs, SAIs and
LIs at runtime. It does not require any modification to existing features and the processing
overhead for using it is relatively small. Unfortunately, at the point at which this first phase of
work was completed, only manual resolution techniques by means of table population were
in operation and so further work was required to totally automate the process. Further, SAIs
are simply detected by one feature triggering another, which can lead to both desired and
undesired interactions. A qualification of SAIs provides a significant improvement.

Once a stable system state has been achieved the messages representing requests for
changes to the state of the hardware are committed, the features themselves are committed to
the hardware and the system relaxes to await the arrival of the next event.

3.4 Augmenting the On-line Approach with Off-line techniques: Two Hybrid Approaches

As discussed previously, the existing transactional approach is based upon the stimuli and re-
sponses of software components. These events are rather "low level", as one would expect for
an on-line approach dealing with live implementations. In communication networks parlance
these events can take the form of off-hook or on-hook, start-ringing and the like. Hence the
detection mechanism is said to be based at the technical level.

In contrast, many of the off-line approaches adopt a user-centric view. This is often also
a connection-orientated view. For example, user A is connected to user B, who forwards the
call to user C. A user-centric view is natural as it is the user of the network that is affected
by feature interaction, and it is the user who judges the efficacy of the network. It also allows
a natural high level of abstraction that aids the application of formal methods. Abstractions
including network details are prone to complexity issues. Hence for off-line techniques it can
be appealing to work at a user-centric level.

We have developed two hybrid approaches, one is technical and the other user-centric.
While both approaches originated in the off-line domain, the level of abstraction is very dif-
ferent. That is, the more technical approach (based on [7, 21]) is low-level and requires ad-
ditional technical-level modelling, whereas the user-centric approach (based on [15]) is more
abstract. While there is an overlap between the approaches, essentially the technical hybrid
approach is applied to the problems associated with the resolution of Shared Trigger Interac-
tions. The user-centric approach helps primarily with the qualification of Sequential Action
Interactions.

As both approaches operate at run-time, they consider only features which are currently
active in a call. Other features, which may be implemented, but are not activated or are not
subscribed to by the parties involved in a call, are ignored. This helps to cut down the pro-
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cessing overhead incurred by the approaches. Additionally, the two approaches are able to
detect interactions between features which have been subscribed to by different parties and
consequently may be triggered at different ends of a call.

Furthermore, both approaches treat features as black boxes and assume no detailed knowl-
edge about internal behaviour. This has a positive impact on the applicability of both ap-
proaches. Firstly, they can be applied in a live network, not just a captive run-time environ-
ment. Secondly, the approaches can be used in a competitive business environment where no
detailed technical feature information will be available. And thirdly, the approaches are not
limited to a particular network architecture. While in this paper the applicability of the ap-
proaches is demonstrated in an IN-like environment, it is believed that the approaches work
regardless of whether the features are deployed on an Intelligent Network, on Parlay, or even
in a Voice over IP environment using communication protocols such as SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol) in combination with e.g. RTP (Real Time Protocol).

The next two sections consider each of the two approaches in detail. For comparison of
detection and resolution capabilities, and efficacy with respect to both STIs and SAIs, we
choose a single experimental set of features.

4 The User-centric Hybrid Approach

In this approach the selected off-line approach was originally developed as a filtering tech-
nique [15], although its detection of problematic scenarios is quite accurate. It has capabilities
for detecting interactions which involve features subscribed to by different users; making the
approach suitable for the detection of SAIs as these often involve features of multiple users.

The off-line approach is user-centric. In other words, it should detect that certain com-
binations of features change the behaviour as perceived by a user. This high level view was
chosen in order to allow for simple algorithms with good run-time performance. Abstraction
to the user level is acceptable, because empirical evidence suggests that all low level problems
also have a manifestation at a higher, user perceived level.

The next section provides an overview of the approach and how the necessary information
about features is provided. Section 4.2 discusses the interaction analysis in more detail.

4.1 Overview

The approach assumes call control features to be extensions of the Basic Call Service. Feature
interactions are problems between different extensions to the Basic Call Service.

Treatments are an important aspect of this approach. Treatments are announcements or
tones triggered by the network to handle certain conditions during a call, for example when
a call is screened or blocked. Potentially, there may be multiple treatments involved in a call.
For example, consider two features invoked during one call. One feature might connect a
party to a busy treatment, whereas the other feature connects the (same or the) other party to
a network unavailable treatment.

The behaviour of a feature is described in two parts: the triggering party and a connection
type. The latter consists of two parts: the original connection to be set up before the feature
is activated and the connection set up after the feature has been triggered.

An example should illustrate this. Call Forwarding Unconditional (CPU), which redirects
all incoming calls to a predefined third user, can be described as shown in Fig. 4. Assume
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party A is the originator, B the terminator, and C the party where the call is redirected to.
The behaviour has two parts, separated by a semicolon. In the first part, the notation TR:
X indicates that X is the triggering party, in this case it is B because CPU is triggered at
the terminating end of a call. In the second part, notation (X, Y) -4 (U, V) indicates the
connection type. (X, Y) is called the original connection and (U, V) is the connection after
activating the feature. For each pair (A, B) we refer to A as the source and B as the destination.

TP: B; (A, B) -* (A, C)

Figure 4: Description of Call Forwarding Unconditional

The call starts with A attempting to connect to B. However, because of CPU, A is con-
nected to C instead. So the connection type is (A, B) —> (A, C).

4.2 Interaction Analysis

Interaction cases are found by analysing pairs of features. Two feature descriptions are com-
pared according to six rules. If a feature pair fulfills any of the six rules, then the pair is said
to interact. We consider each of the rules in turn. Note that while the analysis is pairwise,
features are still described in isolation.

Rule 4.1. Single User - Dual Feature Control

If both features have the same triggering party and either the original connections or the
resulting connections are identical, the pair interacts. Note that, even if the features aim at
setting up the same connection, the features may clash as they may be triggered simultane-
ously. An example is given in Example 4.1. The shaded portions indicate the identical parts
of the two behaviour descriptions.

CW: TP;B;(A,B)-*(A,B)
Example 4.1.

CFU: TP.:B; (A. B) -> (A, C)

Rule 4.2. Connection Looping

The original connection of one feature is identical to the connection after activating the
second feature, and the original connection of the second feature is identical to the connection
set up after triggering the first feature. As both features are trying to divert the call, a loop
occurs (ref. Example 4.2). Again, the shaded portions indicate the identical connections.

CFB: TR: B; (A, B)
Example 4.2.

CFU: TP.: C; •• -> (A,- B)

Rule 4.3. Diversion and Treatment

Two features interact if one feature establishes a call (not to a treatment) and the resulting
connection is the original one of a feature, which redirects the call to a treatment. The trig-
gering parties of the features must be distinct. This rule captures the fact that the connection
which one feature is trying to establish is prevented by the other (ref. Example 4.3).
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Example 4.3.
CFB: 77^: C;

OCS-.TR: A;

Rule 4.4. Reversing and Treatment

This rule is very similar to the previous one, but differs as follows: One feature reverses
the call and the resulting connection is equal to the original connection of the other fea-
ture which connects to a treatment. In contrast to the previous rule, the same users need to
be involved in both original connections, although their roles (source, destination) may be
swapped. Example 4.4 illustrates this case.

Example 4.4.
AR: TP..-B;

OCS:TR:B;(B,A)

Rule 4.5. Diversion and Reversing

One feature forwards a call which is subsequently reversed to the originator by the other
feature. More precisely, one feature forwards the call (not to a treatment) and the resulting
connection is the original one of the other feature which reverses the call. A common manifes-
tation of the problem is the originator of the call is called by a party that was never contacted
(see Example 4.5).

Example 4.5.
CFB: TR: C; (A, C)

AR: TR:B; (A, B)

(XB)

Rule 4.6. Reversing and Diversion

This rule is closely related to rule 4.5, but the forwarding happens after reversing the call.
Consequently, one feature reverses the call and the resulting connection is the original one
of the other feature, which then forwards the call to a third party. Example 4.6 illustrates this
rule. So, the "new" connection of the first feature is prevented by the second feature.

Example 4.6.
AR:

CFB: TR: A; (B, A) (B, C)

4.3 Integration into the On-line Environment

As discussed in section 3 the call control software, i.e. the basic call and all features, are
encapsulated by cocoons. Signals destined for a feature are therefore passed through the
cocoon to the feature proper, whereas control signals destined for the cocoon, are not. These
are processed inside the cocoon.

The underlying on-line detection approach detects sequential action interactions because
the feature manager monitors the replies sent by the features to an initial event. If two or more
features (other than the Basic Call) reply to an event, or to feature responses which have been
fed back to features, then an interaction is detected. However, as described in Section 3 this
is a very crude detection mechanism. To augment the approach, the feature descriptions,
i.e. the connection type and the triggering party, are added to the cocoon. The descriptions
are queried using special control messages. The features themselves are unaffected. Recall
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that the feature manager detects interactions by corresponding with the features but does
not commit feature responses to the hardware before the feature interaction check has been
carried out.

The addition of the user-centric hybrid approach is a qualification of SAIs. To qualify
a detected SAI, i.e. to ascertain if this is a desirable or undesirable interaction, the feature
manager prompts both features for their behaviour descriptions. On reception the analysis
discussed in Section 4.2 is applied. The feature manager will log the encountered scenario
and terminate the call.

For new features, the cocoon is provided on feature deployment. For legacy software the
cocoon is provided at the time of introduction of the on-line approach. Hence it is possible to
provide the feature descriptions on a per feature basis, at feature deployment, assuming the
feature provider makes available such high-level information.

5 The Technical Hybrid Approach

We turn our attention to the second hybrid approach, based on a technical level off-line tech-
nique. This hybrid approach augments the on-line approach presented in section 3 with the
ability to automatically select good (if not best) resolutions.

The advantage of this approach is again an independence from the detailed implementa-
tion of a feature, but rather than considering a high level user's view, the feature providers'
understanding of contradictory messages is taken into account. This requires a common se-
mantics of messages across different developers and network operators or at least a common
classification of messages according to treatment type (e.g. forwarding feature). Such infor-
mation would be expected, in any event, for minimal interworking.

5.7 Overview

The user centric approach assumes that features extend a basic call model. We make the same
assumption here, but do not distinguish between interactions between features and between
features and the basic call. The on-line feature manager allows to explore interacting features
in different orders and combinations. Here we make precise the concepts of solutions and
resolutions as basis for the technical hybrid approach.

For a given set of features, a solution is a trace of one or more of those features running
concurrently. That is, it is an interleaving of messages generated by a subset of the features.
The solution space is the set of all traces (i.e. all solutions), for all subsets of a given set of
features. It should be noted that the solution space might contain many traces that lead to a
violation of required properties (i.e. there might be traces that represent incorrect behaviour).
A resolution is a trace in the solution space that does not violate any specified properties.

The solution space depends on the granularity of the interleaving. A coarse grained inter-
leaving allows features to be run in any order but does not allow messages of features to be
interleaved, (within one macro-step). In this case the solution tree grows exponentially with
the number of interacting features. A fine grained interleaving allows individual messages to
be interleaved, thus resulting in a solution space growing exponentially in both the number of
features and the length of their responses. Note that only features that are actually triggered
contribute to the solution space. A fine grained interleaving has been explored in [21, Chapter
5]. Here we assume a coarse grained interleaving, as supported by DESK.
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5.2 Resolutions

The main contribution of this hybrid approach is the ability to resolve interactions. After the
feature manager has constructed the solution space as described in section 3, the space is
passed through a pruning and extraction process: that is all branches that lead to undesired
behaviour are removed and only the one with the most preferable behaviour is retained.

The operations of pruning and extraction are based on rules determined (off-line) by do-
main experts. The purpose of the rules is to discriminate between bad and good solutions and
also to describe the quality of resolutions.

The offline analysis by domain experts is conducted on the solution space gained by run-
ning the feature manager without the extraction and pruning processes. The result of the
analysis is a set of rules which are used to prune the branch of the solution space: our ul-
timate goal is one single branch. The aim of these rules is to describe undesired behaviour
in a domain specific, but scenario independent way. An example of such a rule is that two
consecutive tones are undesirable. Rules which depend on domain knowledge and the un-
derlying architecture are classified as message dependent. We have also identified message
independent pruning rules. These are more general, as they do not refer to domain specific
information. The rules acquired in the offline phase are supplied to the feature manager in
order to automatically resolve detected interactions by pruning the solution space. The new
solution space can be analysed again to obtain additional resolution rules, and the process
iterates, as required.

5.3 Message Independent Rules - Extraction

Message independent rules are used for extraction of the best resolution. They are charac-
terised by not requiring any information about the semantics of the messages. Thus, they
can be applied to a solution space without any knowledge of the messages occurring therein,
assuming that we are able to differentiate between messages from different features (i.e. we
know which messages originated from the same feature).

Rule 5.1. Duplicate subtrees sharing the same parent can be removed.

The solution space may contain several duplicate branches. Consider an example: assume
3 features (/lt /2, /a) two of which (f\ and /2) respond to the same trigger. A branch cor-
responding to this trigger with all three features active is identical to one with feature /a
disabled. Furthermore any branch with two features active, one of which is /a, is identical to
the branch with just the other feature active.

Obviously a duplicate branch will not provide a new solution, so all duplicates can safely
be removed. This rule is not required explicitly in the DESK environment, as the feature
manager implemented there excludes features that do not respond from alternative orderings.

Rule 5.2. Traces containing messages from the largest possible number of features are prefer-
able (to those containing messages from a small no of features).

A feature is satisfied by a trace when its intended behaviour is exhibited. So, if a feature
/i responds with messages a\, a2 and a3 in that order, every trace in the tree containing these
messages in that order satisfies feature f\. The construction of the solution space maintains
the relative order of messages as intended by a feature. However, the messages can be in-
terleaved arbitrarily with responses from other features. If feature /2 responds with bi and
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b-2 then some possible traces satisfying both f\ and ji are a^aa&ifyz and aib^a^a^, but
Oi^2^ia3«2 is not acceptable.

While the fine grained interleaving presented in this section is the more general case and
not applicable in DESK, the rule is still relevant: the main motivation for the approach is to
satisfy as many features as possible.

Rule 5.3. Traces satisfying features with the highest priority are preferable.

A simple, but effective method of extraction is prioritising features. We do not possess
information about features' identities per se, though we do know their relative position in the
network. For example, we know that a message has been received from feature /j, but we do
not know the identity of feature fa (i.e. whether fa is call waiting, three way calling or any
other feature). We refer to i as the feature's connection number.

A simple precedence scheme allows features with a low connection number to have higher
priority. Clearly this scheme could be extended to a system of priorities in which each feature
has an associated weight (features with the highest weight are preferable). Each trace has a
weight relative to the weights of the features satisfied by that trace. The trace with the highest
weight would be preferred. One could define any number of other priority schemes. This
provides a mechanism for user preferences.

Rule 5.4. If there are a number of "best" resolutions, choose one.

A "best" resolution is not necessarily unique. Suppose that after applying all rules a tree
with more than one trace remains. At this point we have found more than one resolution that
we would classify as the best, but obviously the system can only commit to one trace. How-
ever, if all traces represent behaviour that from a qualitative point of view is indistinguishable,
we can simply choose one.

Note that it would be preferable from the user's point of view if this is a deterministic
choice. The user is not (and shall not be required to be) aware of the resolution process, so
the presented behaviour should be consistent across a number of separate calls.

5.4 Message Dependent Rules - Pruning

Message dependent rules can be seen to be more powerful, but they also require more in-
formation. In order for message dependent rules to be useful, a semantic understanding of
messages is required. This allows one to develop relations on messages, such as classes of
treatments, or billing messages. This understanding enables us to build grammars describing
good or bad behaviour. For example "a treatment following an onhook message is not useful
unless there was an offhook in between". Message dependent rules are used for pruning the
solution space.

While it might seem unreasonable to require a semantics of messages, especially in a set-
ting where the internal behaviour of the features is unknown, a requirement for some knowl-
edge about messages is practical because the message set in telephone switching systems is
somewhat restricted and such understanding is required for interworking even in the absence
of feature interaction.

Messages can be grouped into classes. These include the rather obvious classes such as
"billing messages", "user messages" and "system messages". In addition, and more interest-
ing, we can have classes like "announcements", "treatments", "tones", "hookevents". Classes
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of messages can be overlapping, for example "announcements" is a subclass of "treatments"
and "tones" intersects with "treatments" (ringtone is a tone, but not a treatment, whereas
busytone is both a tone and a treatment and announce is a treatment but not a tone).

We wish to express rules that describe sequences of messages and also the absence of a
message. Often we wish to refer to whole classes in a simple way. Regular expressions are
used to express these rules. Empirical evidence shows that regular expressions are sufficient
to express any rule required. (We have found no evidence, yet, of the need for context free
grammars.) This is not surprising, as messages generally involve call setup, manipulation and
tear down. These do not usually require the user to count the occurrence of events, e.g. for an
incoming call the third ring denotes a different meaning, but note, such behaviour is possible
in the future.

In our case study based on DESK we find that only the following five message dependent
rules (5.5.x) are required: (1) connecting a user to two different resources, (2) routing a call to
two different locations, (3) routing a call away from a user and still changing that user's state,
(4) routing a call away from a user and connecting the user to a resource, and (5) changing a
user's state and connecting the same user to a resource. The actions described in these rules
map directly onto the message set used by DESK: routing is performed by a routing message,
a state change is caused by move to state and connect to resource connects the user to a
resource.

A set of resolution rules is considered complete if all interactions can be resolved. How-
ever, there is no generic method of identifying a complete rule set (due to the diverse nature
of features). This is a drawback, as an incomplete rule set can lead to a trace being identified
as a resolution when the trace is not a resolution.

5.5 Integration into the On-Line Environment

The feature manager in the online approach described in section 3 produces a solution space
which is passed to a (human) operator for resolution. Here, we pass the solution space to our
automated pruning and extraction process.

The pruning and extraction process is essentially the application of the rules defined previ-
ously. Pruning is a function that operates on a solution space and removes all undesired traces
by checking each trace against the message dependent rules. Thus pruning returns a solution
space containing no traces with undesired properties. Extraction operates on a pruned solu-
tion space and removes traces according to rules 5.1 to 5.4. The main goal of the extraction
process is to identify and extract the most desirable resolution from the possible desirable
resolutions. In the run-time environment the two functions are simply added instead of the
manual resolution process.

A major drawback of this approach is the complexity: a large number of branches must
be constructed that will be discarded. We therefore have also implemented an "on-the-fly"
approach. On-the-fly resolution works by trying to apply pruning to the current solution un-
der construction. As soon as a behaviour is identified as undesired, the construction of the
current solution is aborted. The branch constructed since the last choice is then removed and
construction of another solution is attempted. This will greatly reduce the complexity if many
features are active: bad solutions can be identified early in the construction. Extractions, can-
not be performed "on-the-fly" as there is not enough information about the solution space
available before the construction is completed. Obviously, the on-the-fly mechanism requires
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Figure 5: Results of the case study

a deeper embedding into the feature manager, that is the detection process and resolution
process are entwined rather than staged, so changes to either become more complicated.

6 Experimentation and Evaluation

The two hybrid approaches were applied to the same case study, for evaluation and compari-
son. In this section we give an overview of the case study and results.

For the case study ten common features [9, 16] were selected covering a wide spectrum of
functionality. The selected features are: Call Forwarding Unconditional, Call Waiting, Call
Forwarding on Busy, Originating Call Screening, Terminating Call Screening, Voice Mail
System, Automatic Ringback (returns the call to the caller), Automated Callback (allows a
caller to automatically recall a busy callee), Do Not Disturb and Hotline.

The case study was performed using a prototype based on the DESK switching system in
conjunction with the two off-line techniques presented in Sections 4 and 5.

6.1 Results and Discussion

Between the ten selected features 49 interaction scenarios have been found. Note that a num-
ber of feature pairs exhibit interactions in several different scenarios, so the number of pairs
of features involved is somewhat smaller. Fig. 5 provides details of the detected interactions.

Entries are of the form A.B. A indicates which approach has been used to detect the
interaction and refers to the section number in this paper. Hence 4 refers to the detection of
a Sequential Action Interaction using the user-centric approach presented in Section 4, and
5 refers to a Shared Trigger Interaction using the technical approach discussed in Section 5.
B refers to a particular rule discussed in the paper. As the technical approach requires the
application of multiple rules to resolve an interaction, the notation 5.x has been chosen.

Of the 49 detected interactions, 28 are Shared Trigger Interactions. All of these could be
resolved at run-time and the call progressed. With the remaining interactions, of Sequential
Action type, the problem was detected and the call terminated.

As can be seen, there is only one case where an interaction was detected using rule 4.1.
This is due to the fact that rule 4.1 detects interactions which are triggered by the same party.
Very often these are in fact STIs. However, in this project, the technical hybrid approach was
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used instead to deal with STIs; this approach is preferable, as resolution allows for the call to
continue. As a consequence, rule 4.1 is not heavily employed.

A more detailed study of the results of the case study shows that no scenarios which have
not been highlighted by any approach contain feature interactions. In other words, no false
negatives have been found in the case study. This point is fundamental for an interaction
approach if its results are to be trusted and hence be useful. On the other hand, all scenarios
which are highlighted, actually exhibit problematic behaviour. However, sometimes this is
subjective to individual user expectations.

An example is the interaction between Call Forwarding and Voice Mail where a forwarded
call is redirected to a voice mail treatment. Some users might see the Call Forwarding feature
as a feature to increase their reachability, for instance when they are at a different location.
While the voice mail feature does not restrict or affect the behaviour of the Call Forwarding
directly, some subscribers to CFB might not expect a voice mail to answer their calls. Also
the caller might be surprised to get a voice mail announcement from a party they did not try
to reach. There are a few interactions detected which depend on user expectations and user
preferences. This point is discussed further in Section 7.

For STIs, the best possible resolutions (based on our understanding of the features) have
been found for all detected interactions. The patterns describing undesired behaviour as used
by the pruning algorithm have been relatively obvious and only very few such patterns were
required. Our understanding of the semantics of the existing messages made the formula-
tion of the rules possible. The quality of the resolutions depends on the knowledge of the
message semantics. However, even a general understanding of the messages is sufficient. For
any system under consideration, it must be assumed that this general understanding exists, as
otherwise enhancement is questionable even in the absence of the feature interaction problem.

Looping interactions are a special case of SAIs, and thus are handled by the user centric
approach. Missed trigger interactions cannot be detected by the online technique. However
could they be detected, both the user-centric and the technical approach can handle these.

7 Summary and Further Work

In this paper, two separate, complimentary offline techniques have been integrated with a
run-time approach to form two hybrid approaches.

Both approaches improve the relatively weak detection (because it lacks any qualification)
of SAIs and more importantly resolution capabililties of the run-time approach. The run-time
approach detects interactions in two ways: either more than one feature responds to an event
(Shared Trigger Interaction) or a feature perceives an event only as a consequence of the
behaviour of another feature (Sequential Action Interaction). The two hybrid approaches are
complimentary, as broadly each addresses one of the two interaction classes.

The first hybrid approach, the user-centric approach, refines the SAI detection mechanism
through an analysis of high-level descriptions of the two features involved. The analysis,
based on a set of rules, checks the potential consequences of the two "triggered" features and
then classifies them as desirable or undesirable. The latter interactions are then excluded.

The technical approach, refines the STI resolution mechanism through the addition of
rules reducing the number of potential solutions and then extract a best resolution. The rules
which exclude potential solutions are based upon an agreed semantics of messages, whereas
the rules to extract a best resolution are independent of message content.
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The two hybrid approaches have been implemented and evaluated in a case study involv-
ing 10 features. 49 interactions were detected. Of those, 28 were STIs which were detected
and resolved at run-time and the call was allowed to progress. The remaining interactions, all
SAI, were detected and the call terminated.

For the first time, Shared Trigger Interactions can be automatically detected and resolved
at run-time. Previously, only an automatic detection had been possible. Further we have im-
plemented a novel on-line automatic detection and qualification of Sequential Action Inter-
actions; previously, this was a manual task. As a consequence, the difference and the precise
meaning of these two types of interactions have been clarified.

With the automatic detection and qualification of sequential action interactions some sce-
narios have been found which could not be categorised into desirable or undesirable interac-
tions. These cases are dependent on the preferences of particular users. Solving these cases is
beyond the work reported in this paper. With the increasing acceptance and hopefully deploy-
ment of new emerging architectures, such as SIP new opportunities to solve these cases arise.
For example, the expression of caller preferences and the application of feature interaction
approaches based on negotiation may be of great value. One such attempt, using policies to
express user preferences can be found in [22]. Future work should study these technologies
and exploit them in new interaction approaches.

A further valuable area of research is the application of feature interaction approaches
into the wider and more general domain of component based systems [1].
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Abstract. This paper proposes a mechanism for 3-way feature interactions
occurrence and a system for detecting 3-way interactions based on the proposed
mechanism. In this paper, by analyzing examples, the mechanism of 3-way
interactions is clarified and a detection algorithm of 3-way interactions is proposed.
The problem of terminal assignments for the detection of 3-way interactions is also
discussed. To validate the algorithm, we applied the proposed algorithm to 120
combinations out of 12 services, and 82 3-way interactions were detected in the 42
combinations.

1. Introduction

This paper proposes a mechanism for 3-way feature interactions (abbreviated as 3-way
interactions) occurrence and a system for detecting 3-way interactions based on the
proposed mechanism. A service, which behaves normally, behaves differently when
initiated with another service. This undesirable behavior is called a feature interaction.

Recently, as shown in AIN, JAIN [1], Parlay [2], and Active Network [3],
telecommunication network architecture is changing to a new one whereby the third-party
service providers can provide network services. This architecture enables multiple
providers to provide services simultaneously in the same network. Consequently, it is
inevitable that feature interactions between different providers' services occur, and this will
cause serious problems to service deployment. Since feature interaction has been
recognized as one of the possible bottlenecks for the development of software, there is a lot
of research being carried out all over the world on detecting and solving the problems of
feature interactions [4][5].

Among feature interactions, one, which does not occur between two services but
occurs among three services, is called a 3-way interaction. Although the existence of 3-way
interactions is predictable, concrete examples were only reported for the first time at FIWOO
[6], held in May 2000 in Glasgow, UK. But the mechanism of 3-way interactions was still
unknown.

In this paper, by analyzing examples, the mechanism of 3-way interactions is clarified
and a detection algorithm of 3-way interactions is proposed. The problem of terminal
assignments for the detection of 3-way interactions is also discussed.

To validate the algorithm, we applied the proposed algorithm to 120 combinations out
of the following 12 services: Terminating Call Screening (TCS), Reverse Charge (RC), Call
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Forwarding Variable (CFV), Call Forwarding Busy Line (CFB), Call Number Delivery
(CND), Three Way Call (TWC), Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT), Automatic
Call Back (ACB), Automatic Re-Call (ARC), Third Party Charge (TPC), Call Waiting
(CW), and Originating Call Screening (OCS). 82 3-way interactions were detected in the 42
combinations.

In section 2, a definition of a 3-way interaction and an example are shown. In section 3,
following and analysis of the example, the mechanism of the 3-way interaction occurrence
is proposed. In section 4, to confirm the proposed mechanism, the mechanism is applied to
a combination of three services, TCS, CND and CFV. After discussing a detection
algorithm for 3-way interactions in section 5, a problem of terminal assignment is discussed
in section 6. In section 7, a detection system and the results of the experiment are discussed.

2. 3-way Interactions

2.1 Definition of a 3-way Interaction

Among feature interactions, one which does not occur between two services but occurs
among three services is called a 3-way interaction (Figure 1).

There are two types of 3-way interactions: One: There are no feature interactions
between 2 services. By providing a third service together with the two services
simultaneously, feature interactions occur.

Two: Though there are feature interactions between two services, the interactions do
not actually appear because some functionality, which causes interactions, is prevented
from being executed because of one reason or another. By providing a third service together
with the two services simultaneously, that which prevents the functionality is removed and
the interactions appear.

This paper analyses the latter case.

Figure 1: 3-way Interaction

2.2 An Example of a 3-way Interaction

A concrete example of a 3-way interaction among CFV, RC and TCS is introduced.
In CFV service, when a new call terminates to a terminal which has CFV service

activated and has registered terminal C as a forwarded terminal (denoted by m-cfv(B,C)),
the call is forwarded to terminal C and terminal A and C transit to talk state (denoted by
talk(A,C) (Figure 2). In this case, a link between terminal A and B is charged for terminal A
(denoted by chg(A,A,B)) and a link between terminal B and C is charged for terminal B
(denoted by chg(B,B,Q).
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Figure 2: CFV Service

In RC service, when a call terminates to a terminal which has RC service activated
(denoted by m-rc(B)), the bill for the call is charged to terminal B instead of terminal A
(denoted by chg(B,A,B)) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: RC Service

In TCS service, when a call terminates to a terminal which has TCS service activated
and has registered terminal A as a screened terminal (denoted by m-tcs(B,A)), the call
connection between terminal A and B is rejected and, therefore, a link between both
terminals should not be charged (Figure 4).

Figure 4: TCS Service

Suppose terminal B has these three services activated simultaneously and has
registered terminal C as a forwarded terminal and terminal A as a screened terminal. When
terminal A dials terminal B (denoted by dial(A,B)), the call is forwarded to terminal C and
bills for a link between terminal A and B and for a link between terminal B and C are
charged to terminal B, denoted by chg(B,A,B) and chg(B,B,C), respectively (Figure 5).

This means that though TCS service rejects a call from terminal A to terminal B the
bill for a link between terminal A and B is charged to terminal B. This contradicts TCS
service specifications. This feature interaction does not occur between two services, TCS
and RC, TCS and CFV, and CFV and RC. So, this interaction is a 3-way interaction.

Figure 5: An Example for 3-way Interaction
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3. Mechanism of 3-way interaction occurrence

3.1 Analysis

Analysis is done from three points of view: execution condition of services, potential
interactions, and occurrence of interactions. Suppose terminal B has TCS service, RC
service and CFV service activated and has registered terminal C as a forwarded terminal
and terminal A as a screened terminal, respectively.

1) Execution conditions of a service
A condition that allows a service to execute is called an execution condition. Execution

conditions for individual services are described as follows:
- An execution condition for TCS service is that a call terminates from terminal A to
terminal B.
- An execution condition for CFV service is that a call terminates to terminal B.
- An execution condition for RC service is that a call connection between terminal A and

terminal B is completed.

2) Specifications of services
From the interaction view point, the essence of service specifications is described as

follows:
- TCS service rejects a call connection between terminal A and B, and therefore, a link

between terminal A and B should not be charged.
- CFV service makes a call connection between terminal A and B and a link between

terminal A and B is charged to terminal A.
- RC service charges a bill to terminal B instead of to terminal A when a call connection

between terminal A and B is completed.

3) Potential interactions
A contradiction between specifications of two services is called a potential interaction

(Figure 6).
- Since TCS service and CFV service are not compatible with a call connection and

billing on a link between terminal A and B, there are two potential interactions between
the two services.

- Since TCS service and RC service are similarly incompatible with respect to billing,
there is a potential interaction between the two services.

- Since CFV service and RC service are similarly incompatible with respect to billing,
there is a potential interaction between the two services.

terminal B must pay for a call from terminal A

Figure 6: Potential Interaction between TCS and RC services

4) Possibility of 2-way interaction occurrence
- Suppose terminal A dials terminal B. Since execution conditions for TCS service and

CFV service are satisfied, an interaction occurs: if CFV service is executed, a call
connection between terminal A and B is established and a link between terminal A and
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B is charged to terminal A. These interactions are 2-way interactions.
Suppose terminal A dials terminal B. Since execution conditions for CFV service and
RC service are satisfied, an interaction occurs: if RC service is executed, a link
between terminal A and B is charged to terminal B. This interaction is a 2-way
interaction.
For TCS service and RC service, since TCS service rejects a call connection between
terminal A and B, the execution condition for RC service is not satisfied, resulting in
no interaction. That is, a 2-way interaction between TCS service and RC service,
related to billing, does not occur (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Prevention of an Execution Condition

5) Occurrence of a 3-way interaction
- Suppose three services are activated simultaneously. When terminal A dials terminal B,

both services, CFV and TCS, are applicable. If CFV service is applied, the execution
condition for RC service which is prevented by TCS service is satisfied. Consequently,
an interaction between TCS service and RC service emerges: a link between terminal A
and B is charged to terminal B. This interaction does not occur between just two
services, TCS service and RC service.
Thus this interaction is a 3-way interaction.

3.2 Mechanism

By generalizing the example described in section 3.1, a mechanism for 3-way interaction
occurrence can be described as follows:
1) There is a potential interaction between two services.
2) When two services are provided simultaneously, if an execution condition for one

service that causes the potential interaction is not satisfied, a feature interaction does not
actually occur even if there is the potential interaction.

3) When the third service, which creates the execution condition for the service that is
prevented from execution, is applied, the service can be applied. Consequently, the
potential interaction emerges. This feature interaction is a 3-way interaction.

4. Confirmation of Mechanism

To confirm the mechanism proposed in section 3.2, the proposed mechanism is applied to
another combination of three services, TCS, CND and CFV.
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4.1 Analysis

In CND service, when a call from terminal A is terminated to terminal B which has
CND service activated (denoted by m-cnd(B)), a directory number of terminal A is
displayed at terminal B.

Terminal C has CND service and TCS service activated and has registered terminal A
as a screened terminal. Terminal B has CFV service activated and has registered terminal C
as a forwarded terminal.
1) Execution conditions of a service
- An execution condition for CND service is that terminal C is in calling state (denoted by

calling(A,C)).
- An execution condition for TCS service is that a call terminates to terminal C.
- An execution condition for CFV service is that a call terminates to terminal B.

2) Specifications of services
- CND service displays a directory number of terminal A (denoted by cnd(A)) in calling

state.
- TCS rejects a call from terminal A.
- CFV service makes a call forward to terminal C.

3) Potential interactions
- Since CND service and TCS service are incompatible with respect to displaying a

directory number of originating terminal in calling state, there is a potential interaction
between the two services.

- Since TCS service and CFV service are incompatible with respect to a call connection
between terminal A and C, there is a potential interaction between the two services.

- Since CND service and CFV service are incompatible with respect to displaying a
directory number of terminal A during a calling state, calling(A,B), there is a potential
interaction between the two services.

4) Possibility of 2-way interaction occurrence
- Suppose terminal A dials terminal B. Since an execution condition for CFV service is

satisfied, the call is forwarded to terminal C and an execution condition for TCS service
is satisfied. If CFV service is applied here, terminal C transits to calling state. This
contradicts a specification of TCS. But, this interaction occurs without CND service. So,
this interaction is a 2-way interaction.

- Suppose terminal A dials to terminal C. Since an execution condition of TCS is satisfied,
the call connection is rejected. So, a directory number of terminal A is not displayed.
Since terminal C does not transit to calling state this is not an actual feature interaction.

- Suppose terminal A dials terminal B. Since an execution condition for CFV service is
satisfied, the call is forwarded to terminal C and a directory number of terminal A is
displayed on terminal C. As for terminal B, since terminal B does not transit to calling
state this is not an actual feature interaction.

5) Occurrence of a 3-way interaction
- Suppose three services are activated simultaneously. Terminal A dials terminal B. Since

an execution condition for CFV service is satisfied, the call is forwarded to terminal C
and then, an execution condition for CND service is satisfied. Consequently, a directory
number of terminal A is displayed. Thus, though terminal C rejects a call from terminal
A, terminal C transits to calling state and a directory number of terminal A is displayed
at terminal C (Figure 8). This interaction does not appear between any two services. So,
this is a 3-way interaction.
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Figure 8: 3-way interaction for TCS, CND and CFV

4.2 Application of the Proposed Mechanism

The mechanism proposed in section 3.2 is applied to a combination of CND, TCS, and
CFV services.
1) There is a potential interaction between CND and TCS services; displaying a directory

number of terminal A on terminal C. There is a potential interaction between TCS and
CFV services also; a call connection between terminal A and C. There is a potential
interaction between CND and CFV services also; displaying a directory number of
terminal A on terminal B.

2) When CND and TCS services are provided simultaneously, an execution condition for
CND is not satisfied. Therefore the potential interaction between CND and TCS does not
emerge. In the same manner, the potential interaction between CND and CFV does not
emerge. When TCS and CFV services are provided simultaneously, both execution
conditions for TCS and CFV are satisfied. Therefore the potential interaction between
TCS and CFV emerges. So, this interaction is a 2-way interaction.

3) When the third service, CFV, is added to CND and TCS services and these three services
are provided simultaneously, the execution condition of CND service is satisfied. Then,
the potential interaction between CND and TCS services emerges; terminal C transits to
calling state and a directory number of terminal A is displayed. This feature interaction is
a 3-way interaction.

5. Detection Algorithm

5.1 Specification Description Language

The detection algorithm depends on service specification description languages. Therefore,
before discussing the algorithm, a service specification description language used in the
algorithm is explained. STR (State Transition Rule), which was developed at ATR
(Advanced Telecommunication Technology Research Institute), is used in the proposed
algorithm. A brief explanation, required to understand this paper, is provided. Please refer
to [7][8] for details.
1) Language Specification

As is well known, telecommunication service specifications can be represented as state
transition diagrams. So, a system state can be represented as a set of states of terminals or
relationships between terminals connected to the system, called primitives. STR has the
form of Pre-condition, event and Post-condition. It is a rule to define a condition for state
transition and a system state change while the rule is applied. Pre-condition and
Post-condition consist of primitives, respectively. An event is a trigger, which causes the
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state transition, e.g. a signal input to the node, and a trigger occurs in the node. A
description example of STR is shown in Figure 9.

m-cfv(y,z),dialtone(x),idle(z) dial(x,y): m-cfv(y,z),calling(x,z)

Figure 9: An Example of STR

The example in Figure 9 is explained. Terminal y has CFV service activated and has
registered terminal z as a forwarded terminal, denoted by m-cfv(y,z). A primitive, whose
primitive name begins with m-, such as m-cfv(y,z), is called a service primitive. Terminal x
is hearing dialtone and terminal z is in idle state, denoted by dialtone(x) and idle(z),
respectively. If terminal x dials y, denoted by dial(x,y), the call is forwarded to terminal z
and terminal x and z transit to calling state, denoted by calling(x,z). All arguments in
primitives are described as variables, called terminal variables, so that a rule can be applied
to any terminals.
[Application rule]: When an event occurs, a rule which has the same event and whose
Pre-condition is included in the state of the system is applied.
[Precedent application rule]: If more than one rule is applicable, the rule whose
Pre-condition covers all Pre-conditions of other rules is applied (precedent application
rule).
[State change rule]: When the rule is applied, the state of the system changes as follows. A
state corresponding to the Pre-condition of the applied rule is deleted from the current
system state and a state corresponding to Post-condition of the applied rule is added (Figure
10). Here, a state corresponding Pre/Post-condition is obtained by replacing arguments in
Pre/Post-condition with actual terminals when the rule is applied.

Figure 10: System State Change by Rule Application

5.2 Algorithm

Let a rule of service b, which creates a potential interaction between service a and service b
in the mechanism described in 3.2, be rb. There are two ways for a rule of service a, ra, to
prevent rb's execution. In one case, ra always takes precedence over rb (denoted by ra»rb).
In this case, even if a rule of service c, re, can create an execution condition for rb, since
ra»rb, ra is always applied instead of rb. So, in this case, a 3-way interaction does not
occur.

In the other case, in rules of service b, only rt>2, which is another rule of service b,
can create the execution condition for rb, and ra»rb2. In this case, if re creates the
execution condition for rb, rb is applied resulting in causing a 3-way interaction. So, the
detection algorithm based on the latter case is discussed.

The outline of the detection algorithm is described. The detection algorithm consists
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of four steps. In step 1, and step 2, identify if a potential interaction exists between two
services. If there is no potential interaction, a 3-way interaction does not occur. In step 3,
the potential interaction is checked if it actually emerges between two services or not. If it
emerges, the potential interaction is a 2-way interaction, not a 3-way interaction. In step 4,
rules of the third service are examined to establish if any rule can make the potential
interaction emerge. If there is any rule which can make the potential interaction actually
emerge, this potential interaction is a 3-way interaction. According to the outline of the
detection algorithm, more detailed conditions are discussed to introduce detection
algorithm.
step 1) Select a rule of service b, rb, which causes an interaction with specifications for

service a. If rb can be selected, go to step 2. Otherwise, a 3-way interaction does not
occur.

step 2) Select another rule of service b, rb2, which creates an execution condition for rb.
The condition for selecting rb2 is that after rb2 is applied rb can be applied. Based
on the Application rule and the State change rule for STR, described in section 5.1,
the sufficient condition for rb to be applied after rb2's execution is that the
Post-condition of rb2 includes the Pre-condition of rb. But, a service primitive for
service b has existed. So, the Post-condition of rb2 need not include a service
primitive for service b.
If rb2 can be selected, go to step 3. Otherwise, a 3-way interaction does not occur,

step 3) In this step, it is checked whether the potential interaction, obtained in step 1,
actually emerges or not. In other word, select a rule of service a, ra, which can be
applied in precedence over rb2 and does not create an execution condition for rb.
According to the Precedent application rule for STR, described in section 5.1, the
necessary condition for ra is that the Pre-condition of ra includes the Pre-condition
of rb2 and the Post-condition of ra does not includes the Pre-condition of rb.
If ra can be selected, go to step 4. Otherwise, this potential interaction is a 2-way
interaction, not a 3-way interaction.

step 4) Select a rule of service c, re, which creates an execution condition for rb. The
condition for re is that after execution of re, rb can be applied. This condition is the
same condition for rb2, described in step 2. Therefore, the condition for selecting re
is that the Post-condition of re includes the Pre-condition of rb. Thus, select a rule of
service c whose Post-condition includes the Pre-condition of rb except for service
primitive for service b.
If re can be selected, this potential interaction is detected as a 3-way interaction.
Otherwise, a 3-way interaction does not occur.

To simplify the explanation of the algorithm, in this paper, service constraints are
considered as potential interactions. To offend service constraints for service a means as
follows: A primitive set, which should not appear in any system states of service a, appears
actually in some system state of service a, or a primitive set, which should appear in the
specific system state of service a, does not actually appear in the specific system state [9].
The primitive set, which should not appear in any system state of service a, is called an
inhibit primitive set for service a. The primitive set, which should appear in the specific
system state of service a, is called an intention primitive set for service a. In this paper, in
order to simplify, only inhibit primitive sets are considered. Assume a set of inhibit
primitive sets has been given as knowledge beforehand [9][10].

Based on discussions mentioned above, the algorithm for detecting 3-way interactions
can be described as follows:
step 1) Select a rule of service b, rb, whose Post-condition includes one of the inhibit

primitive set for service a. If rb can be selected go to step 2. Otherwise, a 3-way
interaction does not occur.
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step 2) Select another rule of service b, rb2, whose Post-condition includes the
Pre-condition of rb except for a service primitive for service b. If rb2 can be selected
go to step 3. Otherwise, a 3-way interaction does not occur.

step 3) Select a rule of service a, ra, whose Pre-condition includes the Pre-condition of rt>2
and whose Post-condition does not include the Pre-condition of rb. If ra can be
selected go to step 4. Otherwise, this potential interaction emerges as a 2-way
interaction, therefore it is not a 3-way interaction.

step 4) Select a rule of service c, re, whose Post-condition includes the Pre-condition of rb
except for service primitive for service b. If re can be selected, the potential
interaction is detected as a 3-way interaction. Otherwise, a 3-way interaction does
not occur.

6. Terminal Assignment in Implementing the Detection System

Based on the detection algorithm described in section 5.2, a problem in implementing the
detection system is discussed. One of the causes of complexity in detecting feature
interactions is the number of ways of terminal assignments, called the number of terminal
assignments hereafter. In 3-way interactions there are 4 related rules; an increase by 2
compared with 2-way interactions. As the number of terminal assignments increases, there
is a possibility of an increase of computation time to detect feature interactions. This may
cause a huge amount of computation time. Therefore, even if we implement the detection
system based on the proposed detection algorithm, there is a possibility that it cannot
actually be used because of the huge amount of computation time required to detect feature
interactions. So we obtain the number of terminal assignments in the proposed detection
algorithm, and evaluate whether the detection algorithm can actually be used or not.

6.1 Terminal Assignment

Terminals described in the specifications are written as terminal variables so that the
specifications can be applied to any terminals. For detecting feature interactions, the real
terminals should be assigned to terminal variables in the specification. Assigning real
terminals to terminal variables is called terminal assignment. Even for the same
specification, depending upon terminal assignments, feature interactions occur or do not
occur. Therefore, to detect all feature interactions, all ways of terminal assignments should
be considered. So the number of terminal assignments becomes huge. To solve this problem,
the authors proposed a method for reducing the number of terminal assignments in
detecting 2-way interactions [11]. For example, when the number of terminal variables in
two rules is three, and the number of real terminals is six, the maximum number of terminal
assignments is (6Ps)2= 14,400. Here, mPn means the number of ways of selecting n objects
from m objects and arranging them in line; represented as the following formula:

mPn = m(m - l)(m - 2)...(m - n + 1)
According to the proposed method, the maximum number of terminal assignments is

only 33 by excluding terminal assignments which give equivalent states. But, since the
number of related rules in 3-way feature interactions is four, when the number of terminal
variables in each rule is three, the number of terminal assignments is 428,301 even if the
proposed method is adopted. If this value is correct, it takes an enormous amount of
computation time to detect 3-way interactions by the proposed algorithm. Therefore, we
examine the number of terminal assignments in each step of the detection algorithm in
detail.
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6.2 The number of terminal assignments in each step

Using an example for detecting 3-way interactions between TCS, RC and CFV described in
section 2.2, the number of terminal assignments is obtained based on the detection
algorithm described in section 5.2.

First, step 1 is discussed. In step 1, the condition for selecting a rule is that the
Post-condition of rb includes the constraint condition of service a. The constraint condition
of TCS is that a link between terminal A and B should not be charged. This means that the
primitive which represents charging on a link between terminal A and B (denoted by
achg(-,A,B)) should not exist in any system state. Here, '-' represents an arbitrary terminal.
Suppose that rb, which includes achg(x,y,x) in the Post-condition, exists in rules of service
b. Real terminals are assigned to judge whether the condition for selecting a rule is satisfied.
To satisfy the condition, achg(-,A,B) and achg(x,y,x) are the same primitive including
arguments. Thus, x must be B and y must be A. Since there are no other terminal
assignments required, the number of terminal assignments in step 1 is one.

Next, step 2 is discussed. In step 2, the condition for selecting a rule is that the
Post-condition of rb2 includes the Pre-condition of rb. The Pre-condition of rb selected in
setpl is achg(A,A,B). Therefore, to satisfy the condition for selecting the rule, the
Post-condition of rb2 must include at least achg(x,x,y). In addition, since achg(x,x,y) must
be the same as achg(A,A,B), x must be B and y must be A in the same way as step 1. Since
there are no other terminal assignments required, the number of terminal assignments in
step 2 is one.

Next, step 3 is discussed. In step 3, the condition for selecting a rule is that the
Pre-condition of ra includes the Pre-condition of rb2. The Pre-condition of rb2 selected in
setp2 is {dialtone(A),idle(B)}. Therefore, to satisfy the condition for selecting the rule, the
Pre-condition of ra must include at least {dialtone(x),idle(y)}. In addition, as
(dialtone(x),idle(y)} must be the same primitive set as (dialtone(A),idle(B)}, x must be B
and y must be A. Since there are no other terminal assignments required, the number of
terminal assignments in step 3 is one.

Finally, step 4 is discussed. In step 4, the condition for selecting a rule is that the
Post-condition of re includes the Pre-condition of rb except for a service primitive for
service b. The Pre-condition of rb selected in setpl is achg(A,A,B). Therefore, to satisfy the
condition for selecting the rule, the Post-condition of re must include at least achg(x,x,y).
The Post-condition of re is (calling(x,y),achg(x,x,y),achg(y,y,z)}. Therefore, to satisfy the
condition for selecting the rule, either achg(x,x,y) or achg(y,y,z) must be the same primitive
as achg(A,A,B). Consequently, there are two ways of terminal assignments as follows: x=A,
y=B, and z=C or y=A, z=B, and x=C. As there are no other terminal assignments required,
the number of terminal assignments in step 4 is two.

For step 1, 2, and 3, mentioned above, there is only one pair of the same primitives as
follows: a primitive in the constraint condition for service a and a primitive in the
Post-condition of rb, a primitive in the Post-condition of rb and a primitive in the constraint
condition for service a, a primitive in the Pre-condition of rb and a primitive in the
Post-condition of rb2, and a primitive in the Pre-condition of rb2 and a primitive in the
Pre-condition of ra, respectively. Therefore, the number of terminal assignments to satisfy
the condition for selecting the rule in each step is only one. But, if the number of primitives,
which has the same primitive name as those in the Pre-condition of rb and exist in the
Post-condition of re, is more than one, the number of terminal assignments to satisfy the
condition for selecting the rule becomes more than one.

Next, the maximum number of terminal assignments is discussed. Now, suppose that
the constraint condition of service a, the Pre-condition of rb, or rb2 are denoted by U, and
the Post-condition of rb, rb2, and re, or the Pre-condition of ra are denoted by V. The
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condition for selecting the rule in each step can be generally described by using U and V as
follows: V includes U. Now, let the number of terminal variables used in U and the number
of terminal variables used in V be n and m, respectively. As shown in the detection
algorithm described in section 5.2, the terminal assignments in U have been already made.
The same real terminals used in U should be used in V to satisfy the condition, V includes
U. The number of ways to assign n real terminals, used in U, to m terminal variables used
in V depends on the number of primitives in U and V which have the same primitive name.
The maximum number of ways to assign n real terminals used in U to m terminal variables
used in V is the same as the number of ways to choose n objects from m objects and
arrange in line denoted by mPn. Even if more terminal assignments are done, V obtained by
new terminal assignments is equivalent to one of V's which have already obtained; a set V
obtained is a set equivalent to a set V given already. Therefore, the maximum number of
terminal assignments in step i is given as miPni. Here, mi and ni are the number of terminal
variables used in U and V, respectively. Now, let the number of terminals used in the
constraint condition of service a, rb, rb2, ra, and re be nl, n2, n3, n4, and n5, respectively.
Consequently, each maximum number of terminal assignments at step 1-4 is given as n2Pnh
n3?n2, n4Pn3, and nsPn2. respectively. As the way of terminal assignments in each step is
independent, the maximum number of terminal assignments to detect 3-way interactions is
given as n2Pnl*n3Pn2*n4Pn3*n5Pn2-

Suppose, in step 3, both of the constraint conditions of service a and ra contain the
same service primitive. In this case, since terminal assignment has been already made in
step 1, the number of terminal assignments in step 3 decreases. Let the number of terminal
variables in the service primitive be k. Then, the maximum number of ways for terminal
assignments in step 3 is given as n4-kPn3-k-

Thus, the number of terminal assignments depends considerably on the number of the
primitives, which have the same primitive name and different arguments, in U and V. So,
we examined the actual number of primitives that have the same primitive name and
different arguments.

6.3 Investigation of actual situation

To evaluate the number of terminal assignments, we investigated the actual number of
primitives that are involved in U and V, and have the same primitive name and different
arguments. Concretely, the distribution of the number of primitives, that are involved in
Pre-conditions of each rule and have the same primitive name and different arguments, are
investigated. Investigation results for 170 rules are shown in Table 1. More than 70 percent of the
rules do not have the same primitive name. 20 percent of the rules have two primitives that
have the same primitive names. 8 rules have more than three primitives that have the same
primitive names. Next, the actual number of terminal assignments for 28 combinations of
four rules (ra, rb, rb2, and re) is discussed. The mean number of terminal assignments for
one combination is 1.3. Thus, it can be expected that the total number of terminal
assignments in detecting 3-way interactions isn't actually a huge number. Consequently, it
was confirmed that the proposed detection algorithm can actually be used.
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Table 1: Distribution of the Number of Primitives

the number of
the same primitive name

don't have the same primitive name

have two primitives that are the
same primitive names

have more than three primitives
that are the same primitive names

total

the number
of rules

127

35

8

170

distribution

74.7%

20.6%

4.7%

100%

7. Implementation of the Detection System and Discussion

7.1 The detection system

To evaluate the proposed algorithm described in sections.2, the detection system based on
the detection algorithm was implemented. The software structure of the detection system is
shown in Figure 11. In the detection system, first, inhibit primitive sets for service a are
obtained (InhibitPrimGet function). Next, for one of the inhibit primitive sets, a rule which
satisfies the condition for selecting rb in step 1 is selected (RbSelect function). For the rule
selected as rb, a rule, which satisfies the condition for selecting rb2 in step 2, is selected
(Rb2Select function). For the rule selected as rb2, a rule, which satisfies the condition for
selecting ra in step 3, is selected (RaSelect function). A rules which satisfies the condition
for selecting re in step 4, is selected (RcSelect function). The procedure mentioned above is
repeated for all inhibit primitives sets.

Figure 11: Software Structure of the Detection System

7.2 Discussion

The detection system, which was implemented based on the detection algorithm, was
applied to the following 12 services: TCS, RC, CFV, CFB, CND, TWC, UPT, ACB, ARC,
TPC, CW, and OCS.

As an example, an inhibit primitive set for CFV used as the constraint conditions is
explained. Suppose terminal x has registered terminal y as a forwarded terminal. When
terminal z dials terminal x, terminal x should not transit to calling state, denoted by
calling(z,x). The primitive set (calling(z,x)} is the inhibit primitive set for CFV.

There are totally 10 inhibit primitive sets for 4 services, UPT, TCS, CFV, and OCS.
For these 4 services, 3-way interactions detected are shown in Table 2. In Table 2, each
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service b has potential interactions which don't appear as 2-way interactions. As a result of
applying the detection system, 82 3-way interactions were detected in the 42 combinations.

Table 2: 3-way Interactions Detected
V (a)
(cK(b
CFB
CND
RC

UPT
ACB
TCS
TWC
CFV
CW
TPC
ARC
OCS
total

UPT
CND

0

0

2
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
7

RC
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TPC
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

TCS
CND

1

0
1
2

0
1
2
0
3
0
10

RC
2
0

2
2

0
2
1
0
3
0
12

TPC
2
0
0
2
2

0
2
1

3
0
12

CFV
CND

0

0
0
2
0
0

2
0
3
0
7

RC
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

TPC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

OCS
CND

1

0
1
2
0
0
1
2
0
3

10

RC
2
0

2
2

0
2
1
0
3
0
12

TPC
2
0

2
2

0
2
1
0
3
6
12

total
10
0
0
10
16
0
0
10
12
0
24
0
8i

(a) service a (b) service b (c) service c

The numbers described in Table 2 represent the number of different scenarios where
3-way interactions occurred. That is, if a scenario, where a 3-way interaction occurs, is the
same as another scenario, the 3-way interaction is not counted as the number of a new
3-way interaction. For example, suppose a feature interaction occurs when terminal A dials
terminal B while terminal B is talking with terminal C. In this case, strictly there are two
cases as follows: In one case, the call originated from terminal B and terminates to terminal
C, in the other case, the call originated from terminal C and terminates to terminal B. If the
3-way interaction detected is related to only talking state, both cases are regarded as the
same 3-way interaction. So, in this case, the number of detected 3-way interactions is one.
Besides, even if the state of a terminal is different, if the terminal is not related to the 3-way
interaction, this 3-way interaction is not counted as a new interaction.

All 3-way interactions, which were found during desk work for confirming the
proposed mechanism, were detected. Moreover, we could detect 3-way interactions which
had not been found during the desk work. As an example, a 3-way interaction among TCS,
RC, and CW is explained. Suppose terminal B has these three services activated
simultaneously and has registered terminal A as a screened terminal. When terminal A dials
terminal B while terminal B is talking with terminal C, if CW is applied, terminal B transits
to audible ringing state. At this moment, if terminal B makes onhook, terminal B transits to
ringing state. Then, when terminal B makes offhook, a link between terminal A and B is
charged to terminal B by RC. This means that though TCS service rejects a charge for the
call from terminal A to terminal B, the bill for the call from terminal A to terminal B is
charged to terminal B. Since this interaction does not occur between two services, this
interaction is a 3-way interaction.

Considering discussions above, it is confirmed that the proposed detection algorithm
for 3-way interactions is effective enough.

8. Conclusion

In this article, the mechanism for 3-way interactions occurrence and the detection system
based on the mechanism were proposed. Then, the problem of terminal assignment, a
problem in implementing the detection system based on the proposed detection algorithm
for 3-way interactions, was described. The number of terminal assignments for each step of
the detection algorithm was investigated. As a result, it was clarified that there was in fact
no problem. Then a detection system for 3-way interactions was implemented and was
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applied to 12 services. As a result, 82 3-way interactions were detected in the 42
combinations. All 3-way interactions, which had been found during desk work for
confirming the proposed mechanism, were detected. Moreover, we could detect 3-way
interactions which had not been found during the desk work. Thus, it was confirmed that
the proposed detection algorithm is effective enough.

In future work, other detection scenarios should be investigated. The algorithm to
resolve the 3-way interactions detected should also be investigated.
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